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INTRODUCTION.

A
I HOI i. II, ..x the title of this series ,,f

volume- tells, it is i.t' gardens lx>th old and
new that we aim at presenting pictures and

giving descriptions to our reiders, yet it

must he confessed that the number which m.iv

:ly
and correctly be termed old is somewhat

small. \Ve have many ancient places and venerable

houses, but these attributes seldom fit their gardens.
A garden is subject to constant work and alteration,
and Nature and man are at one in not leaving it

alom I n where the effect aimed at and the 'im-

material used admit of pruning knives and shear-,

growth and decay are apt, as years go by, to

aJter, if not destroy, the original plan and intention

and force renewal and new making. Yet not

thus, for the most part, have old gardens been

lost; it is not Nature, but man, who is the arch-

destroyer and revolutionist Novelty in gardens is

as strong a human passion as novelty in hats, and
the improvements of one age are made on the ruins

ot those of the previous one. This is, in some
measure, true even of our own day, with its compre-
hensive love of what is old, and its tendency to copy
rather than to create. We look rather askant e at

the work of our immediate predecessors, however
much we may prize that of our remoter forbears,
and are apt to tear up what we find, on the plea of

restoring what was there yet earlier. Still, on the

whole, our sympathies are broad and inclusive, and
even the hot controversy of a few years ayo lx.-tween

the protagonists of the formal and those of the natural

school has cooled down with the mellowing of the

fanatical spirit that can tolerate only its own narrow

opinions. Ifformalism is perhaps now the more fashion-

able mode, it is by no means the exclusive one. We
welcome the wilderness as much as the terrace ; the

trim cut yew shares our joy with the undipped
thicket ; we pass, with unchecked delight, from
the square lily pool in the Dutch garden, to the

meandering brooklet in the rocky dell. But this

catholicity of taste is something of a modern product.
Conviction of the superiority of their own contem-

porary taste has been the dominant feeling of past

generations, and the zealous translation of this

principle into practice accounts for the infrequent
remains of gardens dating, in their full scope and

general features, much earlier than the middle of the

eighteenth century. So completely did the land-

scape school of Kent and Brown obliterate all

previous work that Rcpton, writing in 1 806, declares

that "no trace now remains" of the Italian style
of garden, which he defines as consisting ot
" balustradcd terraces of masonry, magnificent flights
of steps, arcades and architectural grottos, lofty

clipped hedges, with niches and recesses enriched by
sculpture." Indeed, he fancied that all this had been

swept away long before by the advent of the Dutch

system, whose features he limits to "
sloped terraces

of grass, regular shapes of land and water, formed by
art, and quaintly adorned with trees in pots, or

planted alternatelx, and dip|ed, to preserve tht- most

perfect regularity of shape." Si that he asks us to

believe that it was such gardens alone, and not

also architectural work, that Brown destroyed.

Luckily, rare specimens of both styles remain ; ami

though it is true that most of the tine formal gardens
of to day .ire either attempts to put b.uk what Brown
tore away, .isaf Wilton {page :i

',},
or completely new

creations such as Castle .\shby (page <><)), yet we
have survivals from the days of Hi/abeth, as at Mon-
tacute .page KIJ), and of William III., asat Westhury-
on-Severn (page xxxv.). It is of such, and still earlier

gardens, that we will speak in this Introduction,

leaving the developments produced by Pojx-'s i ry
for a return to Nature until a later date, when
we hojx.-

to gather together, in another volume,
illustrations of some of the more remarkable pl.u es

whose gardens and parks were considered by Kent,
Brown and Kepton as their masterpiece-.

The fanciful call to Nature was the product of

a highly developed and artificial civilisation. To
man in a primitive stage, Nature appears a- a tyrant
and an enemy, and it is only after he has brought
her under considerable control that heln-gins to look

upon her with feelings of admiration rather than

of terror. There is, therefore, no early desire to

closely imitate her methods, and the ideas and

products of ancient communities were essentially
artificial. If, as the Brownian school held, "Nature
abhors a straight line," that was all the more reason

why man should resolutely adhere to it, and so

the geometric tendency became strongly developed.
Architectural formality in the garden was a proof
that civilisation was triumphing, and 1,300 years
before the beginning of our era an Kgyptian wrote :

I 111 >;.l'<l<-ll l tixl.iv in ll x :

I l n '"! .1 |..ill.(ir

The characteristics of the garden here alluded to, we
can gather from wall-pictures in the tombs. It would

be a parallelogram entered by a great [xirtal and

enclosed by a wall. Vines would IK- trained on to

rafters resting on pillars, in what we call pergola
fashion. Straight walks and palm tree alleys, canals

and pools geometrically built, storeycd buildings and
small kiosks would form its principal features.

The same principles, modified in detail to suit

local, racial and climatic differences, obtained later

on in Persian gardens. Xenophon tells us how

Meier, when Cyrus showed him "The Paradise

of Sardis," was "struck with admiration of the

beauty of the trees, the regularity of their planting,
the evenness ot their rows and their making regular

angles one to another." Roman gardens of the

Republican period were comparatively simple, and

largely used for the skilful and profitable growth
>t truit and vegetables, but amenity and formalism

were the groundwork of the design ; and even
the stern Cato demanded that gardens, es|x-cially
if in or near the city, should IK-

" ornamented with

all possible care." But with the imperial purple
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came elaboration and magnificence, and the extent

and splendour of the later classic gardens of Italy
were emulated, but not excelled, by the masters of

the Renaissance period. So minute are the younger
Pliny's descriptions of his two gardens that they have

been reconstructed on paper by more than one

archasologist. And here, curiously enough, amid the

rich triumph of artifice and geometry, we find the

highly-civilised man's dawning desire for Nature.

The grounds of the Tusculan Villa wanted nothing of

the choicest devices and trappings of formalism.

There are portico and terrace, garden-house and

alcove, fountain and statue, trim open parterre and

shady alley of cypress and palm tree. The variety
and curiousness of water and topiary works are

immense,
" the box is cut into a thousand different

forms," here a marble basin is "so artfully contrived

that it is always full without overflowing," and there
"

is a fountain which is incessantly emptying and

filling." Such is the general character, and of such

details is almost the whole of the long description

composed. But a single sentence strikes a different

note. " On a sudden, in the midst of this elegant

regularity, you are surprised with an imitation of the

negligent beauties of rural Nature." If we compare
this with Horace Walpole's description of Bridgeman,
who "

still adhered much to strait walks with high

clipt hedges
"

but "
diversified by wilderness and

with loose groves of oak, though still within sur-

rounding hedges," we shall 'conclude that the

English natural school began where the younger
Pliny left off. Until that day, indeed, Pliny's
influence had been continuous over the art ot

gardening in England, for he was read by Norman,

nay, even by Saxon monk, for the Herbal of fourth

century Apuleius was founded on his works, and was
translated into Anglo-Saxon. He thus influenced

knowledge, if not also taste, in those early mediaeval

days when horticulture was in its infancy, and
when gardens were small and infrequent, plain and
utilitarian.

Shelter and defence are implied by the

etymology of our words yard and garden, and such

were the leading characteristics of the little enclosed

spaces devoted by our Saxon ancestors to such plant
culture as then obtained. For these wort-yards, or

orchards, it is not so much to the castle as to the

monastery that we must look. At each there was

always the cultivation of some few fruits and vege-
tables and physic herbs, even before the advent of the

more energetic and knowledgeable Normans, with

whom, if absent before, came something of the spirit

of amenity of the enjoyment to be derived from
the beauty of the rose and the

lily,
as

well as from the usefulness of the apple and the

onion. An anecdote of William Rufus brings this

home to us. Of the Abbey of Romsey in Hampshire,
Christina, of the blood of the former Royal House
of England, was Abbess, and with her was her young
niece Matilda, afterwards to be Henry I.'s English
Queen. Rufus wished to see this maid ; but to

such meeting, considering his morals, the Abbess was

averse, and so Rufus, we are told in a contemporary
account, pretended that he had merely come "

to

look at the roses and other flowering herbs." We
thus get clear proof not only of their presence in the

nunnery garden, but that to come and see them was

reckoned a plausible excuse for a visit. Upon such

hints and casual mention as this, do we depend for

information on the subject at this time
; but before

the twelfth century closes horticulture enters the

literary stage, and in Alex. Neckam's " De Naturis
Rerum "

(a kind of contemporary encyclopaedia),

Chapter CLXVI. deals with gardens. Neckam was
born at St. Albans in September, 1157, and that

we have such precise date for this event we
owe to the fact that on the same day Richard
Lion Heart was born at Windsor, and that Neckam's
mother nursed them both, reserving her right breast

for the Prince by way of precedence. The boy learnt

so quickly in the Abbey school that the monks made
him their schoolmaster at Dunstable almost before

he reached manhood, and he was a professor at Paris

University when he was twenty-three. In 1186
he determined to enter a monastery ; but his offer

to the Abbot of his native St. Albans being answered

by a pun on his name, he took offence and went to

Cirencester, where he became Abbot in 1213. As an

author, he was a compiler rather than an observer or

a thinker, and his knowledge of gardens was drawn
from writers of another age and climate rather than

from practical experience in his own country, and we
thus find dates included among the fruit which a

"noble garden gives you." Classic authors, such

as Pliny, were studied for cultural directions

rather than for information on laying out, and
so Neckam is silent on the subject of garden

design, though he comments on what he con-

sidered the voluptuous expense in superfluous

building which had set in in his day, and
condemns the vanity of those who were raising
"towers threatening the stars." Not only has he no

ideas as to garden architecture, he has none on garden

disposition, and his lists of plants show a most

haphazard mixture of tree and bulb, fruit and flower.

Of the last he mentions roses and lilies, the purple

flag and the yellow gladiolus as customary ; but why-
he singles out the cucumber, the poppy and the

narcissus as "
giving nobility to the garden

"
we art-

left to guess, or perhaps to believe dogmatically as

the final word of the sage. There is nothing

especially monastic in Neckam's gardening descrip-
tion and advice, and, except that laymen, as a rule,

could not read in his day, we should rather judge
that it was for laymen that he wrote. But the

monks still remained the chief gardeners. They had

frequent and wide Continental relations, abundant

leisure and comparative security. The sites of

their buildings, low down, in fertile and sheltered

spots, with ample and wide-spreading enclosures,

were, moreover, far better adapted to gardening
than the position of the castle, high set on

an exposed knoll, or rising sheer out of a marsh.

No wonder,- then, that the bortulanus was an

important monastic official, duly appointed to

supervise apple orchard and vineyard, flower plot
and herb border. Monkish diet, so largely

composed of vegetable food, called for ample fruit

and vegetable culture. Their accustomed office of

ministering to the bodies, as well as to the souls,

of their sick neighbours encouraged the growth of

the physic garden, while the habit of using flowers

for decoration in churches and in open-air pro-
cessions was an incentive to the large production
of bloom. Moreover, the contemplative life meant

walking and sitting in such enclosures, and the

straight path and the sequestered bench would have

their importance ;
so that rose bush and iris soon
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lined the former, while vine and ivy sheltered

the latter. But though churchmen were the first

writers on garden craft and its greatest exponents,

yet palace and castle had their gardens within,

and their orchards without, the fortified area.

\Ve even get hints that, in the twelfth century,
suburban Londoners had gardens around their houses
"
pleasing to the sight," and that the citizens of such

towns as Carlisle carried on horticulture beyond the

walls. And if our scanty information is almost

limited to Royal gardens, that is no proof that the

sovereign greatly excelled his wealthy subjects, but

arises from the fact that the Crown's mediaeval

accounts have largely survived, whereas those of

subjects have very rarely done so. Thus we have

sprinkled meads, such as the tapestry-makers of the

day used so constantly for their foregrounds, are his

joy, gaily powdered as they are with his favourite

daisy,
"
emperice and floure of floures alle," type

of womanly truth and purity, as the lily
is of

her fairness and beauty. His eye is alive to every
beautiful garden scene, such as a goldfinch hopping
about on a blossoming medlar tree. But he is a

practical gardener also
;

knows the uses of herbs

and the modes of apple storing, and sees the

advantage of a double over a single rose, since it lasts

longer in bloom. He gives us no detailed description
of garden arrangement, but speaks of his little arbour

with fresh turf benches, where he devised to make
his couch and watch the opening of the flowers to the

^l^ll'un/ 5
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wandering about the alleys. Chaucer evidently placed
his imaginary characters in a well-known spot, and
some castle he knew well was in his mind when he

wrote; for these lines, however little they may apply,
as they were intended, to Athens in Theseus's time,

quite describe Windsor in Chaucer's own day. Five

years after Chaucer's death in 1400, the first James
who became King of Scotland was captured by the

English off Flamborough Head, and for long years
the "great tower that was so thick and strong" was
his prison. Thence, even as Palamon did, he could

look down on the garden below, and as there were no

fair Emelies to distract his attention, he had leisure

to notice the garden itself in greater detail, and
describe it in a well-known poem. Here, as in

Chaucer,
"

fast by the Tower's wall
"

was a fair

led. Lying within the defensive area, they were

high walled for practical safety, rather than for

aesthetic seclusion. Their size, too, was circum-

scribed, and their formality imperfect, for they had
to follow the irregular outline of the castle walls and
the varying levels of the castle site. As the fifteenth

century closed, however, the undefended manor
house developed in both quality and quantity. Even
the great and wealthy began to abandon the strate-

gically placed and strongly fortified castle, with its

restrained area and gloomy rooms, in favour of the

spacious amplitude and cheerful outlook of the wide-

spreading, many-windowed mansion, set in the

fertile and sheltered, timbered and watered plain ;

and they surrounded their new homes with low-walled

courts and gardens, wherein large size and complete

LOOKING DOWN THE T CANAL AT WESTBURY COURT.

garden so fully furnished with trees and pleached
hawthorn hedges that you could wander in its alleys

unseen, while its corners were furnished with

arbours, trellised and set with junipers. Add
fountains and water conduits, and it is much the

same garden as is pictured in a Flemish fifteenth

century copy of the " Romaunt of the Rose
"
among

the Harleian manuscripts.
It is with his fairest heroine that Chaucer

connects his chief garden scene, and there is no doubt

that the pinnacle on which chivalry and mariolatry
had placed woman at least in theory and in song

during the later Middle Ages, had helped to create and

beautify these castle gardens, forming, as they did,

one of the few pleasant outlets to the somewhat dull

and cooped up life which ladies then generally

formality could prevail. For, together with quieter
times (giving a sense that the King's peace was a

dangerous thing to break, and that subjects, however

powerful, could not with impunity take the law into

their own hands) came also a greater knowledge of and

esteem for the arts of civilisation, and a fuller national

purse for their realisation. The England of the

Tudors was wealthier and more secure than that of the

Plantagenets, and it was also more informed, more in

touch with that new learning which had seized upon
the whole mass of classic attainment as a foundation

whereon to establish further discovery and progress.
In such development, gardening had its share.

Leading Englishmen knew what classic gardens
had been and what Italian and French gardens
were becoming, and they became copyists. If
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Pliny's elaborate porticoes, marble dining alcoves

and box trees cut into a thousand shapes, were more

than could be reproduced, at least Leland, in his

journeyings, finds that "
fair logginges be new

erectid in the gardein
"

at Chenies, and he notes,

in various places, the introduction of the "opus
topiarius." It was so new to have an ample and

level space which could be exactly moulded to a

theoretic ground plan ; there was such lack of

native precedent, and such complete dependence

upon foreign ideas, that English gardens had for

long a tendency to be more definitely classical

than English houses, which retained much of the

form and feeling of mediaeval taste and native habit,

until the school of Inigo Jones and Christopher Wren

finally imposed the Palladian model. And yet, in

such early sixteenth century gardens as we still know

we get some record and have some trace. They
mainly occupied the space between the south front

of the Palace and the river, and, though the latter

is by no means parallel with the former, sub-divisions

into walled enclosures permitted the more important
of these to be perfectly rectangular. The King
extended the Palace eastwards, and it was in front

of his " new lodgings
"

that his "
privy garden

"

lay. Its original name and area are preserved, but

none of its original disposition and detail. Westward
of it, however, lies the much smaller square enclo-

sure called the pond garden, which Mr. Law, in

his "History of Hampton Court," tells us "still

retains something of its ancient Tudor aspect, being
still divided into its original rectangular enclosures

by low brick walls, overgrown with creepers, in the

corners of which may be detected the bases of the

THORPE HALL ENTRANCE.

something of in Henry VIII. 's garden at Hampton
Court, and in Buckingham's at Thornbury we do

find traces of Burgundian Gothic, and a lingering of

the small defensive enclosures of the mediaeval

castles, showing that their designers possessed
instinctive associations which they could not at

once throw off.

Wolsey undoubtedly laid out gardens at Hampton
Court before he gave it to the King in 1525, for

Cavendish, his gentleman usher and biographer,
makes him speak of:

My gardens sweet, enclosed with VValles strong,
Kinbankcd with benches to sytt and take my rest,

The knotts so cnknotted it cannot be expressed ;

With Arbors and Alyes so pleasant and so dulce

The pcstylent ayers with flavors to repulse.

But Wolsey's work was altered and extended by

Henry, and it is of the gardens of his time that

stone pieces that supported the heraldic beasts."

These beasts, and the columns or posts they
stood on, were the favourite, and, indeed, the

rather monotonous, feature of Henry's gardens.

Thirty-eight in stone and 159 in wood are

enumerated in the very complete bills and wage-
lists which have been preserved. In Antonius

Wynegaarde's drawing of the Palace and its

grounds from the river, dating from shortly after

Henry's death, and before further alterations were

made, they are seen rising everywhere. In the

accounts for the year 1535 we find the entry : "Also

payd to Harry Corantt of Kyngston, carver, for

makying and entayllyng of 38 of the Kynges and
the quenys Beestes, in freeston, barying shyldes

wythe the Kynges armes and the Quenys ; that

is to say fowre dragownes, seyx lyones, fyve
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grewhoundes, fyve harttes, fowre Innycornes, serving
to stand abowght the ponddes in the pond yerd at

26s. the pece ^ 8. o." The Queen in this case was
Anne Boleyn, but next year the shields had to be
altered. As all the beasts, whether of wood or

stone, were painted and gilt, no doubt the heraldry
was not carved, but the arms were emblazoned on
the flat a practice which must have saved a good
deal of trouble and expense in view of King Henry's
matrimonial habits. The pillars that these stone
beasts stood on were of stone also, and there was

probably no woodwork or flower-bed in this garden,
and Wynegaarde was, in that case, inexact when he

placed, in the enclosure which must represent this

section, the same sort of posts and rails as in the

Privy, or King's New Garden. Here they are

undoubtedly correct, and Henry Blankston of
London was paid for painting

"
wyth white and

green, and in oyle, wrought wyth fyne antyke,"
1 80 posts, and 960 yards run of rails for this

particular garden. The rails surrounded the flower-

beds at a certain height, and seem to have been

supported by
"
puncheons

"
independently of the

posts on to which wooden beasts were fixed, often

bearing vanes, while a very large number of sun-
dials (twenty are paid for for this garden and seven
more for the privy orchard) were also set about.

The wooden beasts are in somewhat greater variety
than the stone ones, bulls, griffins and leopards also

appearing. It was not a random zoological collection,
but was confined to such animals as formed the badges
or supporters of the King and his predecessors.

Henry VIII. 's shield was generally supported by the

lion and the dragon, his father as a Welshman having
introduced the latter and generally accompanied
it with a greyhound, while Edward IV. used, among
other beasts, the bull and the hart. For the flower-

beds, roses at 4d. the hundred and sweet Williams at 3d.
the bushel were obtained, besides violets, primroses,

gilliflowers, mints and other sweet flowers. Yews,
cypresses, junipers and bays, cherries, pears and

apples, quicksets, thorn and woodbine were for the

orchard and also for the "
Tryangell at the Mount."

This section clearly shows in Wyaegaarde's view

(reproduced in Mr. Law's first volume facing

page 271) between the privy garden and the

river, and to the right of it, behind the great

water-gate building, appears the circling suc-

cession of posts and beasts marking the

curved ascent to the Mount, while the pagoda
roof belongs to the three-storeyed and many-
windowed "Great Arbour" which occupied its

summit. The Mount, often (like this one)
" writhen

about with degrees like the turnings of Cokil Shelles,"
as Leland describes them, had long been a favourite

expedient for getting a view beyond the confines of
the high-walled gardens of the period, and they did

not die out until the claifboyee and the ha-ha began
to take the place of the wall. They were always
architectural and generally surmounted by a building,
and such was originally the character of the present

shapeless tree-clad lump in the gardens of New College,
Oxford. The most characteristic and original feature

of the Tudor gardens was, however, the gallery.
This was not a pleached alley of "

perplexed twining
of the trees," such as still remains at Hampton
Court, and is known as Queen Mary's Bower ;

nor the open lattice-work corridors, covered with

creepers, such as were figured by Crispin de Passe,

the Dutch engraver, and of which a fine modern

adaptation has been recently erected at Easton

Lodge (page 339). At Hampton Court they
were buildings of considerable solidity, and were

survivals of the old defensive idea modified by new
views as to Italian porticoes. They formed almost

a complete cincture to the gardens, as may be

seen in Wynegaarde's view, and by means of them
the various outlying buildings so freely scattered in

the gardens could be reached under cover from the

main palace. A small but very complete galleried

garden of this kind had been one of the finished

portions of the Duke of Buckingham's great works

at Thornbury, begun in 1511 and left very incom-

plete at the time of his sudden arrest, trial and

execution in 1521. To the south of his new

building here, as at Hampton Court, the south

was chosen for the garden we still find the old

enclosure. Great crenellated walls of stone, pierced
with mullioned windows, separate it from the outer

court and from the churchyard, and these walls

formed the outer side of a two-storeyed gallery, ot

which the inner side was of timber, and which was

entered from both the ground floor and the first floor

of the mansion. The side of the gallery facing the

new building was of the same length as that building
some 1506. and the return galleries were about

looft. long. One of these return galleries opened
on to a larger garden, also enclosed by walls, and

was therefore wholly of timber, and has, with all the

rest of the woodwork of the garden, disappeared ;

but, by means of the remaining stone walls and other

small indications, together with the description given

by the escheators in 1521, we can fairly well picture
the scene at that date. " On the South Side of the

said ynner warde is a proper garden, and about the

same a goodly Galery conveying above and beneath

from the principall loggings booth to the Chapell and

P'ishe Churche, the utter part of the said gallery

being of stoon imbattled and the ynner parte of

tymbre covered w' Slate." Next came "
a goodly

gardeyn to walk ynne closed with high walles

imbattled." As already in 1502, before these gardens
were made, we find the Duke employing a gardener
: '

diligent in making knots" the intricately-patterned

box-edged rtower-beds which remained so long in

fashion we may be certain that the lay-out in

this garden was elaborate. Beyond it was a
"
large and a goodly orcharde full of younge grafftes

well loden w' frute, many rooses and other

pleasures ;
and in the same orcharde are many

goodly alies to walke ynne oppenly ;
and rounde

aboute the same orcharde is conveyed on a good height
other goodly alies with roosting places coverde

thoroughly with whitethorn and hasill." Of this

largest of the enclosures, surrounded as it was merely
with a fencing of sawn pales, no trace remains. But

its system of pleached whitethorn arbours, raised on

mounds and embanked alleys, is typical of garden

design throughout the century, though with increased

expenditure and experience, and fuller study of

foreign models, greater sumptuousness and completer
classicism was attained. Such progress will be

realised if Henry VIII. 's earlier efforts at Hampton
Court are compared with his later achievements at

Nonsuch, where we not only hear of groves orna-

mented with trellis-work, cabinets of verdure, and

walks embowered by trees, but "
in the pleasure and

artificial gardens arc many columns and pyramids of
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marble, two fountains that spout water nnc round the

other like a pxramul, ujxm whiih arc perched snull

birds that stream water out of" their hills : In a

(,n>vi it Diana :s a vorv agreeable fountain with

turned into a -ta_', as he was sprinkled by
the goddess and her nymphs." This description was

not written by the (ierman traveller Hent/ner until

the tentury was i losing, and as Nonsuch was
.: Henry's death, some of these ornaments

may i>i-l.m^ to a somewhat later date, and represent
the gardening art as practised ly ]-.li/.al>eth and her

lourtiers, such as l.ord Burleigh at Theobalds.

Vonsuch and Theobalds no tr.ue survives, but a

|
tine, if somewhat humbler, example remain-

almost untouched at Montacute (page 89). Here
the enclosing office buildings and galleries and

Hated walls have given way, in the .ase >f the

garden by the halustrailc. But from the broad

marginal terraces there :s a devent of some 5ft. to

the lentre, whiih thus formed a pi Icn,

reached by flights of stone steps. Presumably this

lentral portion was nine elaborately
"
kmrted," but

now stretches of sward relieved by Irish yews occupy
its t|uarters, while in the middle lio a shapely pool
surrounded by balustrades and obelisks of the same

character as those enclosing the other garden, l-rom

the terr.ue level there is a fine oiitlinik ; in the

sunken centre there is shelter and a sense of

seJus.on. Both the scheme and the craftsmanship
are admirable, and were evidently present in the

mind of the designer of the new work at Kaston

Lodge (page ;?7), where the sunk garden ami the

lily pool are of the same general iharaiter, though they
have

totally different and original details. Montauite

THE SOUTH-WEST GARDEN-HOUSE AT HATSFOKD.

forecourt garden, to a low parapet surm >ur:ted

by an open balustrading, pleasantly diversified

by pillars bearing obelisks and by corner garden-
houses of elaborate architectural design. A central

fountain breaks the straight approach to what was

originally the grand entrance to the hall, but a wide

sweep is taken around it which yet admits of nxnn
for narrow grass plots set with yews, probably

replacing the original knots. On the north side of
this balustered garden is a much larger one which
reminds us of the earlier Thornbury orchard in that,

around it, alley's arc "
conveyed on a good height."

At Montacute broad terraces occupy all sides of the

quadrangular enclosure, to the noith and west

they are backed by tall
clipped yew hedges, but arc

open to the sloping ground of the park on the east

and divided on the south from the lower-level

was created by Sir Kdw.ird I'hclips during the latter

half of Elizabeth's reign, and I.Iangcdwyn (page 157)
claims a similar date, though it is difficult t<>

say how much of the terracing was done at the

first building, and how much at the time of the great
alterations in the Queen Anne period. There is

certainly now no garden architecture of an earlier

date than the latter, though the system of terraces,
dictated by the rapid fall of the land, may have been
carried out ere the sixteenth century ended.

It will thus be seen that an account of Tudor

garden-making must necessarily IK- somewhat frag-

mentary from the scantiness ot surviving specimens
or of written record. The literature ot the period

helps us little, the writers ban.: mostly agricultural
or medical. Among others, l-it/herbcrt and Tusser
wrote on husbandry, Thomas Hill and I-eonani
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Mascal! on plant raising, grow'ng and grafting.

Herbals were numerous, culminating in that of

John Gerard, published in 1596 ;
but the curative

property of plants was often the principal part of the

description, and there were also treatises for the use

of the still-room, such as
" The vertuose boke of

Distyllacyon," translated from the German by

Lawrence Andrews in 1527. There was, indeed,

very little original work produced on the subject by

Englishmen either in the sixteenth or seventeenth

century. Acknowledged translations or unac-

knowledged adaptations covered most of the field

botanic, medical, cultural and most especially the

section relating to garden design. On sixteenth

century French writers did seventeenth century

Englishmen almost entirely depend, for though
Richard Surfleet brought out his edition of Estienne's
" Maison Rustique

"
before the sixteenth century had

A STONE URN AT NEWBOLD REVEL

seen its last days, it only came into wide circulation

when Gervase Markham, among the various horti-

cultural works which came from his prolific pen,
re-edited it with additions in 1616. Markham, who
was born in 1568, came of a good Nottinghamshire
house, but being himself a younger son, and his

elder brother proving, as Thoroton tells us, "a fatal

unthrift and destroyer of this eminent family," he

depended on his own resources for a living. Serving
as a soldier in the Low Countries and visiting other

Continental lands, he knew Latin, Italian, Spanish,
French and Dutch. He was a practical agriculturist,
an intelligent reformer in matters connected with horse

breeding and racing, and almost the first importer of
Arab horses, of which he sold one to James I. for ^,500.
I Ic showed immense industry and range in translating
books and writing original tracts, not merely on

R1BTO\ HALL: A GARDEN STATUE.

STONEWORK AT RIHSTON HALL.
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icning and t ill kiti.N of sports ;

nor was theology entirely outside his MH|H:, aiul he

vv.is, moreo\er, a |*>el and a playwright. 1 he tirlc-ptgc
it" his "Country House-

"
tells us that it is a "

trans-

lation from Esticnne and l.u-luult by K"
1

Surrlcct,
Practitioner in I

1

." but "reviewed and

augmented with additions out of Scrrcs, Vinet and

others, .Spanish aiul Italian, by G. M Charles

Kstiennc, of the famo.is family of French printers,

published the " Pru-dium Rusticum
"

in 1554, but

the French edition was brought out after his death

by his son-in-law, Jean I.icluult, in 1574; Olivier

de Serrcs's "Theatre d'Agriculturc" did not appear
till 1600, three years after Surflcct's translation of

Estiennc, and Markham's book aimed at giving
a comprehensive survey of Continental practice

up to his own time with a view to its general adop-
tion in England by people of m<xleratc fortunes.

Out of five books composing the volume, Book II.

deals with gardens. A situation is recommended
where the owner can enjoy the garden from his

windows : "Some plaine plot of ground, which is, .is

it were, a little hanging, and thereby at the fcx>t

thereof receiving the stream of some pleasant water."

It must be hedged, or, better, walled "
if the revenues

of the House will bearc it." Utility is the principal

object, but it is specially urged that the country-

house, besides kitchen garden, orchard and fields,

needs a "Garden of Pleasure," in laying out which

*JfOU are veric much to respect the forme and pro-

portion
of the same." English country squires had

Ixxrn content with a summer-house and a flower

border amid the utility plots, and were not used to

set aside a piece of ground merely to satisfy the

xsthctic sense. Nor does Markham dare to suggest
a complete severance, but two sections, the one with

a preponderance of flowers and the other with a

preponderance of vegetables. In his tract on the
"
Country House-Wife's Garden

"
he specially lays

down that he does not " meane so perfect a distinction

that the garden for flowers should or can bee without

herbes good for the kitchin, or the Kitchin Garden
should want flowers. But for the most part they
would be severed : first because your Garden flowers

shall suffer some disgrace if among them you inter-

mingle Onions, Parsnips, etc. Secondly your Garden
that is durable must be of one forme : but that which
is for the kitchins use must yeeld daily ro.>ts or other

herbes and suffer deformity." So in his "Country
House," following Esticnne, he

requires
the kitchen

garden to be "compassed and set about with lattice

workc, and young common bordering stuffc to be made-

up afterwards and continued into arbours, or as it were
into small chapells or oratories and places to make a

speech out of, that many standing about and below

may heare." But we arc left entirely in the dark as

to the reason why the kitchen garden was thus to IK-

adapted to the Primrose League meetings of that

age. If th :

s conceit has gained no hold, the

principle that "the kitchen girdcn should not

want flowers
"

still prevails among us, and great
herbaceous borders stretching down on each side

of the central alley is a favourite device for giving

presence and dignity to the vegetable ground.
The gardens at Tyninghame (page xvii.) include

a fine example of this feature. As to the garden
of pleasure, Markham lays it down that it

" must be

cast and contrived close to the one side of the kitchin

garden, but yet so that they arc sundered by the

intercourse of 4 great large alley as also a hrd

quickset having \ doorcv" " Common bordering
sturtf" will not ,' for its eiu Insure ; it must IK-

n passed in with arbour, made of Jcsamm,
I'.osemane, Box, Juniper, Cypress

tr< .vin,

Cedars, Rose trees and other dainties, first pleached
and pruned according as the nature of cvcnc one
doth require, hut after brought into some forme and
order with Willow or Juniper poles such as ma\
serve for the making of arbours.

'

This clearly is a

simple and inexpensive way of running a trclliscd

corridor round the garden and gifting the same
effect as was obtained by the fully built galleries at

I l.unpton Court and Thornbury, or in the highly
architectural trellis work g tileries used by the

French architect l)u Ccrccau in the princely gardens
he laid out towards the end of the sixteenth century.
I U describes Anet as having gardens "of

gre.it si/ t
-

and richly girt with galleries all about them, the

three sides of which are as often with arched as with

square openings ; the whole rustic." This is precisely
the scheme exhibited in the garden which forms the

frontispiece to Crispin dc Passe's " Hortus Floridus
"

|
ublished at Arnheim in 1614. We reproduce

( wgc xiii.) that from the English edition, published
Utrecht in 1616, and described as containing

1 Rarer ami less Vulgar flowers accurately drawn by
the incredible labour and diligence of Crispin de

I'.isse, jun." The plates in the British Museum
copy are beautifully coloured by hand, including
the frontispiece, which is quite distinct from that

in the Arnheim edition. Instead of a mere trellised

arbour, the central erection is a solid "
carpenter's

work" temple with a pcdimentcd front. A cava ier

rests on the balustrade and a lady in a golden dress is

handling tulips, of which there are f" ur beds. In the

1614 edition the arrangement of beds is different and
no tulips appear in them. Moreover, in the Ivxlv <>t

fie earlier book there arc plates of type tulips only,
whereas in the English edition there arc eleven

additional plates giving new varieties, named after

Dutchmen mostly, and supported by uprights

topped with a ring, exactly like the carnation

supports which have lately come into vogue, but

made of twisted willow twigs instead of wire.

This addendum in the English edition marks the

beginning of the tulip
' mania

"
and fixes its date.

This English c.tition of Crispin dc Passe was

published in the same year as Markham's "Country
House," of whose "garden of pleasure" knots arc to

l>c the leading decoration. A chapter is headed, "Of
the forme of setting Hcarbcs in order by proportion
and divers fashions," and contains careful instructions

and numerous figures of knots and mazes. Here,
however, unlike most chapters, the dogmatic word
"must

"
docs not begin every instruction ; some choice

and licence is allowed to the individual, and the pre-
amble states: "I cannot set thce downc an universal)

and, as it were, inviolable prescript and ordinance,

seeing the fashions of proportions doc depend partly

upon the spirit
and invention of the gardener, and

partly upon the pleasure of the maistcr and Ix>rd unto

whom the ground and garden appcrtaincth : the one
whereof is lead by the hops and skips, turnings and

windings of his brainc ; the other oy the pleasing
of his eye according to his best tantasie. Notwith-

standing, that there may not anything be here

omitted which might workc your better contentment
and greater pleasure by looking upon the bcautie and
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.elinesse ,.f" this your garden plot : I intend to

M-t li-t.in- \ou divers figures of proportions and the
manner of drawing of them cunningly, to the crul

you may have the means to duise those which shall

most delight you." Numerous designs of these

knots somewhat resembling the strapwork motifs

then used in interior decoration appear in all

gardening publications of this time, the chief pro-
ducer of them having been a French prior named
1'ercher, then acknowledged to have ken " the most
excellent man in this art." Very elaborate patterns
were outlined with box, germander, or other apt

growths, and filled in with divers coloured earths
;

but Bacon rightly declares that " these be but

Toys, you may see as good sights many times
in Tarts." The simpler patterns allowed of the

spaces being tilled in with flowering plants, and

produced, on a large stale, something of the

effect of the carpet bedding of recent days.
The "Country House" devotes chapters to the

"Sweet Smelling Hcarbes" and the " Hcarks for

flowers or Nose-gaies
"

which are to be set in

these knots. But even the latter are not there

merely to please the eye ; all have "
Virtues,'

1

ami
we get the poetic assurance that "he that shall

have taken a blow upon the head, so that it

hath astonished him, shall not have anie greater
hurt if presently, after such a blow, he drinke
Violet flowers stampt, and continue the same drinke
for a ccrtaine time." If by ill-fortune you happen
to have an accident when violets are not in flower,
another remedy offers, for sage

" hath singular virtue

to comfort the sinewes that are hurt by being tnxlen

upon or otherwise become weak." But this is only
one of the many virtues of this invaluable herb,
which we have now ignorantly limited to goose-

stuffing.
" To stirre appetite and cleanse the

Stomackc full of ill humours, sage must be used

oftentimes in potagc." Still more drastic is the fair

narcissus, whose "Virtue" is most succinctly but

forcibly told " the root thereof lx>ylcd and roasted

and taken with meat or drinke doth greatly procure
vomit."

In the same volume as Mafkham's "Country
House-Wife's Garden" appeared, in 1618, William
I jwson's " New Orchard.' With him, the word
orchard was still synonymous with garden, and
we gather from the book itself that he was a small

country gentleman in the North of F.ngland,

occupying himself with gardening and farming for

both profit and pleasure, and he claims to write

originally and only from his own observation. There-

fore, although his remarks show him to have been
well acquainted with the leading foreign authorities

through Markham's translations, the work is of

great interest as giving us the esthetic aims and

spirit, as well as the practical and remunerative

activities, of landholders of moderate means in the

North of England in James I. 's reign. The garden
plan which he gives is largely utilitarian. Of its

six squares in pairs on three levels descending to

the water five arc for vegetables and fruit and one

only reserved for knots. But a fountain stands in

the centre, the sanded ways are broad and easy, the

descents effected by flights of steps, while the four

corners are occupied by mounts topped with arbours.

The quality of the soil, the preparing of t he-

ground, the
planting, propagating and growing of the

selected trees and herbs occupy most of the book ;

but reminds his readers that all this will he

only
" half good so long as it want* those comely

Ornaments that should give beauty to all our labour*

and make much for the honest delight of the owner
and his friends," and he dci lares that "of all other

delights on Karth they that are taken by Orchards
are most excellent." Formal as his garden is, it

never occurred to him that it was drearily artificial and
d .!!. monotonous, or that it shut out the view and
w.is contrary to Nature ; it was a century ami a-half

later before such opinions arose, and kforc it kcamc
fashionable to lay out grounds for the s|n-iial produc-
tion of premeditated emotions. If I-awson's garden
u.is artificial, his emotions were natural enough.
They were the purest welling up of satisfied pride
and simple joy over the results of his thought and
labour. " \ iew now with delight the workes of your
own hands, your fruit-trees of all sorts, loaden with

sweet blossoms and fruit of all tastes ojH-rations and
colours : your trees standing in comely order which

way soever you lix>kc ; your lx>rdcrs on even
side hanging and drooping with Fckrrics, K.isp

k-rries, Barberries, Currents, and the rootes of your
trees powdered with Strawkrries, red white and

greene, what a pleasure is this !

"
Amid all this he

delights in the song of birds, but is careful not to k :

the a-sthetic sense become a vice and an extrava-

gance. The practical, sturdy North Countryman
preponderates. He admits that blackbirds on
a May morning may gratify the senses, but he

reminds you of the later depredations on "your
Cherries and Berries" if you encourage them, and he

thriftily concludes that he " had rather want their

company than his fruit." Nightingales are another

matter, for not only is a brood of them " a chicfe

grace," but they will clear you of "
Caterpillers and

noysomc wormes, and the gentle Kobin-red-breast and
the silly Wren will help in this." When he comes to

the purely decorative section he lets himself go rather

freely for a small man of moderate purse, and

probably sketches his ambitions rather than his

realised performance.
" When you behold, in divers

corners of your Orchard, Mounts of stone or wood

curiously wrought within or without, or of earth

covered with fruit trees : Kentish Cherry, Damsons,
Plummes, etc., with Staires of precious workmanship.
And in some corner (or mo') a true Dyall or Clock",
and some Antickc workes and especially some silver-

sounding Musiquc, mixt Instruments and voices

gracing all the rest : How will you be wrapt with

delight ?
" We suspect that here there is something

culled from the bookshelf rather than from personal

experience, and still more so in his topiary advice :

" Your Gardener can frame your lesser wood to the

shape of men armed in the field, ready to give battcll ;

or swift running Greyhounds : or of well scntcd and
true running Hounds to chase the Deere or hunt the

I lare. This kind of
hunting

shall not waste your Cornc
nor much your Coyne." \ cry likely not ; nevertheless

his neighbours continued to
prefer

the real thing

despite the expense. There is indeed, throughout,
a certain pleading tone akmt Ijwson. He is not so

much the chronicler of an established art as the

advocate of a new one. People in his position and
of his means (and it is to them that the k>ok is

addressed) were only beginning to take up the
"

( i.irden of Pleasure," such as he sketches it, and he
asks them to establish on a moderate scale, but for

the same reasons, what had hitherto rather been a
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monopoly of princes.
" Wherein do Kings and the

great most delight ? and whither doe they withdraw

themselves from the troublous affaires of their estate,

being tyred with the hearing and judging of litigious

Controversies ? Choked (as it were) with the close

Ayres of their sumptuous buildings, their stomacks

cloyed with variety of Banquets, their ears filled and

over burthened with tedious discoursings ? Whither?
but in their Orchards ? made and prepared,
dressed and destinated for that purpose, to renue and

refresh their sences, and to call home their over

wearied spirits. Ney, it is (no doubt) a comfort to

them, to set open their cazements into a most

delicate Garden and Orchard, whereby they may not

only see that wherein they are so much delighted,
but also to give fresh, sweet and pleasant Ayre to

their Galleries and Chambers." Lord Chancellor

Bacon,
"
tyred of litigious Controversies," must

certainly have wished that he could have realised the

great garden that he only planned, and which, in

extent and detail, was beyond what anyone created in

the England of his day. Bacon needed thirty acres

for his garden, which was to be in three sections.

In front of the house lay the Green of finely-shorn

grass with a broad, open alley down the centre

and " Covert Alleys upon Carpenters Worke "

down the sides, so as to be able, in hot weather, to

reach the central or " Maine Garden
"

in shade.

Such alleys and groves continued down the narrow

ground which enclosed the main garden on each side,

beyond which, again, was "the Heath," an eirly
if somewhat artificial scheme of wild gardening.
The main garden was to occupy twelve acres and

to be "
Incompassed on all Foure Sides by a Stately

Arched Hedge." A hedge on this plan is now at

Montacute, and appears in one of our illustrations

(page 96). Bacon's, however, was much more

elaborate, for the arches were to be on pillars of

carpenter's work ten feet high, while, above the

arcading, the hedge was to rise another four feet and

have " over every Arch a little Turret with a Belly

enough to receive a Cage of Birds." The object
of this arcading was to get a variety of engaging

garden pictures. The main garden was to be fairly

open, and so there would be peeps right through it

from the Green to the Heath through the double set

of arches, while the groves, lying beyond the

arcaded hedge along the two sides, ensured

privacy to the whole set of gardens, which would

have some kind of high enclosure of stone,

wood or quickset. In the exact centre of his

twelve-acre square, Bacon placed a "faire Mount
with three Ascents and Alleys enough for fowrc

to walk a breast," leading up to "some fine

Banquetting House." Fountains that sprinkle
and spout water, and basins of running water he

approves of, but stagnant pools
" marre all, and make

the garden unwholesome and full of Flies and Frogs."
Have what "

curiosity you like, images gilt
or of

marble," for your fountains, or " fine Railes of low

Statua's
"

for the pools, or "
fine Devices of Arching

Water," but you must remember that though pretty

they are "
Nothing to Health and Sweetnesse

"
and

that the " maine Matter is so to Convey the Water
that it never Stay." The insistence on hygiene and

on the value of sweet-smelling plants (both those

whose scent fills the air untouched and such as need

walking on to render their savour, like thyme and

water-mint) is the most strongly-expressed plea in

the essay, and next in importance is the demand for

dignified simplicity of lay out and beauty and

harmony of forms. He condemns the clever

artifices then fashionable, as of coloured earth knots
and over-varied and eccentric topiary work, and lays
down the valuable rule that the main garden

" be
not too Busie or full of Worke." It must be

remembered that he is speaking of a princely garden
of the utmost size, sumptuousness and design, not of
the restricted area and homely efforts of a Lawson.
In the latter a little quaint clipping is fitting and apt,
in the former spotty eccentricities and haphazard
conceits are deplorable, if, instead of being kept to

some intimate and secluded corner, they are intruded

into the main picture. This is as true to-day as it was
in Bacon's time, and the warning is almost more needed
now than then. Great sums arc being spent in

garden-making ;
it is the fashionable art and pastime.

But such work, even around considerable and dignified

houses, is apt to be done piecemeal and by inefficient

hands, instead of being carried out as portions of

a complete scheme, carefully thought out and
constructed by a capable and experienced mind.
The result is a lack of adequate proportion, an

absence of fine form and a clumsiness of detail

a jumbled collection of scrappy daubs instead of one
noble and balanced picture of masterly conception
and finished execution. It is a reproach, however,
which is tending to disappear from among us. The
creation of gardens is being more and more put into

the hands of designers who combine intellectual with

aesthetic competency. Our volumes are a proof of

this. For instance, The Deanery Gardens at Sonning
(page 3 19) and the gardens at Athelhampton (page i)

and at Easton Lodge (page 329) are creations of the

last few years. They are the work of different men, and

are of varied scale, situation and extent. But all three

show a profound knowledge of design, and all three

avoid being
" too Busie or full of Worke." Bacon's

own age was undoubtedly apt to be pleased with clever

ingenuity rather than with quiet beauty. Except the

maze and certain small enclosures, there is too little

of the original Hatfield gardens (page 101) left

untouched and unaltered for us to illustrate these

points by means of them, and the same applies to

Holland House (page 1 1 5), another famous place of

the Baconian times. But we have plans and descrip-
tions of a still more typical and renowned example,
which certainly exhibited the features which the great

Lord Chancellor condemned. William and Philip

Herbert, Shakespeare's
"
Incomparable pair of

brethren," in turn held the Pembroke Earldom and

its chief seat of Wilton during the first half of the

seventeenth century, and under one or other of them

was the " Hortus Pembrochianus
"
(page xiii.) laid out.

Let it be at once clearly understood that the present

delightful garden, so well illustrated in this volume

(page 213), has nothing whatever to do with the

old one which the eighteenth century "landscapists"

totally destroyed. The new one was made in the

nineteenth century, and occupies a totally different

site, lying as it does west of the house, whereas

the old one, as the bird's-eye view in the " Vitruvius

Britannicus
"

shows, stretched from the south front

across the river and up the opposite slope. It is

also noticeable that already in Campbell's time

he published his three volumes of the " Vitruvius

Britannicus
"

in George I.'s reign they had been

much altered and simplified from the original plan
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(page xiii.) of Isaac de Caus, or Caux. It is even

possible that De Caus's plan was never fully
carried out, as Evelyn, in 1654, dismisses the

subject in the single sentence,
"

It has a flower

garden not inelegant." On the other hand, we
hear of " such a deal of intricate setting,

grafting, planting, inoculating, railing, hedging,

plashing, turning, winding and returning, circular,

triangular, quadrangular, orbicular, oval, and every
way curiously and chargeably conceited," as may
well describe the scene which De Caus's view

represents. The quotation is from John Taylor, who
was at Wilton in 1623. Taylor was a sailor, who

fought at Cadiz, and tells us that " seven times at sea

I served Eliza Queen." Then he turned waterman
and poet, and when the idea arose of making the Avon

navigable up to Salisbury he, with another Thames
waterman, went in a wherry from London by sea to

Christchurch and then up the river, calling on local

landowners, such as the Penruddocks at Hale and
Lord Dundalk at Longford, who entertained him
and listened to his scheme. The day after reaching

Salisbury he went over to Wilton, where he was given
dinner and shown round the house, where "

his

Majesty some few days before had dined with most

magnificent entertainment." He attributes the whole

garden work to " the pains and industry of an

ancient gentleman, Mr. Adrian Gilbert," and breaks

out into verse :

Kor Nature brings but Earth and seeds and plants,
Which Art, like Tailors, cuts and puts in fashion :

As Nature rudely doth supply our wants,
Art is deformed Natures reformation.
So Aiiryan Gilbert mcndeth Natures features

By Art, that what sh? makes does seem his creatures.

Nature was indeed " reformed
"

at Wilton. The

garden is a walled in space, divided, as Bacon would
have had it, into three sections, but containing only
about a third of the acreage that he had recommended.
It begins, not with the reposeful Green, but with
" ffbure Platts embroydered ; in the midst of which

are ffoure fountaynes with statues of marble in their

midle, and on the sides of those Platts are the Platts

of {flowers, and beyond them is a little Terrass rased

for the more advantage of beholding those Platts
"

an arrangement which reminds us of Montacute.
In the next section, through which runs the Nadder,

bridged over for the width of the great central alley,

are the groves, the green galleries or arbours, and
other pleachings and clippings ; while the third section

has elaborate galleries of" Carpenter's Worke" along
the sides, but in the centre appears the "orbicular"

arrangement set with cherry and other fruit trees.

The great alley ends with a portico,
" and above the

sayd portico is a great reserve of water for the

grotto." It is noticeable that Taylor does not

describe the grotto, or mention any architectural

work fountains, statues, or galleries and he is

probably right in attributing much of the planting
and training to Gilbert the gardener, De Caus being
the architect and engineer, whose work may even

not have been done at the time of Taylor's visit in

1623, as the designs were only published in 1640.

Solomon, of Caux in Normandy, became mathe-

matical tutor to Prince Henry of England in 1609.
But architecture and waterworks were his chief

delight and Vitruvius his favourite author. In his

book " Des grotes et Fontaines pour 1'ornement des

Maisons de Plaisance et Jardins," are many designs
which he tells us were made for the adornment of

Richmond and the amusement of the prince who
lived there. He also built the gallery at Richmond
and the south front of Wilton, which was burnt

in 1645 and then rebuilt by Inigo Jones. He, no

doubt, is the " Frenche Gardiner
" whom we find

employed at Somerset House and Greenwich, but

after the marriage of the Princess Elizabeth with the

Elector Palatine, he went abroad with her and laid

out the gardens at Heidelberg. Isaac de Caus was
his son or nephew, and his book on waterworks,
which was translated in 1659 by John Leak, who
describes him as "a late famous Engenier," was largely
taken from that of his elder relative. The importance
ofwater forgarden ornament andamenity was asevident

to the Renaissance designers as to those of ancient

Rome. Pliny's Tusculan Villa was, as we have seen,

rich in water devices, and he was by no means different

to his neighbours. The Italy of the sixteenth century

eagerly revived the art, and, if it went no further in

splendour, it did in ingenuity and trickery. In all

such craft England was far behind the Continent,

where, though Italy began, France soon copied and
then excelled, as Evelyn found when he visited some
of the finest places about Paris in 1 644. At Rueil, the

creation of Cardinal Richelieu, he found water used

in all three of the above methods. There was

splendour in the "plentiful though artificial cascade,

which rolls down a very steepe declivity and over the

marble steps and basins wth an astonishing noyse and

fury ; each basin hath a jetto in it, flowing like

sheetes of transparent glasse, especially that which

rises over the greate shell of lead from whence it

glides down a channell through the middle of a

spacious gravel walk terminating in a grotto."
There was ingenuity in that said grotto, wherein

stood a marble table " on which a tountaine

playes in divers formes of glasses, cupps, crosses,

fanns, crownes, etc." And there was trickery in

" two extravagant musqueteeres
"

who, as he went

out, squirted him with water through their

musket barrels. The spending of large sums
over elaborate contrivances to wet your un-

suspecting guests was a favourite effort of wit in

those days, and was for long one of the attractions

ofWilton, for CeliaFiennes, visiting it in William III.'s

time, was delighted with de Caus's contrivances to
" Wet y

e

Company, designed for diversion." His

"engineering," however, was not always so objection-
able though often rather childish. One of his water-

power triumphs was of " Divers Birds which shall

sing diversly when an Owl turns towards them : and

when the said Owl turns back again they shall cease

their singing." Something of the sort Celia Fiennes

found at Wilton, but not, apparently, an example of

his moving figures. In his book on waterworks he

gives instructions and designs for two of these. In

each case the scene is a grotto of artificial stalactites,

one with a square and the other with a circular basin

of water forming its floor. In the first, we have
" Galatea drawn upon the Water by 2 Dolphins,

going in a right line and returning of her Self,

while a Cyclope plaies upon a Flagolet." In the

second,
"
Neptune turns circularly with certain

Trytons and other Figures, which shall cast forth

Water in turning." If England never had anything

quite so grand as these, France, certainly, had
;

for

Evelyn finds at St. Germains " Subterranean grotts
and rocks where are represented several objects in

the manner of sceanes, and other motions by force
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..f water," such .1- "Neptune sounding his trum|x-t,
his eharn.it drawn In MM horse's," .uul the stor\ of"

Perseus and Andromeda. All these extravagances
were condemned by Bacon. Tricks he WOUM not

i mention, though ih. it Nonsuch,
which he must have known well, aiul while specially

remarking
on the "great Beauty ami Retreshmcnt

'

of fountains, he sits ilnwn "fine Devices of' Arching
Water without Spilling" as merely "pretty things tn

lookc on." Herein he was superior to his contem-

porancs, tor even Sir I Icnry Wotton, the Ambassador,
in his short work on architecture, dismisses fountains

in few words ; but as to one of these "devices
"

he

dec lares it "doth merit some larger Fxpression :

There went a long, streight, mossy W.tlk of lomjH-tent
breadth, green and soft under fcxit, lifteil on lx>th

sides with an
.Irj

tuieJtiit of white Stone, Breast-high,
which had a hollow Channel on Top where ran a

pretty trickling Stream ; on the F.dge whereof, were
couched very thick all along, certain Small Pipes of

Ixrad, in little holes, so
neatly, that they could not be

well jx-rceived, till by the turning of a Cock, they did

spurt over interchangeably from side to side, above

Man's height, in form of Arches, without any inter-

section or meeting aloft, because the Pipes were not

exactly opposite, so as the Beholder, k-sidcs that

which was fluent in the Aquacducts on lx>th hands in

his view, did walk as it were under a continual Bower
or Hemisphere of Water, without any drop falling
on him. An Invention for Refreshment, surely
far excelling all the .Hfx,in,lri,iH Delicacies, and
Pncumaticks of Hen." Such " water curtains,"
fashionable as Fvelyn found them abroad, were
but little adopted in our damper climate, though
Chatsworth had its dripping tree. But the simpler
and more legitimate use of water for fountains and

jxx)ls was universal in all fine seventeenth century

gardening, and in 1651, during John Fvclyn's
second stay in Paris, we find him corresponding
with his elder brother on the subject of the fountains

and other garden embellishments which were then

making at Wotton, no doubt, under John's advice.

Indeed, he was so pleased with the result that when,
some years after, he wrote the prefatory pages of his
"
Diary," he says he " should speake much of the

gardens, fountaines, and groves, that adorne it,

were they not as gencraly knowne to be amongst
the most natural, and (til this later and universal

luxury of the whole nation, since alx>unding in such

expenses) the most magnificent that Fngland afforded,
and which indccdc gave one of the first examples to

that elegancy since so much in vouge, and follow'.:

in the managing of their waters, and other ornaments
of that nature." The Kvelyns were in a position
to be pioneers in garden improvement IKC.UISC

their loyalty fell short of fighting for, or of

openly espousing, their Sovereign's cause. They
were, therefore, unaffected, in person or in purse,

by the Civil Wars, and Wotton was one of the

few gardens laid out under the Commonwealth. At
the Restoration, Charles II., accustomed to ! ranee and
\ iolland, remarks on "

y* improvement of gardens
and buildings, now very

rare in Kngland comparatively
to other countries.' I lowcver, not only Charles, but

his nobles, financiers and merchants, set to work
to make up for lost time, and hence the " universal

luxury of the whole nation," which threw Wotton
somewhat into the shade. The restraining effect of
the Commonwealth period is well shown by the

extremely modeM views as to extent and outlay held

Me of the most .u five garden makers and plant

growers of the time. Little is known of John Ri-a

;-t that he had a nursery garden near Bcwdlcy
in Worcestershire, where he Claimed to jvisscss the

largest collection of tulips in Fngland, and also

many other " noble things of newer discovery
"

than those known to Parkinson, whose "( lardcn of

Pleasant Mowers
"
apjxMred in \<>l(). He designed

gardens for Lord (tcrard in Staffordshire, and then

wrote an .mount of what he would plant in them,
and this he extended into a "Complete l-'loriU

published in iWi$. As he tells us that his Ixxik

lay long neglected in manuscript, it is clear that it

was written in the Cromwcllian jHTiiul and represents
its conditions, so that we can fully understand his

saying that "fair Houses are more frequent
than fine gardens." It was a period when little

gardening was done, and that little as ehe.ipU
as possible, for he plaintively declares: "I ha\e

known many Persons of I-'ortune pretend much
affection to 1- lowers, but very unwilling to part with

anything to purchase them ; yet if obtained by

beggary, or perhaps by stealing, contented to give
them entertainment : an I 'nworthmcss more un

pardonable in the Rich than punishable in such

Poor as steal through want." As to si/e, he differen

tiates between what is due to a nobleman and what

is sufficient for a mere private gentleman. l-'or the

latter, something under half an acre MI trices for lx>th

the vegetable and flower gardens, and even the

former is considered capable of supporting his

dignity with an acre and a-half, and of this the

walled flower garden occupies but one eighth. Rea

merely follows Fsticnnc (as we have seen him trans

lated by Markham) when he Ixrgins by saying : "To
the Habitation of every dentlemin or person of

considerable Fortune and Ingenuity there shouKl

In-long 2 several (iardens joined together and onl\

divided by a wall." But after that he is more origin il,

and there crop up amusing little personal touches.

It would seem that meanness went so far that persons

wanting gardens were not only inclined to beg or

steal the requisite plants, but also to do their own

laying out and not employ a professional ! Or, e\en

when they went to this expense, they chose a wrong
one, a man of architectural pnx:livit:es and not .1

cultural expert and nursery gardener like himself !

If gardening fashions have frequently changed in the

interval, human nature has remained the same, and

we are well acquainted to-day with these habits

against both of which Rea has somcthin.; to tell us.

He declares his preference for a green meadow

many a garden "on the tuw model in unskilful

hands." , attains and statues may very likely have-

merit it well done, but if ill arc mere " Blocks in the

Wav." But "a Choice Collection of living Beiutics,

rare Plants, Mowers and Fruits are indeed the wealth,

glory and delight of a (Jardcn, and the most abso-

lute indication of the Owners ingenuity, whose

skill and care is chiefly required in their Choice,

Culture and Position." He recommends a perfect

flat ; "the most graceful ground is an entire level"

is his somewhat surprising dictum, while "
hanging

grounds unc apable to he cast into a I x-vcl seldom make
handsome gardens," and if folks have the misfortune

to be troubled with such, all the more reason, con-

sidering the troubles of the divisions and descents, to
"
put themselves in the hands of an honest skilful
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gardener whose judgement may he relied on
"
and

" not trust to the ideals of a green fancy, lest they

employ their pains to purchase repentance, as I know

many have done." For the rest he has nothing new.

His knots are the same as had often previously

appeared. His boundary hedges are to be grown
against carpenter's work, but it is a departure to

find Phyllyrea and Pyracantha mentioned for the

purpose. The other necessary piece of garden
architecture is

"
a handsome Octangular Somer-

house roofed everyway and finely painted with

Landskips and other Conceits." This manner of

frescoing the interior walls of garden buildings was

used in Italy, and that it came North early we know
from the "

Colloquies
"

of Erasmus, where a garden
is described as having galleries whose floors, even, were

painted to imitate grass and flowers, while the walls

represented woods,
"

all exprest to the Life and so

for the Birds too." Much of this work was also

done in France, and not even confined to roofed

buildings, for when Evelyn was at Rueil and saw

"the Arch of Constantine painted on a wall in oyle,
as large as the real one at Rome so well don that

even a man skill'd in painting may mistake it for

stone and sculpture," he declared himself "
infinitely

taken with this agreeable cheate," especially when he

was told that, owing to the clever way the sky
and hills were painted in the opening of the

arch, "swallows and other birds, thinking to
fly

through, have dashed themselves against the

Wall." England, however, never seems to have

greatly favoured this very theatrical method of

gardening.
" As for storied Works upon Walls, I

doubt our Clime be too yeilding and moist for such

Garnishments," was Sir Henry Wotton's opinion,

though he deems it appropriate to have "Landskips
and Boscages and such wild Works in open
Terraces or in Summer-Houses," and from him,
no doubt, Rea copied the idea. He must not be

mistaken for a better-known contemporary of very
similar name. John Ray, the son of a Braintree

blacksmith, went to Trinity College, Cambridge, and

then became a lecturer in both Creek and mathe-

matics. But he specially distinguished himself as a

naturalist and undertook a systematic description of

the plant world, and his works on the subject were

for long accepted authorities on the scientific side of

botany and gardening. The cultural side, however,
was more and more written on by practical gardeners
such as Rea. Of these was Leonard Meager, gardener
to a Northamptonshire squire, who encouraged his

experiments in the art of gardening. Hence he

developed into an author, and his "
English

Gardener," first published in 1670, went through
eleven editions in fifty years, additions being made to

it by
" a Lover of this Princely Diversion and

Profitable Recreation," who especially went in for
" rare curiosities

"
and " secrets known but to a very

few," such as " To make a Peach Tree bear with

writing on the fruit." The simple process of writing

anything you liked on the kernel in vermilion ami

white of egg and then sowing it would eventually
result in

" the words in a lesser or greater measure"

appearing on the peaches. It would be very decidedly
the "

lesser measure
"

which we should expect.

Meager, himself, tells us little new on the subject
of garden design. His "Garden of Pleasure

"
is laid

out with the "divers Forms of Knots and Plots" to

which previous writers have accustomed us. "Ilysop,

Thyme, Germander, and Gilded Marjoram, grass cut

off, Periwinkle cut off, Rosemary, Lavender, Sage," are

among the plants he suggests for his knot-making,
but " Dutch or French box is the handsomest, the

most durable and the cheapest to keep." The next

gardener authors, London and Wise, who had the

then celebrated Brompton nurseries and the care and

ordering of the Royal Gardens, agreed with Meager
on this point, and the great semi-circular parterre at

Hampton Court was all done by them in box for

William III., and though Anne, disliking the smell,

had it all rooted up, it was afterwards replanted, and

everywhere, down to our own day, has remained the

popular plant both for elaborate knotting and for

simple bordering.
London and Wise, as being at the head of their

profession, led the van and catered tor the wealthy.

They were the English representatives of the French

School of Le Notre. But though this mode was

eagerly adopted by great men as consorting well

with the Palladian palaces which they were erecting,
the "

private gentleman
"

still kept very much
within the modest limits suggested by Rea, and

devoted himself to intensive rather than extensive

culture. These were the days of "rarities," of the

tulip mania, of " exoticks eagerly sought for," whose

non-deciduous section is most highly esteemed, and

no known cultural care omitted by those who pass
as

" masters of curious greens." Warmed and

well-windowed rooms were erected for their winter

storage, and soon developed into stately orangeries.
The orange tree had for some time been intro-

duced, Henrietta Maria having had forty-two at

Wimbledon which the Parliamentary surveyors
valued at /,ro apiece, while "one Lemon tree

bearing great and very large lemons together with

the box that it grows in and the earth and materials

therein feeding the same
"

they set down at /,2O.

There are ancient orange trees now at Lydney Park

which appear in old wills, and though the tradition that

dates them from the sixteenth century and connects

them with Admiral Winter and the Spanish Armada

exaggerates their age, there is no doubt that

they belong at least to the period of the old manor

house lately pulled down, which was in the

William III. style. London citizens became great

gardeners, having their country houses largely in

the Enfield neighbourhood, where Defoe mentions

several remarkable ones, and where to-day we see

them and their fine old garden walls and wrought-
iron grilles disappearing one by one to make room

for rows of suburban tenements. But the wealthy
London merchant often went further afield, and even

at Blyth, in Nottinghamshire, Celia Fiennes visits one

who had " a very Sweete House and gardens and

grounds. . . . The gardens are very neate and

after the London Mode of gravel and grass walks

and Mount, and the squaires with dwarfes and

Cyprus, ffirre and all sorts of greens and fruit

trees, its very ffruitefull I Eate good fruite

there." Such were the lesser gardens of the close

of the seventeenth century, and their sparse survivors

are well represented in this volume. The delightful

terraces of St. Catherine's Court (page 135) very

likely date from the time of its porch, that is, from

the reign of Charles I., and the somewhat similar

gardens at Canons Ashby were probably first laid out

then, though extended and altered with the house

about the year 1710. The Llangedwyn terraces
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< t;-' we have already referred to as reputedly
df' earlier date, hut the admirable halustradirigs,

u.i\s.ind Icadwork .it Newton Ferrers (pace 195)

compose .1 picture which enables us to realise the

|x>st Restoration method* of rmxlcrjtc gardening,

though originally there would have Ixren Icvs grass
.iiul more extensive and elaborate embroidery and

clipped work. Of' much the same date, but strongly
contrasted, owing to complete difference of site and

liKality, is the charming formal water garden at

Wcstbu- vcrn (page-- xv. xvi.). It preserves

>riginal
character in a marked degree, although

the contemporary house, which appears in Kip's

view, is gone and a new one built, which, unfor-

tunately, incorjHiratcs the old two-storeyed pavilion
and so mars the design and

proportions.
This

ion, which appears on the right of our smaller

view, stands at the end of a long narrow canal

and looks down its full length both from the

open .treading which occupied its original lower

storey and from the enclosed room above. Beyond
the canal it had an outlook on to the country through
a removed section of the garden wall where, between

two piers, surmounted with great stone pine cones,

was set a clairvovit or open iron
grille, at this time

a favourite device tor carrying the view beyond the

garden enclosure. Another of these with fine urns

on the
piers

will be seen in our larger view occupying
a position beyond the head of the great T-shaped
canal, in the midst of which stands a Neptune in

lead. Flanking the broad grass marge of this canal

is a yew hedge, lofty and wide, giving great

dignity and calm to the scene. The gravel walk

along the flower-bordered wall ends in another

charming hut smaller and singlc-storcycd pavilion.
A larger garden but of somewhat the same character

is that at Bicton (page 255). It is of great beauty,
but with more appearance of modernity and upkeep.

Repton would have classed both these last gardens as

being of that Dutch type which he told his readers

had ousted and destroyed the previous Italian

methods. As a matter of fact, it was neither Italy
nor Holland, hut France, which most powerfully and

permanently affected Knglish gardening mcthcxls

throughout the formal period. We have seen that it

was mainly translations and adaptations of French
works which formed the Knglish tcxt-rxx>ks on

garden design and garden culture ; and that even the

canal system was not a Dutch novelty imported by
William III., is realised when we remember that the

Long Canal at Hampton Court dates from early in

Charles II. 's
reign.

Charles and the exiled Cavaliers

had had abundant opportunity of watching the

expansion of French gardening, and we have already
seen how Charles's life-long friend, John F.velyn,
visited and noted the characteristics of the great

places around Paris. As early as 1644 he notices

the very extensive nature of the style as shown
at the Luxemburg Palace, the home of (iaston

d 'Orleans. Its gardens were "an Knglish mile in

compasse." The
parterre garden in box embroidery

is
"

rarely design \\ and
accurately kept cut." The

fountains arc " built after y* old Roman magni-
ficence." "

I'cdcstalls for potts and statues
"

line

the walks, and the terrace has balusters of white

marble. All this shows finish, but beyond this

section we also get the feeling of extent. The walks,
"
exactly fairc and long," are planted with limes and

elms, and there is a "
grove of tall elmcs cutt into a

starr every ray being a walke. . . . The rcM of
the ground is nude into several! incloiurcs (all hedge
workc or rowes of trees) of whole fields, mead.

boscages, some of them containing divers .ukcrs."

Such was a garden made under l^iuis XIII., though
that monarch hail recently died and his boy of five was

King when Kvelyn saw it. But it was in no w.i\

iomp.tr.ible either in si/e or sumptuoiisness to those

which, whet) the boy grew up and became If (ir,m,/

idfi were laid out for him at Versailles by
l.e Notre, who also, at Chantilly, Meudon ami
St. Cloud, worked on almost as large a scale for

Louis's great courtiers. There was nothing specially

original alxut l.e Notre exiept si/e. lie passed
from the idea of a garden to that of grounds. I l<

w.is prepared, with his wide and extended alleys,
his prolonged avenues of clipped trees, his nu/cs and

thickets and o|H-n sp.ues, to occupy a vast .urcage,
and his fountains and pavilions, his parterres and
his knots, were multiplied and enlarged to give
ilue proportion to the entire picture. But the

geometry and formalism were so complete that the

creations of himself and of his imitators had a great

similarity, all the more so as the prime object ot the

ilesigner was not to make use of and add point
to natural features, accidents and peculiarities, but

rather to sweep them away at great iost in order to

have, as far as possible, a level and featureless plain
on which to work out their mathematical problem.
It is certain that Le Notre did not accept Charles's

invitation to come over in JHTSOII to lay out his

intended Hampton Court gardens ;
but there is no

doubt that he inspired the design, and that it was

put into the hands of French gardeners. Like many
of Charles's building schemes, it never was perfected
in his reign, but was given a larger extent and more

pronounced Dutch feeling under William III. It

was then that the great semi-circular cast garden
was laid ou -

,
at first elalxirately knotted and with

much statuary and topiary work, then simplified,
but in its main features respected even by I-ancelot

Brown, who was gardener with a resilience here

for many years. Our pictures (page xxix.) show,

however, that the clipped yews of former days
arc now allowed their natural growth. We
include in this volume two places which were,
when originally laid out in Queen Anne's time,

among the largest and most complete Knglish

examples of It sii/f I* \&rrf, and which have, to a

very considerable degree, retained this character

down to our day. Bramham (page 227) has

wholly cast aside Rca's confined ideas, and its

scheme extends over 1 20 acres without including
the avcnucd and vistacd park which is brought
into the design. At first the garden is archi-

tectural, with vase-set terraces and stone-girt pools
of elaborate form and dignified presence. Then we

pass to the great alleys, with their tall cut beech

hedges radiating into the much-prized /><i//fifoist
ind t

beyond these again, to noble avenues, whose tall trees

in one case shadow and guard the canal, which, like

the much more modest one at Westbury, is T-shaped.
Still larger and more elaborate is Wrest (page 2.17),
with its seven miles of walks. Although much of its

original formalism was afterwards serpentined by
Brown, it remains the largest and completes! example
of the grand manner, before the cry for Nature
created a revolution in taste. It is therefore of

extreme interest, as well as of great beauty ; of greater
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beauty, indeed, now that the original precision and

newness have gone from it
;
now that time has refused

to allow the growths to remain as the original

designer intended them, o -
as Kip engraved them

;

now that artificiality no longer dominates Nature, but

Nature has patiently obtained the mastery over

artificiality. To some extent this happens even in

gardens recently planted and where the shears are

used, a fact which we must always bear in mind when
we judge of the great formal gardens of Queen
Anne's era through the medium of Kip's views. His
own and his collaborators' precise and stiff style of

drawing accentuates the rigidity of the gardens they
delineate, and leads us to forget that Nature
was always mitigating and mellowing their

formalism. Among Kip's views, those of Cashio-

bury and Wimpole well represent the new method
of leaving the open parterres as soon as possible
and entering the shady groves and boscages, pierced

squarely, angularly and circularly with clipped

alleys. Arthur Capel, Earl of Essex, shared

Evelyn's pre-eminence in the gardening world, and
made Cashiobury noted for its

" rural excellencies."

He sent his gardener, John Rose, to study at

Versailles, and then passed him on to the King,
he being the predecessor and instructor of George
London. At Cashiobury there was very limited

parterre space ;
the groves were entered almost

at once, and open spaces, as for a bowling
green, obtained by great treeless circles at the

intersections of the alleys. "The gardens,"

thought Evelyn,
" are very rare and cannot be

otherwise, having so skilful an artist to govern them
as Mr. Crooke

"
(he had succeeded Rose),

" who
is, as to y

e mechanic part, not ignorant in mathe-

matics, and pretends to astrologie." These would
not be the qualifications most insisted on to-day !

At Wimpole (page xxxvii.), next to the house lay
an open garden, whose great width was divided

into three parterres of elaborately patterned knots,
each centring in a statue, and beyond this section lay
a tract of clipped wood, with intricate diagonal

alleys ami triangular open spaces. The two main

divisions had hexagonal enclosures in their rrrdst,

in the centre ot which are temples of "carpenter's
work." The immense system of formal avenues,
for which Wimpole was famous until the school

of Capability Brown destroyed them, does not

seem to have been entirely planted when Kip's
view was taken, and was probably completed

by the Edward Harley who came into the

property through his wife in 1713. But in other

places they were set in time to appear in " Les
Delices de la Grande Bretagne," and prove to us

that Bramham and Wrest were by no means excep-
tional cases of extensive planting. It was, indeed,
a time when reafforesting was in vogue, and avenues

radiating for miles, varied by large woods set with

quincunx precision, were the favourite mode of

accomplishing it. The great destruction and small

renewal of woods was brought home to Englishmen at

the Restoration, when the increase and efficiency of the

Navy were much considered, and its Commissioners
found some difficulty in obtaining oak of

adequate growth and quality. Even in Tudor

times, Tom Tusser had noticed that men were
" more studious to cut down than to plant trees,"
and [.eland had found at Droitwich that "

makynge
of salt is a great and notable distruction of wood,

that the wontyd placis are now sore decayed in wood
"

and that they were forced to seek it as far as Worcester
town. Later on the development ot glass-works
and iron furnaces had caused immense consumption,
and the time of the Civil Wars was marked by great
destruction and neglected cultivation. The newly-
established Royal Society was appealed to for

information, and its most expert member on the

subject, John Evelyn, took the matter up, and in

1664 his "
Sylva

"
was published. "Let us arise,

then, and plant," cries Evelyn, as if the mantle
of Nehemiah was on his shoulders. " To you
Princes, Dukes, Earls, Lords, Knights and gentle-

men, noble patriots (as most concerned) I speak
to encourage and animate a work so glorious, so

necessary." And when we call to mind that it was

part of the instructions of the Spanish leaders, in

the Armada year, if on landing -as to which they
had no doubt they found they could not hold the

country, not to leave a tree standing in the Forest

ot Dean, we realise the immense importance, for

naval purposes, attached to such storehouses of oak

trees. "Sylva" gave direction and purpose to a

widely-felt inclination. The King told its author

that he " had by that book alone incited a world

of planters to repair their broken estates and
woods which the greedy rebels had wasted and

made such havoc of," and a century and a-half

later Isaac Disraeli declares: "Inquire at the

Admiralty how the fleets of Nelson have been

constructed and they can tell you that it was with

the oaks which the genius of Evelyn planted." This

enables us to understand that, though Kip no doubt

availed himself considerably of artistic licence in

some of his purely garden views, he by no means

exaggerated the extent of the formal foresting which,
in the case of important seats, Evelyn chronicles in

the later editions of his "
Sylva." In such places it

formed the outworks of the gardens and was compre-
hended with them and the house itself in the general

design. This extension of the general scheme

beyond the limits of the old contracted enclosure

and into the neighbouring country-side produced
a change in the methods of fencing. Even Bacon,
with his princely ideas, did not want to see out

of his twenty-six-acre plot except from the mount,

and, therefore, it could be surrounded by a high
and continuous wall or hedge. But when the

garden was a mere fraction of the scheme, this

system needed modification. From certain points,
a full understanding and enjoyment of the whole

design was essential. There might be the sheltered

parterre and the secluded alley ; but there must

also be the series of wide-stretching vistas. It

was here that the much-developed art of the iron-

worker became opportune to the disciples of

Le Notre, and the c/airuoyJe became a part of

garden design. Even in the Commonwealth time

Evelyn remarks upon the deftness and skill of the

English craftsmen in this metal when he is shown

"such a lock for a doore, that for its filing and rare

contrivances was a master-piece, yet made by a

country blacksmith," and he adds that " not many
yeares after there was nothing so frequent than all sorts

of iron-work more exquisitely wrought and polish'd
than in any part of Europ." But there was more

dexterity than art in the native work. For the latter

quality France had, as usual, to be drawn upon
when anything exceptionally fine was needed, and
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Je.m Tijou was h/iported by William III. for the

wonderful Hampton Court grilles which have, in

recent years, been replaced in their original situa-

tion. But though their design is French, the

craftsmanship is English, Huntingdon Shaw, a

Nottingham smith, having undoubtedly hammered
them under Tijou's superintendence. The lingering
medievalism of Henry's privy garden was then

entirely swept away. The triangle, the mount, the

water gate, the galleries were removed, a perfect
"

plat
"

was obtained, and the elaborately shaped
southern end was enclosed by Tijou's c/airvoyee,
which admitted of a view of the Thames and the

country beyond. Other c/airvoyees were set into

the fencing of the great semi-circular Eastern garden
at the points where the long avenues and the canal

went off from it, so that the eye could range

interruptedly from the palace to Kingston. But if

the Hampton Court ironwork is not native in its

design, there was an abundance, as beautiful if not

as intricate, turned out by our own craftsmen on
their own initiative, and grilles and gateways became
usual in quite small places. We have already
noticed a simple example of the clairvoyee at West-

bury, and have called attention to the rapidly

disappearing ironwork at Enfield, that had belonge.i
to the citizens' country houses, as Defoe tells us.

But he tells us also of great houses such as Canons,
the Duke of Chandos's home, in the same district.

Here the revulsion against walls was carried to an

extreme, and Defoe, exulting at the novelty, declares

that in these "
very large and well-disposed gardens

the greatest pleisure of all is that the divisions of

the whole, being only made by balustrades of iron

and not by walls, you see the whole at once, be you
in what part of the garden or parterre you will."

The forecourt arrangement at Wotton (page 289) and
at Drayton (page xix.) are examples ot the same idea.

The gateposts and supporting pillars were sometimes

also of iron, but more often of stone and of much size

and elaboration. The strong likeness between those

at Drayton and Wren's famous "
Flower-pot

"
gate at

Hampton Court (page x.) clearly appears, but both

are, as it were, mere developments of the earlier work
of Inigo Jones and Webb at Thorpe (page xviii.).

The old-fashioned desire for privacy, its love of

seclusion and the mystery of small enclosures had

given way to mere ceremonial grandeur, and though
the sunk fence did not come into use until formalism

was dying away, and therefore the landscapists
claimed distant outlook as their invention though

Walpole declared that it was Kent who first
"
leapt

the fence," yet we see that the earlier school had

solved the problem of the vista by the use

of iron, and had included the whole country-
side in their comprehensive embrace. The only
difference is this, that, whereas the formal school

carried their garden into the park, the landscape
school introduced the park into the garden and right

up to the house windows
; the former extended

geometry into distant landscape, the latter brought
their modified wilderness and false nature up to the

front door. Of the giant efforts of the older mode
none ever succeeded in outdoing a comparatively

early example. Badminton had been the modest
home of a younger branch of the Somersets, and
came to the senior branch only after the Civil Wars
had laid waste their ancient seats. But the third

Marquess of Worcester made it thoroughly ducal

even before the strawberry leaves and the Beaufort

title were granted to him in 1682. When we look

at Kip's great plate of the full Badminton lay-out
we conclude that here, if anywhere, he allowed his

delineating pen to run away with him. Its scale is

too small to make it suitable for one of our illus-

trations, and it is another plate, showing merely the

central portion, that we reproduce (page xxxvii.). In

the view we first mentioned, the house, with its

ample surrounding of parterres and mazes, clipped

alleys and quincunxes, appears as a mere postage

stamp in the midst of the far-extending radiations

of trees which cover quite a section of the counties

of Wilts and Gloucester, and are not complete
when the edges of the paper are reached. Yet the

description and information given by an eye-witness
and visitor before the end of Charles II. 's reign,

prove that Kip by no means stretched out the reality.

Mr. Justice North, who became Lord Guilford and

Lord Keeper of the Great Seal under James II., was at

Bristol Assizes in 1680, and afterwards spent some

days on a visit at Badminton together with his

younger brother Roger, author of the " Lives of the

Norths," who, going up on to the roof of the house,
tells us how "the lanthorn is in the centre of an

asterisk of glades cut through the woods of all the

country round, 4 or 5 in a quarter, almost apert tie

Yteu. Divers of the gentlemen cut their trees and

hedges to humour his vistas
; and some planted their

hills in his lines for compliment at their own charge."
When such a point had been reached that the

geometry of the house and gardens of one of

England's mightiest and wealthiest landowners could

no longer be contained on his own vast acreage, but

had to overflow on to that of his lesser neighbours,
formalism had gone too far, for its dignity had

become a dreariness, and it had trespassed beyond its

proper domain of a transitional region, a buffer state,

between the simple rigidity of the house and the

intricate curvatures of Nature. And, even in its

own domain, cleverness, curiousness and intricacy
were asserting themselves at the expense of beauty,

harmony and reserve. The knots and parterres had

become so fantastic and elaborate that the small and

tortured spaces between and among the box pattern-

ings were less and less a home for plants, and were

more and more filled with coloured sand. The
shears were used indiscriminately and universally, and

natural growth was banished not merely in favour of

stately lines and domes and pyramids of verdure,
but to give place to endless freaks of topiary

ingenuity or humour which often destroyed the

balance and restfulness of the garden design. The

gardens at Levens survive to show us the good
and the bad of their day. What could be more

curious yet uncomfortable, more elaborately skilful

yet aesthetically distressing, than that portion next to

the house (page xxxiii.) where the collection of strange

topiary specimens gives you the impression of a

section of a scientific museum rather than of a section

of a complete work of art, stretching forth the

dignified lines of the fine house until they fade into

the landscape. Yet beyond this section, which, instead

of lying aside for a special visit, as such an amusing
freak should do, thrusts itself centrally into the

balanced composition and destroys the effect of the

picture, lies an admirable bit of formalism in the

shape of the long green alley, with its central circle

framed within massive hornbeam hedges, cutting off
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the fruit gardens on each side of it and leading down
to the pleasant beech-shaded lawn at the bottom

(page xxxii.). Levens was bought by Colonel Grahame
when his King, patron and fellow -

religionist,

James II., lost his throne, and the Colonel's past

history and present sympathies made it desirable for

him to live in seclusion. With him to Levens
came a French gardener, who had had a hand in

Charles's II. work at Hampton Court, named

Beaumont, and to him we owe these gardens, though
some of the cut yews claim an older date. A yew
peacock in a cottage garden is charming, and so

may be a single specimen in a small enclosure as at

Tyninghame (page xxvi.). A certain, but fairly

restrained number of elaborate topiary forms are

right enough in a large garden if they take their

place in the ordered and disciplined array
of the general formal scheme as at Bradfield (page

123), or at Heslington (page xxi.) ;
but even the

very entertaining forms that top the gre..t hedge at

Fulford (page xx.) approach the grotesque and the

fantastic, though this may be quite excusable in so

small and simple a place. But anything like the

disordered array, the bewildering number, the un-

balanced variety which we find at Levens are wholly out

of place as part of a general pictorial scheme, and in a

position whe e they are unavoidably and constantly

seen, and not specially visited as an occasional

diversion. As a rare example and precious survival

of such work Levens is most interesting ; but

when such, and still more, elaborate and eccentric

collections were met at every turn, no wonder

they brought disrepute on the style of which they
were an outgrowth, and induced Pope to publish
his sarcastic condemnation in the Guardian, and

attempt a different manner at his Twickenham villa.

To-day the "landscape" school annoys us, because

we know that it never got near to that Nature which

it aimed at, while it destroyed the interesting products
of centuries of Art. Yet it had high ideals and an

immense vogue in a cultured period of our history.
\Ve hope, therefore, to have, ere long, an opportunity
ot considering its views and its achievements, as

well as to notice its fall and the gradual revival of

formalism which followed it. Of that last phase
this volume contains many examples. The "

Italian
"

garden at Wilton (page 213) is the earliest example
of these. The traditions of De Caus had never died

out, and early in the nineteenth century something
of his scheme was modestly restored on different

ground, but with the help of such scattered fragments
of arch tecture and statuary as had survived the

irruption of the landscapist Huns. Somewhat later

are the Castle Ashby terraces dating from 1865

(page 81). They have neither the elaborate work
nor quaint enclosure of old examples. They lac!:

the amusing conceits and quaint mystery with

which the seventeenth century endowed its gardens.

They have all the obviousness of the Canons

design of Defoe's time without the fine ironwork.

But we can say of them that they are, in summer,
a fine and glowing expanse of colour on varied

levels and relieved by good balustrading, and they
will grow more interesting if the low hedges, shown
in our illustrations, are allowed to obtain height and

give variety of composition. The Arley gardens

(page 309) are of a totally different type. They
show a distinctly clever conception of older ideals,

and have great charm and persuasive amenity.
More recent still are such dignified terrace work
as that at Hardwicke in Oxfordshire (page xxxix.) and
Batsford in Gloucestershire (page xxiii.), and such

charmingly homely and local features as the thatched

wall garden at Clouds (page xxvi.). Newest of all

are the Easton and Sonning gardens, whose excellent

and varied features, teeming at once with both

ancient history and modern originality, we have

already had occasion to refer to in this short review.

We accept them as the type of much good work
in the present, and of still more to come.



ATIIELHAMPTON HALL,
DORSETSHIRE.

AMI

I H \MI'I ON, formerly written Athe!-

hampMon and sometimes pronounced
niston, is a parish set in the Dorset-

shire Mutuire.l of 1'uddlctown. That

name of Athelhampston in the skilful hands

of the oKier historians made of the parish the

cni si-at of >.i\on kings or, at the least, the

home of jfcthclhclm, slain In-fore the Dorset host

t he led them against the Danes on the Bill of

Portland. In our own
times the antiquary has

lost courage, and a place-
name tempting to a guess
at its origin is known to

he a trap baited for reck-

less investigators.

Domesday cannot In-

cited for Athclhampston,
and although there is

much material for its early

history, no arrangement
of documents has yet

been achieved, and all

is still piecemeal and

uncertain until we touch

the name of those

Marty us who built the

ancient hall. I.oundres

there certainly were and

I'ydcls among its early

lords, but the Dorsetshire

historian displays to us a

long and chaotic pedigree
with a thin documentary

backing. At least it seems

certain that the later

Martyns considered them-

selves heirs of the blood

of both these early

Athclhampston families,

marshalling their arm-

among tnc shields of

alliance which coloured

the gla/ed panes of their

hall. The red bars of

the Martyn shield show

the family for a branch

of the baronial family of

the Martyns, barons of

Darlington in Devonshire

under Henry II., the

pedigree giving the first-

named Sir Robert as

eleventh in descent from

a "
Martyn of Tours,"

who landed, as an ancestor

should, from a Norman ship in I'cxensey Bay.
In any case these Martyns were atuient nobility
of the lountry side. A fine of King John's

reign tells us that a Martyn was then lord of

the castle of 1'ydele in Dorset, and from

an early age they were lords of Athel-

hampston. Their marriages with FlringdonS
and 1'oulets, C'heverelU and Daul>eneys show that

they held to their gentle rank, anil their later

70 7//f. G.\KDK\.
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THE GREEN COURT.

generations are those of a rich family of squires.

The Athelhampston line ended with Nicholas

Martyn in 1595-96, his tomb in the Athelhampton

chapel of St. Mary Magdalene in the church of Our

Lady at Pyddletown formerly saluting him in the

grim humour of an old tombstone as

Nicholas the First and Martyn the Last,

Good night, Nicholas.

ACROSS THE GREEN COURT,
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TO THE ROSE COURT.
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He had married a

daughter of John
Wadham, squire of Mery-
field in Somerset, sister

of that Nicholas Wadham
whose bountiful house

was "like an inn at all

times and like a court at

Christmas," the founder

of Wadham College at

Oxford. By this lady
Nicholas Martyn, whose
three sons died young,
left four daughters, well

bestowed in marriage with

a Brune, a Tichborne, a

White and a Floyer.

Athelhampton came in

the end to be the portion
of the Brunes. From
them it descended to

Bankes of Corfe Castle,

and in 1665 Sir Ralph
Bankes of Corfe sold the

Brunes' estate here to Sir

Robert Long of Draycot Cerne. The history

Athelhampton after this sale is a short one. Catherine,

a co-heir of Sir James Tylney Long, brought Athel-

hampton with much more to her husband, the Duke
of Wellington's spendthrift nephew, who thereupon
became William Pole-Tylney-Long-Wellesley. This

of

THE ROSE COURT.

worthless person succeeded in 1845 as fourth Earl of

Mornington, and died in 1857, having wasted his

estates, and a London newspaper gave him an obituary

notice, saying that his life had been unredeemed by a

single virtue and adorned by no single grace. In

his last days he was a pensioner of his uncle, the

WEST WING.
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Great Duke. In 1848 he had sold Athelhampton to

Mr. George Wood, and in 1891 the house and

lands were again sold, Mr. Alfred de Lafontaine,
the purchaser, being the present lord of the manor
of Athelhampton. By this last sale there came
to the hands of an antiquary, too late to save

many of its most interesting features, a beautiful old

English house, whose worst injuries were suffered

in a generation when reverence for the noble works
of our forefathers was in all men's mouths.

Doubtless there was a house here from early

days, the chief seat of this branch of the Martyns.
To this house, probably a place of strength, lit by
windows within its courtyards, Sir William Martyn,

Knight of the Bath, who died in 1503, made notable

additions. Mr. de Lafontaine reckons that the

house in its great day enclosed at least three court-

yards, the ancient chapel standing in the south-west

corner of the first court, which was without the

gatehouse. The forecourt was shut in on the north

and east by the main block of the mansion house,
and on the south and west by the gatehouse and

curtain walls. Wings of the house closed in on all

sides the middle court.

Up to the year 1862 the hall was entered

through the small archway of a noble gatehouse of

two storeys, a gatehouse whose magnificence would

have befitted the entry to an earl's castle rather than

to a knight's manor house. Over the arch was the

corbelling of a beautiful oriel window with a battled

head, a panel under its mullions being richly carved

with the arms of the owner. In that year of 1862

the blow fell. Mr. Wood was by no means a rich

man. The gatehouse, like almost every part of the

extensive buildings, had decayed, almost to the

point of insecurity, during the sad days of the

Wellesley ownership. For a general and com-

plete renovation funds were lacking, with the

grievous result that every stone of that gateway
which made Athelhampton remarkable among
West Country manor nouses was pulled down
and removed. With the gatehouse fell the chapel,

the walls of the first two quads and a great part

of the house, the gatehouse ruin going to build

new stables.

Luckily, the bones of a beautiful house remained

to be clad, and it is remarkable that such a hall set

in a pleasant country-side should have been so long

disregarded at a time when all accessible parts of

England were being searched for ancient homes for

those who find in a newly-built country house some-

thing garish and disturbing. The loss of its famous

gatehouse may have had something to do with the

neglect of Athelhampton, for the hall was known to

architects chiefly by illustrations of the gatehouse,

and, when that fell, few remembered that the hall

itself had been respited.

Certainly, the approach to the hall did not invite

the stranger. The "gardens and gallant groves
"

in

which the Martyns and the Brunes once took their

disport had disappeared utterly. Athelhampton
Hall, once the home of rich knights and squires,
was working for its living as a shabby farmhouse,
like an old charger in the shafts of a hay-wain.
Old photographs remain to show the untended

surroundings of a house which had outlived its

lovers.

The sinking of the whole ground level about

the hall was the renovator's first object, for the

gathering mould of ages had left the house in a

hollow. This was no light task for the spade ; but

now that it has been achieved the hall floor is dry as

its layers left it, and no winter night's alarm calls the

servants to the chilly work of bailing flood-water out

of the hall. Lawns, terraces and walled gardens
are all recent work. Forty thousand tons of the

reddish Ham Hill stone went to make the walls

and terraces now standing where were cowsheds

and ruinous stables and linhays, and already the soft

Dorsetshire air has mellowed the masonry. The new

garden architecture including the well-proportioned

garden-house standing at the end of the stately

balustered terrace; the elaborate "Corona" with

its fine iron gate and typical Jacobean obelisks
;
the

green court with its shapely, stone-encircled lily pool-
is all good, all reflects credit on Mr. Inigo Thomas, its

first designer, all is in character with what its Eliza-

bethan owner might have set round the grand earlier

house he had inherited, all reminds us, though on ?

smaller and more intimate scale, of the noble gardens

which, for more than three centuries, have con-

tinuously surrounded Sir Edward Phelips's great
home of Montacute, a neighbouring home included

in this volume. To-day, at Athelhampton, flower-

beds and shrubs and young trees flourish upon what

was so lately waste ground, and few would believe that

our picture of the Privy Garden is one of a garden
which has not always nestled beside the old house

whose gables and chimneys show themselves over the

wall. Our two views of the south elevation, that

which includes the porch, the hall and the west wing,
are most successful in giving both the architectural

value and the picturesque charm of this invaluable

remnant of a fine building age. The whole com-

position, stretching out on either side from the

splendid hall oriel, is excellent in proportion and line,

and typical of the domestic arrangements and archi-

tectural forms of Gothic building in its later phase.
We can also judge of the knowledge and reserve

which have been brought to bear on its renovation.

Even the lost gatehouse is once more standing, Mr.

de Lafontaine having collected sufficient information

and enough of its original material to admit of its

successful re-erection.



SOUTH WRAXALL MANOR,
WILTSHIRE.

SOUTH

\\K\\\II. is a very cclcSrated

s|x-cimcn <>t fifteenth century architecture,

well known to all students. The place under-

went some reconstruction in the reign of"

Elizabeth, and again in the time ofJune* I., when its

remarkable and beautiful fireplaces and mantels,

with much panelling, were added. It has had the

happy fortune in these later times to tall upon good
and seemly days, for Mr. Richardson Cox, with the eye
ot imagination, recognising

its capabilities, venerating
its character and appreciating its extraordinary archi-

tectural interest, took it in hand, and between 1900
and 1902, with the assistance of Mr. A. C. Martin, as

his architect, made it the beautiful place we illustrate.

Much thought and excellent judgment have l>ccn

exercised in this regeneration of South Wraxall

Manor, which, from partial decay, has been restored

with fidelity to its original character. To remove any
modern incongruities, and to preserve whatever the

fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries had

bestowed ujton the manor house, seem to have been

the objects, and lovers of our domestic architecture

will be grateful to Mr. Cox for his careful preservation
of .1 ven celebrated example, while many will In-

interested by and charmed with the lovely gardens
which he has created alxuit it.

The manor house stands about three miles north-

\vesf of the old Wiltshire clothing town of Bradford,
in a district wliich i- singularly rich in gcxnl archi-

tect .ire, b.ith do:ne-.tic and ecclesiastical. Here was

THE FLAGGED WALK
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seated the ancient and influential family of Long,
whose members appear to have represented Wiltshire

in Parliament for something like 500 years. During

erected about the year 1566 by Sir Robert Long.
The family was prolific, and its branches were installed

at Potterne, Little Cheverell and elsewhere, from one

7HE GA TRHOUSE

much of this time the head of the family of Long
continued to reside at South Wraxall, and their

monuments may be seen in the neighbouring
church of St. James, in the chantry or chapel

of which are descended the Longs of Rood Ashton,
to whom, on the failure of the elder branch, the

South Wraxall estate came, and is now owned

by the Right Hon. W. H. Long, M.P. Some
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ENTRANCE.

writers have discerned traces of the thirteenth century
in this manor house, hut the experienced eye fails to

detect them, though there may well be foundations of

the time. It seems more safe to ascribe the earlier

portions ot the present house to Robert Long, its

first-recorded possessor, who was on the Commission
of the Peace in 1426, and was Member of Parliament
for the shire in 1433. The edifice thus belongs,
like Athelhampton and the Essex examples in brick
which we are next to describe, to the period in

NORTH GATEWAY.
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A CLOSED GA RDEN.

SOUTH TERRACE.
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;
> the spirit i>t" the Middle Ages prevailed,

and yet when the tide of change had DCffUfl ti

rise, and the conditions which had hitherto shaped
the dwelling places of" mir fnret'.ither

;

unging,
and the w.ix was opening tor a complete t>

formation in style. Thus, though the frowning
.>. .-.-. . .

... .

had lost most of their military character, and hail

become places where the porter might have his lodging
and open the gmtc to the welcome guests of" his lord.

Such is the gatehouse at South Wraxall, one of" the

most excellent examples in Kngland ; simple in

character, indeed, with its low Tudor arch, plainly

moulded, its excellent dripstone, its angle luittresses,

its lovely oriel window, and the quaint chimney on

the slope of the high-pitched roof. There is a winding
staircase on one side whereby the porter ascended to

and the old domestic offices, now judiciously tempting
ivy and other plants to dim\ but not to enshroud
the features.

.ire disp.ise.l not less to linger in the beauti-

ful garden which is on this front of the house.
Notue the admirable grouping the crass and paths,
with the low terrace wall, the dial raised aloft on its

tall pillar, the grey, ivy-clad wall on the right, with a

sp!.ish of vivid colour in the geraniums hanging from
its vase-, and the trees in the distance. Observe that

the terrace wall is itself In w.i\ of becoming a garden,
tor it is

lo.isely laid, and you ascend by well-worn

steps to the terrace itself -a
flagged terrace, the

stones not tx> wd! jointed, but with space cunningly
left in which some things pleasant to look at havr
nw>t.i-e. It is not all Hanged either, for space is

reserved, stone-edged and orderly, for a colony of

GATEHOUSE EMTRANCB.

the room over the archway, which is lighted by the

oriel window; and there arc "squints" on either

side through which he might take stock of the

prowler.
In the excellent picture taken from under that

most picturesque gateway, we may see how pleasant
that approach is, Tor there are tall elms and farm

buildings there, and two tall outer gateposts, set in a

rough stone wall and crowned with urns, flank the path.
On our left, as we near the gatehouse, is a buttrc

wall, over which trees and ivy overhang, while a

pleasant garden is on the right, and through the arch

of the gatehouse we have a glance into the courtyard
which we shall presently enter. But we are first

tempted to survey the quaint range of buildings
which is in line with the gateway on the right, with

its high roof ridge, mullioncd windows and buttresses,

the best of roses. The effect is most happy, and
we cannot extol it too highly.

The same simple, beautiful and appropriate style
of gardening is found on the other side of the house,
where the long flagged walk runs the length of the

raised terrace to the north gateway. The manor
house is here most picturesque in varied skyline,

light and shade, picturesque windows, roofs and
>:.x>rs ;

and an old loggia, whose range of pillars has

long supported the upper storey, makes a covered

way or cloister of unusual character below. The

flagged walk is well hedged, and has on one side

a magnificent herbaceous border of generous pro-

portions, wherein tall-growing, queenly flowers blue

delphiniums of many shades, flaunting poppies, lark-

spurs, phloxes, foxgloves and, later on, flashing
helianthus and dahlias of many hues arc all gay in
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their radiant splendour throughout an ample period
of the garden year. From the flagged terrace we

drop to the grass terrace whereon stands a classic

urn of uncommon design, and then by a few steps

more, between two classic figures on pedestals, we
come to the main lawn. Again the terrace walls are

roughly laid for wall gardening, and a host of alpine
and other plants make gay the rough stonework.

The foliage here is also beautiful, and the contrasts of

colour in the grey house, the emerald lawns, the

many flowers and the dark masses of trees are superb.
The whole of this area Mr. Cox found a great,

dreary and semi-derelict piece of vegetable ground
with broken-down walls.

Passing through the gatehouse, we find that

the courtyard, as also at Athelhampton and at Great

Chalfield, is not entirely surrounded by domestic

buildings. The area is in two levels divided

by a low wall, and there is an ascent from the

lower level to the lawn and garden, which have

been laid out on the upper half of the space.
Urns are upon this wall, and Portugal laurels at

intervals add to the distinction. The ancient porch

giving admission to the hall is on the right, and the

high-pitched roof of the hall, the Perpendicular two-

light and three-light windows, with traceried heads,
the splendid Jacobean window of the drawing-room,
and the other buildings of the interior of the court,

lend an appearance to the grey old structure which is

almost unique. The porch, always an important

feature, is very remarkable at South Wraxall, having

angle buttresses, a deeply-moulded arched doorway
and a picturesque window above, while the gargoyles
are of very singular character, as will be seen.

Mediaeval feeling pervades this part of the house

entirely, and grotesque carvings, excellent details

of the cusped window lights and weathered stone-

work enhance the effect. The interior of the house

shall not be described at any length in a volume

dealing with exteriors and gardens. The hall is

lofty, and duly lighted on the sides by its Gothic

windows, but with a most unfortunate modern one
inserted high up in the south gable before the

time of Mr. Cox's occupation. A stone fireplace,
dated 1598, and an oak screen of the same date

show the developments added in the Elizabethan

age. The Gothic solar raised up above a cellar

beyond the upper end of the hall was widened and
redecorated at the same period as in the case of the

hall. Its oak panelling and immense stone mantel

are samples of the best work of about 1600. Its

great windows, lighting one end and one side,

appear in our illustrations. Upstairs they still show
the old guest-chamber in which legend says Sir

Walter Long and Sir Walter Raleigh smoked their

pipes together.
The men who lived at South Wraxall did not

play any sounding part in their country's history, but

they had their share in the State and loved their

country home. How much of England's history
have they discussed in its hall, how much of their

own history has been unrolled within its walls ! So
full of the story of humanity is it that we seem
almost to hear their footfall. That such a house
should be reverently restored is a thing to be thank-

ful for. There was room for judicious selection and
careful constructive thought, and both were exercised.

It would have been so easy to spoil the place with

modernity ; but the spell remains unbroken and
there is no jarring note. WT

e congratulate Mr. Cox
and his architect. W7

e congratulate him especially

upon his lovely and wholly appropriate gardens, his

beautiful trees, his island surrounded by the fish-

pond, and upon all the picturesque, attractive and
admirable features which add so much to the charm
of this old English abode. Long may the fireside

smoke emblem of domestic peace rising to the outer

world-- continue to ascend from the chimneys of

Plantagenets, Tudors and Stuarts of this old Wiltshire

dwelling.

GARGOYLES.



FAULKBOURNE HALL,
ESSEX.

THI-lvI-'

il every sign that Ksscx is becoming
much better known than it used to IK-

fifty

years ago. It lies so near to London that

few people when seeking a home in the

country thought of settling so near to the great city.
Their

fancy overleaped IV-M-\, and camcJ them
further afield. Also, though very interesting to the

naturalist, yachtsman and wildfowlcr, the I-'-MA l/oast,

with its limitless levels of mud-flats and marsh, and
its wide tidal estuaries, was mainly i|iiitc unsuitcd for

what arc known as "seaside resorts." Si
railways

were not carried down to the shore, and the seafront

between the mouth of the Thames estuary and the

Naze was almost un visited. The result is that now,
when motor-cars arc opening up out-of-the-way places,
and the charm of neighbourhoods, which have never
been disturbed in their quiet lives for centuries, is

more than ever appreciated, the beauty of this

rich old kingdom of the Last >a\on is becoming
recognised, and the exceeding number of large woods
and fine parks in the county is becoming known,

woods mean, as a rule, large properties, and

parks .uo.mpany great houses; and of these

has, perhaps, more examples, dating from the
sixteenth to the end of the seventeenth century, than

any shire of Kngland, Suffolk not except ed. In the

days Df Tudors ami Stuarts it was one of the favourite

district! for building mansions and
ict|uiring estates.

If the reason IK- sought, it is mainly in be found, in

all likelihood, in the desire to jvsses- I.uul which would

grow the largest possible amount of wheat to the .lire.

This the I'.ssex land would do, ami it was regarded

by the courtiers of Kli/abeth and by the merchants of

James I.'s prosperous reign as .1 kind of "gilt-edged
security."

As soon as they obtained the land they In-gan
to build. Others, who had inherited I'.ssex estates,

were not slow to follow their example. The

splendid brick quadrangle of dosfield, the gables
and gateways of lx>rd I'etre's house at Jugate-stone,
Marks Hall, built by the Honywoods, Heron Hall,

by the Tyrells, Old Hattield Priory, (i races, built by
Sir Henry Mildmay at Little Baddow, Danbury
Place, Spams Hall, and Moyns Park, as well as

THE R ITCHES GARDES
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Faulkbourne Hall, are among the beautiful, and

often very large, houses either built between the days

of the last Tudors and the close of the reign of the

first Stuart, or, as often happened then, old houses

rebuilt or added to in the prevailing fashion ot the

day. It is most fortunate for posterity that spare

cash and growing riches happened to accrue to the

upper classes of this country when such an excellent

THE NORTH TOWER.
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style of building was in vogue. To these we add the
names of two houses illustrated in this volume which
retain much Gothic

feeling, St. (Kyth's Priory and
I jycr Marney, for though the fetter only survives in

part, it is perhaps more characteristic of the lxr>t Kssex

work than any other fragment, however important.
The brick portion <.t" >r. ()s\th\

Prior)- fs also

largely pcist- Reformation work, built In its riiM lay
EM) TS. Brii k, espei tally mouKlcd bnck, is seen in

greater perfection in the l-.v*-x hiux> th.ui elsewhere,
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except at Oxburgh in Norfolk, and Tattersall Castle

in Lincolnshire ; but the brick tor the latter is

known to have been brought from Holland. There
is some reason for thinking that Faulkbourne belongs
in part, and very largely in style, to a somewhat
earlier period of brick architecture than most of the

Essex houses enumerated, the majority of which

^.?*

THE HUNTER.

are purely "domestic" in type, not castellated or

crenellated (even ornamentally to any great extent).
In an account of Faulkbourne Hall, printed in

the Transactions of the Essex Archasological Society,
from the pen of Mr. F. Chancellor, the writer,

while very properly discrediting the curiously

ignorant accounts of the building, in which the

tower gateway was set down as Early Norman,
says, frankly, that he could find nothing older

than about I $00. But it is curious that at

Faulkbourne the details of the older work are all

unlike what may be described as "common form
"

in

most of the other Essex houses. There are towers

and bartizans ; and the great tower in the north-east

angle has much in common with the work at

Tattersall. Every part of the original building was
of brick, all the window jambs and heads being made

from moulded brick, not

an atom of stone being
used, while at Tattersall

the chimney-pieces and
handrail in the turrets

are of stone, though all

the vaultings of the

passages are of the other

material. There is a

remarkable staircase at

Faulkbourne within a

turret growing out of

the tower, with a handrail

of solid moulded brick,

brick steps and a brick

newel pillar. There are

eighty-three steps in the

turret stair, which leads

on to the leads, while a

door lower down gives
access to the guard-room

If we enquire into

the history of the demise
of this estate, and of the

probable dates at which

the older part of the

house was begun, we shall

find a good deal to con-

nect it with the dates of

Oxburgh and Tattersall
;

and though most of the

work the builders of

which are known, and on

which they have in some
cases left their signatures,
is a good deal later, it is

extremely likely that the

first who added to it may
have followed out the old

design, just as it is certain

that some of those who
added the modern parts

did, these being just good
imitations of the old. As
in almost all cases of the

demise of English land,

the story of its possession
is clear enough. It came
to the Rivers family in the

early part of the thirteenth

century as the portion of

Maud, the daughter of

Richard de Lacy. It remained in the Rivers family
till 1.339, and then became the property of Sir John

Montgomery, a famous soldier, who obtained, in

that same year, a licence to crenellate, and died

in 1449. This brings us to the Oxburgh and

Tattersall period ; and the house may well have

been begun by Sir John Montgomery, soon after

he obtained the licence, and continued by his son

Sir Thomas. There is this further in favour of

Sir Thomas Montgomery having been in a position
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to build nobly, that he was a favourite both with the

Lancastrians and the Yorkists throughout the Wars of

the Roses, and doubtless amassed money. He was
steward of Havering atte Bower, steward of Hadleigh
Castle and of the Forest of Essex, and he died in 1494.
It is stated on good authority that "

part of the house
is ancient, supposed to be of the fifteenth century,"
and part

" modern imitation." But though this

omits the part built at known dates in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, it does connect the oldest

part with the periods with which we have ventured to

compare it.
" The details are peculiar, and appear

earlier than the generality of moulded brick buildings.
Some suppose it to have been built by Sir John

Montgomery about 1440." The recent discovery of
the licence to crenellate already alluded to very remark-

ably bears out this view quoted by Mr. Hudson
Turner. There is here none of the Renaissance work
which distinguishes our next subject, which was built

some thirty years after Sir Thomas died.

If the above surmises as to the date of the older

part of Faulkbourne are correct, they will apply in

the main to the north-east tower and corner. The
rest of the building is of later date, and the whole of

the fenestration of the older portions has been at times

tampered with, though much of the extreme modernity
of their present appearance arises from the plate-glass
with which many of the mullioned windows are filled,

causing them to look of much later date even than

the sashes. The Fortescue family, who had held the

estate since Alice Montgomery married John Fortescue

at the close of the fifteenth century, sold it in

1637 to Sir Edward Bullock of Loftes in Essex.

Seven generations of Bullocks held the place before

they parted with it in 1897. A little later it was

acquired by Mr. Christopher Parker, the present

possessor. The Bullocks seem to have added to or

renewed various parts of the buildings from time to

time. The metal vanes, which are such conspicuous
ornaments on the pinnacles, bear their initials and
various dates, from the E. B. of the first owner, with

the date 1666, to J. B. in 1786. Some of the rain-

water heads have the initials E. M. B. 1693, and the

gables and original sash windows of the charming and
untouched east front are clearly of about this date.

The illuminated shields of the family decorate the

panels, and their coats-of-arms some of the windows.
In the part built by the Bullocks is a very fine

oak staircase with steps 6ft. wide. Speaking generally,
the north and halt the east elevations represent the late

fifteenth century and sixteenth century house, while

the rest is of various periods from 1666 to 1786,
with some modern addition. The gardens, like those

of Gosfield Hall, contain some fine cedars, though
less in size than those at the latter house, while

running water by the north-east tower takes the place
of the still moat, so commonly dug round East

Anglian houses, and lends great charm and character

to the grounds. The grouping of trees and architec-

ture, relieved by the placid lily-dappled water, where
it lies in a still sheet before plunging over the weir,
makes an admirable picture. The surrounding
country is of the usual highly cultivated, but prettily

enclosed, Essex type, with abundance of good timber

in the fences, corn and clover fields, and good farm-

houses, forming in the aggregate that attractive land-

scape which speaks so eloquently of the long and

enduring peace and tranquillity enjoyed by the

cultivators of rural England during the centuries

when they enjoyed freedom alike from invasion and
civil war. Faulkbourne Hall itself, by its ancient

and partly fortified tower, probably recalls the latest

days when fear of a possible enemy dictated any of
the forms of English domestic architecture.

THE S7AHLES.



LAYER MARNEY TOWERS,
ESSEX.

TI
IF. parish and manor of I jycr Marncy, lying
some seven miles south-wot of Colchester,

have the honour of possessing what is in

several respects the most important remnant

>t ancient brick architecture in this country. Some

may think that the great tower built by the first

I^ord Marney is only primus inter fares in that larui

Kast Anglia which is so rich in creations in brick,

as these pages bear witness. There is more domestu

charm, perhaps, in St. Osyth's Priory, or the halls

rds and Faulkbournc. Vet none of these

has the special features that invest l_iyer Marney
with such remarkable architectural interest. The
builder came of a great Fast Anglian stock, for his

family had owned the manor and many neighbouring
estates from the time of Henry II. to his own in the

days of Henry VIII. They were stout Englishmen,
these Marneys, sometimes sage in counsel, not

seldom bold in the field, lovers of the chase, and men

who took their part in the duties of the shire. Their

long-lineagcd succession in the place to which they
had added their name was exceptional, even in times

that moved less rapidly than ours. Their annals

may IK- read in the county histories, and the deeds
of Henry Marncy, the builder of the great tower,
are written in the records of the land.

This notable Englishman apjn-ars to have

gone early to Court, and to have risen by his

merits. He was a man of great abilities and

courage,
and became a trusted adviser of Henry VII.

and his successor. He was a Privy Councillor

anil Captain of the (iuard to Henry VIII., was
raised to the dignity of a Knight of the (iarter,

and became Keejxrr of the Privy Set! in 1522, being

shortly afterwards raised to the peerage as I.ord

Marney. It has been suggested that in his con-

structive work at his F.ssex home he aited under the

guidance or influence of Girolamo da Trcvisi, the

DETAIL Of-' \OR7II FROST.
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King's architect, with whom he must often have
come into contact in his official capacity.

The plan of the house was a great quadrangle,

measuring iO4ft. by 76ft. internally, entered through
the magnificent gatehouse of brick, which is now the

principal remaining portion of the house, though
some buildings of the quadrangle are there, and in

the upper floor of one of them is a long dormitory,
with an open timber roof of the period. The aspect
of the magnificent pile of the gatehouse is most

imposing, and the hue of the ancient brick, broken

by the dark glazed lines and the flint, is very
pleasing to the eye. There is a low arched gateway,
with two storeys over it, each lighted by great terra-

cotta mullioned windows of Gothic design but

Renaissance detail
; but the most remarkable features

are certainly the great octagonal towers which flank

the approach, and rise each in eight low storeys to a

height of yoft. from the ground. If any fault be
found with them it is in a certain monotony arising
from the repetition of the same general features in

ANCIENT CHIMNEYS.

each successive range. Yet it is not to be denied that

in stately form and dignified character this gatehouse
has few if any equals. But its special noteworthiness

consists in its being of exceptionally early date for a

building in which classical features were grafted upon
old English forms. The building was begun in 1520,
and it could not have been completed when the

distinguished builder was raised to the peerage. It

will be noticed that, in general character, it conforms

to the English style of house, but an examination of

its details will show that the Italian spirit has largely
influenced the design. Thus, in the enrichment of

the north front, Gothic trefoil arcading is associated

with a classic egg and tongue moulding. Again, the

mullions take the form of Ionic columns, while the

trefoil heads of the lights are a curious adaptation of

classic curves. Like detail will also be noticed if

we look closely at the top of the towers where
the corners of the parapet are surmounted with a

semi-circular panel of radiating ornament, on the

top of which lie a pair of dolphins, instead of with

a Gothic finial.

It is also particularly noteworthy that much of
the adornment is executed in moulded brick. The
handicraft is most admirable, and the charming
character of the twisted chimneys, the hood mouldings
to windows, the trefoil bands of the main gateway,
and other portions of the structure will be admired.

The Layer Marney terra-cotta is, indeed, as good
as any old work of the kind in England, although
there is fine detail of the class at Sutton Place, Guild-

ford, a house built at the same time and forming our

other best remaining example of brick and terra-cotta

work grafting the new ornament on to the old stock.

Layer Marney gatehouse occupies a most important

place in the development of domestic architecture.

It is more than likely that foreign skill had to do

with some parts of the structure, for the workmen of

Italy and Flanders were, at that time, much employed
in England.

The tomb of the builder stands under a canopy
in the Church of St. Mary the Virgin, in the Marney
Chapel at the east end of the north aisle, which the

first Lord Marney built.

The effigy is or black

touchstone, and the

figure, in its repose and

dignity, represents
masterly skill in the

sculptor's art. The figure
is in plate armour, with

the Order of the Garter,
and the same surrounds

the arms upon the side

of the tomb. The canopy
and its support are

entirely in the Italian

style, and are both rich

and beautiful, the whole

composition standing far

above the level of many
monuments of the time.

It seems extremely likely
that the very hands

which adorned the house

that Lord Marney looked

forward to dwelling in

were those which fashioned

his tomb. The church

is extremely interesting, and has some splendid
chestnut roofing. It contains also the alabaster effigy
of Sir William de Marney, who died in 1414, and

the tomb of the son of the builder of the house, the

second and last Lord Marney, who died in 1525,

very shortly after his father.

The ancient house bears no great sign of changes
effected by later hands. It is still essentially an

original work, so far as it remains. When its great

quadrangle was surrounded by the original buildings
the manor house must have been a truly noble

structure. There are still panelled rooms, with

carved oak, and rich plaster ceilings, as well as fine

chimney-pieces and other adornments. Some of

these appear to date from a little later, perhaps when
the estate had passed from the hands of the builder's

family. It is said to have been bought by Sir Brian

Tuke, but other writers assert that it was conferred

upon him by Royal favour in reward for his services.

Tuke, who died at Layer Marney in 1545, had risen

to a high place in the King's esteem, probably through
the influence of the Duke of Norfolk. He had acted
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as King's Bailiff at Sandwich, as Clerk of the Signet,
and as Clerk of the Council of Calais. He became a

Knight of the King's Body, and, as Governor of the

King's Posts, did a great work of organisation. After-

wards, he was secretary to Cardinal Wolsey, and then

French Secretary to the King. He was one of the

commissioners for treating for peace with France

in 1528, and became Treasurer of the Royal House-
hold. In 1533 he was Sheriff of Essex and Herts.

He was succeeded in the possession of Layer Marney
by his third son, Sir George Tuke, who was sheriff

of the county in 1557. The estate wa^ afterwards

sold to Sir Samuel Tryon, knight and baronet,
of Blois Hall, and then passed by sale to the

families of Ellis and Corsellis. Nicholas Corsellis

was an eminent Flemish merchant in London,
naturalised as an Englishman in 1664, and a

descendant, another Nicholas, was living at Layer

Marney in 1742. Since then the house has

been more than once bought and sold, but could

not be in better hands than those of its present

possessor.

THE TOMB OF THE F/RST LORD MARNEY.



GIFFORDS HALL,
SUFFOLK.

TIIK

ancient mansion of" Cliffords Hall stands

some two miles north-cast of the village
of Stoke-hy-Nayland in Suffolk, ami in the

attractive
valley

of the river Stour, which

separates the county from its southern neighbour.
The village is distinguished by its Hue church, which

possesses one of the noblest towers in the county.

Constable, the painter, who dearly hived his native-

valley, has described this church as ranking with

THE JOKERS.

the greatest in the Kastcrn Counties, anil he dwelt

with admiration upon the length of the nave, the

fmeljr-proportioaed
ihanicl and the

majestu tower, as

worthy to challenge the admiration of the architect,

ami he thought the tower imparted something of its

dignity to the surrounding country. Herein are

many tombs and memorials <>t the lony line of the

Mannocks, the ancient possessors, and indeed the

tniilders, of Cliffords Hall, who, themselves or in the

persons of later

kinsmen or sin

lessors who took

their name, held

the house and

manor for full 460

years.
\ goodly

house it is,

rciovercd by its

present owner
from a state of

much decay and

restored to a con

dition that is truly

worthy of its

prime. In its

aspect it is like,

and yet unlike,
the other ancient

houses in Fast

\nglia included in

this volume. The

gatehouse, with its

octagonal brick

towers and its

interesting trefoil

and quatrefoil
panels, is of the

same school and
date as St. Osyth's
and also of I _iyer

Marncy, except
that the breath of
the Renaissance

has not reached it.

On the other

hand, entering the

Quadrangle we
rind much in the

venerable timber-

work that reminds
us of the domestic

cmlmures of not

a few famous
houses in l-nica-

shirc and Cheshire,
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such as Moreton and Speke. The house derives
its name from the great family which had a large
territorial holding in that part of England. The

conferred. It is possible, or even probable, that
some parts of the existing mansion go back to

those early times. The principal features are, of

PORCH IN THE QUADKAKGLE.

estate, which had manorial jurisdiction, appears to

have come into the possession of Peter Gifford in

the reign of Henry III., and it may be assumed
that upon his house and estate his name was

course, of much later date, but in the foundations

much that is older may remain.

In the year 1427 or 1428 Giffords Hall was

purchased by Philip Mannock, and it is reasonable to
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THE NORTH CORNER OF QUADRANGLE.
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believe that he was the aitual (milder of large portions
of the present house, whose timler work, including
the 1 I ill (ineptly called King John'-,), is

un rather than Tudor and is therefore
4iiten,.r to the Henry VII ^alehouse, which

approximates more nearly to that at St. Osyth's.
We may, therefore, assume that in the hands of

Philip Mann
and his immediate

successors the
house took the

form it Still

presents to us.

the Mannock
family was of

great

antiquity, and is

said to have come

originally from
Denmark, a cir-

cumstance which is

alluded to in the

inscription upon
the monument of

Sir Francis Man-
nock in Stoke
Church. I t s

members had con-

siderable estates in

Hun tingdonshire,

Cambridgeshire,
Essex and Suffolk,

and had been
located at Stoke

from the time of

Edward HI. Their

descent is traced

from Robert
Mannock, who was

living in that king's

reign and who was
the great-grand-
father of Philip

Mannock, the first

of his family to

possess Giftbrds

Hall. John,George
and William fol-

lowed, the latter

dying in Queen
Mary's reign.
I-ong before that

the place must
have assumed its

final state, except-

ing the later
windows on either

side of the timber

oriel in the quad-

rangle. Under
Charles I. the

family obtained a

baronetcy, the holders of which followed in
quick

succession, four brothers at one period successively

holding
the title.

Sir George Mannock, the ninth and last baronet,
of Great Bromley Hall ami Cliffords Hall, was killed

by the overturning of the Dover mail on June }rd,

1787, and left no heir to his honours. Collaterals,

hundred year*, during which the pUe ran down, the

gateway alone
being

at the last inhabited.

But toward the end of the nineteenth tentury
better days dawned for the old house. Mr. James
Winter Briltam, to whom is due so miuh of the

beauty of the house as it now stands, hail known it

from his early years and doubtless had appreciated

/.V 7/M QUADKAKGUL

both its fine character and it* great possibilities. 1 le

came into possession in the year 1888, and forthwith

undertook the work of restoration. There was much
to be done, and a great deal of wise planning was

necessary before the place could be brought into

the state which our pictures exhibit. During the

restoration Mr. Brittain discovered on the west side

taking the name of Mannock, then followed for a of the quadrangle some of the finest timber-work
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covered with a mass of plaster. The plaster was

removed, and the excellent details of the window-

sills, the herring-bone brickwork and the linen

pattern carving were brought to light.

The noble gatehouse, with the panelled

octagonal towers which have been alluded to, the

richly-moulded arch and the excellent details of

friezes, battlements, fretted chimneys and crocketed

pinnacles, has richness and charm both in colour and

striking feature at the very outset of the survey of
this interesting place.

The quadrangle which we now enter is singularly
beautiful in its varied features of date and style. The
red brick of the gatehouse we have passed through is

contrasted with the plain upright timber-work, and

again with some later features opposite, in the shape
of windows with sashes of the time of Queen Anne.
The area of the court is paved with flags, and a

ffdelightful s

HENRY VII. GATEWAY.

form, and the red brick contrasts delightfully with

the green things that grow thereabout. This gate-
house is attributed to the time of Henry VII., and

its venerable oaken doors, which are carved with the

linen pattern in panels and are 5in. thick, are still

closed each night as in former times. On the right

as we pass through is a guardroom, in which was

recently discovered a fine Tudor fireplace. The
ancient doorways to both wings of the mansion are a

e e c t

obtained by disposing
about its enclosure beau-

tiful flowering plants in

tubs and boxes. The
admirable chimney shafts,

the dial, the clock and
the details of carving and
adornment are all delight-
ful in this beautiful

enclosure. Opposite to

us is the porch entrance,
which brings us to the

Great Hall, and is perhaps
as beautiful as anything
in the place. There is a

fine Tudor moulded arch,
with trefoil ornaments in

the spandrels, over which
rises very rich timber-

work, with an oriel

window supported on

brackets, while above is a

gable, with vine-pattern

carving on its barge-
board.

Entering through the

porch, we reach the
Great Banqueting Hall,

separated by a lobby
from the kitchens and
butteries. It has a lofty,

open, hammer-beam roof

of timber, with richly-
carved bosses and traceried

panels. A fine staircase,

a room of ancient Flemish

tapestries, a wainscoted

chamber, are other

interesting interior
features.

There are beautiful

gardens also, with lawns

and fine trees, and an

abundance of floral adorn-

ment to give the final

charm to this very
remarkable house. Mr.

Brittain, owing to his

advanced age, has lately

generously given the
estate to his son and heir, Mr. Russell K. Brittain,

reserving the mansion and garden for his own

possession and enjoyment. It is exceedingly gratifying
to find ancient and beautiful houses recovered from the

influences of decay, restored to their high estate, and

brought into conditions of perfection to which their

worth entitles them. Mr. Brittain has accomplished
a most admirable thing in re-creating Giffords Hall,
and we warmly congratulate him upon his success.



ST. OSYTH'S PRIORY,
ESSEX.

CHARAC

I 1 K and individuality add interest

to houses, as they do to those who dwell

in them. But the houses have this advan-

tage over their owners, and over the

human world in general, that, if not brought to a

violent end, they live almost for ever, and represent
at last not one life, but many lives, and merge one
character in another, or become representatives of
several. Sometimes a house of ancient and dis-

tinguished habitation is so mutilated and lopped at

the first change of ownership that, like a fine character

marred, or a tree broken by the tempest, it never

PBCOveii. Others have been so fortunate as to have

passed from one line of owners to another who kept
all that was flood, and went on to add more in the

bat spirit and feeling of their own age. If still more

fortunate, the buildings remain in hands wealthy

enough to maintain them, and with sufficient good
taste and feeling not to attempt further cmbefiish-

ment. Then we see places which for intrinsic

beauty and abiding sentiment can scarcely be matched,

and St. Osyth's Priory is one of them. Houses like

this do not go on growing like an industrial settle

ment, or even, to t.ike .1 metaphor from the inorganic
work!, like .1 iryst.il in the rooks. They usually

represent at most the work of two or three great
builders at times of national prosperity, or when
some <>ne of" the "estates

"
of the realm, smh as the

Church, or the Crown, or the Crown Officers, like

the Chanccllor,the Chief Justice or the Treasurer, made

great fortunes from the fees of their great olfues.

Confiscations of Church property
also sometimes led

to fine building, though tar more often the purchasers

pulled down and did not ireate. The splendid old

pile of St. Osyth's owes some of its parts to more
than one of the conditions noted. The delighted
visitor --who is allowed by the courtesy of the present
owner to see his beautiful old house on any weekday
in the year, excepting only (ixxl Friday and Christ-

mas Day, on the payment of a small fee, which goes
to repair the church will notice at once that it

consists mainly of the work of two but little separated

7MO PERIODS Of ARCHITECTURE
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epochs, the one slightly before and the other very
soon after the dissolution of the monasteries. Part

evidently survives from the old Priory, and a very
considerable and striking part, too. Another part will

be set down as very good layman's work in brick of

the period when early Tudor Gothic had not yet fully

merged into its later Renascent phase ;
but both are

so well united and so closely resemble each other that

TO THE TITHE BARN.

it will be matter for wonder how far one incorporated
the other. At the same time, it does not in the least

resemble Cleeve Abbey in Somersetshire, where is an

Abbey building in tolerable repair almost as the

monks left it when expelled. The churchmen's

work and the later laymen's work are quite distinct.

But there is a good deal, bridging over the gap,
which is as puzzling as it is beautiful. To give an

example ot all three. By reference to the plates it

will be seen that the flint and stone gatehouse is as

splendid an example of its particular style as could be

found in England. The proportions are perfect, the

great doorway, flanked by the two smaller ones, being
of great dignity and imposing size. Outside it looks

over the village green, just as the original gatehouse
of Hampton Court did over the green at Hampton.

It was built four centuries

ago, and the faces of its

flint walls are as hard as

adamant. In the fine groined
roof of the great doorway
the sculptor of 400 years

ago carved the legend of

the founding of the Abbey
800 years before that. So

that this house, the present
home of an English country

gentleman, all well cared

for and in good order, pre-
serves in concrete form the

history of 1,200 years, the

story being that of St. Osyth,
who was the daughter of a

Saxon king of Surrey, and

appears to have been a

young lady of strong will

and imagination, who, very

early in her career, took a

violent dislike to her fance,

Sighe, King of Essex, whose

reputation as a keen sports-
man failed to impress her.

At the wedding breakfast

news was brought that a

remarkably fine white stag
had been seen close by,

whereupon King Sighe, who

had, no doubt, been chaffed

by his bachelor friends about

giving up sport and settling
down to serious domestic

life, vowed that he would

have a shot at it, and,

remarking that he "would
not be long," left the whole

party, including the bride,

in a very unhandsome way,
and went off after the stag.

It proved a very dear stag

indeed, for the young lady
demanded to retire to her

room, ordered the carriage,

and reaching the nearest

nunnery took the veil,

sending back word to SigheH that on reflection she felt

^HB^^HHI^^H that the only truly good
life was to be found in

a convent. Sighe had no

remedy, so he settled on his wife an estate of size

sufficient to maintain a creditable nunnery, and there

she lived till the Danes took it, and cut off her head.

The romance woven round her early days (when
she declared she had spent three days at the bottom of

a river) went on automatically, for the Saxon nuns

declared that she carried her own head to the door of

the church, knocked, and then fell dead. Wherefore
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in the groining of the gate are seen St. Osyth's
head, and also the stag, and the Abbey seal of the

thirteenth century shows St. Osyth walking to the

door, carrying her head in her hands. The Normans
made up for stealing the Saxons' land by treating
their saints with great distinction, and in the year
1 1 1 8 King Henry I. consented that the Bishop of

London should found in honour of St. Osyth, and
also of St. Mary and the Blessed Apostles St. Peter

and St. Paul, a monastery of Augustinian canons.

This grew in wealth, endowments and renown, until

it had almost no rival in the Eastern Counties. The
last Abbot but one was named John Vintner. It

was he who in 1527, only twelve years before the

rapacious king seized the property of all the Abbeys,
caused the beautiful window to be built which now
adorns the great drawing-room of the house. This

stone oriel is set in a brick front, and unless it was

altered by the Lord Darcy who acquired the

property in the reign of Edward VI., it is a

very remarkable instance of the transition from

mediaeval to domestic Tudor work. In any case,

the date is almost the same as the building of

most of Wolsey's Palace of Hampton Court,

although a little later, and the modernity of it

is therefore not remarkable. The window, besides

the coats of arms of the Bishops of London and
other benefactors of the Priory, is adorned with the

device of Abbot Vintner, a bunch of grapes, a tun of

wine and the initials "J. V." This also appears in

the fine panelling of his day, which survives, and on

this is also carved St. Osyth's stag. The other parts
of the house were mainly built by the Lords Darcy,
or by the first of that title who occupied the estate.

How this came about is told by Mr. G. Biddell in

his account of the Priory. In July, 1539, the Abbot
and Canons were terrified into signing a deed sur-

rendering the Priory and all its property to the King,
who pensioned the Abbot and his inferiors, the

Abbot receiving about a seventh of the total revenue.

At that time a great part of the building, including
the gatehouse and great hall, was almost new.

Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, obtained a grant
of this splendid prize, but his execution shortly after-

wards led to its forfeiture to the Crown. Early in

the next reign it was settled on the Princess Mary, to

whom, shortly after, other estates were given in

exchange, and it was sold to Lord Darcy, the King's
Chamberlain, for the ridiculous sum of rather less

than /.4,ooo. Lord Darcy converted it into the

house which we now see. His descendants increased

in riches and honour. Queen Elizabeth stayed with

his son twice at St. Osyth's. The third lord was
created Viscount Colchester by James I., and Earl

Rivers by Charles I. When he died his titles were
allowed to pass, together with the estates, by the

marriage of his daughter Elizabeth, to Sir Thomas

Savage of Melford Hall, which is described in the

second volume of this series. His widow, when he

died, was created by Charles I. Countess Rivers in

her own right. She was a staunch Royalist and Roman
Catholic, and owned not only St. Osyth's, but also

Melford Hall. The Colchester mob, at the outbreak

of the Civil War, attacked and sacked her house of

St. Osyth's and destroyed the furniture. She fled to

Melford, and there the local ruffians assaulted and
sacked this second house and killed all the deer. For

years afterwards the Earls Rivers preferred to live in

Cheshire, as, being Roman Catholics, they felt that

residence in Essex would be unpleasant. The last

Earl Rivers died in 1703, but his daughter, Lady
Bessie Savage, married the third Earl of Rochford,
who restored and refurnished the Priory as his

country seat. Marks of his son the fourth Earl's

occupancy remain in garden and park, such as a

Latin inscription, of 1740 date, on a stone gate-

pier, and two poplars mere remnants now which

Morant, the Essex historian, assures us were brought

by the Earl from Lombardy, and were the first of

their kind in England. These Rochfords were

Du'chmen, Nassau-Zulesteins, cousins of William III.,

to whom they owed English tide and lands. The
fourth Earl was an Ambassador and a Knight of

the Garter, and twice entertained George III. at

St. Osyth's. His nephew ended the male line in

1830, and the Priory, after passing through the

hands of collaterals, was acquired in 1863 by Sir John
H. Johnson, whose care of the place, and especially
his restoration of the twelfth century Abbots' chapel,
are worthy of the greatest praise.



SPEKE HALL,
LANCASHIRE.

;
bricks were a practically lost building material

in Lngland t"n>m the time of" the Roman-.'

f\ departure until the fifteenth century, and
then only locally came into frequent and

immediate use, our media-vat ancestor., where stone

was not easily obtained, used the oak of their woods
as the chief factor in their structures, unless, .is in the

castle, strength was essential, or, as in the church,
their religious sentiment inclined them to large outlay,

great substance and profuse ornament. Kven in the

Eastern Counties (some of whose houses we have just

had under review), although brick-making was early
reintroduced from the Low Countries and rapidly
became fashionable, much early work was done in

timber, as the older portions of the (iifTords Hall

quadrangle testify. Much longer did this material

reign supreme in the Wealden districts of Kent and

Sussex, while in the North West, in the stonelcss

portions of the counties of Jjiuashire, Cheshire and

Shropshire, the native oak became early and long
remained the enduring substance of which c\i-n

magnates erected their stately dwellings. Of th<

very considerable number survive, and several such
.is Agecrofi and Pitchfbrd have appeared in previous
volumes in our series. But we are glad to be able

now to present another example of a striking and

charming kind.

Spekc Hall lies in I .ancashirc, seven miles

south-east of Liverptx)!, and is, beyond all question,
one of the finest of the remaining timber edifices in

this region of their highest development. It still

preserves the aspect of Tudor times. \- \cc MI
it to-day, so it was designed by those who built it.

It is no museum of styles. Begun in 14110, work \v.is
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THE BRIDGE AND MOAT FROM THE NORTH-WEST.

carried on there at times until it was completed in

1 605, and now, after 300 years, it is nearly as perfect
as it was then, and, thanks to the family of the

present owner, we may hope it will remain so for

some centuries more. A more ancient Hall (of

stone) had stood here, and provided ample material

for the foundations and chimney-stacks of the

present building, which was erected entirely of oak,
so solid and so well pegged that it stands to-day (save
for picturesque weathering and warping) almost, in the

condition in which it left the builder's hands.

The moat has long been drained, but the stone

bridge remains, a marvel of picturesqueness, and all

THE .\OR7H-WEST FACADE.

the details of the stonework, as of the timber, are

extremely good and sometimes curious. In the great

plain of Lancashire the houses of the gentry in the

sixteenth century were rendered safe more often by
wet moats than by walls or towers. The quadrangular
structure sheltering a courtyard and surrounded by a

deep moat was the highest type of houses of this

class. Such were Clayton, Wardley, Ordsall, Samles-

bury, Moreton and other old halls. The form of

these was more stately and complete than the

E-shaped or irregularly-built blocks, and a better

example of the class could not be found than Speke.
The house stands in a great curve of the Mersey,

.--,, *..
surrounded by woods,

through which an avenue

leads to the private land-

ing-place. The principal

approach, after leaving

Garston, runs through a

level agricultural country,
dotted with well -

kept

homesteads, and enters

the demesne through
shrubs and trees which

disclose a charming view

of the north-east front of

the house. Turning now
to the history of the place,
we read in Domesday
Book: "Uctred held Spec.
There are ii carucates of

land. It was worth Ixiv.

pence." From which we

gather that only forty
acres of the land were

arable and the rest forest
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I LTctred was a Saxon Thane, and,
under thi K . -he largest unfilled landowner bet\v

the Ribble Jiui the V. -\ S>uth I-amashire. In

the middle of the thirteenth century we find Speke
shared by the families > ll.iM-lw.il, Norris and

Molynei 'I he lordship passed from the latter

family through the Knicys by marriage to the Norm

family
in Richard Il.'s reign, they having inheritc.il

the old Hall from Sir IV- I l.isclwal three genera-
tions before with his moiety of* the estate. It was not,

however, till this marriage that every possible claim

to the lands and lordship >t >pekc was vested in the

Norris family, and in the year 1490 the timbered

house was begun by Sir William Norm. He does

not, however, seem to have got far with it, Mine it is

to his grandson, another Sir William, a soldier in the

. h wars, that we owe much of" the present Hall.

1 1 was Sergeant of the Bridge (iate at Chester, and

while Spckc was building he still continued to live at

his house near that city ; but after i 547, becoming
too old for active service, he pushed forward the

building of Spcke.
Twice married, and having in all nineteen

children, he was succeeded by Edward Norris, his

eldest surviving son, who lived a home life and went on

adding finishing touches such as completed the present

Hall, retaining only the old stables of the previous

buildings. In 1598 he completed the entrance with

the stone walls topped with obelisks and segments of

circles after the Jacobean manner, which rise on each

side of the archway and form a kind of" roofless porch.

Over the arch, on a beam of timber, Kdward carved

in relief the simplest of inscriptions :
" This worke

25 yards long was wholly built by Kdw. N. I'M).

Ano. 1598." This is shown in one of the illustra-

tions. The word "
wholly

"
has led many to think

he was the builder of the present house; but, as

before mentioned, it was begun in 1490 by his great-

grandfather. A garden gateway of similar design,

but, on the inside, rather more elaborate with

its pilaster* and frie/e, i* clearly also by the

same hand.

I ve generations more and the Norm line ended
in an heiress, who married Ijord Sydney Beauclcrk in

1736. Thus Speke fell into the hand* of abseir

who neglected the house and mortgaged the property,
which was sold by the grandson . .; Virris heiress

to Richard Watt of' Liverpool.

Luckily, this absenteeism saved the house
from modernisation, and its own substaiue and

strength saved it from irreparable dec-ay, so that

under the rule of Richard Watt, great-grandfather ..l'

the present owner, the old Hall was again iared for

and preserved, and during his lifetime it Ix-iamc a

centre of antiquarian and even historual interest.

Men like drcgson, Harl.md, Co\ .uul, .itxive all,

Ormcrod wrote on the house and its history.

Approached over the former moat by a bridge
>t ancient date, having two little angular bastions

fitted with seats, its north east front often a series of

gables with elaborate buge-bawds and rim.ils. Here
the timber framing of the walls is strengthened and
ornamented by plain oblique stays forming .1 diamond

pattern ; but, passing through the archway into the

quadrangle, we find a predominance of" the quatrefoil

panelling which obtains so
largely as the decorative

motif in these houses, su<.h as SkmletburY in the same

county. The great oriel of" the Hall protrudes m the

west angle, and facing us .uross the lobbied way, on

which the sunlight, glinting through the tall \i

trees, plays, is the owning through the house towards

the garden archway, one of" whose pilasters just

appears, but of which we give also a
sj>ecial illustra-

tion, as being the In-st example of the Renaissaiue

work with which Kdward Norris completed the

essentially (iothic house of his father and grandfather.

WEST LORXKR.





GREAT TANGLEY MANOR,
SURREY.

IV

the pleasant district of West Surrey th.it lies

south of (tuildtord, standing well away from

the high road, is this tK-autiful relic <>t" the

domestic architecture of Tudor days. It is the

more remarkable in that the district, though it can

show many tine old limbered cottages, is not one that

has, like the adjoining county ot Sussex, .my in
siderahlc number of surviving manor houses of such
materials. Indeed, for many miles around, (Jrcat

Tanglev stands alone as a type of its time and kind.

It will be .seen to have a likeness to the Liiuashire

example which precedes it, but to be simpler
in outline and more restrained in patterning and

ornament. Close to it, southward, rise wooded hills

leading to the long stretch of wild heath-clad and

Wooded heights known as the Hurt wood an ancient

finest, and a favourite haunt of smugglers in the days

of the Georges. It was m a nearly direit line from

the Siis-cx sialxurd to London. Northward is a

wide space of level meadow land, evidently the

alluvial Hat of an ancient river, of which the Tilling-

bourne, a modest stream that flows into the \Ve\ not

tar from (iuildford, is now the representative. It

waters the valley, working more than one mill on the

wax, and irrigates some well known water cress |>eds,

as it passes from Shere and Albury. llcxond this,

northward, and running east and west, is the broken

line of sandstone hills, of which the most salient,

St. Martha's, crowned by its ancient church, is a

landmark for all the country round. A^ain north-

ward, the foot of the sand-hills joins the fin it of the

parallel ridge of chalk, which runs for many miles to

the east and west. This range is cut through by the

river \Vey on its way to join the Thames, and here is

7/lh OLD MAXOK A.\D Ml UlhKK}
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THE COVERED WAY OVER THE URIDGE.
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seated the ancient town of Guildford, its picturesque

High Street running straight up from the river to a

higher point upon the chalk on the way to London
and Epsom.

In far-away days it is probable that the whole of

the valley, on whose southern edge Great Tangley
stands, was filled with marsh and forest

; much of it,

perhaps, impassable. But the house and its moated
enclosure were seated on dry ground at the foot of

the sand-hills, and were sufficiently watered by its

own stream, which supplied the dwelling and filled

the moat, a necessary defence at the time of its

building. The fish-pond above supplied some of its

Howard. Later it was sold to John Caryl, who, in

the reign of Queen Elizabeth, built the handsome
timbered front.

The connection of Tangley with the Howards

(Dukes of Norfolk) was of special interest
;

for the

romantic figure of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey-
accomplished gentleman, brave soldier and one of
the first poets of his age ;

a man who added to his

grace of Royal descent the finest qualities and most

worthily-prized acquirements of the time in which he
lived would have inherited the place, had he not

been beheaded in his father's lifetime. Descendants
of the Caryls held Great Tangley till the first half of

THE SHE OF THE AKC1ENT DRAWBRIDGE.

needs, and it must always have had good access to

Guildford and to the neighbouring villages to the

south and south-west.

The place is described in an old chronicle as

having been "a homestead in Saxon times." In later

days, William the Conqueror gave the manor to Odo,

Bishop of Bayeux. Then it was Crown property till

the time of Henry I., when it was granted to a

private person. It seems to have returned to the

Crown more than once, till in 1173 King John

granted it to John de Kay, whose family held it

till i ^72, when, for lack of male heirs, it passed

successively to the families of Braose, Mowbray and

the last century, when it was sold to Kletcher Norton,

Speaker of the House of Commons. After the death

of his descendant, Lord Grantley, all the Grantley

property in the neighbourhood was dispersed,
and Great Tangley Manor was bought, in 1884,

by Mr. Wickham Klower. During Lord Grantley's
time the place was used as a farmhouse ;

the moat

was choked with earth and rubbish, and overgrown
with brambles and wild brushwood. At one point it

had been filled up with a solid causeway, where

waggons could pass to the building. Orchard and

cabbage patch came right up to the house, and the

rough roadway was pitted with fowls' dusting-holes
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and the untidy debris of

their pecking and plumage.

Neglect and disorder were

everywhere around ; but

through it all smiled John

Caryl's beautiful timber

front, embowered, but not

obscured, by a clambering

grape-vine. It is this

timbered front, and some

portions of the house of

earlier Tudor work, that

comprise the oldest now

remaining of the habitable

parts of the building.
To the eastward the house

was originally larger, but

this part was demolished

by one of the Nortons.

Evidences of the former

existence of a great hall

remain in the magnificent
beam and king-post, now
rather awkward impedi-
ments in the bedroom

above, where the lower line of the beam comes

about shoulder high.
As in the case of a number of other houses of

the same class and of about the same date, the great
hall had its height reduced by half by a bedroom
floor being built within it. As civilisation advanced,
the need was felt for greater privacy in the way of

sleeping accommodation, and it was obtained in this

way without adding externally to the size of the

house. From a social point of view, such a course

can only be applauded, however regrettable it is from

the architectural standpoint. Archaeologists say that

there must have been a further small gable westward,
with a large, high window, such as was usual in

the halls of these ancient houses. But this would

have been within the part taken down early in the

nineteenth century. When Great Tangley came
into Mr. Flower's hands twenty-four years ago, it

7UK /-LEA (I/ED WALK.

THE EMPTY SEAT.

was evident that a good deal must be done to fit it

for modern occupation. Happily, the architectural

work was entrusted to Mr. Philip Webb, whose
reverent treatment, as far as the older part of the

structure went, was confined to what was strictly

necessary. This eminent architect set his face

entirely against any renewal that should be in direct

imitation of the old work
;
and when, later, another

sitting-room and more bedrooms were required, and

he built the library at the eastern end, it was done in

such a way that it assumed no effect of competition
with the timbered front. It is perfectly in harmony,
but gives the impression of voluntarily effacing itself

in order to enhance the value of the older work. Mr.
Webb was of opinion that nothing more could

possibly be added without serious loss to the character

of the building, a conviction that would seem to be

amply justified by the effect of a recent addition

at the eastern end, finished

some six years ago. It

provides a large and hand-

some music-room and

some bedrooms, all on the

ground floor, and makes
Great Tangley a larger
and more commodious

country house. The work
is excellent, that of a

younger architect of great

ability, and, considering
the size of the addition, it

is, perhaps, as little

obtrusive as possible. But

there can be no doubt

that it overloads the old

house, and takes away
much of its charm. The
timber bridge and covered

way that lead so pleasantly
across the moat to the

house-front are a part
of Mr. Webb's original

work. Near the water-

level in the moat, a little
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to the r.fht . .t" the bridge, is some massive masonry
'gc stot cntly of great antiquity.

Other t a of a solid stone structure of a

tinu r than the Tudor house were also

found. Mr. Webb also erected the timber
screen on the house side of the moat, in

tmuation <>t' the line <!.! stone wall, loopholed for

defence, where a portion of this had been demolished
for the cart-road to pass over. This screen, and the

remaining portion of the wall, which is of the local

Bargatc stone, with brick dressings to the loopholes
and doorways, enclose a small garden that has borders

of hardy flowers next the wall. The middle space is

a
plot

of grass, with a flourishing mulberry tree in its

midmost space.

Many hundreds of loads of earth and mud were

taken out of the choked up moat. All that came
out was carefully examined, and various records of

ancient days came to light ; among them pottery aiul

glass of the sixteenth and two following centuries, and

fragments that may have been of earlier date, with

many copper tokens of the time of William III. and

subsequent reigns, and one silver Roman coin.

There is also a ball of wood, of which only the outer

part
it decayed, of a size that makes it probable that

It was one of a set of bowls that escaped during a

game, rolled down into the moat, and may have IK-CM

lost for some 300 years. But perhaps the most
difficult to account for, of all the objects found, arc

five large fir-cones in perfect preservation, exactly like

the cones of the Italian stone pine. They were round

embedded in the mud 8ft. below the surface. Kven
the thin, easily-detachable lining, of a texture like a

fly's wing, that is between the seed and the scale, in

the cavities where the seed rested, has remained

int.ut, luit the seeds were all gone. There must be

something in the soil, probably the iron, with whuh
nuuh of the mud ami water of the district i> impreg-
nated, that acts as a preservative to these woody
structures lor the cones look as if they might l>e only
in their second year, when the scales open and the

seeds fall out. Of later relics the most abundant and

noticeable was the large quantity, equal in all to the

contents of a bushel measure, of the earlier form of

tobacco-pipe, with the straight stem and the narrow

bowl set on at a much more obtuse angle than those

of later date.

The new gardens, formed at the same time

that the mo.it \\.is c\t.i\ated, occupy several acres

around the house, the greater part being on the

eastern side and outside the moat. The
long shaped

pond that supplies the moat is also in this direction.

Passing to the right from the entrance at the bridge,
without going over it, and skirting the bank

of the moat, which is now on the left hand side, with

the timber screen across it, there is a pleached alley

of limes overhead. Towards the end of this there is

the sound of rushing water where it falls from the

higher pond-level. Near here, in excavating the

moat, were found some ancient penstocks for

regulating the How of the water. The banks of the

moat are here planted with the great water saxifrage

(S. peltata), the fine plant growing luxuriantly and

showing its full si/.e. The path next passes under a

pergola of vines, roses, clematis and other climbing

plants. AUiut midway in its length the pergola has

a projection, also covered with growing greenery,
with scats at the sides, leading to a landing-Ward set

out into the pond. The path beyond the pergola has

a double flower-border full of good hardy flowers,

7//A <A'G>Ss/.\G OF 7Ilk MO IT.
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terminating in a small but wcll-laid-out rose garden,
while the pond-edge shows a remarkable growth
of the water-loving irises

(I. laevigata), and the

allied species known as sibirica and orientalis. These
have crossed spontaneously, and have enriched the

pond-edge with numbers of beautiful seedlings of

intermediate character. The kitchen gardens and

plant-houses are to the right, and a capital rock

garden in the form of one simple dell covered with

rock-loving plants in large masses. This massing
of plants was practised from the very first, and is

even more noticeable on the further side of the pond.
This is reached by passing round the end by a

picturesque old pollard oak, where the look-out is to

the north-east, across the meadow levels to St.

Martha's Hill. The return journey on the northern

side of the pond is still more interesting to the

flower-lover. Informal paths pass between low banks

of heaths of a few of the best kinds, such as the

Irish heath (Menziesia polifolia) and the Cornish

heath (Erica vagans). Beyond are groups of azaleas,

kalmias, bamboos, spiraeas and others of the fine

plants that revel in peat and moisture. Everywhere
is evidence of the refined taste in horticulture that

makes good use of the best of plants.
The garden was made under the happiest

conditions labour and material unstinted, owners of

fine taste who knew what they wanted, and with the

willing help of the best of gardeners, who, in addition

to a thorough knowledge of all branches of his

business, put his whole heart into the work, and so

achieved not only its successful issue, but added

greatly to the owners' interest during the progress of

its making. Indeed, in these few words about the

garden at Great Tangley, it is only right to put on

record the name of Mr. Whiternan, not gardener

only, but also his employers' faithful and valued

friend.

The house was gradually filled with such

furniture of bygone days as was most suitable. The
owners well knew how to do it. Every piece looked

as it it might always have been there. In the new

library, built by Mr. Webb, there could be rather

more latitude. It was a room well fitted for the

pleasure of peaceful study, delightful and restful, and

a fitting place for its precious store ot rare and

beautiful books and other treasures of fine art.

After Mr. Wickham Flower's death, however,
all passed under the hammer. Many of the fine

contents gained deserved attention at Messrs.

Christie's salerooms, while the house was left

desolate. This, happily, was but a passing phase.
The property was purchased by Colonel E. H.

Kennard, a gentleman who has served his country
both as a soldier and as a legislator. Tangley is now
one of his chief interests, and to a thorough know-

ledge of its history and of its past, he joins an

intelligent desire to maintain it for the present and

preserve it for the future. To an originally con-

siderable collection of old English furniture and old

Italian pictures, he patiently adds desirable and

adequate examples, so that already the interior is

resuming its distinguished appearance. The gardens,
more fortunate than the house, never lost their lovely

denizens, and these, even in the interlude of owner-

ship, never suffered neglect, and the whole remains a

fine garden creation, excellently and lovingly
maintained.

JHE MANOR 1-RO.M THE EAST.



CASTLE ASHBY,
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

C\-|

I I \-IIir. is a vast place "in all

dimensions." It IN .iK'i l>eautiful and

impressive. But its si/e and the sustained

-c of spa.e conveyed not unly by the

building, hut by every part of the great domain

surrounding it, are the tir-t Jear impressions that

strike the visitor. Often in a flat and open country
some site, which would not IK- remarked tor height

or he especially commanding elsewhere, dominates a

great area of Country, and seems made and intended

\ature tor a castle or a palace, or, [H-rhaps, for the

foun i.-.tion of some great city. Belvoir is an example
of the former in the Northern Midlands, Castle Ashhy

lounterpart in the Suit hern. The valley of the

N'enc, with its quiet river winding through wide,

green meadows and between low, long slopes ot

fertile lands, passes the castle at no great distance

belnw Northampton, on its way to Omullc, and to the

aisles and towers of I'eterlxirough, and thence to the

fen and the shallow Kastern Sea. It is a fertile,

quietly beautiful country, as much the "home "t

ancient peaie"as any m Kngland. Not far off is

I- 1 ton, whciue Franklin sprang, and further down
the valley is l.ilford Mall, one of the most ambitious

of the Tudor-Italian houses of John of I'adua, but

better known to many reader- a- the home of that

exiellent naturalist and most kindly of men the late

Lord l.ilford, whose cables, kites and iranes are still

preserved there in Comfortable i.iptivity. But at

Castle Ashby, the sides of this broad and shallow

valley run into something approaching to steepness,

until, in the centre of an immense park, and ringed

by .1 chain of narrow winding lakes and pools, a green

i-M.irpment apjxrars
like a natural terraie, on which

rises the long tacade (one side <>f a great parallelogram)
of the north front of Castle Ashln .

The house is built of a singularly pleasing, warm,

yellowish stone, growing only more warm and

THE TERRACE
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beautiful in tint with age, but weathering so gradually
that the pilasters and panels added by Inigo Jones

hardly show the mark of time. The castle, as a

whole, looks so much part of the natural order of the

whole conception and site, that it is almost impossible
to consider the latter apart from the building which

it carries. But if by an effort of detachment this is

achieved, it will be seen that the high platform or

perhaps a score of acres, occupied mainly by buildings,
terraces and formal gardens, must always have domi-

nated the whole of the surrounding country. It is

not merely that the eye carries forward from the

terraces across and far beyond and up and down the

valley, and " lends long view to distant lands."

From the south the eye sees far back into North-

amptonshire, towards what was formerly the wild

country of Salcey Forest and of Yardley Chase, which

was the ancient sporting ground of the lords of Castle

Ashhy. A few half-wild deer are still left in this

domain. The present deer park was only enclosed

in 1765, these "beasts of the chace
"

having

previously roamed at large in their ancient haunt.

The chase is full of green rides and thickets
; but

most of the natural woodland has disappeared, and its

place is now taken by artificially-planted timber.

Here and there the old " lawns
"

still remain, as in the

New Forest, and on them the trunks of ancient and

gigantic oaks. Three of these are, in a sense, famous,
for they inspired Cowper's ode to the "

Yardley Oak."

Olney, in the valley of the Ouse, where the poet

lived, was scarcely more than three miles distant from

the chase, and the largest of the three trees, the

trunk of which is some 3oft. round a yard from the

surface of the turf in which it is set, is, and was, quite

impressive enough to inspire a much better poem
than that which Cowper indited to it. The whole

area of this chase is ancient forest ground, and gives
some idea of the condition of Old England in

the Phntagenet days, of which, like Whittlebury
Forest in the same county, it is a rather unexpected
survival.

Approached from the side of the distant river,

the park appears unusually large, while the scattered

trees of various kinds and ages, from oaks to giant

crab-apples, the mixed timber and huge black poplars

by the chains of lakes, break the slopes and valleys

pleasantly enough. But, looking southwards, on the

other side of the castle, the fact at once impresses
itself that this is one of the greatest demesnes using
the word as standing for park, gardens and buildings

in this country, ranking with Hatfield, Lyme,
Castle Howard and Bowood. An avenue not

a mere narrow ride between close-set lines of

trees, but a wide green space, with a road up its

centre, and tall timber trees in lines far back on the

turf on either side runs straight away to the chase

for three miles from the forecourt. The effect is tar

more pleasing than that of the Long Walk at

Windsor, and the length is also greater. A word

should be said as to the chain of lakes and pools

surrounding, at some distance, the castle hill, and

making a watery ring in the area of the park. They
are a singularly good example of how an originally
somewhat waterless landscape can be improved.
Their banks are most carefully planted, so that when
seen from one of the bridges they look much like a

typical reach of the Thames. "Capability Brown,"
who planned a part of them, if not the whole,

might, with equal propriety or impropriety have

exclaimed, here as at Blenheim, "Thames! Thou
wilt never forgive me !

"

The south side, with Yardley Chase as the base

of the great avenue, which also led from the old main
Bedford and Northampton Road, was the point from
which all the grand approaches were formerly made
to the castle. The railway and the access from that

side were only an after-thought. It is on the south

side that the great forecourt is, with its splendid
Italian gates, its flat lawns, and the front so well
" converted

"
into his cheerful English Palladian by

Inigo Jones. The great grassy oblong in front might
have been anciently a tilt-yard. Now it forms a

cricket-ground, and a very fine one. On the right,

looking towards the house, with a very little space

dividing it from the forecourt, is the church, to the

tower of which some past owner of the castle added
an exceedingly efFective cupola, which brings its lines

well into harmony with the castle. The present

marquess caused several of the intervening trees to be

cut down, so that the church stands in the same

setting of ancient turf with the gardens and terraces,

and falls naturally into the general scheme of building
and environment. Low spreading plane and chestnut

trees link up the precincts of the church with the

bright levels of the forecourt and the splendid

colouring of the elaborate gardens of the east front.

But before going thither, where perhaps the greatest
wealth of architectural and of garden beauties is

massed, let us look at the double lines, first of the

terrace and gates, and then of the south front itself.

The terrace and gate-piers, as well as all the other

terraces, steps, balustrades, fountains, seats and

arcades of these gardens, are of a bright, warm,

creamy terra-cotta, admirably made, and, in spite of

all that has been said against the use of this material,

perfectly well suited and in keeping with both the

castle walls on the one side, and the English park,
woodlands and distant line landscape on the other.

The whole was built, and the gardens designed and

constructed, by the third marquess, and much of the

work bears the date 1865. The design of the gates,

which, it will he seen, has nothing whatever in

common with the usual form of English ironwork,
was that of some workmen of Italy. They were

brought from Padua to the place where they now
stand. The elaboration of ornament in the gate-piers
is not in the least out of place in relation to their

light and delicate lines
;
nor is it amiss to note that

the whole of the terra-cotta of these gardens was

made in England at the Blashfield Works, near

Stamford. Passing through into the forecourt, the

first effect which arouses interest is the parapet
of the house, the stonework of which, as at

Hardwick and Temple Newsam, is pierced so as

to make both a decorative parapet and to spell the

words of the verses sacred to all who wish their earthly
mansions to endure and their resting-place to be firm

and abiding. The builder chose the Latin version,

perhaps from a feeling for that grace of congruity
which associates the religious feeling of Western

Europe with the ancient sway of Rome and her

pontiffs.
" Nisi dominus Aldificaverit," says the

heading of the psalm, and so the builder continued in

the Latin. But how many of the owners and

retainers of Castle Ashby must have heard in the

church hard by the English version : "Except the

Lord build the house, their labour is but lost that

build it. Except the Lord keep the city,
the
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watchman waketh but in vain." For two and a-halt

centuries the solemn monition with which it pleased
the original builder and Lord of Castle Ashby to

crown his stately work had displayed its warning
from parapet and turret over the lands where his

descendants dwelt. For all those generations they
followed its silent monition, and lived wisely and well,

and maintained and augmented the glory of their

house
;
and what could they do better, when enlarging

its borders, than once more to take up the burden of

the ancient text and add other verses to guard the

precinct added to the castle walls ? On the new

parapets around the terraces and the stately garden
walls added in 1865 the echo has changed its

language, but not its inspiration. Even round the

gardens of flowers and the vine-entwined balconies

we are bidden to mark the lilies of the field
" that

Sir William's son married a daughter of the Earl ot

Shrewsbury, and their son, in the eighth year of

Elizabeth, became Baron Compton, and his son and

successor was created Earl of Northampton. The
first Earl built the greater part of the present house,
while his son, the second Earl, typical of all that was

most chivalrous in the Cavalier party, was killed at

the battle of Hopton Heath, in 1643,
"
a l ss f r

which a greater victory had been an unequal

recompense." The third Earl was as true to his

King, and the Restoration saw him raised to the

rank of Marquess. Nor must we forget that later

Henry Compton, sixth son of the second Earl, and

then Bishop of London, setting aside all inherited

feeling in face of the danger to the liberties of the

Church and of his country, was among those leaders

of England who signed the invitation to William of

EAST GARDEN STAIRWAY.

they toil not, neither do they spin, and that Solomon
in all his glory was not arrayed like one of these."

The very story of the present house, told almost

as plainly as words could write it, suggests long
continuance and abiding soundness and judgment.
There is not a vestige of the original castle or

crenellated house of Walter de Langton, Bishop of

Coventry and Lichfield in the days of Edward I.,

except a well, which has been "
recapped

"
and

embodied in the outer wall of the new gardens. Yet
a well is at least a symbol of perpetuity. But since

the days when Sir William Compton, owner of that

ancient house of Compton Wynyates which Lord

Northampton still holds, and is the despair of modern
builders in search of a logical beauty which they may
re-create, bought Castle Ashby of the Earl of Kent
in the days of Henry VIII., the fortunes of the house
have steadily increased, and always with honour.

Orange to come over and vindicate the freedom of

England.
In speaking of the alteration of the south front

of Castle Ashby by Inigo Jones, justice must be done

to this genial master of English Palladian art. He
altered a part of the Tudor east front, blending his

classic design with the older work in the happiest

way. But the central part of the south front, with

its rustic columns below and its classic pillars

and pilasters above, its dividing lines of cornice,

and its fine pediments, seems to have been

actually constructed to his designs. The whole

is brought together by a lettered parapet, following
the general plan which crowns every line of

wall and the parapet of every turret with admonitory
versicles or verses. Over his new entrance he placed
the words, "Dominus custodial introitum tuum.'

The filling
in of the south front by this Palladian line
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of building seems to have converted what had

previously been a forecourt into a quadrangle, not

altogether unlike some of those at Hampton Court.

This inner quadrangle is a most beautiful example of

the architect's favourite, and we may even say natural,

style.
The inner side of the entrance gate, and of

the buildings on either side, is treated in perfect

proportion, and with a lightness and even gaiety of

appearance which contrasts favourably with the rather

crowded, cramped and gloomy effect of Wren's

interior quadrangles at Hampton Court, perhaps the

only examples of his work there which are not happy.
The reason is not difficult to discover. All four sides

of Wren's small courts had to be carried up to the

same height, and that the full height of the part of

the main palace which he built. At Castle Ashby

Inigo Jones was able to keep the front line low, which

into a whole, by a master hand. The reader may
perhaps think it well to pass mentally, and at once, to

the opposite, or north, side, by way of contrast, before

lingering in the splendid gardens in which the house

is set. This north side, overlooking the steep

escarpment and the valley of the Nene, is almost in

its original state. It is a late Tudor facade of great
size and unusual height, with two vast bay windows

running up to the top of the house, one on either

side. The windows in these are untouched, but the

hand of the improver is just seen in the doorway,

possibly in the slight arching of the window tops, and in

the insertion of the oval a'i/s de bauf below the lettered

balustrade, which also bears some indication of having
been slightly modified in design. The staircase

entrance leading from the grass terrace is very fine.

But beyond a doubt the most beautiful and the

THE CROSSWA YS, SOUTH GARDEN.

made a vast difference in the proportions, while letting

in the sun.

It will be noticed that in completing his lettered

parapet the architect introduced a slight improvement,

perhaps made necessary by the difference of style in

the wall it caps. The Tudor lettering rises straight

up in line with the main face of the wall, though a

string-course of stone at the base makes it less abrupt.

Above the new south front the lettering is set back

slightly, the line of sight being carried back by
"kneed" projections, springing from the upper line

of pediment and cornice, supported by the columns

of the first floor. But the entire front, from the tall

octagonal turrets of the very large and lofty Tudor

wings to the basement, is a beautiful and thoroughly

English example of how two styles can be brought

together and combined, and the entire building made

most attractive side of the castle is on the east. There

is the most varied facade, and there are the elaborate

gardens, known en bloc as
" The Terraces," added by

the third Marquess. It will be seen that this front

originally showed not two, but three, great bays
similar to those on the north. Two of these stood

close together near the north-east corner, and lighted
the great hall and a large chamber above. The third

was at the south-east angle, but looking due east.

This bay, and the whole of the central facade down
to the first of the two bays of the hall, was completely
transmuted into the classical style. But the Tudor
windows and architecture of the hall were left

untouched.

As will be seen from the illustrations, the hand

of Nature is allowed to assist in the decoration of the

classic portion in an unusual degree, and with beautiful
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ENTRANCE TO 7HE ROSE AND KITCHEN GARDENS.
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THE CHURCH TERRACE, EAST GARDEN.

effects. The warm colour of the stone forms a

perfect background for the great green leaves of the

magnolia, the best of all floral ornaments for classic

fronts. The vine mingles with the ivy in the inner

court, while Virginia creeper, climbing berberry,

jessamine and roses break the hard lines of the

pilasters and entablatures, and give colour and tone to

the front. Immediately below the great east elevation

lies the series of elaborate formal gardens, with their

terraces, parapets, steps, seats, fountains and other

adornments of terra-cotta. The whole northern side

lies along the line of the escarpment. Looking over

the balustrade which crowns it, the park, the long

pools, with their chestnuts and poplars, and in the

middle distance the tower of Grendon Church, and

beyond the valley of the Nene, are seen. To the

right, close to the north-east corner of the castle, a

great cedar mingles its dark foliage in. the happiest

way with the lighter green of a clump of forest trees,

elms and ashes, which, growing on the edge of the

grass slope, link up the grey castle walls with the lines

of garden parapet. There are some five distinct but

adjacent
terrace gardens here. The general scheme

of these gardens is that they are rectangular, but on

different levels ; that the outer lines are enclosed by
a high parapet, elaborately decorated ; and that the

inner divisions and steps for descent and ascent are

made either of lower terra-cotta parapets, all of the

same beautifully warm creamy tint, or of low hedges
either of box or of laurel. Laurel and box both

contrast extremely well with the terra-cotta work. In

the large garden adjacent to the east front, and imme-

diately under it, is a series of the most elaborate and

beautifully designed flower-beds, edged with thin box,
and laid out in flowing lines. The blended masses

of colour are one of the sights of Northamptonshire.

In one of the main terraces are two extremely
good fountains, their basins filled with clear water,
and in another a large circular pool, covered with

water-lilies. The connecting walks are fringed with

formally-cut Portugal laurels, rising from squares of

box, which conceal the receptacles in which they
stand. The scent from these box hedges, which are

repeated on a great scale in other and more ancient

gardens close by, is most refreshing and agreeable.
The outer balustrades are entwined with vine leaves,
the vine going excellently with the terra-cotta, and

draping the sunny seats of the same material with an

elegant profusion which suggests Northern Italy
rather than the English Midlands. In the lower
terrace gardens, looking more to the south-east, the

formal divisions are largely made by thick, low hedges
of laurel, which grows well here, as it always does on

heavy land. Picture all these terraces, with their

carefully designed
"
lay out," their setting of park,

castle, pleasaunce, church walls, lakes and distant

valley scenery, fill their beds with the brightest
hues and the purest colours with which Nature

paints her favourites of the flower world, and
some idea of these formal gardens may perhaps be

gained.

Beyond them lie two other sets of gardens of a

different kind, some of them much older. A vast

orangery, full of tree ferns and palms, gives on to

what was formerly called the Italian garden, but

which is now assuming the appearance of lawns and
orchard ground. To the right, coming quite up to,

and in places overhanging, the western border of this

set of gardens, is a grove of forest trees. In front is

a classical triumphal arch, of great size, from the

summit of which the gardens can be seen as if on a

map.
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'.he other side >f the arch is a glass-roofed

-house, and, lookm. . through the clear

..lass, t'i ^ces the thousand flowers of the

blossoming under it. The gardens beyond
it, though they have been somewhat altered.

Tall pillars, with hcruKlic monsters in stone, rise up
in pairs side by side, and box hedges of immense size

and apparently
of great age divide all the great garden

up into numbers of compartments, large and small,

each of which is a little floral Kden independent of

the others. The box hedges flanking the central walk

arc 90 thick and so wide that, seen from the gateway
summit, it looks as if a coach and four horses could

be driven along the top. But let us descend ami

visit these box-encircled retreats, each of which would

seem to be the very ,/omns ei penetralia of some

particular garden goddess in which she reigns quiet
and supreme, with nothing to think of or to do but

to transfer the gaze of her well-satisfied eyes from the

green walls of ner retreat to the flower-decked floor

or the sunny sky above. One of these garden courts

is sacred to carnations only. Another, and a much

larger one, is a surprise such as the visitor could

r expect or imagine. It is laid out like a

drooping fern leaf, in which every leaf is made of .1

bed of different old-fashioned flowers. Usually the

leaf consists of only one kind of flower. But in

others every modern device is used to produce the

effects wished. The highest note is struck by
brilliant begonias. But all the rest of the beds arc-

planted with
purple, grey, orange, crimson, green and

white, lavender, bronze, yellow and claret. There is

one little court bordered with yew, in which the

apple, mulberry, medlar and maple grow, and another

that is beautiful all the year round, but, perhaps,

prettiest in the very late autumn. An arcade of

mellow ret! brick, part of what was the old garden
wall, divides it from a grove into whuh the eye ee

through the arches. Kach division with the arch

above it is covered with climbing roses or other

creepers, and at the foot of the dividing pillar* of

brick are small beds of bright flowers with a turf

border. On the other side is the tall green box

hedge, ami at intervals, set in the turf, masses .it

scarlet orange lilies of unusual sj/c and covered with

blossom. 1-argc I-'rcnch grey heliotropes also grow
against the brick arcade, and clematis and pale green

The rose garden has a pergola running

completely round it, and in the centre is a

well-designed summer-house, where it is possible
to sit encircled by ring within ring of roses,

the inner ones curtaining the sides of this pretty
arbour and filling it with perfume. A juniper tret-

full of fruit is one of the surprises of another box-

walled court. In others, again, are vineries and

hothouses, some of the latter of good architectural

design, and In-ehives (the IK-CS do not look too happy
in their "classic" bcchousc) and a long ami charming
old-fashioned Ivirder full of old-world Knglish
flowers. The large kitchen gardens are surrounded

by a high wall roofed with tile and with projecting
caves. This is excellent for the wall fruit. But it is

not easy to fix guttering along such a length ot wall,

and though the tiles (which are of the Dutch variety)
look picturesque, the drip tends to injure plants
below. The outer precinct is made by a large

arboretum, which, like the Persian "paradise" which

Xenophon's ten thousand ( ireeks saw In-fore the

battle of Cunaxa, is
"

filled with all kinds of trees,"

though not "with all kinds of beasts," as that paradise
was. But not far oft" is the "Menagerie l.akc," on

which was formerly a large collection of foreign

NEAR THE ROSERY.
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wildfowl. Running down to this lake and

bordering the arboretum is the " made water
"

which "
Capability Brown

"
in this case most

successfully engineered. It is really very pretty,

overhung by fine trees, fringed by natural

reeds and rushes, and carrying the eye forward
to distant glades in the park. Very fine cedars

and oaks stand in this arboretum, many of

them apparently dating from days long prior to

its construction.

THE EAST TERRACE WALK.



MONTACUTE HOUSE,
SOMERSETSHIRE.

MONTACUTl Horsi led the

monastic foundation of the Cluniac order,

part of whose buildings survive, forming
a farmhouse near by, and close under

the sugar loaf hill the MOM-. Acutus which

the place its name. Its material is the warm-tinted,

open-grained, yet most enduring, Ham Hill stun.

largely used in this, its own district, and whose excel-

lence has helped to give to S>merset its reputation
for splendid and well-preserved buildings of' ancient

date. It was built by Sir Kdward I'helips, who
was successively Queen's Serjeant, Master of the

Rolls and Speaker of the House of Commons in

I c8o, and its complete erection occupied
some score

of years. Its design, shapely and dignified, was in

the new style of the day when law anil order was

held to be so firmly established that the main

dwelling-house of the country gentleman need not

be surrounded and darkened by quadrangles of out-

buildings and outworks, but might stand forth openly
and drink in plentifully the air of heaven and the

light of day through its ample fcnestration, and

encircle itself with flowering courts and green

pleasaunces. The builder had hospitable views, and,

far from seeking to lurk behind crenellated walls,

strove to welcome many friends in the house he so

richly adorned. Ix.-f us note the legend over the

principal portal of his house :

,

Mom- .MMII- ( r.nly. none- mum !" I.Hi

Before we refer to the garden, we may certainly
draw attention to the extraordinary beauty of the

architectural embellishments which add so much to

its charm. Kngland can show few more delightful

examples of architecture conceived in the (iothic

spirit, and yet enriched with the fancy born of the

mind of the Renaissance, than the west pon h of

Montacute, which is seen in one of our pictures.
Notice the fluted angle columns rising to the quatre-
foil cresting, which is crowned by fantastic statuettes

upon twisted columnar lu-i-s, ami the glory of the

craftsmanship of the armorial achievement, and the

windows and other details. The spirit of the two

boys who uphold the lozenge in which the shield is

contained is admirable, and the enrichments arc of

most delicate and attractive character. This, however,
was not Sir Kdward I'hclips's work, but was brought
to and welded into Montacute in 1787 from the old

run SOCTH WALK t>r/s//M THE
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Dorset house of Clifton Maubank, which resembled temples. Opposite to the house is the noble gate-
and was of about the date of Harrington Court, whereas way leading out to the meadows, with great square
t" T? i i > i i i r . i 11 i

Sir Edward's building is of the pure Renaissance type,
as may be seen in the garden front of the house, which
faces somewhat to the east. It is a many-windowed
wall that looks out over the fair garden space, and

quite characteristic in its Roman soldiers standing in

the upper niches. It would appear probable that the

roundels below the first floor windows were intended

to be filled with heads of Roman emperors, such as

V

GARDEN GATES AT MONTACUTE.

Giovanni da Majano had supplied to the gatehouse at

Hampton Court. Nothing can exceed the charm of
the oriels, which, on the side elevations, are bracketed

out from the structure.

\Yc turn now to the forecourt or east garden
enclosure, which is completed by a most admirable

balustrade, all green and grey and golden with the

lichens which have clung to its welcoming surface,
;uul broken ami enriched by corner buildings, central

gateways and intervening obelisks and miniature

piers curiously crowned and overgrown with climbing
plants, which are a great feature of the place. On
either side of this gateway, and at the corners of
the enclosed garden furthest from the house, are two

garden-houses which have probably no equals else-

where in England. Their round bays, pillared

angles, enriched cresting and quaint roofs have a

charm which will not escape anyone who sees our

pictures. These are, indeed,
veritable garden triumphs in

stone, and are in happy associa-

tion with the rest of the thought-

fully planned incidents which
break the balustrade. The
descent to this enclosure from
the house is by a broad flight of

steps leading down from the

terrace which fronts the mansion,
and at whose margin are the

singular columns supporting

lamps and clustered from base to

summit with clematis. The area

enclosed has a fountain basin iii

the midst of the level expanse,
and yews at intervals in the

grass which margins the sur-

rounding balustrade. This garden,

retaining the sentiment of walled

enclosure and flanking towers,
but with all idea of defence super-
seded by the sense of secure

peace and easy access, is most

noteworthy, not merely for its

intrinsic charm and merit, but as

marking an historic moment in

English mode and manner of

living.
On the north side of the

house a garden door gives access

to another terrace, whence there

is a flight of steps to a green

space, in the midst of which is

a most beautiful balustraded

fountain basin. Along the garden
walls are flowering bushes, and

climbing plants cling to the

kindly stonework. From the

picture of the north terrace stair-

way an idea will be gained of

the remarkably beautiful effects

resulting from the stone employed,
which gives rootage to many of

those beautiful mosses which are

one of the delights of an old

garden.
It is not surprising to

find this beautiful Somerset

pleasaunce essentially formal in character, although
so enriched with the green things that grow that

the spirit of formality does not impress us. It

is an example of gardening both interesting and

elaborate, and certainly one of our best illustrations

of the period to which it belongs. The walled court

and the terraces command romantic views of the

glorious country in which the house stands. We
walk among the admirable clipped yews, which are

one of the distinctions of Montacute, all quaint and
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THE TERRACE BETWEEN THE FORECOURT AND PRIVY GARDEN.

beautiful, without any exaggeration of form or any

aggressive surprise to detract from the repose which

is settled upon the place. Some of the yew hedges
are about ifft. in height, and are very dense and well

kept, adding no little to the character of the place.

A long hedge of the kind is on the side of the kitchen

garden, with a walk at one end, and we believe that

it is intended to form there a covered yew walk.

A STATELY ARCHED HEDGE."
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The beautiful arcaded hedge of the south garden,
with its openings, through which the house is seen,

and the colonies of spring flowers which grow up
through the grass, is particularly delightful. The
noble hedge of the north garden is equally remarkable,
and there are grand, freely-growing yews along the

edge of the sunken garden there, in which the

fountain is to which allusion has been made. There
are also one or two fine blue Atlantic cedars, between

4oft. and foft. high, the blue-green colouring being

very charming and distinctive. Indeed, the yews
and the cedars are as much a feature of Montacute
as is the enclosed garden with its houses and its

balustrade, and they give relief by contrast to the

borders of hardy flowers which flourish by them.

Roses grow plenteously in this favoured region of

England, and very many kinds are cultivated. There
are attractions at this place in all seasons of the year,
whether in the spring, when the trees are budding
and the bulbous plants are lifting their nodding
crowns from the grass, or again in autumn, when

everything has become glorious under the suns of

the summer, and when the ampelopsis, which grows
upon some of the walls, has taken on its hue of

purple and gold.
Much might have been said about the history of

Montacute, for in the Civil War it was held for the

King, and sacked by the Parliament men, but we are

content here to speak mostly of the garden, over

which from the windows of the house there are

glorious prospects, and out to the surrounding

country, and those who ascend to the summit of the

wooded hill, from which the place takes its name,
have a magnificent view before them. To the south

they look over the hills of Dorset towards Lyme ;

on the west lie the heights towards Minehead and
Blackdown

;
to the north-west are the Quantocks,

the Bristol Channel and, far off in the blue distance,

the coast of Wales
;

while to the north rise the

Mendips and Glastonbury Tor. The immediate

neighbourhood is one of picturesque beauty, with

hill and hollow, woods and fields, rural villages and

picturesque lanes. Thus the gardens of Montacute
are happily situated in their green and beautiful

surroundings. The mansion lies upon the road

which passes west from Sherborne and Yeovil to

Ilminster, passing thence over the hills into the

valley of the Otter. Those who have traversed the

country know how beautiful it is, and they have

realised that it is full of history. Through this

country the Fosse Way passed south, and along it

marched ancient civilisation. Here the West
Saxons established their power, and later on the

country was the favoured seat of Norman barons and

Tudor gentlemen, and thus it was that Montacute
became the place it is.

THE RAISED TERRACES OF THE PRIVY GARDEN.



HATFIELD HOUSE,
HERTFORDSHIRE.

TRt'I.V,

Hat field IN a nohlc house, with all the

honours of age. But a great name at either

: of its history has advanced its fame out

of all proportion, until, for the sake of two

of its lords, it has come to be reckoned by some the

nonpareil of all Knglish country scats. As tor the

lands and lordship
<>' 1 1.K field, they have been a

rich estate to be coveted these thousand years. A
Saxon king gave them to an Ivly monastery, and,
when Domesday Book was made, the Abbot of My
was written down here as lord of this great manor, its

broad fields furrowed by many ploughs and its forest

trees that dropped acorns and beech-mast for the two

thousand hogs driven by ( Jurth and his fellows under

the green bough. In the next generation it was a

bishop who lorded Hatficld from Kly, and thereafter

this Hatfield has been Bishops Hattield, if you would

name it apart from other I {at fields un and down
i land. It has never been sold nor forfeited suue
its history began, having changed its lords but tu

and then by fair barter. Of" the Bishops of'
I-.ly there

is a memorial here in the gables and twisted chimneys,
the long root and the turret seen m our putures
lt-\ond the phlox in bloom. John Morton is named
as the builder of this old pal.ue of llattield, Parker,
and others following him, giving 1478 as the date <>t

it. But Morton was not a bishop until the year

following, and, if he built Hatfield, his work must lie

between 1479, when he was elected to the See, and

148}, when King Richard sent him to the Tower;
for Bosworth Field brought him by a short road to

Canterbury, the Chancellorship and a red hat.

He was, however, a mighty builder, who left his

mark in the Fens during his few years of the

EAST GATEWAY O.\ THE KORTH
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bishopric, and he may well have built here as else-

where on the lands of the See. A later bishop, Dr.

Thomas Goodricke you see his large face still on a

tomb slab in Ely Cathedral after the monasteries

were dissolved, gave King Henry all the Hatfield

lordship and manor for the site of Icklington Priory
and other lands nearer to his Ely palace. Thereafter

Hatfield bears a great part in the Tudor chapter of

history. Edward VI. was first a king within the

walls of the old palace, his uncle Hertford bringing
him hence, so some say, to London before King
Harry's death was known to the people. In the next

reign the Princess Elizabeth was packed hither by her

sister to the charge of Sir Thomas Pope, a knight
who gave his ward such a splendid Shrovetide merry-

making that his Royal mistress let him know very

shortly that she misliked such follies. Hatfield sent

out another sovereign to England when Queen Mary
was dead ; for it was in Hatfield Old Palace that

Queen Elizabeth held the first of her many Councils.

Then it was that, riding with other Ministers and

Secretaries, Cecil came for the first time to Hatfield

Sir William Cecil, afterwards to be Lord Burghley,
who, here on the lands where his race was to dwell,
met the Queen in whose service two generations of

Cecils were to mount so high.
Half a century from that day a king's whim

made Hatfield the seat of Burghley's son. In that

time the house of Cecil had, by sheer service to State

and sovereign, raised itself to be a ruling power in

the State. They are, indeed, a rare example of a

family raised to high place by a clean genius for

statecraft. They appear suddenly at the end of the

Middle Ages, bringing nothing with them. The
dawn of the Tudor period sees them start. Stripped
for the race in this new age, which offers a career to a

man of wit and industry, Davy Cyssell, the father of

them all, comes forward with a light purse and a

pedigree which may begin with himself. The author

of these lines has been at some pains to prove that

Lord Burghley's belief in his kinship with Seycills, or

Cyssells, of Allt yr Ynys, on the Welsh border of

Herefordshire, had a base in fact. Yet these Seycills,

although they came to be much glorified in heralds'

parchments, seem, when sought at home, to be but

yeomen or small gentry, who could at best find a

grandfather for our Davy, leaving to Davy's famous

grandson the task of discovering for them a long line

of ancestors to the Conquest and beyond it. So truly
were the Cecils the children of the Tudor age that

the present writer has been able to show Davy
Cyssell, their founder, marching in from Wales with

the first Tudor king on his way to Bosworth Field.

That Davy fought on that great day of the hunting
of the White Boar there can be little doubt, seeing
that he is discovered in the first list of King Henry's
Yeomen of the Guard. He was written a yeoman
by rank when Sir David Philippe, a Welsh knight of

the Lancaster faction, settled him near himself at

Stamford. Doubtless the yeoman was one of those

tall men our Tudor kings loved to have about them,
and Stamford soon found him a wife, the daughter of

John Dycons of the Tabard Inn, with a portion to

her name. When she was in her grave Davy Cyssell
looked a step higher, wedding the twice-widowed

heiress of a Lincolnshire squire. At Stamford he

pushed forward from town councillor to alderman

and mayor, and thence to be a member for the

borough, a high sheriff of the county and escheator.

All this time he had one foot in the Court, setting
down his yeoman's halberd and taking up the mace
of a sergeant-at-arms. With all this prosperity the

soldier was untamed in him, and he had come to be

an old man when we find a litigant wailing to the

magistrates that Master Davy Cyssell had all but

settled their dispute out of hand by drawing iron

upon him. He died a squire, full of years, in 1541,

according to "
Fuller's Worthies," with a grandson

near him who was to be a peer of England. During
his lifetime he had made Court interest for his son

Richard, who from a king's page became Yeoman of

the Robes and Gentleman of the Privy Chamber.
Those about the King's person in his day were like to

profit by the fall of the monasteries, and Richard

Cecil, as the name was then written, had his share

of the lands of Stamford Priory, St. Michael's

Nunnery and Croyland Abbey. Like his father, he

married himself with care, and all was ready for the

founding of a great family when his young son

William made a false step. The work of grandfather
and father might all have gone for naught when

William, a scholar at Cambridge, must needs wed the

portionless daughter of a bedell's widow, which

widow had been reduced to keeping a Cambridge
wine-shop. The mishap was soon repaired by the

young wife's death ; and when her brother was the

learned Sir John Cheke, always at King Edward's

elbow, that early marriage may have stood William

Cecil in good stead. If error it was, we may take it

as the only one in the life of a born diplomatist.

History will tell us how William Cecil mounted from

Secretary of State under Edward VI. to be Lord of

Burghley and Knight of the Garter under a Queen in

whose service he died, worn out, her chief and wholly

indispensable Minister for forty years. Cecil

influence could make his son and heir Earl of Exeter

and a Garter Knight, but from the first this son of

the Cambridge marriage was not to be trained to his

father's task. On a travelling tutor's report of him
from Paris the despairing father mourned him as "a

spending sot, only fit to keep a tennis-court." But

though Thomas Cecil despised books and was careless

of statecraft, he had the makings of a man after old

Davy Cyssell's heart, for he was ever ready to

volunteer where blows were going, for the Low
Country campaigns or the Border wars, against Scots,

Spaniards or Yorkshire rebels, and when the Armada
was off our coast Sir Thomas Cecil was on an English

ship's quarter-deck. From him descend that elder

line of Cecils who are still at their seat by Stamford

town. The Hatfield Cecils come from his younger
brother Robert, the true heir of the great Burghley
tradition.

Robert Cecil, the builder of Hatfield, had all

against him but his own staunch heart and sound
wits. This descendant of the fighting yeoman was a

little creeping figure, dwarfish and crook-hacked, with

none of his father's liberal learning and Renaissance

culture. The son of Burghley's marriage with that

most learned lady Mistress Mildred Cooke, he

enjoyed a great estate under a marriage settlement,
but his expenses kept him poor. His kinsmen

intrigued against him, and he had never the art of

making friends. But, like his father, he had all the

art of government in his fine wits, and though the

dynasty changed and favourites went up and down,
Robert Cecil held his seat unmoved. To Elizabeth

he was her "
elf," to James the "

pygmy
"
and the
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"
little beagle

"
; but the querulous old Queen and

the wastrel King gave the reins to be held by this elf

and pygmy, who had all administration in his hands

until he, like his father, dropped for weariness, dying,

not in his new palace of Hatfield, but in a mean

house at Marlborough, a traveller who could not

follow his journey any further. He had founded a

second peerage, having revived for himself the noble

title of Salisbury,
the earldom ot

William Longs-
word and the King-
maker. To house

the new race of

earls which should

spring from him

he built this hall

of Hatfield. Theo-
balds was his first

seat, a great house

built by his father,

whose walls have

long ago gone
down, though
shabby Theobalds

Road still shows

the way to it. But

in 1606 the Earl

had for his guests
at Theobalds King
James and King
Christian, his

Danish brother-in-

law, giving them

such good cheer within door and such fine sport

without that James coveted the house and park
and wheedled them from a man who, a courtier

from the cradle, could refuse nothing to anointed

Majesty. Theobalds was to James's mind a seat

for a crowned King. He dwelt with loving

words upon this place,
" so convenient for princely

sport and recreation," with its park of red fallow deer,

A YEW HEDGE.
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EAST FACADE.

and was in gracious mood over the subject who

could, on Majesty's broad hint,
" most willingly and

dutifully
"
make offer of Theobalds,

"
preferring his

Majesty's health and contentment before any private

respects of his own." But the dutiful Minister must
not go houseless, and, therefore, by a patent ot 1 607
the manor of Hatfield with the palace, with Hatfield

Wood, Innings Park and Middle Park, were once

/.\ 'I HE I'KIORY GAKDK\.

again pieces in a king's bargain with a subject.

Having thus bartered away his father's house, the

Earl must have a seat in the new style, the old palace
of the Bishops Hatfield, four-square about a court-

yard, being a relic of those earlier times for which the

Jacobean age had deep contempt. He must have

great rooms and broad windows, as much glass as

wall, with a touch of the Italian taste in the ornaments.

New Hatfield
House was planned

by the Earl in

committee, not
with architects and

builders, but with

three earls who
knew what should

belong to an earl's

dwelling. The
Earl of Suffolk,
who had covered

Essex fields with

the halls and courts

of that vast pile

which was Audley
End, was the first

of these counsel-

lors, the Earl ot

Worcester the

second, while the

third was Henry,
Earl of Southamp-
t o n

,
William

Shakespeare's
patron. With their

help the main lines
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were laid down. Hatfield should be on the E plan,

a long run of building with a middle entry looking
due south between massive wings. There was

nothing left but to seek a builder, and, having found

Thomas Limminge, to set him at once to work on a

house whose glass and stone, ironwork and wood-

work and the like would be supplied by a dozen

contracts. Glazier and stonemason, smith and joiner,

painter and plumber would send each his men for

their own share of the labour. With all the cares of

the State on his back, the Earl remained his own archi-

tect, Limminge following the first
"
plot

"
of the

house, directed by a stream of letters from his patron
and now and again badgered by a surveyor sent down
to learn why they needed so many bricks or how it

something of a figure during the Commonwealth,
which voted him a marquessate while he sat in the

Commons. James, the fourth Earl, is remembered

only for his desperate shuffling when William of

Orange was on the high seas
; and his son, for his

marriage with the heiress of Tuftons, Cavendishes and

Ogles. They live retired as though Hatfield were a

house of religion, until the sixth Earl leaves hardly a

trace of his sixty-six years of life save parish register
entries of his christening and death and of his

marriage with the rector's sister. After him came a

certain reaction. His son, noted at the end of

George III.'s reign as "a specimen of the gentleman
of the last generation," was created a Marquess, and
took some part in public affairs. The Marchioness,

SOUTH FRONT, SHOWING THE LENGTH OF THE LONG GALLERY.

came that the glazing was delayed. In July, 1611,

the builder reports that the work is all but ended,

and that the new palace of Hatfield will soon be

ready for occupation. But the great little Minister

was to have no joy of his fine house, to keep no

house-warming there for his neighbours. Within a

month of that report from Hatfield, Theodore

Mayerne, his cunning French physician, had examined

my lord and found the signs of death upon him. In

the spring he came indeed to Hatfield, but by slow

stages in a hearse, to be laid quietly in his new vault.

After him, his son, the second Earl, made Hatfield

his dwelling, and ever since it has been the seat of

the race. But many generations were to pass before

a lord of Hatfield was again at the State's helm.

The second Earl's rank and consequence made him

whose youth lingers upon a glorious canvas by

Reynolds, hunted the Hatfield Hounds until, at

seventy-eight, she could no longer face the leap at a

gate. A merciless fate spared the neck of this

staunch huntress, who died terribly, burned in her

room by a fire which wrecked the west wing of

Hatfield. How her grandson brought back all the

honours of the house, and how Hatfield came once

again to be a statesman's renowned seat, is a history

that is still in all men's minds.

High over the main entry of the house one sees

the date of 161 1, the date at which an end was made

of its building, and Hatfield in the mass is still a fair

picture of the house which left Limminge's hands.

The accounts for the building check each contractor's

share, and by them we may even note that there were
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once eight-*nd-forty of thus*.- stone lion- mist

the sk\ al>o\e the due, cut by the same h.uul that

cut the open work of the roof and the head-, of the

pillars. Hut this t"nmt, which l<x>ks due southward,
has havl more than its share of the vicissitudes ot .1

house. Restoration after ill years of neglect has here-

amounted almost to rebuilding, although the work
follows the old lines and the south front remains the

E front characteristic of its age. The porch is

perhaps its best feature, a medley of the styles Ionic

pillars
over the Doric pillars, and Corinthian pillars

to

flank the great coat of arms of the Karl, with its

darter and supporting lions, its crest of the morion

above a sheaf of arrows. The chx'k-tower, with its

cupola and vane, may IK- later, but seems to ha\e

suffered little from the changes which, within the last

tu,. or three generations, tilled in the Doric arcade of

this front with a somewhat clumsy lattice-work of

stone. All the length of this front between the

wings runs the long gallery, the pride of Hatrield ; a

noble room, indeed, although much has been made

new within it, the fretted ceiling being a restoration

of that for which the Karl's plasterer was paid. The
marble hall, the chief room of the northern front, has

also been restored and decorated ; but it has the

screen entry and the gallery which, in spite ot foreign

influence, the Knglish builder could not bring himself

to surrender. Adjoining the hall is the great stair-

case found in all houses of this date, with dog-gates at

the foot of it to keep Tray, Blanche and Sweetheart

from coursing the upper storeys, and with monu-
mental newel-posts, each, like those at Blickling, a

base for a carved wooden figure. In the north-east

wing, beyond the hall, was prepared a chamber long
known as King James's room, the

mantel-piece
fashioned as a shrine for a bronze figure or the

Solomon of Britain, the patron of the house. The

Karl's house, as we have said, shows In-st in the mass,
where its red gables, puked out with stone dressings,
are seen over gardens and green trees. A closer

view asserts that the details want the domestic beauty
of Tudor work, witness tin- ilumsy chimneys, while

the pure proportions of the true Renaiss.nue have
not been attained. In his gardens the Karl left .1

better memorial. I.ike his kinsman B.uon, and like

most of the great builders of his age, he loved a

garden, and the gardens of Hattield are as I.eautiful

now as when Samuel 1'epys, on a iold July day,
with thick woollen stockings under his Loots, walked

through them and pronounced them " siuh as 1 never

saw in my life ; nor so good flowers, nor so great

gooseberries as big as nutmegs." On a later visit the

ingenuous I'cpys was less concerned with the gardens
than with a pretty dog of the Karl's which followed

at his heels. He went away sadly, for he would fain

have stolen that pretty dog, but safe opportunity \v.is

wanting.
A garden that has been a garden for three

centuries and more has a quality that no new planting,
however skilful, can give. There are trees here

which foreign sovereigns sent oversea to the great

Secretary the old mulberries are among the most

aged in Kngland. The privy garden keeps its ariaded

hedge south, east and north for shelter, the grass

plots follow the lines laid down by philosophers who

planned gardens for their meditations. The ma/e
and other toys of the topiarian artist are not wanting.
Koond all this is the great park to give the gardens
their due remoteness from the world, the park with

its legends ot great Elizabeth's quiet days. |-or his

empaling Hattield Wood as a park a doggerel rhyme
remembers the Karl who, after building Hatrield and

laying out its gardens, found that a narrow chamber
in the parish church would serve all his need.

A CAULK OF IHk. OL/> /.-I/..U7-.





HOLLAND HOUSE,
KENSINGTON.

M
NY arc those travelling westward on the

of metropolitan omnibuses, when the winds

of autumn have Mown off the leave-*, who
catch sight, through the screen of bare trees,

of the majestic bouseofthe Earl ofUchester, that pride
of the "oUl Court suburb," which is so noble a monu-
ment of architecture, and which occupies such a high

place in our literary and social annals. Many are the

memories that cling to that old-world structure,

standing as an exemplar of past times in the very
midst of present-day things. There has long been

an apprehension that the flood of the metropolis,

everywhere rising and spreading, would at length

engulf even Holland House, and make it a plan-
known to memory and to history only. Macaulay

long since made a gloomy prophecy :

" The wonderful

city may soon displace those turrets and gardens

which are associated with so much that is interesting
and noble with the courtly magnitueiuc of Rich,
with the loves of Ormonde, with the counuls of

Cromwell, with the death of Addison."
1 loll.md House is the great feature ot Kensington,

with which, in its origin and history, it has been

closely identified. Its gardens are something of an

oasis in the surroundings of briiks and mortar, and to

look at them one would say that they belonged to

some ancient plaic deep buried in the shires. The
builder was Sir Walter Cope, a gentleman of

distinguished descent, who rose to wealth and

prominence in the days of James I. It was a time

when the opulent men. Hants of Kli/abef h's day iame
to new dignity, and Sir Walter Cope, though better

descended than some of them, was in many ways
typical of his time. 1 lis family had been seated at

7 lib 1 1 / A 1 /-.A'.\ ff. A'AM ( >;
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I lunwell, near Banbury, where, says Leland, they had

a
"
very pleasant and gallant house." Sir Anthony

Cope of Bramshill, created a baronet in 1611, was a

descendant. Sir Walter, somewhat vaguely described

as
" of the Strand," possessed at one time or other

nearly the whole of the parish of Kensington. He
had risen rapidly, had become a Gentleman of the

Privy Chamber, and had held many offices both of

honour and profit, from the emoluments of which he

was enabled to purchase land in a locality of which he

appears to have discerned the distant future. In the

parochial annals his wealth and influence are constantly
traced. The design of Cope's splendid "castle" was

interesting, because it suggests how his "castle"

stood amid its surroundings. He describes "all

edifices, houses, barns, stables, gardens, orchards,

yards, and courtyards within the circuit of the utmost
brick wall of the said house." The lady enjoyed the

estate for some seven years after her husband's death,
but at the expiration of that period she married Sir

Thomas Fowler, and her connection with it ceased.

The mansion then went to the husband of Isabel,

sole daughter and heiress of her father, who, in his

lifetime, had married Sir Henry Rich, younger son

of Robert Rich, Earl ofWarwick. The new possessor
continued the work upon Holland House, and in his

THE WESI WING.

made by the famous John Thorpe, and is still

preserved in Sir John Soane's Museum. Cope was

living at the time at a house known as the "
Moats,"

and was able to superintend the work and to lay out

the grounds, which he had secured with the Abbot of

Abingdon's manor there. As very often happened,
he built that others might enjoy, and, when he died

in 1614, the place was far from being complete.
The building went on, in fact, though no doubt with

intermission, for some forty years after his death.

His part of the structure is the central portion, of red

brick, with ornamental gables. In his will he left

the estate to Dame Dorothy his wife, to hold so long
as she remained single, and his description of it is

time it would appear that the two wings, with the

arcades, which are so noble and attractive a feature of

the place, were added. The design is attributed to

Inigo Jones, and it is certain that he was engaged
upon the structure, for the old water gate, which

groups so finely with its surroundings, and is so good
in classic character and detail, is from his design.
The arcade and terrace frontage to the enclosed

forecourt is not surpassed in England for beauty and
richness of detail. It will be observed that the

ornamental cresting is based upon the pattern of the

fleur-de-lys, from the arms of the Riches. The
delicate work bestowed upon the enrichment of these

additions to Holland House will not escape those
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who have our pictures before them. The whole

composition is indeed most attractive, and with the

ivy and flowering climbers which cling to the old

stonework the effect is truly superb. Nothing could

exceed the fine character of the ornamental terrace

wall, with its perforated stonework and the admirable

vases which now adorn it.

Sir Henry Rich, to whom much of Holland
House is due in its lighter and more graceful features,

was created Lord Kensington in 1622, and Earl of

Holland in 1644. He was also a Knight of the

Garter, and became a very remarkable man in his

time, although he faltered much in his principles and
his end was disaster. Upon his returning from the

Dutch Wars James I. heaped honours upon him.

In 1639 ne was made Lord-General of the Horse in

the Scottish War, but two years later seceded to

the Parliament, and the Cromwellian leaders met at

his house, which by this time had acquired the name
it has ever since borne. He rejoined the King in

1643, and fought with considerable bravery in the

first battle of Newbury, but, finding himself coldly

received, again deserted to the enemy. In 1648,

however, he wavered, and made a feeble demonstration
on behalf of Charles, being tiken by the Parlia-

mentary forces in the fight at St. Neot's. He was

despatched to Warwick, and afterwards to London,
being tried by the same court which had administered

its cruel justice to the King. The Earl appealed to

the House of Commons, but his petition was refused,
and he was condemned. He appeared on the scaffold

in front of Westminster Hall clad in a white satin

dress, with something of the foppery that had always
characterised him. He behaved with dignity, blessed

the people, laid his head upon the block, and gave
the signal for the axe to fall.

"
Such," says Miss

Kox,
" was the end of Henry Rich, first Earl of

Holland, who owed Holland House to his wife, and
to whom Holland House owes its name."

After the execution of the Earl, his house came
for a time into the possession of the Parliamentary
generals, and Fairfax and Lambert were there. It is

stated that on the lawn Cromwell and Ireton discussed

their projects of military rule and government. The
Earl's widow soon returned, however, with her

numerous family, and continued to improve the place,
her residence there being marked by her name on a

stone with the date 1654. It is said that the discon-

solate widow solaced her loneliness by indulging here

in theatricals, which were strictly banned by the

Puritan Government. Her eldest son succeeded to

the estate on her death in 1655, and eventually to his

father's title of Earl of Holland, and to his grand-
father's of Earl of Warwick. By this time Holland
House had assumed much of the character which it

still possesses, and the quaint aspect of the older

portions of its gardens is a reminiscence of that day.
There existed, no doubt, ancient trees, but, as we shall

see, much planting was conducted at a somewhat later

period. The. widow of the third Earl married Joseph
Addison, and thus its literary associations may be said

to have begun. The great writer was by this time a

well-known politician. Upon the death of Queen
Anne he had acted for a time as Secretary to the

Regency, and had been a Commissioner for Trade
and Colonies. He married the dowager countess
in 1716, and apparently had had charge of the

education of her young son, with whom some of his

correspondence is preserved, at an earlier date. The

marriage was not a very happy one, according to the

gossip of the times, but doubtless Addison was gratified
with the amenities of the abode and the calm of its

beautiful gardens. Johnson says of his marriage that

it was " on terms very much like those on which a

Turkish princess is espoused, to whom the Sultan is

said to pronounce,
'

Daughter, I give thee this man
for thy slave.'

'

The wits made busy with the

rumoured infelicity of the writer and his spouse, and
one said that, though Holland House was very large,
it was not large enough for the Countess and Addison
with one guest named Peace. However, when
Addison died, he left to his widow all he possessed.
He passed away in what is now the dining-room on
the first floor, looking north over the gardens and

park. Tickell, in verses on the death of Addison
addressed to the Earl of Warwick and Holland,
the writer's stepson, described the character of the

grounds :

How sweet were once thy prospects fresh and fair,

Thy sloping walks and unpolluted air.

How sweet the gloom beneath thy aged trees,

Thy noontide shadow, and thy evening breeze.

The young lord did not long survive his kindly

stepfather, for he died within the space of two years,
at the age of twenty-four, when the title and estate

passed to a cousin. The house, soon after this, was

let, among others, to Henry, son of Sir Stephen
Fox, and was eventually purchased by him. The
new possessor of the famous estate, like his prede-
cessors in the place, rose to distinction and wealth.

He held lucrative posts under the Government, was

Paymaster-General of the Forces under George II.,

and was raised to the peerage as Lord Holland in

1763, while his brother Stephen had been made Earl

of Ilchester in 1756. Henry Fox, the first Lord
Holland of this creation, married Caroline, daughter
of Charles, second Duke of Richmond. It was
a love match, and her parents did not approve
it. The lady, however, was equal to the occasion,
and is said to have disfigured herself by cutting
off her eyebrows, and, taking advantage of the

temporary seclusion, to have slipped away with

her handsome lover. She had already been made

Lady Holland, and when Fox himself was raised to

the peerage he took the same title. The first Lord
Holland was, as all the world knows, a great politician.
He was always regarded as a Whig of the Whigs,
but had joined Lord Bute in his attack on the party,
and is said to have deliberately set to work to buy
a majority in the House, his paymaster's office

becoming a shop for the purchase of votes. It has

even been asserted that .25,000 was thus expended
in one morning.

When Holland House came into the possession
of the politician it was further beautified and adorned.

The terrace garden had been there in older times,

but to the ancient elms and sycamores many trees

were added, and the work was carried out under the

care of one whose judgment and success have given
him a high place in the history of gardens the Hon.
Charles Hamilton, who had imbibed the spirit of

that school which Kent began. The gardens at Stowe,
Esher and Claremont were the patterns upon which

many other grounds were laid out, and Mr.
Hamilton's house at Pain's Hill, near Weybridge in

Surrey, was esteemed to exceed in point of taste,

variety and extent anything that Kent had achieved.

Mr. Hamilton was a friend of Lord Holland's, and
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THE BOX GARDLX TERRACE.

appears to have suggested to him the improvement
of the grounds at Holland House. The oaks

scattered over the park are attributed to him, and
a still higher proof of his taste was the long green
walk which had been an open lawn in former times,
but was now planted. It formed a beautiful glade,

which was the favourite

haunt of Charles James

Fox, the brilliant younger
son of Lord Holland, who
loved the place and ever

treasured its beauties in

his memory.
The gardens near the

house are laid out in a

parterre, with quaint for-

mality and beautiful
character in its green

edgings and plenteous

growth of flowers. There
are statues, leaden vases

and choice adornments
not surpassed in any
other garden, and that

the garden architecture is

fine will be seen from

our pictures. At the end
of the flower garden
stands an alcove on an

elevated terrace, and here are two lines in honour
of Samuel Rogers, who loved the spot :

Here Rogers sat, and here for ever dwell
To me those pleasures that he sings so well.

The raised terrace,
" like some of those which

belong to old Genoese palaces," leads from the house

THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER.
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high among the branches of the trees to the end of
the flower garden, where a line of arches festooned
with creepers a picturesque relic of the old stables

forms the background. The old garden framed
between high hedges and walls, over which look

majestic trees, is delightful in the richness of its

character and the attractiveness of its arrangement.
There is also a Japanese

garden, laid out some

years ago by the late lord,
in which lilies, yuccas,
bamboos and other things
of like character flourish.

The orangery is older, and
the trees in their fine tubs
are notable specimens.

But the reference to

Mr. Hamilton's work at

Holland House, which
has led us to speak of
the general character of
the grounds and gardens,
as a supplement to the

pictures, has caused us to

anticipate somewhat in

our historical glance at

the many memories of
the place.

The first Lord
Holland and his wife

both died in the month

of July, 1774, and in the Deirmk-r of the

same year their son Stephen, second Ixml
I Inlland, followed them to the grave. The third

lord, who in later years became the famous Lord

Holland, was then an infant, one year old. He
L.TCW to distinction in the State, and effected a

practical renovation of Holland House. In 1798

7//A f-ORMAL GARl>k\.
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his Parliamentary career began, and during the whole

of it he maintained the views and principles of his

uncle, Charles James Fox, and on the death of Fox

entered the Cabinet. He was present in the

Peninsula during part of the war, and on his return

to England in 1809 became a follower of Canning.
In his time Holland House assumed a new interest

as the centre of a great literary and political coterie,

and was the resort of Whig orators and politicians.

Here came Macaulay, Smith, Sheridan, Burke,

Erskine, Thurlow, Brougham, Wyndham, Byron,

Moore, and many of the wits and writers, Talleyrand,

Humboldt, Mme. de Stael, and other celebrities

unnumbered. The hospitality was ungrudging, and

many were the distinguished men who discussed the

affairs' of State and the conditions of literature in

those antique chambers, and those radiant gardens.

Comparatively few were the women who went there,

for they had not forgiven Lady Holland for her

desertion of her first husband, Sir Godfrey Webster,
with whom her marriage was dissolved. She was a

lady of great taste and judgment, and the gardens of

Holland House were much improved under her

direction. Lord Holland died in 1840, and was suc-

ceeded by his son, the fourth lord, who died without

issue in 1859, upon which the estate came to the Earls

of Ilchester, descended from Stephen, brother of the

first Lord Holland.

Such has been the history of the famous house

at Kensington, and we have seen in some measure

how it was beautified and adorned with those lovely

gardens which we depict. It is a great thing indeed

that such a pleasaunce should remain in the London
of the present day, and that the privileged can walk

in the long avenues and by the fish-ponds of a former

time, and that the public may enter on those occasions

when the grounds are lent for flower shows. Almost
at every step there is something to remind one of
the great men who have visited the place artists,

architects, poets and statesmen. The work of

Thorpe and of Inigo Jones is before us in stone
; the

seat that Rogers loved is there
;
the gardens in which

Addison walked, the avenues that were dear to the

honest, manly, eloquent Whig politician, who was an

example to his times, are among the many things
that invest Holland House and its grounds with

surpassing interest.

Trotter recalls how Charles James Fox, in

shattered health and attacked by the approaches of

dissolution, visited the gardens with emotion. " He
looked around him the last day he was there with a

farewell tenderness that struck me very much. It

was the place where he had spent his youthful days ;

every lawn, every garden, tree and walk were viewed

by him with peculiar affection. He pointed out the

beauties to me, and he particularly showed me a

green avenue which his mother, the late Lady
Holland, had made by shutting up the road. He
was a very exquisite judge of the picturesque, and
had mentioned to me how beautiful this road had
become since it was converted into an alley." It was
doubtless the alley which had been formed at the

suggestion of Mr. Hamilton, as we have mentioned.
With some such feelings do we, also, look upon

these grounds, but they are mingled with anxiety.
It is impossible to stifle a fear that some day the

world may take its farewell look upon all the

splendours which he admired. Yet we may hope that

for long years to come Holland House may be spared
from the dangers which have threatened and finally

destroyed many great houses of ancient fame in and
near London town.

THE OLD GARDEN.
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MM I KIT) is of the best of the old Devon
houses, and has, of late times, been reno-
v.ited and developed with thoughtful care

and much success. We hold strongly that

a house should have some relation to its sur-

roundings that its gardens and grounds should be,
as it were, a further extension of itself. We are too

apt in this country to think that our dwelling-places
are enclosed within four walls, and that the gardens
which adorn them arc a region apart. This springs,
no doubt, from the nature of our climate ; but in

Italy and France the great garden designers never

forgot that the dwelling-place included the gardens
also. In our own country the old gardeners had the

s.iiiu- uli-.i. I'hey also constructed banqueting houses
and garden buildings of other kinds, which tempted
people to make use of their gardens, as one may
-.iv, tor residential purposes. It was, moreover, the

practice to carry the spirit of architecture into the

pleasaunce- to ireate, at least within the immediate

vicinity of the house, rectangular or somewhat formal

arrangements, and to plant hedges and train columnar
trees or bushes to give a verdant approach to archi-

tectural forms. These remarks are made because,

although the gardens of Bradficld, as they are now
planned, are not old, they are carried out much in

the spirit of older times, and they present features

which might well be an example or inspiration to

TI/K EAST \VALL.
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others who wish to adorn such houses suitably and

appropriately.
The beauty of the situation, which is in the

pastoral valley of the Culm, where it flows from its

source in the Blackdown Hills by Uffculme to Cul-

lumpton, will not be forgotten. There are scenes in

the vicinity that might have employed the pencil of a

Claude, and waters that will still make the angler

happy. Here the Walronds have long been seated,

the lands of Bradfelle having been transferred to

Richard Walrond by Fulke Peynel in the reign of

King John and the old deed, written in the same

character as Magna Charta, is still preserved in

the family, whose male line, however, ended in

the last century, and the estates were carried by
the heiress to a member of the Dickinson family,

who assumed the name and arms of Walrond in

that the Elizabethan builder must have laid out a

garden. This building owner, as we find by dates

on the house, was at work from 1592 to 1604, and

produced a fine and typical H -shaped house, of

which the hall, rising up to a noteworthy hammer-
beam roof, occupied the centre, and was entered by
a porch which led to the screens, with the office wing
to the south, while the north wing contained the

parlours. It had, however, suffered severely from

eighteenth century treatment
;
but drastic restoration

was effected by Sir John Walrond in and about the

year 1861. Nothing of the old features that could

be saved was lost, the work being carried on in a

spirit of veneration, and with a great regard for the

evidences of the past. The mansion still retained

its mullioned windows, but had lost all other dis-

tinction, its walls having been plastered with

THE YEW LAWN

1845. Little remains to tell us of the lives of

the long generations of this ancient house, and we
are left to assume that its members took their part
in the local affairs of their district, and in some of

the larger concerns of the estate. Of one of them,
who was knighted by Charles II., a love-letter

survives, written by him to Nina de Monpellon and

preserved in a beautiful bag or envelope of jewelled

tapestry. That they had a house of importance
at Bradfield may be implied from the fact that John
Walrond obtained a licence for his oratory there on

May ryti'., 1332. Lysons says that there was an

ancient chapel, of which no traces remained save

some old offices, which from their ruinous state

had been pulled down. Tradition places it some-
where on the strip of ground between the house and

the carp pond, where the fine old clipped yews prove

rough-cast, and being almost destitute of buttresses,

cornices and string-courses, while the parapets had

nothing but plain flat copings left. The changes
effected by Sir John in the hall for the greater

security of the splendid roof needed the division of

the many-mullioned old hall window into two
;

this

did not seriously affect the fine architectural character.

The ornamental details added at the time did much
to increase the beauty of the structure, and that it is

not lacking in architectural merit will be seen in our

pictures.
It was necessary, however, to enlarge and adapt

it to modern needs, and as the kitchens and offices

occupied a large part of the south wing, they were

removed to the back. The straight forecourt

entrance up to the porch of the banqueting hall was

abandoned as a main entrance, and a new one
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THE GARDEN GATE.

contrived in the centre of the south wing into an

ample entrance hall with a new sitting-room on each

side. The opportunity was seized of relieving the

monotony of this side by adding the projecting porch

and also bay windows, similar to those of the two
eastern gables. Again, on the north side, projecting
stacks were added to act as buttresses, and to serve as

the bases for the chimney shafts which originally stood

THE SOUTH-EAST FKONT.
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on the top of the straight wall. Our picture taken

from the south-east shows very clearly both the effect

of dividing the large hall window on the east side

into two windows, and of erecting the porch and bay
windows on the south front. As will be noticed,

ivy and other clinging growths have taken kindly
to the newer portions of the front, and relieved the

lines of the architecture without concealing them or

interfering with their character.

Those who remembered Bradfield before Sir

John Walrond took it in hand were able to realise

the great changes in the grounds in the immediate

neighbourhood of the house which were due to his

taste and skill. If he trusted much to his architect

in the adornment of the edifice, it was his own love

for garden beauty and adornment that contributed

nearly everything to the charming surroundings,

The form of this garden is rectangular, and it has

the spirit ot enclosure appropriate to the situation.

Beyond it to the north is the narrow lawn which we

imagine to have been the earlier garden, as on it

are the noble, ancient clipped yews, reminding us

much of the examples at Keevil. There is nothing
in either case grotesque or elaborate about them, the

forms being merely simple and quaint, in most cases

a square base surmounted by rings of the dark

greenery, and crested by a beehive shape. Beyond
this clipped yew lawn, and accounting for the narrow-
ness thereof, lies the old rectangular carp pond, with

steps down to the margin. Originally arranged as

part of the scheme of a geometrical garden, it was
surrounded by a box-edged alley, and the boxes,

growing up, have now formed a noble double hedge
of remarkable size and density. The pleasant green,

"ENTERING FROM THE EAST THROUGH A LOW GATE.'

which Mr. Latham's pictures so successfully illustrate.

Having abandoned the original east entrance, he was
able to turn the forecourt (which a sixteenth century

picture shows to have been a broad straight way
with grass on either side) into a bright and varied

Italian garden. Entering from the east through
a low gate of beaten iron, between rude stone

walls overshadowed by fir trees, we reach the

enclosure of this garden formed by a low wall of stone,

rough, but with a moulded coping, over which roses

and other climbers have cast their mantle of beauty.
Two lofty gateposts, which, no doubt, belonged to

the old forecourt, each crested with a sculptured urn,
have between them gates of hammered iron, both

appropriate and good, holding above the entrance the

armorial achievement of the Walronds. There are

fine yew and box hedges also, and the wall has richly-
worked vases and urns at intervals upon its parapet.

contrasting with the lighter verdure of the turf, and

again with the varied hues of the coniferous and
deciduous trees, has a peculiar and special charm.

At the end of the broad grass way beyond the clipped

yews the tall, clean, red shafts of the great Scotch

firs give valuable vertical lines and distinction to

an otherwise flat prospect. Here is, indeed, a

triumph of harmonious arrangement in garden form

and colour. We think it worth while to point out how
admirable is the effect of the enclosed sheet of water,
with its sense of still solemnity and peaceful privity.

The sculptor's art is well employed in this

beautiful Devonshire garden, not so much in figures
as in an abundance of elegant vases and richly-

sculptured urns. These, with the gateposts, are

a distinctive feature of the place, and add point
and character to the arrangements. For the rest,

the Bradfield gardens are radiantly beautiful, and
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fragrant with a wealth of flowers, contrasting

favourably with the grey stone of the mansion,
and the dark green of box and yew. Sir John
Walrond displayed both skill and judgment in

the formation and development of the garden. It

assumed rare beauties under his hand, and has gone
on improving with the progress of years. He was

followed in possession by his son, who, after serving
in several Governments and long representing his

native county in the House of Commons, took a

peerage in 1906, and, adopting for his title a

mediaeval spelling of the family name, became

Lord Waleran. At the General Election which then
took place, his son, the Hon. Lionel Walrond, M.P.,
retained the Tiverton seat which his father had
so continuously held

; and, on the expiration of
a tenancy, has established himself in the old

family home, where he emulates his grand-
father's zeal and taste in its preservation and

improvement. Many new features are being added
to the nobly wooded grounds, rose and rock and

Japanese iris gardens being set in sequestered spots ;

while the Old English garden, which lies at some
distance from the house, is receiving deserved attention.

ill IVLa te& >:.,

THE OLD ENTRANCE INTO THE HALL.



ST CATHERINE'S COURT,
SOMERSETSHIRE.

M
\ \ V arc the beautiful houses and gardens

in the county of Somerset ; but there is

hardly one within its own borders, or,

indeed, within the length and breadth of

England, whose charm of ancient beauty and of lovely,
restful pleasure-ground, can rival that of this delightful

place. It lies among hills, not far from Bath ; house,

and still more ancient church, in close companionship.
( )f old it was church property, St. Catherine's being a

dependence of Bath Abbey. The house is of late

Tudor date, with Jacobean addition and alteration,

the porch dating from the reign of Charles 1., and to

:his time belongs the main part of the garden structure.

The chief garden front is to the west, where the

ground rises steeply close to the house. Natural

conditions so nearly like those of many of the Italian

villas demanded a like treatment. Here, therefore,

we have a purely Knglish garden with, what to many
would apjH-ar to be, Italian features. But it remains

a purely English garden, beiause there is no striving
after Italian mannerism, MH h as we see in maru of

the large gardens attached to English houses of the

Jasxical type. The pure Italian garden cannot In-

completely naturalised in England. A near adaptation
could only be possible on our most Southern shores,

where, strangely enough, it has never been attempted.
But at St. Catherine's Court, house and garden are

in closest sympathy. The first broad view shows the

noble stone stairway rising westward to terrace after

terrace, Hanked at the base by giant sentinel yews, of

simple cone shape, that rise to the roof-level of the

house and above it. Arriving at the entrance porch,
with the church standing Hist aiross the garden fore-

court to the right, one looks up across the rising

THt CAKKIACk
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western terraces, the eye mounting from flight to

flight ; the many groups of steps leading ever upward
far away into wooded ground. It is always the most

that will probably be found to right and left on each

successive level. Neither mind nor eye will be

disappointed, for everywhere is seen good gardening

A VISTA.

beautiful view and arrangement of garden steps, this

mounting of flight above flight.
The eye enjoys

and beautiful flowers well chosen and well grouped.

The lowest of the important flights
of steps leads to

mounting ot flight above nignt.
me eye cujujra -r o .

the visible prospect, and the mind roves with keen the mam garden, a long space d,v dec , , to two by

expectancy, in joyful anticipation of the many delights
the broad grassy way that leads to the mam stairway.
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THE BOWUXG-GREEN '1ERRALE.

To right and left is a flower-border, with bushes ot

lavender, great clumps of lupine and other fine garden

plants. Further, on each side is a symmetrical

parterre of simple borders in turf. Westward, to

the hill, is a high retaining wall crowned with a

stone - wrought balustrade, the same balustrade

777E OLD SU\'DL\L O.V SOUTH '1ERRACE.
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bounding the main flight of nineteen steps that

rises to the next level. Piers, surmounted

alternately with stone balls and vases, divide

the length of the terrace wall into nineteen

bays, the great stairway occupying one bay in the

middle of the length. A flower-border is at the foot

of the wall, which is sufficiently clothed, but not

smothered, with climbing plants.

The next terrace is narrow ;
a long bowling

green. This, on its upper side, again has a retaining

wall, but here with a plain coping, the wall returning
on each side to accompany the next flight of steps.

At the toot of the wall is a narrow border with flowers

and upright Irish yews, which here, as on the level

below, accentuate points on the main axis of the

by further levelled planes with wooded ground above.

The lawn is flanked on either side by Irish yews,
trimmed to a shape. Whether it is ever desirable to

clip Irish yews is very doubtful. They will only clip
into one form, and that is not a graceful one, whereas

their own shape is a good one, and is already sym-
metrical enough. From a grass terrace that passes

along the southern end of the house there rises

towards the west a great grassy stairway, in several

green flights and green landings a beautiful and

restful feature, and a desirable one, where there is

ample width for good proportion, and where difficulty
of mowing is not considered an obstacle.

The house may be considered a fine type of the

better class of manorial dwelling of Tudor days. It

GRASS WALK WEST LAil.\.

garden. Above the wall is a mighty hedge of yew,
cut in a great arch over the steps. Seen from below,

this massive hedge of solid verdure forms a noble

frame or setting to the garden picture, and pleasantly
tells of winter shelter and comfort. Yet through the

arch one sees more steps on higher levels, and obtains

glimpses into still further garden spaces. But the

hedge is wisely placed, for what it bounds and encloses

is quite enough for any one garden picture, and

entices upwards on a voyage of discovery to see what

manner of country lies beyond.
To the south, on a lower level than the western

garden, there is also a pleasant stretch ot pleasure-

ground, of more modern date- a level lawn, backed

has had various additions, of which the most notable

is the remarkably good porch of the time of Charles I.

It is of distinguished appearance and treatment, and

deserves careful study. It has Doric columns on

pedestals, flanked by niches to right and left, which

are canted back at an angle of 45 degrees. The
columns carry vases, which from their similarity of

design with those of the terrace balustrade suggest
that the porch and garden were by the same hand. In

the porch the entablature breaks round over the

columns ;
between these a semi-circular arch is carried

by imposts. The return of the impost and the

sculptured key are stopped by square piers. The

pedestals of the columns are continued on the canted
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sides of the bay, and carry semi-circular niches with

shell heads. The architrave round the niches breaks

at the crown of the niche. A sunk panel carries

these features to the level of the entablature, which

continues round the porch, and ends abruptly against
the house. The entablature is enriched with triglyphs,
which occur only over the columns and doorway,

THE GARDEN ENTRANCE.

and are widely, though pleasantly, spaced. On the

sides the porch is perforated with three small arches,

carried by balusters. Here it becomes evident that

the architect's knowledge of Renaissance architecture

was not enough to enable him to treat it in a classical

way ; with the result that here is one of those

original features that often occur with charming effect

in the architecture of the Jacobean period. Above

the entablature is a fine piece of plain ashlar work, its

simplicity much enhancing the value of the decorated

work below. It supports a bay of twelve lights in

two heights. The balustrade which surmounts the

whole porch is divided into eight unequal bays, the

piers coinciding with the angles and the large central

mullion in the front. The outer angles of the

balcony only carry vases

and a heraldic figure.
The pedestals break
forward and are carried

on brackets and flanked

by half balusters. The

pedestals of the columns
bear cartouches; the
whole stands on a flagged

pavement.
This porch is thus

described at length
because, although it is not

coeval with the main

building, it is so excel-

lently designed and graces
it so well. Apart from

the evidence of date that

it bears on its face, one

notes the incomplete
junction between the old

and the new. Other

obvious alterations are not

so happy ;
for instance,

the filling
-in between

gables, which has been

done in two places to get
extra attic accommodation,
is very unfortunate, and

is a conspicuous blemish

to the beautiful house

from several points of

view.

The gardens here

give ample evidence of

the adaptability of our

English horticultural

ways. Within the last

quarter of a century we,
who have always been a

garden
-
loving people,

have acquired a yet higher

perception of all that our

gardens can do for us ;

and, with this perception,
our will to do the best,

and our knowledge of how
to do it, have kept pace.
It may be said that in a

place like this gardening is

easy. The main lines of

it are there and unalter-

able; the permanent
features hill, valley,

woodland, terraces and noble flights of stairs- -these

are all present, and are only waiting to be suitably
and sufficiently clothed and adorned. Hut it should

be done just rightly, for there are numberless ways of

going wrong. As in many another question of fine

art and decoration, the simplest ways are the best.

There should be some definite intention in the

arrangement, one scheme of form and colour at a
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time. It helps much to keep in mitul colour relations

between plants ami shrubs, and to work out the

^roupiti^s .iivordingly, .uul to remember that no one

portion of the garden <..m IK- in full beauty tor the

whole year. It is desirable, therefore, in such a

in to make rather large use of the smaller

lowering shrubs, whose foliage is neat ami pretty

throughout the summer, such as rosemary, lavender,

Jerusalem sage, Veronica Travcrsi and the oleanas ;

and to u-e on the terrace walls creepers of moderate

growth ; never to smother them with ivy or ampelopsis,

though both can be used it" they are carefully watched

and regulated.
In such old gardens, although there can be no

reason for neglecting g<xxl plants of recent intro-

duction, yet the older garden plants will always be

the most suitable. China roses, damask roses, Scotch

briars and the sweet old cabbage rose, sweet briars

and cluster roses of the so-called Ayrshire kinds,

peonies and columbines, flag-irises ami white and

orange lilies these are the plants that should be in

profusion. Tall, stately hollyhocks, sweet bushes of

southernwood, lavender and rosemary should also be

in quantity, and st<Kks, wallflowers ami pansies.
These and the others of their familiar associates

should predominate, so keeping us in touch with the

older centuries. The best of the newer plants will

find their places, for the tall delphiniums of purest
blue are now indispensable, as are also the gorgeous
Oriental poppies of early June ami the flaming tritomas

of the autumn months. A whole beautiful garden will

be made of the newer developments of Michaelmas

daisies, plants that were but poorly represented in the

older
days.

But the old Michaelmas daisy, a nearly

typical form of aster Novi Belgi, was a familiar plant,
so that all its bright and infinitely varied descendants

and congeners take their place naturally in the fine

old garden. So will it be also with many of the

recent plants that so greatly widen the scope of

garden decoration. For, besides the dainty garlanding

growth of the smaller clematises, C. montana of May
and early June, C. flammula of September and

C. paniculata of October, we now have a number of

graceful small-flowered hybrids in modest colouring
of varied lilacs that are among the best of plants for

gracing garden masonry, and that, with due caution,

may be allowed to ramble here and there, even

through and over the carved balustrade or the piers
of the beautifully-wrought iron gate.

A garden that so amply possesses the magic of

the ancient charm is best without the offshoots or

adjuncts that are quite reasonable in places of more
modern make. It is sufficient in itself. It does not

want an alpine garden, or a wafer garden, or a (xrrgola

nrdcn,or a Japanese garden. It may have a rose garden
if there happens to be a place about it that demands
a rose garden, but its roses should be preferably of the

looser type not those of the show bench. There
should be nothing to remind one of flower shows, or

the "latest novelty," but everything to foster the

impression of rc|*>se and serenity of a
" haunt of

am lent pe.ue." Many a little thing may IK- done
about an old garden. Tiny ferns and just a few well-

chosen little plants may be introduced i crumbling
wall-joints ; some of the lesser alpine bell-flowers, such
as Campanula pusilla, C. c.i-spitosa and C. garganua,

may be planted in the joints of the stones that form
the steps. But it is easily overdone, and should onl\

be ventured upon with great caution ami reserve.

There are plenty ot new gardens whose rough walk
and steps cry aloud for more liberal clothing. In the

old garden with good architectural detail the value of

this must not be lost ; too much joint-planting would
bciome obtrusive. But the little plant, looking as if

it had come there by some happy chance or In its

own will, would be a charming incident. So the

appreciative owner of the fine old garden would

always be on the look-out for ways of retaining
and enhancing its own precious character. A cool

corner in shade of masonry, if found empty or

insufficiently filled, will receive clumps of Christmas

rose and hardy ferns, and a ground covering of some

pretty pansy or sweet musk or auricula. A bare

place in sun will, if it suits the plants next about it,

have a handsome patch of the great-flowered stonecrop,
Sedum spectabile, whose wide pink heads are so

favourite a gathering-place of bees and butterflies in

autumn, and it will be all the handsomer if it has a

wide setting of the grey velvet-like Stachys lanata.

The quiet lawns of these old plates should be

jealously guarded, especially from the intrusion of

specimen conifers. Fifty years ago many a beautiful

lawn, whose velvet-like green expanse had endured

for centuries, was cruelly cut up to make gardens for

bedding plants. They were often without any

design, a shapeless sprinkle of stars and crescents,

diamonds and circles, to be filled with garish plants,

ill-assorted, whose blooming-time would endure for a

bare three months. At about the same time came
the worship of the s|xximen conifer, whose presence
has destroyed the character of many a fine old garden.

Happily we know better now, and the vandalisms of

the last generation are no
longer practised. Much

of the bad planting has been cleared away, and the

fine old places are recovering their ancient charm--

St. Catherine's is one which never lost it.





CANONS ASHBY,
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

I\

the south-western corner of Northamptonshire,
not far from the historic country <>t Warwick and

Stratford-on-Avon, stands the picturesque oKl

mansion nf Canons Ashby, the sc.it of Sir Alfred

Erasmus Dryden, Bart., which, with its terr.ue.l

gardens, graceful gateway-, noble cedars, clipped yews
and monastic church, forms one of the most interesting

groups of buildings of that district. The present
owner succeeded to the mansion and surrounding
estate on the death, in I 899, of his brother, Sir I lenry

Dryden, the well-known antiquary and archaeologist,

who had resided there for neirly the whole of his

long life. The oldest part of the house dates back to

the early part of the sixteenth century, when the first

recorded John Dryden came from Cumberland to take

possession ot "his inheritance
"

at Canons Ashhy.

Alterations and additions were made to the

house in the times of Queen Kli/ ibcth, James I. and

Quevn Anne ; but fro:n the latter date onward the

successive owners have been wise enough to preserve
the house, both outside and inside, from the vandalism
which has disfigured so m.my of the medi.r\al

mansions of " merrie England," and Canons \shl>\

and its surroundings are now much what they were
in the Queen Anne period, when the men in all the

bravery of embroidered coats, and the ladies in their

dainty brocades and laces, may have paced the terra, e.i

garden or wandered beneath the spreading trees which
surround the mansion. The house, however, which

thus, with certain lands, belonged to the Drydens
before the Reformation, formed no part of the estate

or buildings which belonged formerly to a Priory

lllh. OMAV'A.V STEPS.
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founded at Canons Ashby for Black Canons of the

Order of St. Augustine, and dedicated to the Blessed

Virgin Mary, the earliest known benefactor of the

Priory being Stephen de Ley in the reign of

Henry II. (1154-89). The Priory was suppressed
in 1536, and the Priory lands were granted, in 1537,
to Sir F. Bryan, and in 1538 alienated to John

Cope, who was afterwards knighted. He adapted
the monastic buildings as a lay residence, but the

family afterwards went to Bramshill and the Priory
was sold by Thomas Cope, in 1665, to Gerrard

Usher, and in the same year was conveyed to

Sir Robert Dryden, in which family it has ever

since remained ; but they pulled down the monastic

buildings, and used some of the material for the

alterations of their house in the Queen Anne period.

John Dryden, or Dreyden, as the name was then

windows and its Tudor doorways, the beauty of

which is much enhanced by the rich brown colour of
the stone, and that mellow look which has been well

described as having "the subtle fragrance of decay."
There is good wood and plaster work in the

interior of Jacobean type, though much of it dates

from Charles I.'s reign, being the work of Sir John
Dryden between 1632 and 1658. The date of the

delightful terraced gardens is uncertain. They show
much evidence of belonging to the Queen Anne

period of activity, and may wholly belong to that

date. But garden-making on a modest scale was
fashionable in the early part of the seventeenth

century, when Sir John was embellishing the house,
and portions of the garden ornaments are of pre-
Restoration style. The openwork and obelisked

fimals of some of the forecourt piers remind us of

'IHE END OF THE SOUTH WALK.

written, married the daughter of his then neighbour,
Sir John Cope of Canons Ashby, and their son,
Erasmus Dryden, who was created a baronet in 1619,
was the grandfather of the poet,

" Glorious John."
This baronetcy terminated with Sir John Dryden who
died in 1770, and the mansion and estate descended
to his niece, Elizabeth Dryden, whose husband, John
Turner, took the name and arms of Dryden, and
was created a baronet in 1795. The earliest part of

the present house is the tower, which was " the

inheritance
"

of the John Dryden of Cumberland
who afterwards married a Miss Cope from the

Priory. To this tower he added the hall, the

old doorways of which bear the arms of Dryden
and Cope, and were built between his marriage
in 1551 and his death in 1584. The house
encloses a quadrangle, which, although small (52ft. by
37ft.), is very picturesque, with its tall, mullioned

the like work in the Gayhurst gardens (page 169),

probably carried out by Sir Kenelm Digby after his

marriage in 1625. Moreover, the Canons Ashby
examples are of the same school of design as the

great pendant of Sir John's fine plaster ceiling in the

drawing-room. On the other hand, there are also

piers terminating with achievements of armour in

the French Louis XIV. style and telling of the

great alterations to the house which were made
in 1708-10, when, unfortunately, many of the

mullioned windows were stopped up, others taken

out, and sash-windows inserted, especially along the

whole of the garden front. Undoubtedly, therefore,
at this time great alterations were made in the

gardens ; additional gateway pillars and stone walls

were erected, and many of the avenues and clumps
of trees planted. Not till late in the eighteenth

century, however, were set the noble cedars, which
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lend such dignity to the scene, and by their natural

yet stately growth break, yet harmonise with, the

formalism of the terraces, steps and topiary work.

Through the fine gateways must have passed
Samuel Richardson, the novelist, for it is stated that

a great part of his
" Sir Charles Grandison

"
was

written during his frequent visits to Canons Ashby.
At an earlier period a much more distinguished author

the poet Spenser was a frequent visitor there, for

we are told in Aubrey's
" Lives of Eminent Men "

that the poet Spenser was a frequenter of Canons

Ashby, and that there was a room there called
" Mr.

Spenser's Chamber," and it is probable that portions
of the "

Kafiry Queen
"
were composed during these

visits. A room in the house is still called "
Spenser's

Room." Probably the poet John Dryden also paid

many visits there, although no reference is made to

them in his letters
; but we read that he courted his

cousin, Honor Dryden, the eldest daughter of the

then baronet.

There are still a few remains to be seen of the

old monastic days on the land which had belonged
to the church : a buttress of the old water-mill, a

portion of the masonry of the gatehouse, and the

monks' well, which even now supplies the present
mansion with water. The grant for the enclosure of

this well, called the Nor-Well, is dated 1253, and the

stone structure over the spring is probably of that

date. The kitchen garden, known as the "
Vineyard

Garden," was the garden of the monastery, where the

pious brethren would have varied their religious
offices by manual labour, in cultivating the supplies
for the refectory. Hard by is the monks' orchard,

having on two sides the " Canons' Walk," a raised

path where the canons could take their daily exercise

in preference to pacing the muddy roads of the

surrounding country.
The church, which stands close by the mansion,

is but a fragment of the original structure, consisting
of the western portion of the monastic church. The
fine doorway and the very beautiful Early English

arcading on either side date from about 1250 ;
while

the tower, with its arcading, is perhaps a century
later.

To the artist and antiquarian there is much of

interest to be found in the remains of clustered

shafts, rich mouldings and carved stonework, which

have been dug up, telling of the art and loving care

bestowed by the monks on the building of their

church ;
encaustic tiles have been found over which

sandalled feet must have passed at the bidding of

the vesper bell, all telling of the sad and wanton

destruction which must have taken place on the

dissolution of the monastery. In 1644 the church

itself was the scene of severe fighting. A
party of Parliamentarian soldiers, hearing of the

approach of Royalist troops, took refuge in the

church, and for two hours defended themselves

against the opposing force ; eventually they were

overpowered, taken prisoners, and carried captive to

the neighbouring town of Banbury.
So little has been changed in the house and

surroundings during the last two centuries, that any-
one entering through the low archway into the court

might think he had indeed stepped back into past

ages, and would hardly be surprised if Sir Roger de

Coverley or Will Wr

imble greeted him on the

doorstep.

THh DkER I>AKK GATE.



LLANGEDWYN HALL,
DENBIGHSHIRE.

Rl
s l\(i in the mountainous region of North-
Wcst Montgomeryshire as docs also the

V\rtiwy, whose artificial lake is Liverpool's

supply the river I ati.it, on its way to the

Severn, trusses that southernmost slip of Denbigh-
shire which contains the parish of Llangedwyn. Its

valley is of that sub-mountainous kind whose base
is occupied by lush meadows, through which the

rushing, limpid stream winds ; the hilltops are

crowned with wood and waste, an.l their steep side-

are given up to mixed agriculture and dotted o^.i

sionally with the habitations of men. Of the larger
sort of these is the old manor house which we illus-

trate, admirably set and planned to give value to the

characteristics of its site, and which forms part of
that greit territory in North Wales acquired and
owned in the early part of the eighteenth century
by the first Sir \Vatkin Williams - Wynn, whose

names and estates have e\er SMKC i.mtinued in his

line. The story of the acquisition of this larut,--... .

'
.

estate, aiul of its administration with a view to its

i. interring the utmost
political

and social intiueiue

upon its lords, is a bit of local, merging into national,

history of the most engaging kind. If unrecognised
in the " Almanach de (totha," this principality wa-

nevertheless ruled by a descendant of primes ; for,

though the first Sir Watkin's paternal great-yrand-
father had been but a quiet country parson, his

maternal ancestor one degree further back had clearly
established himself as thirteenth in direct lineal

descent from Owain dwvnedd, I'tince of North
Wales and a descendant ot Roderick the (ireat. Sir

John Wynn of (iwydir, born in I 55.1, the author of

the "
History of the dwydir 1-amily

"
and the framer

of this romantic, but not necessarily imaginative,

pedigree, did not, however, confine his attention to

//C()\7 f.\ /A.I.U /:.
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the past. He was a man of a practical business

mind, thoroughly interested in the present, and keen

to make the best use of his opportunities. He sat

in Parliament, was of the Council of the Marches of

Wales and appears in that second batch of baronets

which, in June, 1611, followed the first creation of

the previous month. All this was part of his scheme
of improving his worldly position and multiplying
his worldly goods. So " shrewd and successful

"

was he in his dealings, that his less prosperous and

energetic neighbours were apt to give him an ill

name, and the superstition long survived at Llanrwst

that " the spirit of the old gentleman lies under the

great waterfall Rhaiadr y Wennol, there to be

punished, purged, spouted upon and purified from

the foul deeds done in his days of nature." We hear

that " his ancestors had been tor generations notorious

Llantrisant, and he early determined to pursue his

way to fortune by the twin roads of law and

matrimony.
" What have you ?

"
said the owner of

the Glascoed estate to the briefless barrister who
asked his only child's hand in marriage.

"
I have,

sir, a tongue and a gown." These were deemed

sufficient, and proved so, for his legal career was

eminently successful, though he missed the Wool-
sack. This was not from lack of trimming his sails

to suit prevailing political winds, for, as Speaker of

the House of Commons in 1680, we find him on the

Whig side and licensing the publication of Danger-
field's "Narrative." But when, after James II. 's

accession, Dangerfield was pilloried as a libeller and

Williams was fined /,8,ooo for his part in the matter,

he found it opportune to change his views, and he

suddenly blossoms out as Solicitor-General and a

FROM THE FIFTH TERRACE.

for the number of their progeny"; and this quality
descended to, but ended with, him

;
for half a century

had not gone by, after his demise in 1 627, before three

deaths had brought the title to his fourth son's son,
with whom the title expired, and who had to find an

heir to the estates by adopting the son of the sixth

son's grand-daughter. Sir John Wynn, fifth and last

baronet, had vastly added to his inherited acres by his

marriage with the heiress of a large estate near

Ruabon, then called Watstay, but which he altered

to Wynnstay, and which has remained the chief seat

of his kinsmen. Though he had no children by his

wife, he had both possession and disposition of her

property, and he made more than one will before he

decided that it should descend to the issue of his

cousin Jane Thelwail, who had married Sir William

Williams, second baronet of that name. William

Williams the elder was the son of a vicar of

baronet, and conducts the prosecution of the seven

bishops in 1688, under promise that, if successful,

the Great Seal would be taken from Jeffreys and

handed to him. As, six months later, the Revolution

had occurred and Jeffreys was in the Tower,
Williams's failure to get a conviction against the

bishops was, perhaps, lucky for himself, for he was

able to pose as a friend of the Revolution and hope
for office, which, however, he never got. He died in

1 700, and of his successor nothing need be said, except
that in 1692 a son, Watkin, was born unto him,
who was in due course adopted by Sir John Wynn.
Very likely this turning-point in the lad's fortunes

took place before 1710, when we find him a fellow-

commoner of Jesus College, Oxford, but it certainly

occurred before 1714, as then he was living with old

Sir John at Wynnstay. Next year he married
;
the

year after that he entered Parliament
;
and in 1719,
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ON THE LA WN.

at the death of his kinsman in his ninety-first year, he

came into his great inheritance. For many years

after this he was known as the Honoured Mr.

Watkin Williams, for he did not succeed to the

baronetcy till his father's death in 1740, and the

additional surname of

\\ynn, though legal, was

never popular, either in

his or his son's time,

and it is always as Sir

W.itkin Williams that we
find them mentioned con-

temporarily, as in Horace

Walpole's
"
Correspon-

dence
"

But it was not

only the Wynn and

Williams estates that

coalesced under the first

Sir Watkin
;

to them
were added three Vaughan
properties, of which

Llangedwyn was one.

Probably built originally
under Elizabeth, when
it was known as Plas

Newydd, or the New
Hall, it was owned by
a family still Welsh

enough not to have

crystallised down to a

it was Moris ap Robert ap
and heiress married Owen

Vaughan of Llwydiarth, High Sheriff of Montgomery-
shire, in 1601. Their great-grand-daughter, Mary
Purcell, married Edward Vaughan of Glanllyn,

" Ye

'

surname, for

Moris whose
hearwe

daughter

SO I 'Til 7KRK.\('I:S,
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adopted heir of Edward Vaughan of Llwydiarth

Esquire, son and heir of Sir Robert Vaughan Knight,"
who had been the second son of Owen Vaughan.
Edward Vaughan, soon after his marriage, became

Knight of the Shire for Montgomeryshire, and sat till

his death. He had a son and two daughters ;

but the son died a lad and one daughter child-

less, and on Sir Edward's death in 1718 Llan-

gedwyn, and eventually the other estates, went

to Anne, wife of Watkin Williams. Whether

the transformation of the Elizabethan house into

one of the style of Queen Anne's day was carried

out by Edward Vaughan or by Watkin Williams it

is difficult to say, as there are no written records, and

no dates appear on the fabric. The appearance is not

incompatible with the earlier years of George I., and,

as the ceiling in the dining-room has Williams-Wynn

eighteenthrequirements of the beginning of the

century. The result is certainly most agreeable,

combining classic symmetry and reserve of detail

with almost Gothic looseness and freedom of general
form in picturesque and engaging fashion. The
texture of the walling and roof, the mouldings of
the hipped gables continued as a guttering along
the eaves, the correct thickness of the original
sash bars, the simple yet stately proportions of
the pedimented doorway really too good to be

smothered by creepers all combine to make

Llangedwyn Hall a desirable and satisfying abode,
British to the backbone, sprung naturally from
the soil as the fit habitation at once comfortable yet

dignified, homely yet refined of that equally-native

product of our Isles, the country gentleman. Of
course, it owes quite as much to its setting as to its

KITCHEN GARDENS.

as well as Vaughan arms, it follows that some of the

work is posterior to 1718. The structure as well as

the site of the Elizabethan house was retained, but it

was wholly remodelled in its details inside and out,

and no casement windows, except in the garrets, were

allowed to survive. Its shape is irregular, and the

local belief that it was "built in the form of the letter

E in compliment to Edward Vaughan, its owner," is

amusingly ignorant in that such shape was out of

fashion long before Edward Vaughan's time, and

Llangedwyn is not an example of it. The recessed

portion to the left is twice the depth of that to the

right of the porch, which, moreover, in no way repre-

sents the short central limb of the letter E, but comes

out flush with the wings. Perhaps the original house

was of the design so general in the latter half of the

sixteenth century, and grew into the less symmetrical
form it now exhibits to meet the accommodation

architecture, but these two qualities are not

independent, not a haphazard, but a co-ordinated

combination ; the site has largely influenced the

design, and the design has given feature to the site.

Perched and terraced on the steeply-rising ground,
there is no attempt made to bring a carriage-way to

the door a superfluous luxury which our great-

grandfathers never put themselves out to afford to

their womenkind but the short, straight avenue of

noble trees ends in an open space, where the cirriage

swings and sets down the visitor at the bottom of

the fine segmental steps, up which he must ascend

and cross a flowery terrace before he reaches the

threshold on to which, and on to the dial above it,

pours the southern sun. To the left of the house as

you face it, lies the stable-yard, almost mediaeval in

homely irregularity and unspoiled picturesqueness.
But to the right the whole space between the shaded
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and protect! 113;
hill of oak trees and the road, which

runs parallel with and nearer to the river, is occupied

by a series of terraces, all different in their width,
their height, their features and their garden purposes.
The nanvw space between the first and second walls

below the wood admits of a flower-bordered gravel
walk only, but below this is a broad expanse, accom-

modating not merely pati\s and borders, but a stretch

of lawn forming the groundwork for tree and bush,
flower-bed and lily-pool. Below, again, are three

more plats, the lowest of which is level with and runs

up to road and avenue, and affords ample space for

the happy, homely mixture of fruit and flower, of

vegetable ground and orchard, of grassy plat and

bushy pleasaunce. All this bears surface evidence

of to-day's gardening spirit and of the present
choice of plants, but in substance it is original.
It belongs, as much as the house does, to a

fashion centuries old. No "
Capability Brown

"
ever

came to supplant its pleasant terraces with formless

clumps and wearisome belts
;
no landscape gardener

destroyed its honestly formal walks and replaced them
with artificially-natural serpentines. This is not a

garden after the old style, it is the old style itself
;

it is the thing and not an imitation. House and

garden are harmoniously synchronous, a single
untouched composition. Nor do we breathe a

different atmosphere when we cross the threshold, for

within there is the same savour of undisturbed

antiquity, of unbroken ownership ; indeed, the

ancient owners are there to greet us. Here is

Edward Vaughan himself, and there the lad who was

to have been his heir. Near by is his sister Anne,
who took his place when he died at twenty years of

age, and carried her father's house and lands to the

young man who was later on to be known as
" the

great Sir Watkin," and whom we also find here as

Hudson's brush depicted him. Nor do these

canvases look down on an unfamiliar scene. There
is still much of the surroundings that they lived with ;

furniture and tapestry, plaster-work and panel. Nay,
are there not old four-post bedsteads valanced,
curtained and covered with the linen richly and

heavily embroidered by the ladies of the house in the

arduous and solid needlework of stems and leaves,

of fruit and flower, of bird and butterfly, which

eighteenth century dames found leisure and patience
to produce ?

One interesting reminder of the lives and aims

of Watkin Williams and Anne Vaughan has most

appropriately arrived here in more recent times a

jewel presented to the late Lady Williams-Wynn in

1869. It was the presidential badge of a club which

was then dissolved, having long outlived its principles
and its purpose the Cycle Club, founded by Cheshire

and North Wales Jacobites in 1710, when Britain

was wearying of the Whig Government of Marl-

borough and Godolphin, and was growing Tory, if

not even occasionally glancing sideways across Channel

to St. Germains, where the exiled Stuart lay the

brother, and why not the successor, of Anne ? Why
not, indeed, thought Sir Watkin throughout his
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career, and his opinions were within an ace of costing
him his life and fortune. He was, with Sir John
Cotton and Sir William Wyndham, the most active

of Jacobite members throughout Sir Robert Walpole's

long government, and keen on impeachment when
that Minister fell. "A man of great note among the

most disaffected to the present Ciovernment," thought

Speaker Onslow, and as he was also " a brave, open,

hospitable gentleman
"
of great fortune and energy,

his disaffection might be a serious thing. There is

no doubt that he was engaged to rise for the Pretender

on his proposed landing in 1 743, and that when, two

years later, the idea was realised and Kngland was
invaded from the Highlands, Sir \V.itkin was in

active correspondence with the rebels. He was of

those who sent word to Derby to assure Charles

Edward,
" in the name of many friends, that they

were ready to join in what manner he pleased, either

in the capital or every one in his own country." But
both the invasion and the retreat of the Highlanders
were too rapid for any general organised movements
under existing conditions of communication, and the

messenger arrived too late for concerted action.

Kngland and Wales remained quiet while the tide of
war flowed back to Scotland, and after Culloden it

was Scotchmen only who went to the block and the

gibbet. Yet there was an anxious moment when

John Murray turned informer. The (iovernment
learnt exactly what part had been played by >ir

Watkin and the other Southern Jacobites ; but the

danger was over, and the wise policy of stirring

up as little mud as possible prevailed. So

Murray was encouraged to whisper in the closet

but not blab iti open court which annoyed
a born gossip like Horace Walpolc, who wanted to

hear. Writing in March, 1747, to Horace Mann as

to Lord I .oval's trial, he tells him that
"
Murray, the

Pretender's .Viret.iry, was the chief evidence, who, in

the course of his information, mentioned Ixird

Traquair's having conversed With Lord Barrymorc,
Sir Watkyn Williams and Sir John Cotton on the

Pretender's affairs, kit that they were shy. 1 lc was

proceeding to name others, kit was stop|xrd by I/>rd

Talbot and the Court acquiesced I think ver\

indecently." Sir Watkin's "
shyness

"
saved him

and the estates, and all was right but one thing. 1 k-

had been married thirty years, hut no child survived

to inherit the great position he had built up
True, his wife had copied the example of the previous

Ijdy Wynn, and had made over all her property

unconditionally to her husband. Now she went

further. To supply the desired heir was beyond her,

so she made way for one who could. On May 24th,

1748, she died, and on July I9th following Sir

Watkin married again, "at the request of his late

lady under her hand," as the GtHuamui'i Magazine
informs us. As Sir Watkin was but fifty six, this

may be considered precipitate, even " under the

hand
"
of the "

late lady." But it was most prescient

and fortunate. In April of the following year the

Citntleman's Magazine has the entry :

K
Lady of Sir

Watkin Williams Wynne of a son
"

; and in the

following September it records Sir Watkin's death

"by a fall from his horse, in hunting," and describes

him as " a steady senator, a fine patriot . . . and

a noble example <>t loniugal fidelity ; his house

was a daily relief to the p<x>r : there was both

good bread for the hungry and good drink for

the thirsty, and none let to go empty aw

The time, however, had been enough, for the heir-

ship was doubly assured. I- our \ears later, that great
traveller and letter-writer, Bishop Pococke, was at
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Ruabon and saw the " handsome new house of a very

good freestone of a greenish cast," which Sir Watkin
had built at Wynnstay, and he also picked up local

information as to its late lord. " He lived at great

expense to support his interest in the country, and
had several houses in which he kept servants and a

table, insomuch that he is said to have died /,8o,ooo
in debt, but his elder son of two being very young,
it is supposed the estate will be cleared when he is

of age, tho' I have since been informed that his

debts amounted to no more than his personal estate."

This later information was undoubtedly correct.

The widow who lived on for fifty-four years and
the trustees bought additional estates with ths

accumulation of the long minority, so that son,

grandson and great-grandson continued to "
keep

servants and a table
"

in several houses, and

"supported their interest in the country
"

to such

extent that the grandson earned the title of " the

Prince in Wales," and the others were almost equally

popular and powerful. Their history, however, is

bound up with Wynnstay ; Llangedwyn may have

had its servants and its table, but was merely a sub-

ordinate place. With the death of the great-grand-
son, the fourth Sir Watkin, in 1885, there came a

break in the direct male succession ; part of the

estates, including Llangedwyn, went to his daughter,
the settled estates and the title to his nephew.

Llangedwyn, as the home of his widow and now of
his daughter, has its charms and associations in

safe keeping ; while the hitter's marriage with

her cousin, the present Sir Watkin, has ensured

an heir to undiminished possessions and great
traditions.

RECESS GARDEN-FKOM A WINDOW.



GAYHURST,
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE,

SOME

two miles north of the old Buckingham-
shire town of Newport 1'agnell, on a gentle
eminence above the river Ouse, which there-

about extends into marshy flats, stands the

old manor house of Gayhurst, formerly Gotehurst,
which is a place of considerable dignity and archi-

tectural merit, as

is manifest from

our pictures, while

its garden attrac-

tions arc very con-

spicuous.
It is

also a place which

has an interesting

history, and whose
ancient possessors
have done some

things that are

likely to sound as

long as English

history lasts.

What these things
were we shall now

proceed to relate,

before saying
anything about the

Gayhurst gardens,
which have taken

on new
and grown
beauty since the

times of which we

speak. Shortly
after the Conquest
Gotehurst, to call

it by its old name,
was a possession
of Odo, Bishop of

Bayeux, and it

afterwards passed

through the
families of Nowers,
N c v i 1 1 and
Mulsho. Pennant,
who gives some

description of the

house, says that it

was begun in the

year i 597, and was

afterwards im-

proved by William

Mulsho, the last

owner of his name.

Mary, his

only daughter and

heiress, married

in i 5<;(>
Sir Kverard Dijjby, who was esteemed in his

time one of the finest gentlemen in England. H
was a handsome anil accomplished man, was reieivcd

at the Court of Kli/a'xrth, and had several marks ( .t"

her favour. He possessed large estates in Rutland,

Leicestershire and Lincolnshire, and was connr

n

THE PORCH.
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with many of the greatest families in England.

Digby was of great stature and much bodily strength,
was attached to field sports and proficient in hawking
and hunting. About the year 1599 he fell under the

influence of Catesby, who seems to have obtained

extraordinary power over him, drawing him into that

dark conspiracy in which they were so deeply

concerned, and in which Digby was destined to play
a gloomy part. He had been a ward of the Crown,
and in consequence had been educated as a Protestant ;

but, in the year before the Queen's death, he turned

his back upon the courtly prospect before him, and,

returning to his Buckinghamshire estate, embraced

the religion of his fathers. He was, however, one of

the pretext of joining a hunting expedition on Duns-

moor Heath When the plot fell through, and

revengeful hands were upon the track of the con-

spirators, Digby sought shelter in a wood. The

pursuers were almost upon him, and he thought it

best to dismiss his attendants, telling them they

might keep what money they had, and shift for

themselves. Two of them stuck to him, and the

three sought concealment in a dry pit in a wood.

They were soon discovered, however, and the cry
was raised,

" Here he is ! Here he is !

"
Digby,

advancing on horseback, replied,
" Here he is, indeed !

What then ?
"
and, coming towards them, made as if

he would ride them down. His plight, however,

THE

those ready to welcome James at Belvoir, and was

knighted there in April, 1603. It would appear that

it was with difficulty he was induced to join the

conspiracy against the King. Catesby lured him on,

and deceived him by specious arguments, until at

length his doubts and misgivings were silenced, and

he threw himself enthusiastically into the cause,

contributing much money for its purposes. There is

some reason to believe that he was never so fully

trusted as the others. The part which he was to

play kept him away from London. He was to

co-operate with the general movement by inviting his

friends to foment a rising in the Midlands by bringing
them together at Dunchurch in Warwickshire, under

FRONT.

was seen to be hopeless, and, giving himself up, he

was taken, and sent to the Tower. Condemnation

followed, and, being drawn on a hurdle with three of

his accomplices to the place of execution, he behaved

with some dignity, and before being handed, drawn

and quartered, protested that Father Gerard was

innocent in the plot, a statement which historical

enquiry has vindicated.

Digby, the conspirator, seems to have secured

the estates at Gayhurst to his successor, the still more

famous Sir Kenelm Digby, who was born in the

house in 1603, and was brought up there. Sir

Kenelm Digby, author, naval commander and diplo-

matist, had a strange romantic career, and was an
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enigma to many. One contemporary compared him
to Pico Delia Mirandola for the universality of his

knowledge, while another styled him " the Pliny of

his age for lying." To John Evelyn he was "an
arrant mountebank." He fell in love with Venetia,

daughter of Sir Edward Stanley of Tonge Castle, a

lady of rare beauty and of great intellectual attain-

ments, who had been his playfellow in childhood.

His mother opposed the match, but the two pledged
their troth, and Digby went to Paris, where he was

received at the French Court. Lest worse things
should come to him, he thought it well to publish a

report of his death, and to fly to Italy, where he spent
two years in Florence. He was in Madrid when
Charles and Buckingham came there on the business

of the Spanish wedding, and his handsome person
and charming manners made him a great favourite

with the Spanish ladies. He returned to Portsmouth

in 1623, and sojourned fora time with his mother at

Gayhurst. When James knighted him at Hinchen-

brooke, that monarch, out of constitutional nervous-

ness, turned his face away from the sword, and would
have thrust it into Digby's eye, if Buckingham had

not interposed. The lovers again met, and they
were married in 1625, when he had explained
the report of his death, and the adventures in

which he had been concerned. There is much of

romance in the relations of Kenelm Digby and Venetia

Stanley. A large edible snail, the helix pomatia,
abounds in the woods at Gayhurst, and is quite

peculiar to the place. These were originally brought
from the South of France by Sir Kenelm Digby for

his wife, who was then fading away in consumption.

FRONT.

The snails are whitish in colour, tinged with red, bury
themselves in the autumn, and hibernate until the

spring.
Sir Kenelm Digby's eldest son was killed at

St. Neot's battle, and his younger son, John Digby,
succeeded at Gayhurst. The place then came to two

co-heiresses, who married respectively Sir John
Conway and Mr. Richard Mostyn, and these gentle-
men sold Gayhurst in 1704 to Mr. George Wright,
son of Sir Nathan Wright, Lord Keeper of the Privy
Seal. It was purchased along with the manor of
Stoke Geddington at the cost of 2 7,000. The
descendants of the new possessor continued to reside

thereuntil 1830, when the sole daughter and heiress

of the last Wright of Gayhurst died. The estates

then devolved upon the family of Wyndham of

Cromer in Norfolk, the name of Wright being

adopted in addition, and they have since passed to

the present proprietor. They are certainly a beautiful

possession.

Having now described the very interesting

history of Gayhurst, something may be said about the

house itself. It obviously belongs to two periods

mainly, for, while the east and north fronts bear the

aspect of Jacobean times, the west front is of a later

period, and has classic features. A house with

such a history must needs have had something
mysterious about it, and some of the old hiding-
holes survive. One is said to have been concealed

by its revolving roof, which formed the floor

of an upper apartment, and here legend says
that Digby and Catesby, and even Guy Fawkes

himself, discussed their nefarious projects. Those
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times .in- lon^ departed, and now it is pleasing to li*>k

upon the things they have left behind. In the broad

and substantial t.is .ule, wi'h its CUTVed gtbles and bold

projections, and, above all, its characteristic Jacobean

porch, the cast trout is admirable. On the north side,

too, there is much of" the same character. We may
admire also the classic feature, on the west side, as

well .is those of the neighbouring church, which

^iu\l by Wren.
\\'e are here more concerned with the marked

features of the gardens of" this very attractive place.

\;KT, the poet, who lived at OJney, only a tew

miles aw.i\, was in ecstasies with the beauties of the

spot.
" The situation is happy, the gardens elegantly

disposed, the hothouse in the most flourishing state,

and the orange trees the most captivating creatures of

the kind I ever saw." The (Jayhurst gardens have

undergone many changes since that time, and their

beauties arc mostly found in the special manner in

which the architecture is carried outward, in an original

manner, which should offer a suggestion to many, in

the dense hedges of yew. The sculptured pillars,

with conventional anchors on their sides, suggesting
to us the sea voyages of Sir Kenelm Digby, and truir

tinials, of hollow obelisk type, so typical of the last

years of Elizabeth and the earlier years of James,
which have larger counterparts at Montacute and

Canons Ashby, rise most pleasantly out of the yew
hedging and possess in themselves a most fascinating

patina of age. Between them, extend long yew ht

of fine growth to form the garden enclosure, nit in

the unusual curves illustrated in the pictures. There

arc also columns of yew, in some
places,

with ion-

necting arches, which are quite striking as garden
features. The dark hue of the dense green ion'

admirably with the lighter green of the lawn,

forms a tine background to the garden flowers. The
"immemorial yew

"
gives, indeed, great distinction to

the (iayhurst gardens, and is there not merely in the

clipped form, but in natural growth of fine ami

beautiful character. When in the spring its "gloom
is kindled at the tips," the effect is very beautiful.

There are sunny glades and long outlooks under fhc

outstretched branches of these solemn trees, which art-

part icul.irly delightful.
But the foliage at (iayhurst is not confined to

the yew. There is, indeed, considerable variety at

the place. There are water and rose gardens, a

fish-pond, wide open stretches in the park, and

much natural beauty. But, after all, the great
old house, bearing upon its face the evidence of

successive generations, and standing in the midst

of quaint ami regular gardens, and the masses

of the dark tree in natural and simple topiary

fashion, are what we should admire in this old garden
of Buckinghamshire. Delightful it is to walk in the

green gl<x>m of the half-circle of yew beneath the

down-stretched arms of the trees.

77/A FISI/-POHD.





KEEVIL MANOR,
TROWBRIDGE.

' \\V arc the quaint old manor houses of

Wiltshire which remain as a precious

heritage of that beautiful and varied

county. The castles of its feudal barons

!u\e, indeed, mostly disappeared, or are traced

only by the fragments which Time and changes of

manners have spared ; but of its mansions of the

fifteenth and later centuries there is very much to

say. Not anywhere else in Kngland do we find

houses of our ancestors more numerous and inter-

esting. Two causes have contributed to the survival

of these antique edifices in Wiltshire, while elsewhere

their comrades have more rapidly disappeared. In

the first place, the local stone is of very durable

character, and it was employed by men who built

well and solidly. Then the c.uises which have

resulted in changes in other parts of Kngland are

wanting in Wiltshire. There are no busy manu-

facturing centres with their thronging populations
and ceaseless necessities, and even the clothing trade,

which cnce made the county prosperous, has departed
to enrich the Yorkshire-men, and, we may add, to

tlespoil of much of their beauty the valleys in which

they practise their craft.

Thus it is that Keevil Manor, which stands

some five miles south of Melksham, and as many
cast of Trowbridge, is but one of a goodly brother-

hood. Some of its comrades have, indeed, fallen

upon evil times, and have been touched by the

influences of decay; but there are others, like itself,

which are now more jealously guarded than in any

previous period. It has been remarked that these old

Wiltshire houses are singular in being mostly

"ghostless," there being few stories whispered in

the evening dusk of the nightly visitants who flit

through the galleries or drag their chains in the

stairways of houses in the North and other parts of

Kngland. This cannot be due to any lack of imagina-
tion in the Wiltshiremen, for the pleasing fam\
shown in their houses, and in their gardens, such

car
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as those of Kccvil Manor, presents conspicuous

testimony to the contrary.
The historian has had little to say of this quaint

old place. It does not seem to have witnessed any

striking events in former times, to be associated with

any dramatic story, or to have offered any signal
interest to the chronicler. Its attraction for us is in

the admirable spirit of its architectural forms and

details, and the very notable character of its gardens.
The high-pitched gables give boldness and variety to

the structure, the many windows with their mullions

and transoms are appropriate and good, and there

is a very notable porch with a chamber over it, the

doorway having a low Tudor arch, flanked by

something ot spiritual or reflective character, perhaps
in some carving, some bit of painted glass, or some
Biblical verse raised aloft in places, and seen in its

perforations against the sky. There were buildings,
like Longford Castle, and a triangular lodge at

Rushton Hall, which were said to be symbolical of

the Trinity. Out into the garden went the same

spirit, and we see how at Keevil Manor it has found

expression in the giant clipped yews, known as the

Twelve Apostles. They are magnificent examples of

topiary skill, and of patient and continued labour and

care in this engaging department of the gardener's
craft. In form, these mighty yews approximate to

the magnified shape of a pawn upon a chessboard ;

THE ENTRANCE FRONT.

well-proportioned classic columns. More notable still

is the gateway through which the forecourt is entered,
this being a remarkable and beautiful example ot the

English Renaissance, lacking, perhaps, a little light-
ness and grace, but sound and good in design and

masonry. The arch, the patterns in the spandrels,
the pillars, the open strapwork cresting and the

very handsome niches on either side are all of great
interest to the student of architecture, and rank with

the garden architecture at Montacute, Canons Ashby
and Gayhurst.

Our other pictures arc chiefly devoted to

exhibiting the gardens' one very singular feature. It

pleased the old Englishman to invest his house with

but it were, perhaps, vain to enquire from what

veritable objects they took their sculptured bulk.

Their inner significance is their greatest interest,

and even the old satirists of "clipped greens
"
would

have found merits in these Wiltshire examples.

They are of the same simple and reserved character

as those at Bradfield and at St. Catherine's Court,
and much better than the shapeless, if amusing,
set at Treworgey.

At Keevil they exhibit the same right sense

of proportion as does the house itself, which is,

in its perfect simplicity and restraint, a good proof
of how difficult it seems to be for the modern

architects, who pretend to copy seventeenth century
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examples, to understand and appreciate the exact

composition of line and proportion which makes
old houses agreeable and sufficing in a measure

very seldom attained to-day. It will be noted

that the tall clipped yews at Keevil Manor stand

adjacent to the mansion, and are seen on passing

through thi gate. The grouping presented by the

curious trees and the old house is very picturesque,
and looking in the other direction, from the porch,

the entrance arch and the open country beyond
present a very attractive prospect. There are

quaint stables and outhouses behind the manor
house which have stood there many a long day,
and the grouping of structures is most pleasing
and picturesque.

Keevil Manor is one of the seats of Major
A. W. Hicks Beach, and the residence of Colonel
Sir John Williams Wallington, K.C.B.

THE TWELVE APOSTLES.



STIBBINGTON HALL,
HUNTINGDONSHIRE.

THIS
(.harming little Huntingdonshire manor

house is ot the pleasant liveable type which

country gentlemen ot Elizabeth's and

James's time built by the score in those

counties where gcxxl ashlar stone was handy. Its

Wiltshire cousin .it Keevil has just been descriU'd in

this volume. The Huntingdonshire builder sought
a horizontal <. rivet, whereas the three store) sot Keevil

cause the vertical lines to predominate. Hut in lx>th

there was the same arrangement of a forecourt entered

JT7^
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by an arch, surmounted by a simple design of the

strapwork school, leading up to the principal facade

of the house, which a double storeyed and pilastered

porch centres ;
and in both cases the upper pilasters

have the bad English, habit of supporting nothing.
Their structural purpose has been forgotten in the

transit of the feature from Italy, and the English

country designer is satisfied to use them as an orna-

ment merely. Stibbington Hall stands in a pleasant

village situated in a parish upon the Great North

Road from London to York, and lying in the extreme

north-west of Huntingdonshire. It is some twenty-
one miles north of Huntingdon town, and in that

nodule which the county, as seen on the map,

projects into Northamptonshire, partly enclosed by a

great horse-shoe curve of the Nene flowing onward

from Oundle to Peterborough. Stibbington is an

ancient place which has witnessed the passage of

many great people from the earliest days to the present

time, and, within a mile of it, is Wansford Bridge,
which crosses the Nene on thirteen arches, one half

in Stibbington and the other half in Wansford

parish.
Ot the Hall itself there is little to say.

Such history as it has is written on its face. It was

built in the year 1625 of that fine stone of pleasant

hue which makes the buildings in this part of England
so attractive, and the large square ashlar ot its

composition is well wrought and skilfully laid.

Unlike, in one respect, to the solid block of Keevil

essentially a Wiltshire pattern Stibbington spreads

itself into the E shape so much affected in its age.

The arrangement of the porch, of the gabled wings
with ample light-admitting bays, and of the intervening

dormers is most gracious, and presents a sky-line of

finialed gables well balanced, yet various in size and

pattern. The character and design of the porch and

gateway arches, and of the gable surmounting the

one, and the achievement topping the other, are

closely related, and the one leads up to the other in

excellent taste. Over the entrance, with the date, is

an inscription giving glory to the Triune God, and
in the gable above is a shield bearing the arms of its

seventeenth century possessor. There is something
very delightful in the picture presented by the house,
with its triple approaches ; and the old garden wall,

about which green things cluster, has a picturesque-
ness of its own.

This Huntingdonshire dwelling-place has been

fortunate, unlike many such houses, in preserving its

features unchanged. Within and without it is well

cared for, with veneration for its old character and

understanding of its antique features. It is, indeed,
in the hands of those who value and appreciate it,

and it stands in its pleasant surroundings, with its

woods and meadows, presenting a very attractive

example of the residences of our sires. The foliage
is extremely beautiful, and the neighbouring landscape
attractive.

Captain Vipan is well known as a naturalist, and

his aquarium and natural history collections add a

very great deal to the interest of his residence. The

aquarium, indeed, contains, we believe, the finest

collection of fresh-water fish in Europe. Wr
e may

remark also that the gardens are well kept, as may
be seen by the presence of fine ornamental trees,

and of a particularly notable well-trimmed yew
hedge, tall and dense, as such a garden feature

should be.



HUTTON IN THE-FOREST,
CUMBERLAND.

Tl
11^ Mutton is called Mutton-in-the-1-orcst to

distinguish it from the many other Muttons
of the North Country. The forest was wild

Inglcwood, the deep forest which flowed

over the midmost plain ot Cumberland. The

Conqueror, who loved all forests, took it into his

hands, but from time to time his descendants granted

away manors within its bounds. Chief among these

manors was Mutton, which the first Kdward gave for

a livelihood to a family taking their name from it,

Crown foresters at Inglewood, as it would seem,

bearing a hunter's horn on their shield of arms, and

keeping their lands by the tenure of holding the

King's stirrup when he should mount his horse at the

gate of the castle of merry Carlisle. Mere they
feasted or quarrelled with their neighbours, remem-

bering the ties of kinship to the third and fourth

generation, and the call of a Mood-feud to the

seventh. They hunted in the dark forest until the wolf

and the wild ox were no more, and their border

battlings went on until the quartering of the Scottish

lion with the Knglish leopards brought peace to the

North. In that day the Muttons of I Uitton-in-thc-

1-orest come to an end as though their service was .it

an end.

The purchaser of Mutton was a new man among
the manor lords of the lx>rder. There is trade in the

bl<x>d of all Knglish folk, but trade was not wont to

bring notable prosperity to Cumberland men. There-

fore, all Cumberland wondered at the ureat wealth

of these Fletchers, chapmen in Cockcrmouth on
Derwent. l-or three generations their fortunes hail

grown. When the Queen of Sots came into

Cumberland after all \v.is lost at I-ingside, the lady of

Workington gave body-linen to the hunted Queen,
but the rich Fletcher of Cockermouth clad her

gallantly in a velvet gown. loiter on, Sir Marry,
the rich chapman's son, was .is eager for war as any
of the rugged house that had passed aw.iy from their

forest tower. I Ic armed a regiment on behalf of

King Charles, and rode at its head in a colonel's siarf.

Mis men, amon>| whom must have been many forest

bred, were with those who defended Carlisle in vain,

and in the same year of ('145, Sir Marry, leading his

I-'RUM I HI-
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men to the skirmish on Rowton Heath, by Chester,
came by his end like a loyal cavalier. His son, Sir

George, inherited an estate which had suffered through
his father's loyalty, but was able to repair all. Sand-

ford, describing his "most princelike palace," gives
us his picture in 1675 as a "very brave monsir

;

great houskeper, hunter and horse cowrser ;
never

without the best runing hors or two, the best he can

get." His successor, Sir Henry, was the last of the

house. Though born in the Restoration year, he

lacked the light-heartedness of his age, and the

merriment of the London which had slammed the

door on the Puritan was not for him. Bishop
Nicolson of Carlisle found him living a gloomy and

reserved bachelor at his house of Hutton-in-the-

Forest, a changed place since the year when, a young
archdeacon with antiquarian tastes, he had first dined

with old Sir George. In 1684, writes the archdeacon,
" habe ich gespeiset zu Hutton," for being bred at

Leipzig he loved to mix English with High Dutch
in his diary, and doubtless there was good company
from all the country-side on that day. But in 1705
the bishop says nothing of guests.

" Mr. Archdeacon

and I went to Hutton and dined with Sir H. F., who
will not bear touching upon his presumed desertion

of the Protestant faith." He had indeed deserted

his Protestantism, and soon afterwards he made a

settlement of his estate and went beyond sea to

Douay, that ancient refuge for English exiles of the

Roman obedience. There he took the vows of a

monk, and Hutton eventually passed to Henry
Vane, his sister's son.

From Harry Vane, a fifteenth century Kentish

yeoman, sprang, as generations passed, the founders

of several noble houses, from dukedoms to baronies,
and from him also sprang the Vanes of Hutton-in-

the-Forest. Sir Harry Vane, the elder, is their

ancestor, that stirring and boisterous man, industrious

and bold, who began Court life with the purchased
office of a carver. In his hands the investment

prospered, until from a squire of lands worth under

^500 by the year he swelled to be a Privy Councillor,
a Secretary of State and a knight with rents of ^3,000
at the least. He bought for his chief seat the noble

castle of Raby, once of the Westmorlands, where he

entertained the sovereign whose forces in after years,
headed by his own son George, captured it by sudden

surprise.
Of his son Harry, "the younger Vane," history

has spoken. A Puritan mystic from his youth

upward, Harry Vane the younger took up his

father's feud with Wentworth, who had made
enemies of all the Vanes by wantonly choosing for

himself a title from their newly-bought castle

of Raby.
"
Vane, young in year but in sage

council old," was reckoned within the walls of the

Parliament an equal force to the Lord General

without, and when, after the Restoration, he died

steadfastly on the scaffold, a ruffle of drums and

a flourish of trumpets drowning his last words,
even the vindictive Cavaliers knew that they
had slain a great man, and had no joy of their

revenge. Sir George Vane, the younger brother of

this Puritan knight, must have been a simpler soul,
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trie from >ir Harry's high-floWR faiu:es. H:s M
was to -the K ..:, whatever devious paths his father

and brother might tread. He lived <>n his Durham
laruls at I

v
- A ton, married a Durham heiress

and brought up a family, his son Lionel being husl>aiul

>t Catherine Fletcher of Hutton-in-the- Forest,
which estate their descendants still hold.

The hall of Hutton is a noble house, well set

among woodland and rare gardens. Of" the home of

the Huttons of that ilk remains a peel-tower of the

Cumin-Hand fashion. Writing in ih-i, Sir Daniel

Fleming of Rydal could recall days when Hutton
Was a strong place, with a high tower, well moated

about, a drawbridge spanning the moat. "
\

good defence against the Scottish inroads," says
Sir Daniel ; hut when Sir Richard Fletcher

bought Hutton, Scotland had ceased to be an enemy's
land, therefore he filled the moat and set to

work to make a neighbourly home of his newly-

bought fortress, which, nevertheless, still shows .1

row of warlike battlements over the trees.
" A

spacious gallery
"

is described by Sir Daniel as the

work of the Cavalier who fell on Rowton Moor. Sir

George Fletcher added a classic block in the fore-

court, the design being traditionally attributed to

Inigo Jones. Sir Henry the monk did little for the

house, although he may have had a care for the

garden. His observant
guest, Bishop Nicolson,

noted that the house in Queen Anne's reign was

overrun with rats, which ate Sir Henry's beds and

hangings ; but the gardens were in good condition,

new plants from the Indies being nourished there

with plantations of (ir, beech, elm and lime. The

garden features of gate piers and stairway, of

statues and vases, are all in perfect .mord with the

if the later of the Fletchers, and with the i!

block of the house, but are less m harmony with the

somewhat conspicuously modern (iothic character

impressed upon the mam structure by Anthony
Nilvin, who in iX'u completed a "restoration"

beyun thirty five sears earlier. Vet the general
etFeit of the great house, standing al*ive an I yet

embosomed in fine grounds, is almost too beautiful

to leave any scope for the critic's dissecting knife.

The hilly site has been well taken advantage of

there is reason for terraic- ami steps, there is

sufficient and yet not overpowering formalism of

stone and topiary work, of straight path and

perpendicular walling ; for these soon nive w.i\ !

natural slopes and to free growing trees, which may
well be the splendid survivors of Sir Henry the

monk's plantations. On one hand they encompass
and shelter the garden, and on the other,

where the open outlix>k is preserved, they rise in

glorious masses to the woody heights of the middle

distance of a Cumberland landscape, which still may
remind us ot forest days and ancient sport. Near

the site of the ol.l farm buildings was but I

tfely

discovered the octagonal tower ot the manorial do\e

cote which should wait upon a house of this rank.

Foul and neglected, parted into two stores s .is .1

kennel, and abandoned at that, it h.is now been

cleansed and set in order, so that, should hawking
be once again a sport followed at Hutton i*

th' Forest, the lord's hawks will not want tor

their meat.

/ (S/ A.\/AM.W A GATES J-KOM IOLK7 ) .1 HI).





NEWTON FERRERS,
CORNWALL.

THIS

house, presenting unusual but pleasant

Harden features, is situated at Newton

1-crrers, on the river I.ynher, within some-

three miles ot the oKl town of Callington
in Cornwall, and must not be confounded with the

-h of the same name in Devonshire, about seven

miles from Plymouth. Both of these pleasant West

Country places are Newtons, and both of them take
their suffix from the yrcat family of l-errers. The
present house, by such features as its windows ami

cornice, as well as by its garden architecture, proclaims
its.lt ot the post Restoration type, and has a solid and

7UK LOWER PIERS.
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substantial style, which seems appropriate to the hard

granite of which the structure is built. There was
doubtless a house here in earlier times, and the recent

discovery, during alterations, of a figure of Janus

gives colour to the old tradition that here dwelt an

Italian official of the Papacy charged with the manage-
ment of the church property around Tavistock which

A LEADEN ll'ARRIOR.

passed to the Russells after the Reformation. The
manor was held by a stem of the house of Ferrers

until, in 1314, Isolda, daughter and heiress of

John de Ferrers, married John Coryton, whose

family had derived its name from a place some eight
miles north of Tavistock in Devonshire.

For centuries the house and manor of Newton
Ferrers belonged to this family, which did not become

extinct in the male line until 1739. The Corytons
made no great mark upon history ; but William

Coryton, son of Peter Coiyton of Newton Ferrers,

was a prominent politician in the time of Charles I.

and the Commonwealth. He was Vice-Warden of

the Stannaries in 1603, and was elected to represent
his county in Parliament in 1623, his spirit being sturdy

and strongly opposed to

the policy of the King.
He objected to the forced

loan of 1627, and was

arrested and lodged in

the Fleet prison, where he

remained some months,

being released in view of

the opening of Parlia-

ment. In the next year
he was again returned,
and spoke in the debate

on tonnage and poundage,

though his attitude was

studiously moderate.
He was, nevertheless, in-

volved in difficulties, and,

being present when
Speaker Finch refused

to put to the House a

remonstrance on the

subject, made by Sir John
Eliot, followed by the

laying of violent hands

upon the Speaker by
Denzil Holies and others,

he was implicated and

charged with having aided

and abetted. Coryton
was summoned before the

Star Chamber, but refused

to plead, alleging the

privilege of Parliament.

He was committed to the

Tower, but made sub-

mission, and was released

and reinstated in his

offices in the Stannary
Court. His son, John

Coryton of Newton, also

showed a strong spirit

against the Crown at one

time, but, nevertheless,

was received into favour,
and raised to the

baronetage in February,
1661-62. He represented
Cornwall Callington and

Launceston at various
times in Parliament, and

died in 1680. His two

sons, John and William,
followed him in his title

and possessions, and the

younger of them, Sir William, who was three

times married, had for his third wife a lady some-

what advanced in years, who, however, was the

rich widow of a rich goldsmith and banker of

Lombard Street, and to this source we may pro-

bably attribute the building of the present house

and the construction of the remarkable terraces. He
left a son, who succeeded to the title in 1711, but
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: ihildless, and his estate passed to his w
Kachel, the daughter r U -.Hum HcUar, a member
of" an okl Cornish family.

\ ^t. in I louse and other property remained

with the Hclvar family until one of its members,

wishing to concentrate his possessions m Somerset,
sold it, early in the last century, to Mr. Kdward
Collins (a member of an old Cornish family who
served their county in Parliament and in the shrievalty
in medieval times), whose third son is the present

proprietor.
The house of Newton Ferrers stands finely in a

pleasant situation upon the slope of a hill, with a

very beautiful outlook across the country and the

one not only admits the
propriety

of the design, but

one delights in the original and wholly appropriate
effect propiucd. A flight of segmental steps leads

down from the doorway to a level space of grass,
with a stone pathway down the middle. At the

outer edge of this frontage of grass runs the first line

of balustrading from winfj to wing of the house, thus

making an enclosure of the hollow square. Ivy
clothes with its dark vesture the grey granite of' the

walls in places, ami the green things that love a nnky
rootage are

flourishing in the interstices of the stair

\sa\ In- which we descend. The balustrade, beautiful

in its severe simplicity, is divided at intervals by
squared pedestals, e.uh i rested with a ball, while two

COKN1&H STOXE.

river below. There are woods and fields and

shadowy lanes, and that general richness of vegetation
which is so characteristic of that part of F.ngland.
The spirit of the soil is in the place. The hard

granite gives its individuality alike to the house and

the garden. It is used even for the gateposts in the

fields, and it has a very quaint and beautiful effect in

the old ball-topped and shield-adorned piers of the

entrance gateway at Newton Ferrers House. The

terracing on the garden side has a character all its

own. No Bath stone balustrading would ever be

made, or look well if made, with balusters so simply
massive and so sparsely placed. But the moment one-

recognises the texture and hardness of the material,

taller pillars, each also with its globe, flank the way
to the terrace below. Here, until recently, ivy grew

rampantly, as it will when not judiciously thinned, to

the concealment of the architectural features. This

strong and vigorous climber has a wonderful value in

gardens ; but it must be kept under control, and

mere pruning only serves to make it grow thicker.

Descending now to the second level by another

segmental stairway, we are better able to view

the surroundings. There is a larger outlook, and we
notice that the ground falls to the left into a hidden

region of sylvan beauty, where the terrace walls arc

strongly buttressed. All is velvety turf now
where we tread, and a delightful level platform
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does this terrace make for a walk when the birds, piping
in the early mornings of summer, fill the lovely valley

with song. It is a scene of repose and beauty, and

from this vantage point we may ascend on the right to

a lovely flower garden on the hill. Here, again, on

the terrace, the space of grass is margined by a

balustrade like the last, which is a masterpiece of

garden architecture in hard stone. The style is quite

unique, and the work is said to have been " done by
an Italian," though the character is so germane to the

soil. Fringing the terrace wall, and rooted in the

stone, are flowering bushes and wall plants, lending a

final charm. From this grass terrace we descend by
another segmental flight,

the grandest of them all,

and floral like the rest, to the third level, to examine

certain objects which, from above, have already
aroused our curiosity. These are two admirable

statues of lead, representing Mars and Minerva, and

having granite monoliths as pedestals. Both the

Cornish houses included in this volume give examples
of classic figures, such as the age of Anne dressed

them, and produced in the metal so well handled

by the craftsmen of the day. Our old gardens
have no more charming features than their lead-

work, so much better suited to our climate than the

white marble of the South, and which gives quaint-
ness to these deities of the classic age. Truly this

progression downward from terrace to terrace through
the gardens of Newton Ferrers has a rare and

singular fascination. There are terraces elsewhere,

and even segmental stairs and leaden statues, but

in few places is there so striking a combination.

Here is a garden that derives much of its endow-
ment of beauty from its surroundings. On the height
is the realm of flowers, radiant and fragrant all the

summer long ; clinging to the terrace walls is a

wealth of beautiful things ;
below is a more wooded

region entered between lofty gateposts, with the

attraction of water, and the old bridge on the way to

Newton is a picturesque feature. The country here-

about is
hilly,

almost mountainous, very impressive in

character, with something even of grandeur, and it

frames the house and gardens in most lovely and

harmonious fashion. This country of the Lynher
and the Tamar is one of the most interesting in the

West of England. The Tamar may be traced, with

increasing delight, upward from Saltash, by Pentillie

Castle and Cotehele, to Morwell Rocks and the foot

of Hingston Down
;
and the Lynher from the head

of the Hamoaze to Newton Ferrers and the neigh-
bourhood of Callington. The high road runs on the

lofty hills between them trom Saltash to the place
last named, passing through St. Mellion, where is

the church of St. Melanius, a picturesque edifice of

Decorated and later times, containing the memorials

of the Corytons of Newton Ferrers in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, the latest of them being that

of Sir William Coryton, who died in 1711, a portly

gentleman represented in a large lapelled coat, tightly

buttoned, with a large, full-bottomed wig. To this

gentleman, we believe, Newton Ferrers owes much of

its earlier attractions.

ACROSS THE HIUDGE TO NhWTON.



TREWORGEY,
CORNWALL.

THIS

old-fashioned Cornish manor house,

standing about a mile and a-halt" north- west

of Liskeard, with a plc.isant aspect to the

front and the eternal granite hills behind,

was an ancient seat of the Connocks, and is said

to have been built in or about the year 1598. Of
this period no visible traces remain, for there is no

appearance of great antiquity ; but within and without

there are features of interest. The mansion is built

of stone, of granite, we believe, but is faced with

plaster, and its long range, with the mcxiest classic

porch in the middle and the low gable over it, h.is a

character of simplicity and rural quaintness that is

quite its own.

The great distinction is in the huge and singular

yews, which are surely among the most curious in

England, and the topiary sculptor has gone to work

in a spirit of much originality. Although the district

is
hilly, the house stands upon a level space, with

some four acres of ground about it, all pleasant and

attractive, and a simple iron railing, with curious iron

gateposts, surmounted by well- modelled lead vases,

encloses a forecourt. Here arc grass plats with four

of the ureat yews, .nul two leaden Romans, much like

the pair at Newton Kcrrers, which is only a do/en

miles off, keep guard upon pedestals, with most happy
and distinctive effect. Although the soil is stony, the

trees are ot considerable st/.e, .iiul the wooded outlook

is very attractive. Before we leave the house, how-

ever, to enter the gardens, let us remember the low-

ceiled rooms, some ot them panelled, and the excellent

staircase, with its (ieorgian columns and i.irvcd

balustrades wearing a garb for such things arc

of paint, as well as a carved screen in the old drawing-
room, belonging to the time of

Chippendale,
if not

emanating from his workshop, as some tine chairs most

probably did.

The box hedges are, like the yews, old and dense

and tine, and ot great thickness veritable bastions ot

verdure they are - and a particularly noble one

shelters the kitchen garden. The flower garden has

nothing so remarkable .is its mighty old yews, which

areas big as hayricks, ami resemble them somewhat
in shape,

If N!I.I|H- II (.ill lie i.illril. ill. II >li.i|" li.i> llunr.

These are huge billowy creations, extraordinary

7REUORGLY.
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imaginings embodied in immemorial yew, defying

description, though often resembling a cottage loaf or

a pile of muffins, and seen well in the pictures. We
certainly, as a type, prefer the more shapely and

dignified set at Keevil or at Bradfield, but, as an

exception and a surprise, these Treworgey examples
are most entertaining and original. Their evolution

from some definite shape when they were well in

hand to their present condition of semi-emancipation
from the scheme of their designer and the discipline

of the shears, is interesting as showing the determina-

tion of Nature, by long and patient effort, to free

itself from the trammels of human artifice. In

addition to those in the forecourt, there are others on

the rising ground to the left, where are terrace walks

on the upper level, backed by several ragged old fir

houses were not unusual in the walled gardens of the

early years of the eighteenth century, and there is one
at Mr. Frank Millet's house at Broadway ;

but this

example, with its three receding sections and slight

pagoda shape, reminds us that this was the "Chinese"

period, both as regar Is Chippendale's furniture and
also in garden ornament.

The house and its garden will not further detain

us. Their features are disclosed admirably in the

pictures. Let us now look a little into the descent

of the place how it came to the hands that possess
it. In this West Country and its parish of St.

Cleer arrived one Cannock, or Connock, in the

time of Henry VIII., being, it is stated, a

successful Wiltshire tanner who established himself

pleasurably in Cornwall. He it was who is believed

THE UPPEK GARDEN.

trees. There is no lack of flower growth, and the

terrace walk is margined at intervals by vases full

of the gayest denizens of gardens. The Roman

soldiers, with helm, breastplate, buskins and spear,

have a beautiful outlook over their domain of the

forecourt, and beyond it they gaze upon the terraced

ridges and the trees. Outside the iron railing runs a

pathway leading to stairs which ascend the height on

the left, and are all enriched with greenery. Thereby
stands the curious old tower, with its clock, its

weither-vane and its dial, which, like the garden

monitor it is, tells those who read its message that

"
Every hour shortens life

"
a saying that is true

indeed, but is not always thought of, until some
"
horologe of the garden world," as Lamb calls the

dial, holds out its warning. These towered summer-

to have built the original house, and it remained with

his descendants, who married into the families of

Burgoyne, Courteney and Heale, and grew to con-

sequence in the shire. John Cannock was Receiver

of the Duchy of Cornwall in 1532, which may well

have been an office of profit,
and he represented

Liskeard in Parliament in 1554 and again in 1570.

His family possessed considerable property, and

exercised much local influence. Another John

Cannock also represented Liskeard in three Parlia-

ments, those of 1660, 1679 and. 1685. A century

passed, and Nicholas Cannock, who died in 1757,

being the last of his name, and very likely the trans-

former of th , house into its present aspect, bequeathed

the estate to his widow, who built almshouses on

St. Cleer Common, and, surviving her husband more
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than forty years, died in 1804, leaving Treworgey
House to her sister, Mrs. Inch, and afterwards to

the latter's daughter, Miss Anne Inch, who died

unmarried, and was succeeded in the ownership by
her nephew, Mr. William Marshall, a gentleman

descended from an ancient

family of Devonshire, who
was High Sheriff of
Cornwall in 1843. This

gentleman married
Everilda, daughter of the

Rev. Robert Palk Car-

rington, and was the

father of the present
owner of Treworgey.

Something may now
be said about the interests

of this remarkable district.

The parish takes its

name from St. Cleer, or

St. Clare, and a large part
of it consists of wild and
extensive moors and com-

mons, while great hills

behind rise to the height
of Brown Willy. Places,

indeed, are so elevated

hereabout that a view is

commanded of Devon-
shire from Hartland to

Plymouth, and both Dartmoor and Exmoor are

in sight. About a mile north of the church or

St. Cleer granite hills make their appearance, and run
across the parish in a curved line, and, south of the

granite, masses of compact and quartzose felspar

GRADATION OF YEWS.
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protrude, while near the church hornblende slate

prevails. A little further south, on the ridge of a

barren down, masses of hornblende project, and there

are loose blocks upon the hill and in the adjoining

valley. Varieties of the same rock are found

further south again in the parish. It is charac-

teristic of Cornwall that, with its rocky soil and

barren uplands, it unites romantic valleys and rich

woods, and many such pleasant places as we see at

Treworgey.
This is the district of the Caradon copper-mines,

of the fine cromlech known as Trevethy Quoit, of the

celebrated Cheesewring, and of the ancient upright
stones known as the Hurlers, which once comprised
three contiguous circles of stones from 3ft. to 56:.

high. There is also an ancient well, dedicated to

St. Cleer, with a baptistery or chapel, by which it was
once enclosed, and there is an ancient cross completing
the group. The chapel was destroyed during the

fanatical stirrings of the Civil War, but was restored

in 1864, as a memorial of the Rev. John Jope, who
for sixty-seven years had been vicar of St. Cleer.

There were virtues in the water, and it is said to have

been used as a "bowsening" resort for curing mental

ills and ministering to minds diseased.

Treworgey House stands, therefore, in a country
characteristic of Cornwall, and with special interests

of its own. It is a land of wide prospects and of

great winds, and yet, in the holljws, Nature nourishes

in all her green luxuriance.

UNDER THE ILEX.



WILTON HOUSE,
SALISBURY.

THE
gardens of Wilton House have alwa\s

been famous among the greatest of those in

England. Originally they were designed

by Isaac de Cans, son or nephew of that

old Solomon dc Caus who described for posterity
the castle gardens at Heidelberg, in his " Hortus
Palatinus Heidelbergx cxstructus," i'>:o. In the

same way did Isaac de Caus, twenty years later, figure
the " Hortus Penbrnchianus," or "Jardin de Wilton,"
as may be seen in his curious picture, given in the

Introduction where this old garden is described.

John Evelyn, in 1654, said the garden had In-cn

regarded as the noblest in Mr.gland. Its position w.is

in a large "handsome plain," with a grotto and

water-works, which Evelyn thought might In-

improved. He regarded a-, its chief charm its near

neighbourhood to "the downs and noble plains."
The old gardens with their elaborate water surprises

which squirted and wetted the unwary visitor in

the manner which Italians hived and the English

copied, were well described by Celia I-'ienncs, who
visited them about the year 1700. They succumbed
to the landscaping rage introduced by Kent and

Brown, and the present fine Italian gardens stretching
from the House to the Holbein pavilion lie, not

to the south of the house, as did the old ones, but to

the west, and date from the early part of the nine-

teenth century, some of the ornaments, such as the

fountain, being original ones. They had been,

however, at a discount at the time when the old

garden and its water-works were destroyed, and the

Earl of Pembroke of that date gave them freely

away. Bishop Pococke, visiting Little Durntord, on

the other side of Salisbury Plain, in 1754, finds a

Mr. Young laying out a garden and using "statues

given him by Ix>rd Pembroke from the grotto at

-
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Wilton . . . it is said they were the design of

Inigo Jones, executed at Florence . . . They
are naked figures in lead and painted, and relate to

some uncommon water diversions." The grotto and
the water-works were, however, wholly claimed by
Isaac de Caus as his creation, and Inigo Jones does

not seem to have worked for the third Earl of

Pembroke, who, neve-theless, was his patron and

seems to have had him at Wilton on his return from

his second visit to Italy. The south front of Wilton,
erected by Solomon de Caus, was burned in the

fourth Earl's time, and it was then, after the

completion of the gardens, that Inigo Jones was

employed to design the new and present south front,

under Queen Anne, shows that the old garden lay to

the south, and that there was none to the west. We
may see from the pictures that the present garden
has the broad classic character, and is distinguished

by fine terraces, garden-houses, statues of amormi
and shapely vases. Where shall we find a noblei

garden prospect than that beheld from the

terrace as we look over the brilliant area, with

its fountain and its parterre, through the vista

cut in the dark bank of the tall yew trees, to

where that Holbein garden-house stands ? The

fountain, with its three basins and its lovely Venus as

its jewel and crowning beauty, is superb. There are

vases of the fairest classic form, and statues standing

THE STAIRWAY Of- THE TERRACE.

and the noble suite of rooms which it contains. It is,

therefore, a curious mistake on the part of Messrs.

Belcher and Macartney, in their fine work on

Renaissance architecture, to say that Inigo Jones,
"
having introduced the Italian method in the south

front, followed it up with the Italian garden," and

to give a picture of the garden as it now is, and

lying, as they admit,
" on the west side of the

house," as being Inigo Jones's work. He did not

finish the south front till 1648, and Isaac de Caus

published the views of his Wilton garden in 1640,

some years, probably, after their completion. More-

over, a glance at the great bird's-eye view of Wilton

and its grounds in the third volume of the
" Vitruvius Britannicus," representing its condition

out against the yews, and the low enframing walls

are adorned with most charming amorini and vases,

all of lead, which has a hue much fairer than the

gleaming white of marble. From a loggia on the

right, this enchanted garden realm is surveyed, with

all its nodding colonies of radiant inhabitants, its

magnificent ilex and cedars, and the level lawns

beyond, which margin the Madder, whose stream is

spanned by the Palladian bridge, built from designs

by Morris by that Earl of Pembroke who, with

Burlington, led English society in art and architec-

ture in the early part
of the eighteenth century.

Delightful garden fancy is in all we behold the

leaden quarrellers and the leaden friends, the

sculpture of urns and vases, the delicacy and
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THE HOLBEIN GARDEN-HOUSE.

beauty of the stonework. What is bright in the

foreground is balanced by the varied hues of the dark

ornamental trees ;
what is formal in arrangement

in one part is relieved by open prospects and

natural beauties in another. Where the Nadder

flows through the park there are fair landscape

THE TERRA CE.
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expanses, and the bridge by which the stream is and balustrades, is a superb feature in the grounds.
crossed near the house, with its five arches, its The trees arc everywhere magnificent,

and seem, ;is if

magnificent Ionic covered colonnade, its pediments in harmony with the classic house of Wilton, to have
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224 GARDENS OLD AND NEW.

assumed more dignified and beautiful forms than

they commonly display in other places.

The grounds and gardens are level, but

supremely beautiful, and command many views, not

the least pleasing being that through a great vista

which discloses in the distance the noble spire of

Salisbury Cathedral. There are splendid groups of

ancient trees, with cedars planted about the year 1631,
and older even than the monarchs of Warwick and

Goodwood. They were, in fact, probably the earliest

cedars planted in England. It is pleasant to fancy

that, under an ancient ilex on the lawn, Sir Philip

Sidney may have reclined when he here wrote his
" Arcadia." The more recent features of the gardens
are due to the influence of the classic spirit in

The hand of Holbein is in the garden pavilion,

originally the porch of the house, and removed here

by Wyatt. We cannot forget that here ShakespLare
with his troupe enacted his plays before James I. ;

Ben Jonson and Massinger are associated with the

house, and Philip Sidney paced the garden groves
and conceived and wrote "

Arcadia," while George
Herbert mused in its halls when he walked over

from his neighbouring parsonage at Bemerton
;
here

we encounter Charles I., who
" did love Wilton above

all places, and came there every summer," the garden
front of the house being built by his advice, according
to Aubrey.

Wilton, quiet as it is in these days, is a place
that has seen a great deal of history, having been the

THE ILEX AND THE FOUNTAIN.

garden design, and Sir Richard Westmacott had much
to do with the planting of the groups of shrubs. His,

too, is the broad walk on the east front, terminating
in a seat clustered with yew. It was during the

time of Catherine, Countess of Pembroke and

daughter of Count Woronzow who died in 1856,
and whose noble monument is in that interesting
Lombardic church at Wilton that Westmacott's

advice guided in part the disposition of the gardens
which Mr. Latham's pictures depict in such admirable

manner. Many are the memories that inspire the

visitor to the classic house of Wilton :

Pembroke's princely Home, where Mimic Art

Decks with a magic hand the dazzling bowers.

capital of the Saxon kingdom of Wessex, and having

possessed such importance that it gave its name to the

shire. Here Alfred defeated the Danes, and here,

later on, came Sweyn, wreaking vengeance and

burning the place to the ground. King Stephen
entertained the idea of building a castle at Wilton

that he might overawe the rebellious burghers ot

Sarum ;
but the Earl of Gloucester, who had assembled

an army for the Empress Maud, set fire to the place

and drove out the King. Wilton was then a

prosperous and busy town, but it lost its importance

owing to the diversion of the great western road.

The original monastery which stood here owed its

foundation to Alfred, although there had been an
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earlier house at the place, and it was favoured by the

Anglo-Saxon kings. The sister ot Edgar Atheling
was its Abbess, nnd the Abbess of Wilton was so great
a lady that by virtue of her office she was a baroness

of England, a privilege shared only by Shaftesbury,

Barking and St. Mary's, Winton. Its site was

granted by Henry VIII. to Sir William Herbert,
afterwards created Earl of Pembroke, one of the most

greedy and successful acquirers of abbey lands.

The Earls of Pembroke have all been men of

note, who have been distinguished equally in arms,
arts and literature. They were the patrons of the

writers and dramatists, as well as of the painters of

their time. Sidney's
" Arcadia

"
was written at the

request of his sister the Countess of Pembroke,
whose beautiful epitaph by William Browne,
attributed to Ben Jonson sometimes, is so well

known :

Sydney's sister, Pembroke's mother,
Death, ere thou hast slain another

Wise, and fair, and good as she,
Time shall throw a dart at thee !

The house was largely erected in Elizabeth's

time, although Holbein is said to have designed the

porch. But the house was altered by Solomon de

Caus, and was afterwards in the hands of Inigo Jones,
as we have described. James Wyatt, at the beginning
of the nineteenth century, attempted to invest Wilton
with a Gothic character, though with no success, and
his alterations have in part disappeared. The mansion
is famous for the great collection of the Pembroke

marbles, and for its magnificent series of pictures by
many of the great masters ot the Italian and Dutch
schools. Most famous of all are the great Van Dycks
in the double cube or great room, where the unique

picture of the Herbert family, including ten figures,

is the gem of the whole. The rooms themselves are

appropriate shrines for great works of art, being

sumptuously and yet harmoniously adorned with the

finest productions which classic skill could bring to

bear in the embellishment of walls and ceilings.

By such a place as Wilton it is impossible to say
what great memories may not be stirred. It appeals
to us as the home of one of the noblest families in

the land a family which has given many illustrious

sons to the State as the place where the greatest

lights of learning and literature have been welcomed,
as the treasure-house of many artists, and as the

centre of one of the most beautiful of English gardens.

IHE QUARRhL (FIGURES JN LEAD).



RAMHAM PARK,
YORKSHIRE.

\O
one should be surprised at the abundant

satisfaction which the Yorkshircman finds

in contemplating the glories of" his many-
acred shire. Its historic memories, the

magnificence of its scenery, the splendours of its

monastic architecture, its variety, and the unfailing
charm of its character where it remains unspoiled by
the utilitarian hand- all these make it, as Fuller says,

"the best shire of England, and that not by the

general kal<i(hresis of good for grfai, but in the proper

acceptance thereof." "
If," he says,

" in Tullie's

Orations, all being excellent that is admitted optima

qH* /OHgissima, the best which is the longest, then, by
the same proportion, this shire, partaking in gixxlncss
alike with the others, must he allowed the In-st." To
this quaint demonstration there are those who take

exception in the matter of domestic architecture, and

even the faithful Murray, though he will cry
"
Vorke,

Vorke for my rnonie," makes a certain disallowance

here. If" we arc in quest of places that are "grand,"
we may expericiue some disappointment, perhaps, at

the rarity of great edifices in some parts of t he-

county ; but if we look for the dwellings of the

substantial yeoman, the prosjH-rous trader and the

country squire of Tudor and Stuart times, we shall

find in the dales abundant materials to fill a hundred

sketch-books,

Hramham Park is of another class altogether.
It is not one of" these, but a truly great house of the

county, belonging to a time in which as Taine says
in reference to the monarchical and formal gardens of

I .e Notre as the complement of the grave and

studied architecture of Mansard and I'errault -- "men
were studious of their dignity and observers of the

SUH TKO/'JCAL.
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proprieties." What a contrast may we conceive

between the finished sweetness of the Bramham

gardens to-day, and the untamed wildness of the

region in the early times of our rough island story.
All was wild moorland then, and for a long time

thereafter, and here on Bramham Moor, in 1408,
did Sir Thomas Rokeby with the Royal forces

defeat the Earl of Northumberland and other

nobles who had revolted against Henry IV.

Bramham Park was the first enclosure from the

moorland, coming by Royal grant in the time of
William and Mary to the family of Benson. It has

been said that the park was planted by Robert Benson
of Wrenthorp, father of the first Lord Bingley ; but

whether the work was his or his son's, it was a labour

of love judiciously exe-

cuted with a view to the

future, and resulting in

the magnificence of

sylvan splendour which

we may now enjoy.
The country about
Bramham is finely diver-

sified with hill and

hollow, and, among all

the beautiful regions of

Yorkshire, this land
between the Wharfe and
the Aire may certainly
claim a notable place.
The foliage is magni-
ficent, and the huge
beeches and great oaks

and other trees have

attained splendid propor-
tions, some of them

being patrician monarchs

indeed. The builder of

the house was Robert

Benson, who long repre-
sented York in Parlia-

ment, and was a

Commissioner of the

Treasury, and who finally

became Chancellor of the

Exchequer in the famous

Tory Administration of

Harley, which included

Bolingbroke as Secretary
of State- -the Ministry
which was so bitterly
inimical to Marlborough
and concluded that land-

mark of history, the treaty of Utrecht, March

1713. Benson was raised to the peerage in the

following July as Baron Bingley, and afterwards

resigned his appointment, to become, a little later,

Ambassador to Madrid, and, subsequently, Treasurer

of the Household to George II. He was a statesman

and administrator of sober qualities, and a man of

taste and knowledge in matters of art and architecture,

whose judgment had been ripened by travel, and the

house he raised at Bramham was the greatest in that

part of the shire
;
for Harewood, its neighbour now,

was not built until many years later, and Castle

Howard, its still grander contemporary, lies in

another Riding.
The house at Bramham was conceived entirely

in the Italian taste, an Italian architect being

TERMINAL OF STO.VE.

employed in the design ; and the building is distin-

guished by much grandeur in its style. It had
noble apartments in the imposing centre block, which
corridors of the Doric order connected to the office

and stable wings. The buildings are of great

solidity, their features of much excellence, and their

proportions noble and impressive, the whole gaining

dignity and attractiveness from the beautiful stone

that has been used. The structure forms three

sides of a forecourt, the stables being on the left, with

central portico, bellcote and gabled wings, grouped
most happily, and forming an admirable example
of the style of the time. It will be noticed that the

arched niches and variations of the wall surfaces add

a good deal to the character of the buildings, which

might otherwise have

been monotonous. At
the outer margin of the

forecourt is a low stone

wall, with a simple gate-

way leading to the park,
the gate hanging between

the substantial stone

bases, upon which two

sphinxes are seated ;

while flanking the way
are two magnificent
rusticated piers, each

with several columns,

supporting aloft two

grand bears -- true

grotesques they are, each

of them holding the

shield of the noble
founder's arms. The
admirable effect of this

architectural composition
is disclosed mo^t success-

fully in one of the

pictures, and the group-

ing of the buildings is

singular and unusual in

fo rm and manner.
Neale, in his " Views of

Seates," waxes eloquent
in his admiration of the

mansion, and speaks of

the elegant apartments
within, adorned, some of

them, he avers, with

carvings by Grinling

Gibbons, others with rich

tapestry, and all of them

with notable portraits, including one of Queen Anne,
which she sent as a memento of her visit shortly after

the house was built. The park being great and

richly wooded, and the neighbourhood full of attrac-

tion for the hunter, Bramham Park became a centre

of society in the country, and it is recorded that

George IV. spent two days at Bramham to enjoy the

pleasures of the chase.

Before describing the grounds and pleasure

gardens, it will be well to say something of the

descent of the property. Lord Bingley, the founder,

who had married a daughter of Heneage Finch, first

Earl of Aylsford, died in April, 1731, and was buried

in Westminster Abbey. He left no son to inherit

his honours, and his title became extinct ; but his

daughter and heiress married Mr. George Lane-Fox,
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THE POND.

bringing to him, it is said, a fortune of 100,000 and

property, including Bramham Park, worth ^,7,000 a

year. Her husband, who had added the name of

Eane to his patronymic of Fox, on succeeding to the

Irish estates of that family, under the will of his

m a t e r n a 1 uncle James,
second Viscount Lanes-

borough, represented
Headon in Parliament from

1734 to 1741, and the city

of York from 1 747 to 1 762,
when he was raised to the

peerage as Baron Bingley
of a new creation. He
died at Bramham in 1773,
at the age of seventy-seven,

having somewhat altered

the grounds to suit the fancy
of the landscape school.

His only son Robert had

predeceased him, and his

estates passed to his

nephew, Mr. James Lane-

Eox, who took a prominent

part in the affairs of

the county, of which he

was High Sheriff in 1804,

and he was long a

Member of Parliament.

When he died in 1821, his son, Mr. George

Lane-Fox, came into the estate, and was also of

Drumance Castle, County Leitrim. In his time

the sad disaster of fire devastated the house at

Bramham. Only quite recently has the work of

.\CKOSS THE PONDS.
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restoring the interior ot the central block been

commenced, and the family now reoccupies it. The

gardens, retaining all the dignified form and beauty
that belong to the style of Le Notre, have always
been kept up, and the recent addition, where the

design permitted of it, ot herbaceous borders and

other flower schemes give them added colour and

amenity, so that Bramham once again promises to be

one of the most characteristic and interesting houses,
from the point of view of architecture and gardening,
that we possess, not in Yorkshire only, but in all

England.
The park covers about 2,000 acres, and is very

varied in its features and glorious in its noble trees.

There is a magnificent avenue, known as Lord Bingley's

Walk, of enormous beeches, whose smooth columnar

trunks rise like the pillars of some majestic aisle. It

brings the delighted wayfarer to an enclosure of some

400 acres within the park, known as Blackfen, whence

many noble avenues diverge, with most impressive
effect. The beautiful foliage of beech predominates,
and one of the delights of Bramham is in the long
vistas between tall beech hedges and the glory of the

beechen shade. The gardens and dressetl grounds
cover about 120 acres, and are a beautiful and

picturesque example of the old French style, with

their well-cut hedges, a/fees Series and cabinets de

verdure. There are parallels for them at Versailles

and Saint Cloud. The engravings of De Silvestre,

Le Pautre, Perelle and Le Blond had made known
the design of many French gardens, and through the

pictures of Giovanni Battista Falda, and numerous

descriptions, the stately charms of Italian pleasaunces
had become familiar. Lord Bingley had, therefore,

many fine examples of gardenage before him, and
the long vistas through his avenues and alleys make
this place altogether one of the grandest in Yorkshire.

We do not know where else such long, tall and well-

kept beech hedges may be seen. Water effects are

not wanting, and there are noble prospects of great
trees and avenues from the obelisk pond, while the

T pond, so called from its shape, is delightful. The
broad walk is magnificent in its stately character, and
affords prospects down long avenues and between the

high beech hedges. We illustrate one avenue, which

is over 2ott. wide. At the north end of the broad

walk stands the chapel, with an Ionic portico crested

by a balustrade, having within effigies ot some of the

ancestors of the family.
The stonework is throughout of surpassing

merit, and in edgings to terrace walks and water

spaces has a beautiful effect, its cool tones contrasting
with the rich hue ot the verdure. There are

sculptured vases and terminals of the greatest merit,

admirably enhancing the stately character of the place.

Evidently, much thought and wise planning and

planting went to the making of this garden. There
was required, also, the sustained care of the experi-
enced garden-lover to keep the whole in perfection,
to cut what was redundant, and to plant where the

need arose. Nothing is wanting to the perfection
of the place, and the hedges are cut and the edges
trimmed with all the precision that the old gardener
loved. All that we see in the green surroundings is

in harmony with the house which they adorn. " What
sort of works distinguish a garden well, do also

greatly contribute to the rendering of it magnificent,"
wrote Philip Miller,

" Hortulanorum Princeps," in

his "Gardener's Dictionary," 1724, and he was

surely thinking of such a place as Bramham Park

when he spoke of the parterres, tall groves, close

walks, quincunxes, galleries, halls of verdure, green

arbours, labyrinths, bowling greens and amphitheatres,
adorned with fountains, canals, figures, etc., which

were found in the stately gardens of the time. Almost

all these things may be seen at Bramham Park to-day,
and now, in addition to all this, the glory of the new

flower-growths adds the final charm to the place.

-////; forA' /'.ICES.



WREST PARK,
BEDFORDSHIRE.

IT

has been said of the county of Bedfordshire that

while Woburn and The I I<M> arc, perhaps, the

best known, Wrest is tar the most beautiful of

its country homes. That estimate is undoubtedly
correct. Wrest comes .is such a surprise to anyone
approaching it from any quarter, but especially from

the western side, that the effect is rendered more

impressive. The adjacent country is of the quiet,
featureless kind familiar to all who travel by the last

forty miles of the Midland Railway before reaching
London. There are few residences other than farm-

houses, few woods or streams or even pretty cottages.
But on reaching the pleasant old village of Silsoe an

astonishing change of scene takes place. The whole-

country to the east and north changes to parks,
avenues, gardens and woods, with groves, walks,

alleys, yew hedges, pools, canals, statues, monuments,
terraces, bridges and pavilions the adjuncts of a very

stately house. There have been three great houses
at Wrest, e.u h on a different site, the present bring
the third. The trees and waters, statues and walks,
avenues and parks (there are two, one for deer and
another gra/.ed by cattle) represent many centuries of

growth, yet all are in perfection. The area, too, is

very great -there are seven miles of walks alone.

Vet all this beauty, which is cx.utly what the old

(ireeks meant by a "paradise," is so remote, and this

vast area, consecrated solely to the maintenance and

setting out ot all the beauty that Time, Art and Nature
can achieve in such an environment, is so apart from

the ordinary life of to-day, even in most country
districts, that did not the exquisite care of the flowers

THE SOl'TH FACADE.
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and their great variety show that the modern art of

gardening prevailed, it might all be thought to belong
to another century. Nor is the impression lessened

when wandering in the endless alleys among the

groves that lie behind the magnificent domed

pavilion (a perfect example of English Palladian

art) at the end of the long vistas and canal

leading from the present house
;

for there, again
and again, we read inscriptions and memorials to the

first and last of the Dukes of Kent of the De Grey
family, and to his children and friends, all of whom
passed away in the early eighteenth century. The
builder of the present house, and creator of the

greater part of the garden architecture surrounding
it, was Earl de Grey and Baron Lucas, whose elder

daughter, Lady Anne Florence Baroness Lucas, married

the sixth Earl Cowper. The De Greys of Wrest have

England in 1463, and was created Earl of Kent by
Edward IV. in 1465. In this family the earldom

continued for 250 years, when it was merged in the

dukedom. It fell to the lot of the tenth Earl to have

to take a side in the Civil War. He took that of the

Parliament, but retired to Wrest after the execution

of the king. His wife Amabel,
" the Good Countess,"

lived there till her death at the age of ninety-two.
She greatly improved the estate and redeemed

mortgages during the minority of her only son,

Anthony. She erected a fine monument in Flitton

Church during her lifetime in memory of her " Dear

Lord, Henry, Earl of Kent, to signifie her resolution

to dye with him to the rest of the world, and to live,

after so great a loss, only to God, and to the interest

of his noble family. This she made good by her

exemplary piety, and regular devotion in her chappell,

ON THE TERRACE.

a history as ancient and distinguished as their home is

beautiful. Much of the story can be gathered from

the silent memorials in Flitton Church close by,

where the monument of the last Earl de Grey may be

seen as the last in a long series, the earliest of which

is comparatively recent in the annals of this ancient

race. Reginald Lord de Grey of Ruthin, who held

the office of Lord High Admiral of England, and

probably built the nave and tower of Flitton, was,

by a court of chivalry held in 1410, adjudged the

right to bear the arms of Hastings (which are

quartered with his own upon the porch) against Sir

Edward Hastings, Knight. He was a direct descen-

dant of Reginald, sometimes called Reginald Grey of

Wrest, who traced from an Anchitel de Grey, holding
land in Oxfordshire in 1086. Edmund, fourth

Baron Grey of Ruthin, was Lord - Treasurer of

whereto she obliged all her domesticks every morning
and evening to attend her." An inscription added

by her grandson says that she "continually added to

the profit and ornament of the place," and refers

to her "advantageous disposal" of her only son,

Anthony, in marriage with Mary, the sole daughter
and heiress of Baron Lucas of Shenfield in Essex.

It was in the person of Earl Anthony's son that

the grandeur of the De Grey family reached its

height, in regard to precedence in the peerage.

Henry, the eleventh and last Earl of Kent, was

born in 1671, and succeeded his father in the

earldom in 1702. He was one of the most trusted

of Queen Anne's counsellors, and was created

Marquess, and then Duke of Kent, and before

her death was most active in aiding to secure the

succession of George I. All his eleven children
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died before him, and towards the end of his life he,

by his own petition, was also created Marquess de

Grey, with remainder to his eldest daughter, Lady
Jemima Campbell. But even so the title lapsed, only
to be revived in favour of the Countess de Grey.
Her nephew, Thomas Philip, third Lord Grantham,
succeeded to the title as the first Earl de Grey and
Baron Lucas. It was this Earl who in 1836 built the

existing house, created the formal gardens imme-

diately adjoining it, and added much garden architec-

ture
;
but before doing this he removed entirely the

beautiful old house, one of the finest we had of the

William III. type, ranking with Belton and Petworth.

It had a front of nineteen windows, consisting of a

centre with well-decorated pediment and cupola,
and of projecting ends relieving the flat of the

intervening body of the house. Before it, was an

ample forecourt, and behind were two parterres

having fountains in their midst. The Duke of

Kent's house stood where the
great

fountain now is,

and it was the Duke who made the various canals,

laid out the 100 acres of pleasure-ground, planted
the greater number of the avenues and the orna-

mental timber, and built the exquisite pavilion at

the canal end and the house on the bowling green.
Thus Wrest embraces practically the gardens and

grounds of two mansions, the first that of the

Duke of Kent, and the second the buildings now

standing.
When building his house Earl de Grey also

built the walled gardens, intending them to be one of

the attractions of his demesne. The walls are of

grey brick, to which time has given a very pretty

pearly tint, making a pleasing background to the

climbing plants which decorate them. The gateways,
of very fine design, are of brick and a warm stone.

In the small entrance garden, before the head-

gardener's house, is a wistaria, of such a size that

were the limbs allowed to grow it would probably
reach for looyds. each way. The stem, which is

double, is curious. The original plant is not more
than 3in. in diameter, while a secondary sucker has

developed into a trunk like a small tree. The
wistaria festoons the crests of many of the walls. In

the fruit garden it is seen to great advantage, while

below are trained white deutzias, jessamines and roses.

The exit from the gardens leads to the strangers'

gate, which opens from the park into a long grass

vista, flanked for looyds. by the garden wall, almost

to the foot of which the grass extends. The whole

length of the wall is covered with roses and other

climbers. Between this fine vista and the house

is another enclosure, walled and entered by beautiful

gates, known as "my lady's garden." In this the

sculpture, which is so freely distributed over the

whole of the grounds of Wrest, makes its first

appearance, in the form of statues of children, by
Bauerscheit, dated 1729. This motif, very French in

style, reappears in nearly all the gardens and on the

terraces, the gay little white marble figures being

engaged in every form of frolic. The west end of

the house with the terrace forms the east side of this

garden, from which, running southward, is the rose

garden. A word should be said here as to the "
lay-

out
"
of the principal mass of formal gardens. The

chief and central one is the Italian garden, which

extends for the full width of the house front. It

is a good example of the revival of the style which

the landscape school sought to eradicate, and is

not unlike the "
parterres of embroidery

"
which

Kip shows in connection with the old house

already mentioned. The present Italian garden
is flanked on either side by a raised turf platform

running at right angles to the facade of the house,
and on the smooth turf stand in the centre two rows
of ancient trees. Parallel with that on the west, and
between it and the long vista of the walled gardens,
is the rose garden. Very properly it depends for its

main adornment on the roses themselves, except that

in the centre of the long parallelogram is a group of

mermaids supporting a vase, mermaids denichees from
their old place in a fountain, and forced to sit and

contemplate roses instead of water-lilies.

The coup d 'tell from the south terrace should be

studied in reference not only to the view of the west

end of the terrace here shown, but also with reference

to the south front of the house, and the general view
across the Italian garden down to the long canal and
the pavilion. From the house to the latter must be

at least a mile
;

and the pleasure-grounds extend

nearly half a mile beyond that, through the walks and

groves laid out by the Duke of Kent. But far

beyond the formal garden, and on either side, out of

the direct line of view, are wide lawns, pleasaunces,

great trees, walks, orchards, garden-houses and an

orangery, which form part of the general design.
The important part played by statuary in all this

will be evident from the photographs here shown.

Most of the figures are exceedingly fine, though there

are some of no great merit. The general effect is

admirable in a stately garden of this kind. The
statues emphasise the sense of space. The house

is built of a warm-coloured stone, and the

window-frames are not painted, but gilded in the

fashion which prevailed in the eighteenth century
at such palaces as Holkham and Chatsworth. This

gives to the whole a very bright and gay appearance,
bowered as it is among the deep greenery of a

very humid climate, for the great area of trees

and grass at Wrest, lying for the most part in a

shallow depression among low hills, and watered by
the canals and pools filled by an everlasting spring,
attracts and retains moisture. The result is seen in

the wonderful growth of the trees in the lower

pleasure-grounds. Their age is uncertain, but their

size gigantic, and the regularity of their growth a

source of constant wonder. The finest ash trees in

England are in the park, and there are beeches which

shoot up for 4oft. without a branch, as round as

flutes, and as thick as the pillars of Baalbec. The
"
lay-out

"
of the Italian garden was all designed by

Earl de Grey himself. There are ancient men still

working in the gardens who remember him pegging
out all the designs with pins and tape. The design is a

most elegant conventionalisation of themes suggested

by the growth of flowers and plants, those near the

terrace being suggested by the tulip and those further

off by other floral themes. The whole is elaborately

bordered out in box, and the effect is very good. The

statuary in this garden numbers among its principal

pieces four magnificent groups, more than life-size,

cast in lead. The details may be gathered from the

photographs here shown, but beyond the fact that

they were bought in Holland, very little seems to be

known of their history. These principal groups have,

by a most unfortunate mistake, been covered with

paint at some distant date. Apart from the loss of

the beautiful tint and tone which lead left to itself in
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our climate always assumes, it is well known (hat

paint on a statue or representation of any animate

thing completely destroys the modelling, as it has

done in this case, and its removal is very desirable.

The subsidiary groups of statues in the garden are

valuable mainly from their decorative effect.

The vista of clipped trees leading to the head

of the long canal was extended by the present Earl

Cowper across the whole space intervening between

the formal garden and the head of the canal, thus

greatly augmenting the sense of distance. But on

either side, extending crossways, are two wide areas

of trees, lawns and garden accessories of great import-
ance. To the right, looking from the house, is the

orangery. The illustration describes it better than

words. It contains in the winter some of the largest,

if not the largest, orange trees in England, which

soil, and suck in nutriment. This old orchard

ground is a particularly pretty addition to the formal

gardens, being scarcely separated from a wide area of

mown turf, set with fountains and statues. The
main fountain, at the intersection of the walk to the

orangery on the one side, and the orchard ground on

the other, midway, too, between the house and the

canal, is now surrounded by statues which formerly
stood at more distant points. The goldfish in this

large basin are periodically raided by the herons,
which find them a particularly tempting prey in their

midnight fishing journeys. The view backwards

towards the house is very beautiful, the gently

ascending gradations of garden and terraces being-
flanked by immense and massive elms and some of

the finest limes in England. There is, perhaps, even

more mistletoe on these trees than on those at

THE DOG WALK.

were purchased by Earl de Grey from Louis Philippe.

These, in full flower and fruit, are brought into the

gardens, and set crosswise to the main vista, in mid-

June, remaining in the open till October.

To the left of the main vista, leading from the

house to the long canal, is the orchard. It is a large

rectangle set with ancient apple trees, but enclosed

with a fine yew hedge. In the centre is a pool,

covered in early summer with the perfumed flowers

of an exotic water-lily. In the centre a hoary statue

of old Atlas bears the globe, and round, on the lawns,

the apple blossoms fall in showers. These apple

trees bear greatly increased crops of fruit and larger

apples since the practical plan of clearing away the

grass for a circle of 5ft. in diameter round the stem,

and covering the surface with manure, has been

adopted. At a depth of only a few inches, thousands

of little white rootlets grow upwards to the added

Hampton Court, and the trees are much larger.

One gigantic lime, which cannot be less than i2oft.

in height, measures i8ft. loin, round at 2ft. above

the ground. Some of the large elms, too, have as

many as a dozen bunches of mistletoe on them. Not

far off the giant lime is one of the largest welling-

tonias in England. Of course, it is a mere infant in

age and size compared with those on the Pacific

slopes ;
but its history is curious as showing the rate

of growth. Some fifty-eight years ago, when this

species of tree was regarded as a curiosity, this

particular specimen was kept in a cool greenhouse in

a 6in. pot, and was often brought in to decorate the

dining-table !

South of the long canal (and in a measure to the

east of it also) lies a quite different type of garden,

if that is the name by which it should be called ;
but

the old Greek name of " Paradise
"
would be almost
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THE YEW WALK.

better applied to it. It is, in the main, an adaptation serpentine streams, divided by long green ribands of

of Nature, in which groves of tall trees, covering 100 grass walk, edged with cut yew, intersected by classic

acres of ground, are pierced with vistas, bordered by paths, and set with statues, pavilions, obelisks and

GIANT YEW HEDGE.
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altars at the crossways. Here and there is some old-

fashioned "
conceit," such as the reproduction of the

scene of the willow-pattern plate, with the bridge, the
"

shell
"

fountain, the weeping willow and the temple ;

the tree with cannon balls on it instead of leaves is

the only thing omitted. Sir William Chambers, the

advocate of the Chinese garden, was at work here in

George III.'s time. As at Kew, where he erected the

pagoda, as well as the classic temples, he adorned Wrest
with an example of the latter. The waters widen

further on almost into a lake, with splendid copper
beeches droopingover them. Perhaps the most remark-

able feature in these interminable groves is the gigantic

size, and especially the height, of some of the trees.

There is a spruce fir, which cannot be other than the

largest in England. It measures lyift. round the

trunk, and towers to a vast height. Its ; is

are very manly and natural too. Embedded in this

maze of woods is a long parallelogram of still water,
set in a flat margin of smooth turf, and backed by a

lofty wall of trimmed yew. Over this on every side

droop the boughs of gigantic forest trees, and at one

end stands a white statue. It is, perhaps, looyds.

long. Nothing could be simpler or more effective.

The pavilion at the end of the long canal is one
of the best examples of garden architecture in this

country. It is a lofty octagon, built of brick, domed,
and with pedimented caps to the side alcoves, each

of which is alternated with a small flattened dome.
The interior was formerly elaborately painted, but

the charm of the work undoubtedly consists in the

exterior elevation. It is pictured in the " Vitruvius

Britannicus" and described as "a New Building at

y
e end of his Grace Ye Duke of Kent's Gardens

THE BANQUETMG-HOUSE.

guessed as being at least two centuries and a-half,

and the character of its growth and branches suggests

high antiquity. In the same grove is the second

largest beech in the county, measuring i8ift.

in girth, and with a stem as straight, as sound and

almost as smooth as a reed. You could walk for

hours in this lovely place, constantly seeing fresh

beauty. Repeatedly, too, the visitor comes across

some memorial of the Duke of Kent, who laid out

the walks and grottoes, pools and waters ;
or to his

children whom he saw buried ;
or to one of his

friends. The Earls and Countesses, and the Duke and

his descendants, all seem to have enjoyed thoroughly
what has been called the "

lapidary style," and put
memorials to themselves, their children, their friends,

their artists, and even to their dogs, of which there is

a whole necropolis in these grounds. The inscriptions

in Bedfordshire. Invented by Thos- Archer, Esq
re-"

The date assigned to it is 1709. In front of it is

a fine sundial, on the plate of which is engraved the

Duke's coat of arms and supporters, and among the

inscriptions in this part of the gardens is one upon a

column stating that "These gardens were begun in

the year 1706 by the Duke of Kent, who continued

to beautify them until the year 1740 ;
the work was

again carried on by Philip, Earl of Hardwicke, and

Jemima, Marchioness de Grey (grand-daughter of the

Duke of Kent), with the professional assistance of

Lancelot Brown, Esq., 1758-60." Amid trees in a

little cleared circle are four ancient moss-grown
altars, which were purchased by the Countess de

Grey about 1817, and are believed to be genuine

"antiques." Across the "serpentine river" (no
doubt a result of Brown's "

professional assistance"),
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fed by the fine spring in the gardens, lies the Old

Park, which was the original deer park of Wrest. It

enables any visitor who has seen both to imagine how

beautiful Hampton Court was when the canals and

gardens were bordered, not by an almost treeless

park, as they are now, but by one full <>t" ancient

THE ORAXGK.RY.
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oaks and other timber. At Wrest the margin of this

park, seen from the edge of the Duke's garden, is

beautiful in the extreme. The park itself is flat and
studded with splendid old oaks, mainly pollards. It

is bordered by the wide artificial river, which looks as

if it were a natural stream. On the inner side of this

is cut grass and turf, and next to this the groves of

great trees of the Duke's garden, encircled by a fine

cut yew hedge.
The western canal is one of three features which

together make up another precinct in the garden. It

is called the bowling green, but is, in reality, a very

large lawn, forming the centre of the three very
different and most beautiful objects referred to. One
of these, on the side furthest from the house, is the

western canal, a long oblong of water, backed by a

screen of yews. These yews are treated in a novel

and very successful way. The lower parts are clipped,
and make what appears to be a lofty cut yew hedge.
The upper parts are allowed to grow to a great

height, and send out long, feathery branches high
over the pool. On the right of the lawn, looking
from the house, is another very fine piece of garden
architecture. It is really a very large dining-room,

finely, though simply, decorated in the style of Queen
Anne, or with an Anglicised interpretation of French

motives. The fireplaces are excellent in design.
Outside is a broad portico supported on pillars, and

the windows are wide and come down low, so that a

party dining within on a beautiful summer evening
would see all the tranquil beauties of the pool, the

broad lawn and the avenues and arcaded walks on

the other side of the lawn. There is no kitchen

attached, as there was to the garden dining-room of

William III. at Hampton Court
;

but temporary
kitchens could, no doubt, have been put up behind it

needed. It was probably used more frequently to

lunch in. The opposite side of this great bowling

green is exquisite indeed. The main enclosing line

is formed by a tall yew hedge, through which a

passage is cut, leading down a vista also made of

clipped yew. So that looking from under the

columns of this elegant Palladian banqueting-house

you see in front a vast lawn, and beyond that statues

and beyond them the greyish trunks of elms, and

behind them the dark yew fence, all gleaming with

different lights and shades, and through that a vista

leading to the unknown, and on the right the soft

greens and dark shadows of the great pool and the

yew screen behind. Remember, too, that all this is

of vast size and exquisitely cared for, and some idea

of the beauty of the whole may, perhaps, be suggested
to the reader. Beyond the yew fence opposite is one
of the loveliest things at Wrest. It is an avenue of

Dutch elms growing out of the smooth-cut turf, with

a pretty and very long-arched walk of some bright

green growth on one side of and parallel with it.

Nearer the house lies a garden called, for some
reason not very apparent, "the American Ground,"
and to the left of this, near the orangery, is one of

the oldest features of the gardens, and by no means
the least remarkable ; it is a vast yew hedge, larger
than all the others, and reputed to be 300 years old.

The yews which make it are trees, not bushes. The
total measurement through is 24ft. and the height
about 3oft. Such, in outline, is the lovely domain
which a scion of the house of Herbert inherited in

1905, together with the barony of Lucas through his

mother, a sister of the last Earl Cowper, who

throughout his life maintained the beauties which his

De Grey progenitors had created. It is impossible not

to feel that every lawn and every tree, and each pool
and walk is the object of individual solicitude, while

at the same time there is so much to see and to

appreciate, that a single day is not sufficient even to

view the whole once in any detail.

A MARBLE SUNDIAL.



BICTON,
DEVONSHIRE

THK
gardens at Bicton have a style aiul a

beauty that arc almost their own. They are

invested with the stately manner, which

hears some relationship to the sober mag-
nificence of I.e Notre. There are the still waters,

the long canal, the dense masses ot trees which we
associate with the great l-'rench master, although we
would not suggest that they are anything but Knglish

essentially. In them is a delightful charm and

repose, which the illustrations suggest, though they
cannot delineate every beauty. Mowers are not

banished from Bicton, but in the more stately parts
of the gardens they have no place. Dependence has

been set upon the varying cffcits of the moving sun,

giving changing aspects to the enchanted realm the

whole day long.
These gardens have the advantage of lying in a

very beautiful part of England, about midway
between Sidmouth and Kxmouth in South Devon,
and some three miles upward from the mouth of tne

lovely river Otter. That stream rises in the Black

Down Hills, ami pur.tics its uuirc through a

pastoral valley between height, crested with woods,
and often dotted with sheep on the slopes, while tin-

red cattle of Devon stand up to their hocks in the

sweet pasture of the river-side meadows. Otterton,
the close neighbour of Bicton, is the first village up
from the sea, and is a

picturesque
and quaint place,

with "cob" cottages, built of a mixture ot Jay
and straw, which shows red where the plaster has

peeled away. The warm tint of the red s,>i| gives
unusual richness of colour to this part of Devon-

shire, and there are few prettier villages than

Otterton.

Beyond the bridge which spans the transliuent

stream is a path leading to Bicton, which iies half a

mile away, and has a church built in 1850 by Lady
Rolle to replace a venerable structure then crumbling
to decay. Some part of it was retained and converted

into a family mausoleum, connected by a cloister

with the ancient tower. I lere in the times of the

Conqueror, or not long after, was seated one \Villiarr
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Porto, who has been spoken of by the name of

Janitor. After him came the families of Arbalister,
or Balistarius, of Sachvill, and of Copleston. The
last of the Coplestons of Bicton sold the estate to

Sir Robert Dennis, or Denys, who built the old

house there anew, made it his principal residence,
and formed a park for deer, adding "diverse com-
modities and pleasances thereunto," as is recorded

in the notes of Sir William Pole, who relates that

the builder's son, Sir Thomas Dennis, did the like.

The knight's daughter, Ann, married Sir Henry
Rolle, the younger, and carried the estate into that

notable family.
The Rolles are descended from George Rolle of

London, who bought the Stevenstone Estate near

Great Torrington in North Devon early in the time

of Henry VIII. His descendants flourished, and

The great-grandson of the George kolle who first

established himself in Devonshire, was the Sir Henry
Rolle who came into possession of Bicton by his

marriage with the daughter of Sir Thomas Dennis.
His eldest son was Henry Rolle, who succeeded
his father in 1730, was M.P. for Devon and

Barnstaple until 1748, and was then created Lord
Rolle of Stevenstone. This peer was never married,
and was succeeded in his estates at Bicton by his

brother John, who demolished the old mansion,

intending to build a magnificent house in its place.
He died, however, before much had bean done, and
the work was carried on by his brother, Dennis Rolle,
who had not completed it much before the end of
the eighteenth century. This Dennis is described

in that curious book,
" The Worthies of Devon," by

John Prince, as having been "the darling of his

A VISTA FROM THE LAWN.

increased their possessions by fortunate marriages.
Robert Rolle, a moderate Parliamentarian, married

Lady Arabella Clinton, and that barony became
vested in his grand-daughter, Margaret Rolle,

Baroness Clinton, who married Lord Walpole, eldest

son of the first Earl of Orford, and is frequently
mentioned in Horace Walpole's letters, not greatly
to her advantage. Of this family was Sir Henry
Rolle, who was called to the Bar, practised with

eminent success in the King's Bench, was urgent in

the impeachment of Buckingham, resolutely declined

supply until grievances had been redressed, took the

covenant, and was awarded ajudgeship in the King's
Bench. The judge's brother, John, was also a

notable politician, as well as a merchant, and took

a resolute stand upon the question of tonnage and

poundage.

country in his time, adorned with all the desirable

qualities that make a complete gentleman."
" As

his life was the delight and comfort, so his death

was the grief and lamentation, of all who knew him.

He was, what most of all endears greatness, of great

courtesy and condescension even to his inferiors.

His neighbours found him open
- handed and

liberal as a benefactor, and his generosity was

remembered."
On behalf of his son, John, the barony was

re-created in 1797, and he lived until 1842. For

many years he represented Devon in Parliament, and

was a busy politician and a zealous supporter of Pitt.

In 1783 he opposed Fox's India Bill, apparently
with some levity, and acquired fame by his name

being used in the "
Rolliad," as a peg for a general

satire of the Tory Party, though the chief purpose
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to.itt.uk Pitt and Dundu. On the title page
of the pamphlet there is a humorous achievement of

.irms for the popular landowner of Devon : "On a

field argent, three l-rcruh rolls, or, between two rolls

-I parchment, proper, placed chevron wise ; crest

a half-length figure of the Master of the Rolls, like

a demi-lion rampant, with a roll of parchment
between his paws, and the motto '

Joue/. bien

\otre role.'
'
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I .on! Rolle lived to the age of eighty six, aiul,

having In-cn a liberal landlord and a true friend to

many, his loss was greatly deplored. In his time a

urcat many improvements were effected at Bicton,

and the work has been carried on by his successors

with enlightened taste and judgment. His widow,
who raised the new church at Bicton in his memory,
died at Bicton in 1885, at the advanced age of

eighty-eight. She left all her real estate, and a large-

sum of money, to her nephew, Walter Randolp .

Trefusis, who survived her only a few days, when
Bicton passed to his brother, who adopted the name
of Rolle instead of his patronymic of Trefusis. The
estates consisted in 1883 of 555<>- acres in Devon,
worth annually 47,170, while in 1797 the rent roll

is said to have k-en /.4O,OOO.
Mr. Rolle did much to improve and beautify

his charming estate, and enriched it in many
ways. Our illustrations show much of its sober

stateliness, and will suggest to our readers its

enchanting character. We give a picture of the

orangery, with its Ionic pillars.
I-rom that point a

lovely emerald lawn slopes to another terrace, whence

there is a descent by two flights of rather steep steps
to the lower lawn, which is beautifully hedged,
flanked by glorious trees, and adorned with delightful

amorini, standing upon pedestals, and with a very
unusual vase supported by three cherubs. It is a

region of delights, sequestered and beautiful ; but

there is a further descent to the great rectangular

water, which is seen in several of our illustrations.

Mere will IK dis.ie.-ned the character which we spoke
of in the beginning. All i- simple and st.itely,

and

flowers have no place in the competition.
(treat

banks of evergreen trees .ire the background, and are

reflected in the pellucid waters, .ibout which -t.md

monumental yews, and at each corner a beautiful

figure in lead. At one end the I-idy and her Beau

look at one another across the yews, and, .it the other,

there is a Shepherdess with her irook, and an

extremely tine statue of the ReajHT, sharpening
his

s^\'he. These are admirable examples of leadwork,
and are peculiarly appropriitc to their surroundings.
In the centre is a fountain, and beyond the basin is a

long, still canal reflating the conifers, and margined

by beautiful turf. Then we reach another lawn

fringed with yews and with the opening of a vista

between fine toli.ige.

Wonderful quiet and charm pervade the plan-,

resulting' from the lovely greensward ::r.d the varied

tints ot the trees, all reflected in the glassy mirrors

of the rectangular water aiul the long (.anal. In the

p.irk is a magnificent avenue of Chili pine or

Araucaria imbricata, planted about 1X4-, in which

year the last Lord Rolle died. Some of these trees

have produced cones tor many years, aiul the avenue
is one of the finest of its kind in the kingdom.
There are others of beech and oak, scarcely less

notable, the trees being veritable giants. Bicton is a

terrestrial paradise, and hours m iv be spent in the

famous arboretum, in which is represented nearly

every hardy family of trees and shrubs, selected for

si/e and beauM and systematically arranged. But it

is as a formal water garden that Bicton excels of that

type which multiplied rapidly under Charles II. and

William III., but was anathema to Capability Brown,
who turned canals into serpentines and abolished

pools. Wrest (page 251) and Bramham (page 232)
are survivals on a great scale and Westbuf)
(page xvi.) on a small one. Bicton comes in between

as to si/.e, but is second to none in l>eauty and

interest. On the death of Mr. Rolle in 1907 it

came to his nephew, Ixird Clinton.

THk ORANGERY.





LYME HALL,
CHESHIRE.

IT

is always interesting, in studying our Knglish
houses and their gardens, to discover, it" we can,
how they came to be where ami what they are.

How, tor cv.unple, does it happen that in th.it

distriu of" ancient barrenness and untamed trackless

wildness, the Forest of Macolcstidd, wherein once

the wild boar and the fallow deer had their hidden

haunts ; on these great hills which boldly front,

across the tortuous (
>oyt, the dim edges of the High

Peak, where, from the broken and shattered crest,

the Titanic conflict went on, whereof the rocky
missiles still lie far-stretched on the S!OJH-S below

how comes it that here the sombre front of

I yme Hall rises half ensconced in a hollow of the

Cheshire hill ?

The house which st<xxl on the site of the

present I .yme Hall is spoken of in a rental of 1466
as " one fair hall, with a high chamber, kitchen, bake-

house and brewhouse, a granary, stable, and bailiff's

house also, and a fair park surrounded by palings, and

divers fields and hays of the value of IO/. ye.irly."

Here had once dwelt, as we infer, the steward or

ranker ot MacclcsficlJ 1-orest. In the days <>f tin-

third Kdward there was living a valiant Cheshire

knight, one Sir Thomas Danyers, who was with thv

King in l-'rance, who took prisoner the Count de

Tankerville, grand chamberlain of the l-rench throne,

and who, at Crciy, saved or rescued the standard ot

the Black Prince, l-or this good service the Prime

granted to the knight the sum ot 4<Ds. a year out of

the Manor of 1-rodsham, with the promise that he

should afterwards have land to the value of /.2O

yearly. But the knight died about 1^52, ami the

Black Prince in June, i
;, ~'>, the promise remaining

unfulfilled. Sir Piers de I-egh, sometimes tailed

Perkyn a I.egh, married in or about the year nKH
the widowed daughter of this Sir Thomas Danyers,

who, if these dates be correct, must have been an

infant when her father died ; and Richard II., in

reward for her father's services, and also of those ot

/.I.I/A //.//./.
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her husband, granted to them the Manor of Handley,
or Lyme Handley, in the forest. It would appear
that by this grant a stewardship was converted into a

possession, after the lapse of many years, and

Cheshire that "seed-plot of nobility
"

produced
no worthier or more ancient line than that of Legh,
which thus became seated on the limites or limes of

the Forest of Macclesfield.

We see, therefore, how Lyme Hall comes to be

where it is, and to be named as it is, its original

having been a hunting or residential lodge on the

borders of the Royal forest. Sir Piers de Legh was

himself a prominent man in his time, who stoutly
stood for Richard II. against Bolingbroke, and,

apparently being in high command at Chester, was

captured and beheaded there in 1399, his head being
stuck on the principal gate of the city. He was

Legh of the time, he awarded to the knight an

honourable addition to his arms, in the shape of
" an escucheon, a shield of augmentacon, sable,

replenished with mollets, silver, to be by the said

Piers and his posterity for ever hereafter borne, and

be used as a testimony of his ancestor's good deeds."

On the strength of which the knight forthwith

embellished the inscription to Perkyn a Legh in

Macclesfield Church with the words :
" This Perkyn

serv'd King Edward the Third and the Black Prince,

his sonne, in all their warres in France, and was at

the battle of Cressie, and had Lyme given to him for

his services."

This Sir Piers who received the honourable

augmentation to his arms was the builder of the

existing Lyme Hall the builder, that is, of some

important parts that remain built up and encased in

CARVED STONE VASES, EAST TERRACE.

afterwards buried in Macclesfield Church, where

could be read in stone, and now remains in brass, the

inscription :

Here lyctli the bodie of Perkyn a Legh,
That for King Richard the death did die,

Betrayed for rightevsnes.
And the bones of Sir 1'eers, his sonne,
That with Kin^ Hrnry the fift did wonnc

In I'ark

It has been credibly believed, on the authority
of Hollinshed, and Burke and other later writers, that

this Perkyn a Legh was the knight who captured the

chamberlain of France and saved the Black Prince's

banner ;
but dates are difficult to reconcile, and good

evidence shows that it was in fact his father-in-law

that did these valiant deeds. Notwithstanding which,

when Flower, Norroy King-of-Arms, made his

visitation of Cheshire in i 575, staying at Lyme Hall,

and partaking of the rich hospitality of the Sir Piers

the present classic structure. Following the trade of

arms like his fathers, he was knighted by Henry VIII.,

and was successively Sheriff of Lancashire and

Cheshire, and afterwards Provost-Marshal of the same

counties. Sir Piers last named lived in a time when

all over England the rich were reconstructing the

houses that their sires had dwelt in, or, more often,

building new ones altogether. The "one fair hall
"

of 1466, with its
"
high chamber

"
and its outhouses,

no longer sufficed, and a new structure arose more in

consonance with the manners and character of the

times. Already there was a park surrounded by

palings, enclosed from the forest and well stocked

with deer ;
but this Sir Piers may have enlarged his

possessions, for he had licence to impark his lands.

Of the exterior of his house we get some idea

from a carving on one of the original mantel-pieces

within, a house of great mullioned windows, of
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THE SOUTH WALK.

pilastered porch, of high-pitched roofs and gables. Of casing of the whole by sash windows and a topping ot

all this nothing is left outside except the north porch, statue and pediment. Inside, however, the age of Anne

and that has been brought into line with the later showed some respect for the age of Elizabeth, and

THE GRANGER Y.
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FROM THE EAST TERRACE.

not only is fine panelling and plaster-work retained,

hut a whole series of most excellent and elaborate

chimney-pieces in oak and stone bearing the arms of

both Elizabeth and James, and thus marking the

period during which the work went on. From the

number and disposition
of rooms in which traces

of this work survive, we

may judge that the house

was three-sided, if not

quadrangular, as was

Chatsworth, and that,

unlike Chatsworth, which

was entirely destroyed
ind rebuilt as a classic

house between 1685 and

1707, Lyme was allowed

largely to stand, though it

must needs be decked

out in the later taste by

complete refacing and

rewindowing, and by-

much new decoration

within. This was done

between 1726 and 1729

by Giacomo Leoni, a

Venetian architect, who
owed his introduction to

England to the muni-

ficence of Lord Bur-

lington. He completely
transformed the house externally, and built the great
south front ; and at about the same period much of

the terracing seems to have been done. A great
deal of good work was executed in subsequent years,

particularly early in the last century, when the place

'IHE EAST SIDE Ol- Till: QUADRANGLE.
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was enriched w.th main v!.issu features, including

antiques from Athens, Pompeii and Kgypt. Mr.
Thomas I.cgh employed Mr. Lew.- \\ \.itt upon this

-., and the oast front was again altered. The
soiith front is imposing, with its fire Ionic po-

with fluted columns, pediment aiul statuary, raised

upon a rusticated luxe, and h.i\:n^ from its windows

enchanting prospers ,,\cr the artificial water to the

icd reaches of' the park. This is entirely the

work 't Leorii. The most interesting feature of' the

exterior is the centre of the frontage on the north

side, where the original work peeps out in the porch

already mentioned. There is a round entrance

archway, with a curious arrangement of windows and

columns over it, surmounted by a pediment, wherein

are displayed the arms of" the Ixrghs, the whole being
flanked by solid masonry formed in shallow niches.

Atx>ve these features are other windows and columns

giving place for a clock-dial, over which, in a semi-

circular arching, is a large shell ornament, the cresting
of" the whole being the seated figure of" Minerva,
enframed by a curved and open pediment. It is a

medley of the style of" the two ages of" the house,

interesting historically and pleasing enough aestheti-

cally. There is variety on the east side, as seen from

the raised terrace, where the figures of' Diana and

\it.r. .n .re upon the crest, much of" this Inring the

work of' Mr. Ix-wis Wyatt ; and also on the west

front, where project the two shallow wings. Within

the courtyard, where Ixroni worked upon the old

structure, the rustu an.ade of' the ground floor, the

asient to the pedimented doorway on the east, the

windows, pilasters and cornice give a very attr.utivc

appearance to the court. The house stands some
what high and exjmsed, which gives great value to

the fountain garden sunk and sheltered with pro

(citing walls to north and east, and hemmed in on

the south by the splendid tree ilad hank, which Mr.
I .at ham has sei/.ed at so charming a sunlit moment.

Nestling Ixrlow the high wall on whuh stand* the

great classic pile, its geometric ih.ir.utcr is in excellent

and well-devised contrast to the natural as|>ect of the

timber-clad hill and open parkland In-yond. Its

fountain plashes pleasantly into the still water of" its

stone-rimmed basin, and the knotting of its trim plats

carries us back to the gardening which came into

\i>^i:c- when Sir Piers was building his hall, while

serpentined lake and tree-planted knolls remind

us of" the landsi.ipe sch<x>l which Bridgeman was

founding while l.eoni was .it work at I .vine, and

which Kent and Capability Brown were, after him,
to develop and popularise.

CUT J\ M.lKHLh.





CASTLE HOWARD,
YORKSHIRE.

A
I 1 I I-.R from Vanbrugh t<> his patron reminds

us that in the first quarter of the eighteenth

century the great world was mail with the

magnificent extravagance of building. The

Knglish nobles who had seen the Court of the sun-

king at Versailles, came home in discontent with the

l.>\v roofed manor houses of their fathers, and far and

wide the ancient Knglish homes were laid in ruins, to

rise again with domes and porticoes and pilasters.

The age of the powdered wig and enamelled snuff-box

w.i- ill at case in the timbered hall, whose great fire-

place warmed a household without the needful

distinction of persons. At this time rose Castle

Howard, one of the most splendid monuments of its

period, a vast house, a Yorkshire Versailles.

The Karl of Carlisle for whom Castle Howard
was planned was chief of the Howards of Naworth,

a younger branch of the great family which has so

long headed the roll of our temporal |x
-ers with its

Dukedom of Norfolk. The Howards may IK- called

the most English of our great nobles. No legend

worthy of notice derives them from an invading
Norman. Their founder, an Knglish judge out of

Norfolk, died in the early years of tin- fourteenth

century, and no genealogist's ingenuity has done
more than guess that his aiuestors were Norfolk

rustics. But from this time onward the thread of

the pedigree can never be lost, tor his descendants

were knights and rich landlords, sheriffs of their

counties, making great marriages, until at last Sir

Robert Howard; wedding with a daughter of the

Mowbrays allied the Howards to the blood nn.il,

and Sir John Howard became Constable of the

lower, I.ord High Admiral of England, Karl

I /OKTIO.\ Oh : \ORlll FROM.
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Marshal and Duke of Norfolk. This was Jockey ot

Norfolk, who, knowing well without the warning

rhyme that " Dickon his master
"
was "

bought and

sold," yet stayed with that master to die beside him
at Bosworth. From him descend the long succession

ot the Howard dukes, the second of whom led the

English host at Flodden, and was grandfather to two
ot Henry's six queens. With their high honours

STOXKWORK WEST GARDEX.

came misfortunes such as few houses have borne.

The first Duke had died in a lost battle, the second

was for years a prisoner in the Tower, the axe spared
the third Duke only by reason of the King's sudden

death, and he lay a prisoner all the reign of

Edward VI. His son, Surrey, and his grandson, the

fourth Duke, both suffered death on the scaffold, and

his great-grandson, Philip, died in the prison which

had received his family for five generations. The

persecution so long endured seemed to have rooted

the Howards more strongly in the soil, for, putting
aside extinct titles, the heads of their many branches

are Dukes of Norfolk, Earls of Effingham, Suffolk

and Carlisle, to say nothing of lesser honours.

The Earls of Carlisle, the lords of Castle Howard,
come from the youngest son ot Thomas Duke ot

Norfolk, who suffered for his share in the plottings

of the Queen of Scots. This son, William Howard,
is that Bold Willy of Naworth whom "The Lay
of the Last Minstrel

"
calls Belted Will. His father,

having the little heiresses of the Lord Dacre in his

wardship, married one of them to his elder son, and

another to his youngest son William, who came into

the world under a queen who did not love her Howard

cousins. In the long years ot his lawsuits concerning
his wife's lands Elizabeth was always at the back of

his enemies, encouraging their attacks and profiting by
their successes. During all her days he lived a poor
man at bay against his suitors at the law. With the

coming ot King James his troubles lessened, and he

and his constant wife,
"
Bessy with the braid apron,"

took up their abode in her ancestor's castle ot

Naworth in Cumberland. Here he lived the lite of

a great country gentleman, a patriarch among his

sons, their wives, their children. Although he was

never Lord Warden of the Marches, as Scott and the

legend-makers have created him, he was Commissioner
for the Borders, and earned ill-will on all sides in

demanding that military and administrative efficiency
for which we are still striving. He farmed his lands,

improving the wild places ;
he built and made

gardens, dug for Roman altars by the Roman wall,

and made drawings of his discoveries ;
was a scholar

and antiquary, and the friend of such. His end

came in troublous times. The Scots were moving
after Newburn fight, and the old Lord William was

carried away in a litter trom his beloved castle of

Naworth to his house of Greystock, which he reached

only to die there.

His great-grandson, Charles Howard of Naworth,
a boy of eleven at the old man's death, was one ot

those many gentlemen who, in the evil days of the

Civil Wars, learned to run with the hare and hunt

with the hounds, to their own honour and advantage.
As a lad he was charged by the Parliamentary

THE Th.Ml'LE ASLKNT.
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nittee with having Some arms for the King, and

.1 rim- was paid lor his delinquent \ \: the luttle of

Worcester we find Mr. Howard of N.iworth righting

stoutly .is i.iptam of the life guards to his e\ielletuy
Oliver. Me was a Member of Parliament in the

Parliament of Barebonc, one ot the Comn.il of State,

atul of the Lord Protector's I louse of Peers. In

165*), he tried to save Ruhan.' Cromwell's Pi

torate, offering, with Ixml

Broghill, to strike a coup
</'</<// against the insubor-

ilinatc generals if Oliver's

weak-kneed son autho-

rised them to do so within

twenty-four hours. Their

offer being rejected, they
reconsidered their posi-

tion, and eventually joined
Monk and the Northern

Army. In the interval

he was twice imprisoned ;

but these passing mis-

fortunes do but show
that he was tacking
about with the times.

Such a man must
needs prosper at the

Restoration. King Charles

made him Ixrd l)acrc of

dillesland, Viscount
Howard of Morpeth, and
Earl of Carlisle, no more

being said of Oliver's

peerages,
and Oliver's late

life guardsman rode in

Prince Rupert's troop of

horse, and became at last

I.irutcnant-Gcneral of the

Forces. He was Ambas-
sador to the Czar or

Muscovy and to the King
of Sweden, Govcrnor-in-

Chief of Jamaica, and was
carried to York Minster

in 1685.
From his time on-

ward the history of the

Larls of Carlisle is the

history of great Whig
peers and landowners,

politicians holding most

of the high offices of State,

men of letters and

patrons of art, loving a

(reek urn and a well-

trimmed sonnet. The
third Karl is a type or

the rest. He was
. crnor of Carlisle

Castle, Lord-Lieutenant
ot Cumberland and Westmorland, and Vice-Admiral
of Cumberland ; Governor of Windsor Castle and

Warden of the Forest ; Constable of the Tower of

London and I-ord-I.icutcnant of the Tower Hamlets.

He was a Privy Councillor, First Ix>rd of the

Treasury, a Commissioner for the Union cf Scotland,
and a Ix>rd Justice of Great Britain at the death of

Queen Anne. He was Deputy F.arl Marshal, and

he was Master of the Foxhounds. Above all, he

w.ts the patron of Nr John Vanbrugh and the builder

of Castle I toward.

Ic Howard is no i.istlc, but a palate. It

was built, as the founder's obelisk declares,

where stood the old Castle of Hindcrskelf, and

it is in Bulmcr parish, a do/en miles from York.

For an anhiteit it ha.i that strange man <>t'

many par's, Sir John Vanbrugh.

/.KM) /'/(',CHE O\ S7O\K HASP LAl\\.

dilles van Brugge migrated to London from

Ghent, in West ! landers, and had a son, who left

London tor Chester, being one ot those su^ar bakers

of foreign Mood at whom the Knglish made their

mock from King James's day to Thackeray's. Given
a prosperous sugar baker in sleepy Chester, the

wildest palmist or crystal-gazer would hardly promise
his son such a life as John Vanbrugh's. 1-irst he

must be a soldier, and the town knew him as Captain
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Vanbrugh, of Huntingdon's Regiment, who had been

a prisoner in the Bastille. From a soldier he became

a bad poet and a brilliant dramatist. His facile

plays, loved by the players for their easy lines, kept
the boards for generations, and one, at least,

" The

Relapse," has come down to our own day. A man
of wit and honour he was, friend to everyone save

Sarah Duchess of Marlborough, and everyone save

that terrible lady loved good-natured Sir John.
Besides being soldier and dramatist, he was also

Clarenceux King of Arms and Acting Garter ; but

we have to deal with him as architect of Castle

Howard. Of his beginnings in architecture little is

known. Wren's long day was drawing to a close,

and in the next generation were only Vanbrugh and

Hawksmoor, both born in the year of the Great Fire.

Vanbrugh's boldness and originality and his sound

defects. This front has a length of 323^., a mass

broken by a seried row of Corinthian pilasters, which

support an entablature, a pediment and a balustered

parapet, topped with vases. In the pediment are the

arms of the house of Carlisle, and above rises a dome
with a lantern at the top. The squared lines and

right angles of the lawn before the house allow no

trick of the eye to cheat us of the mighty impression
of the great pile of stone, and Vanbrugh's work may
best be viewed at a distance. His Flemish blood

brought with it none of the Fleming's love for

delicate detail. He loved heavy effects of light and

shade ; with these and a bold sky-line he was well

content. Of ornament he understood nothing ; and

his details are coarsely thrust in. The doorways will

be observed, for in Vanbrugh's the entrance is well

marked. The great t^arl is to come to his palace by

ART AND NATURE ON THE LAWN.

Whiggery in politics were known to all, so the E",arl

of Carlisle had not far to go to find his man.

Castle Howard was begun in 1712, and in 1731
the Earl set up his obelisk to commemorate his

building of the house and making of the plantations
and the park. The site gave Vanbrugh a free hand for

his first important work, a beautiful and undulating

country well setting off the great mass of stone.

More successful here than at Blenheim, Sir John
has left the best example of his art at Castle Howard.

His passion was for the vast. He built as for a race

of giants, and his houses are not only huge by the

test of line and rule, but carry vastneis in the look of

them. The great south front, which our illustrations

repeat from various points across the basin with its

Atlas ami Tritons, across the lawn and square-clipped

yews shows Vanbrugh in all his qualities and their

a state entry in the middle of its front, to go up a

broad stairway, and go in at a great door with his

coronet and shield high above his head.

The classic taste of the Carlislcs has surrounded

their Corinthian house with vases and statues.

Looking from these to their background of dark

woodland of the third Earl's planting, we have a

pleasant picture of untamed Nature coming to the

outposts of the cold and ordered art of the ancients,

as though we looked out from the villa of a pro-
consul to the wild forest.

In the grounds a temple of Diana with a Doric

portico is summer-house and pavilion, and from the

shadow of the tree, across the sun-lighted lawn, we
see the shallow dome of the house to which the Earls

of Carlisle are carried when they have done with

their palace.
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The third Karl, vigorously prompted In

Vanbrugh, would have none of the villigc church

vaults as a
burving-place, and in l~i" Wren's most

ieiebrated pupil, Nicholas Hawksmonr, the arJ:

<r" >:. ( icorge's, Bloorrabury, began this temple t

the dead, which was not finished until the founder

had lain in it for four years. It was, perhaps, the

first adventure of" such a building in Kngland, and

bishops looked askance at it as a pagan departure
from Knglish custom. It was planned before the

great Duke of Mariborough died, and Vanbrugh, the

Karl's lonstant news writer from London, writes

loiuerning the projected funeral of the Duke, that he

has taken the liberty to mention to Lord dodolphin
what the Karl designs at Castle Howard,

" what IMS

been practised by the most polite people before

priestcraft got poor carcases into their keeping to

make a little money of." But it was hardly likely
that Duchess Sarah, at law ami loggerheads with Sir

John, would heed his advice, and a vast sum was

spent upon the pageant of a funeral.
" An idle show

gone in half-an-hour," writes Sir John,
" and forgot

in two days. What a noble monument would that

have made !

"
So I x>rd Carlisle had his mausoleum

and the Duke of Mariborough had none, although
he is commemorated at Castle Howard by an obelisk

which hails him as "defender of his country and of

Kurope."
These great buildings in the classical m .inner,

the pride of their founders, are seldom seen complete

by those who set about them. The Karl himself

dwelt a while in his great house, and was buried in

his unfinished tomb ; but Sir John Vanbrugh died in

1726 in his house at Whitehall, the house whose

shabby end we saw of late years when the old United

Service Institution was pulled down. I ie never saw

Castle Howard with the scaffolding down, and when
he had taken his wife to see the palace he had

finished at Blenheim they were turned out of the

grounds by old Sarah's servants. To the house of

Carlisle he had long been a friend and correspondent.

I 1 I idolised little son was godson of the Karl, to

whom the father writes that a new architect is

mming, for the little one already knows arches and

pillars in his lx>x of braks. But the child was to

begin life like his father as a soldier, and never lived

to run from that through his father's many trades.

When Sir Charles I l\\ard, the Earl's youngeM son,

\s.is wounded at l-onfenoy, a bullet ended Charles

Vanbrugh's soldiering.
He-fore Castle Howard and Blenheim vast houses

had risen in Knglaiul, but few remain of these. The
rich lawyers under the Tudors and the early Stuarts,

the men who were at their law lw>oks 1>\ ian. lie-light
in the early mornini;, who pursued the law in the

courts the whole day long until the last fee had IHTCII

pouched, loved building, ami made their houses too

wide for descendants whose otrkc wav spending what

toilsome chicanery had earned. The maintenance of

that noble house of Audley Knd proved a charge too

much for a private family. Holdenby House is but

a gateway and a ruin With a lesser house nesting
within its boundaries ; Kirby, the wreck of an

uncompleted marvel. I low soon an Knglish palace

may vanish away may be seen in the history of that

mushroom wonder at Fonthill (iiffard. Our rough
northern weather hurries the work of Time, and

huge palaces in Kngland cry like the horse leech's

daughters for repairs ami iostly upkeep. They ask

for .1 stable prosperity in the owners, who must abide

by them, caring for them as though their bl<x>d were

in the mortar.

In Castle Howard we have a better example
than we shall get elsewhere of that style for which

the rich Knglish lords of the eighteenth century

flung away all our national traditions of house-

building. It is a stately and a monumental style,

and Castle Howard may remain for ages among the

great palaces of the world. Nevertheless, its cold

splendour makes us glad that the exceeding costli-

ness of such work kept its cupolas and porticoes
from nesting in all of our old Knglish parks.





WOTTON HOUSE,
AYLESBURY.

TIII^

interesting house ami beautiful garden
arc in the county of Buckingham, about

halfway between Aylcsbury ami the Oxford-

shire border. Hearne, who journeyed

through Wotton in 1716, just after the house had

been completed, re-n irked that it was badly situated,

"but as well as could be in such a place." This

grudging praise would seem, in these times, rank

injustice when applied to so pleasing a location.

There is nothing imposing or grand in the character

of the surroundings, it is true ; but those who know
the pastoral delights and the woodland beauties of the

neighbourhood of Aylesbury will understand what

arc the charms of a great demesne that has been

valued and improved by many possessors, dis-

tinguished for learning, judgment and go ul taste.

The place belonged anciently to that great land-

owner Walter Clifford, but in early times came to the

important family of (Jrenville, which hail a se.it here,

in the parish of Wotton-Underwood, in med-

times. As sheriffs and knights of the shire the

CJrcnvilles were important men, and grew

succeeding centuries to greater ions-- juence among
their neighbour-.. The new and classic house at

Wotton was begun in 1704, and completed ten years
later, by Richard drenvillc, Ksij., Sheriff of Buiks in

I')- i, who married the heiress of Sir Richard Temple
ot Stowe, a lady who afterwards bee i me co-heiress of

her brother Richard, Viscount Cohham, and simcede i

him as Viscountess Cohham in September, I ~4<i,

being created Countess Temple in the following
month. Her son, Richard (irenville, Ix>rd Temple,
w.is the well-known politician, sneered at by Wai pole
and gibbeted by Macaulay who says it was his

nature to grub underground, and "whenever a heap
of dirt was flung up, it might well be suspected that

he was at work in some foul, crooked labyrinth
below

"
but who, nevertheless, was generous, liberal,

and dear to many friends. } le was also a man of
sonic taste and judgment in matters of art, an 1 his

interest in Wotton added much to the attractions of
the house.

The new edifice stood on a site a little higher than

its early predecessor, and somewhat to the north-west.

/-.is/ /VOV7.
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/N SHARP PERSPECTIVE.

It was a spacious, stately and formal building of

red brick, with stone pilasters dividing the wall

spaces and rising to a stone cornice. A flight of steps

led up to thq principal entrance, and there were two

square wings, connected with the central structure by
semi-circular colonnides, of which one contained the

THE HEN1) Of-' THE RAIL.
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kitchen and offices and the other the stables. It was

an English house of its period, a house of the same

character and charm as Honington and Melton

Constable, as opposed to its great Italian neighbour,
Stowe the one a house to live in with delight, the

other a palace in which to be uncomfortable with

grandeur. Wotton was adorned in the style of the

time. The drawing-room and other apartments are

said to have been enriched with the work of Gririling

Gibbons, and for three years Sir James Thornhill

resided here and was employed in painting the

staircase and saloon, "engaged at a salary of /.'i,ooo

per annum, and his board." We have said enough
to show what was the character of Wotton House,
and so we may picture it, standing amid its beautiful

surroundings, in the possession of many great men,

with so much violence th:it the Earl and Countess

Temple, their infant daughter, the domestics and a

visitor by whom the conflagration was first dis-

covered, escaped not without difficulty. The building

(excepting the wings) was completely destroyed in a

few hours." The mansion was subsequently rebuilt,

not, however, with all the old dignity nor improved
in appearance, but abridged of some of its rooms.
In relation to the descent of the property, it may be

enough to say that, upon the death of the third Duke
of Buckingham and Chandos, it passed, like the

Earldom of Temple of Stowe, to his nephew, father of
the present peer.

During all the changes that came over the

place, nothing but good has come to its gardens.
These had been formed on the south and west of the

THE STABLES, THE HOUSE AND '1HE KITCHEN.

Earls Temple, Marquesses of Buckingham and Dukes

of Buckingham and Chandos.

The sad misfortune came to Wotton House in

,820 when it was a seat of the nobleman raised two

years later to the dukedom which we sometimes

fear must come, sooner or later, to all our old houses.

It would be a dismal prognostication that they should

all perish by fire, and we will hope that the splendid

survivors of the great fraternity of ancient mansions

may long be spared. The mural and ceiling

paintings of Thornhill, the splendid carvings of

Gibbons, and many other things that were beautiful,

were destroyed. Thus does the county historian

tell the tale :
"
These, with the house itself, its costly

furniture, pictures and contents of the library, were

doomed to destruction by an accidental fire, which

broke out in the night of the 2cjth October, and raged

mansion, were varied with plantations, and included a

lake of 50 acres or 60 acres, which has since been

enlarged to about 250 acres, while the 2,000 acres

of the park have grown in beauty, owing to the deep
soil favouring the splendour of the woodland. The
forest trees were then, and are now, of immense

growth and great beauty. Lipscombe, in his
"
Buckinghamshire," speaks of a mighty monarch

oak, 24ft. or 25ft. in girth, which overspread a

circular area of 5oyds. diameter. The fertility and

verdure of the park and gardens are wonderful, and

therein all things flourish. Strutt, who figures the

grand old tree in one of his splendid etchings, was a

careful observer, and said the girth of 2$ft. was

measured ift. above the ground, and that the trunk, at

1 2ft. from the ground, divided into four large limbs,

of which the principal one was I2ft. in circumference.
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THE K1TCHE.V FROM THE SOUTH-EAST.

"Hail, old patrician trees!" we may exclaim Standing at the entrance, a romantic and beautiful

with Cowley, when we enter the twilight groves and view is gained of fair avenues, woodland vistas and

brown shadows of sylvan Wotton. Something of water. Charming are the effects that arise from the

the magnificence of the trees is seen in our pictures. rich, warm red of the brickwork, relieved by the

grey stone, and contrasted

with the deep and peaceful

green. The garden
architect has done
admirable things at

Wotton. The enclosure

of the forecourt by the

magnificent iron grille,

with a bold curve towards

the wings, and the grand

panelled urn - crowned

gateposts, is quite
masterly in its character.

The craftsman in metals

is the trusty servant of

him whom old Evelyn
would have called the
" hortulan

"
designer, and

at Wotton he has

fa s h i o n e d w o n d e r fu 1

things. The dispositions
and character of the

great grille have a dignity

befitting the place, and

r.\l)ER A \E\\' TREE. there is a richness of
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detail that is both good an. I charming. Quite

delightful, again, as an example of hammered iron,
;

ie uate to the kitchen garden, aiul the same

delicacy and skill are found elsewhere. Abundant
and excellent ax was the ironwork of' Knglish houses

under William and under Anne, there is no better

example than that at Wotton. At 1 lampton Court
Hi a greater scale and of higher elaboration, as

In-fitted a Kind's palace. That at Wotton equally
betits the more modest home of a subject.

Simplicity i* the charm of peaceful Wotton.
The quiet and ordered dignity of the house, the

charm of the smcxith-sh.iven lawn, the striking
features of the tall posts and the noble railing,

give the note of distinction. There is a wealth

of flower beauty also, but all seems subjected to

the broad effect we have indicated. The gardens
at Stowe were more famous, but they i.m sianely
have had all the sequestered calm that belongs
to Wotton.

(,.U/-..\ Of- IIIk. KITHIEN GAKDh..\.





BOWOOD,
WILTS HIRE

THl-

hue scat of the Marquess of I-ansdowne

commands admiration from many point* <>t

view. Its history, as .1 ijre.it country house,

associated with men famous in their country's

story, the rich treasures of art which they have

enshrined in it, and the extremely interesting

gardens with which they have embellished it, all

titutc sources of attraction which few great

houses can surpass. The name of the place- suggests
its sylvan glories, and there is no part <>t Wiltshire

more varied in the character of the landscape. One

topographer has traced nine different valleys in the

park, ami although our pictures do not illustrate the

green and umbrageous expanses of the great domain,

they arc enough to suggest its character. Here in

ancient times were the woode I depths of the Royal
forest of I'ewisham, which extended from Chippenham

nearly as t'.ir as Devi/es, and from I..i<u<.k to

Calne, and it is said that James 1. enjoyed the

pleasures of the chase in its glades. Afterwards the

forest was divided, one
p.irt mining to the aiueston.

of the Lords Audley and the other to the Careys ; but
it was dispaled during the Protectorate, and tradition

says the deer were driven to Spye Park, the Wiltshire-

clothiers streuh;ng two lines of broadcloth across

l.ockshill Heath to form the way by which they went.

A little later Kowixul was granted to Sir Orlando

Bridgeman, son of the celebrated Lord Keeper, but
after his death it vs.is sold, and passed to the family
of Petty, Barons and afterwards I-'.arN of Mielburne.

A considerable part of the noble structure was
built in cl.issu simplicity by John, second Karl or

Shelburne, but there is no proof of the assertion

'hat he employed the designs of the famous Robert

THE MARHLK h'OU.\TAI\S l\ THh. (MM.U./-AT
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and James Adam. This work now forms the south

front, with its great octostyle portico and pediment,
which looks over the romantic beauties of the park

Henry, Earl of ShcTourne, and, upon inheriting the

maternal estates, he took the name of Petty in lieu ot

that of Kitzmaurice, which has since been reassumed.

STAGS Oh' 11RONZE.

and the lake to the distant heights of Marlborough
and Roundway Downs. The builder was the son of

Thomas Fitzmaurice, Earl of Kerry, by the sister of

His son William, third Earl Shelburne, raised to the

dignity of Marquess of Lansdowne in 1784, was the

celebrated but unpopular statesman, who, though not
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THE SOUTH CORNER OF THE HOUSE.

LOOKING TO THE PARK.
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PARK SIDE OF ITALIAN GARDENS.

endowed with many qualities of a leader, was really

much in advance of his time. He was a munificent

patron of literature and the arts, and, both at his town

and country houses, entertained many of the most

cultivated men of the day. He devoted great attention

to the improvement of his large estates in Wiltshire,

and told Johnson that "
a man of rank who looks

into his own affairs may have all that he ought to

have, all that can he of any use, or appear with any

advantage, for ^5,000 a year." He greatly beautified

Bowood, adding the long wing on the west side of

his father's house, wherein is the orangery, taking as

his model a wing of the Emperor Diocletian's palace
at Spalatro in Dalmatia. This now constitutes the

facade of two quadrangular courts forming the

domestic offices. The Marquess employed Capa-

bility Brown to lay out the grounds, and though

they have undergone various changes since, we may
still trace the trained hand of the celebrated landscape

gardener in many of the effects of the park. Lord

Lansdowne is said also to have been assisted by the

Hon. Charles Hamilton, whose place at Pain's Hill

in Surrey was, and is, one of the most successful

examples of the early landscape style in England. In

such experienced hands the grounds and the lake,

with the cascade below, assumed their charming
character.

Britton, in his
" Beauties of Wiltshire," is lost

in admiration of what he describes :

" In this terres-

trial Elysium Nature has liberally dispensed her

favours, which her handmaid Art, under the dominion

of taste, has arranged and displayed in the most

appropriate and becoming manner. ... In

these grounds, no inanimate leaden statues, senseless

busts, nor ostentatiously unmeaning obelisks, obtrude

themselves on the eye of the wondering visitant : the

Marquess judiciously observed, 'that those littlenesses

of workmanship should never be introduced where
the beauty and variety of the scenery are in them-
selves sufficient to excite admiration.'

'

In relation

to which observations we may remark that the land-

scape gardeners did not despise, but rather welcomed,
such accessories as are referred to

; that leaden statues

are not more inanimate than statues must necessarily

be, and often have most happy effects in garden
adornment

;
that busts are not always "senseless" in

garden design ;
and that obelisks are not invariably

unmeaning. Indeed, some analogous garden adorn-

ments came later to the gardens at Bowood. Britton

particularly ascribes the Bowood cascade below the

lake to the Hon. Mr. Hamilton, who is said to have
taken his idea from a picture by Nicholas Poussin, and
to have been practically assisted by one Mr. Josiah

Lane, the whole being finished under the direction of

the first Marquess.
" Thus completed, and daily

improving in wildness and picturesque effect, it stands

a flattering monument of the taste and judgment of

all who were concerned in its construction." Land-

scape art was sometimes taken as a suggestion for

garden design, though Whately, in his
" Observations

on Modern Gardening" (1801), says that gardening
is "as superior to landskip-painting as a reality to a

representation."
Our concern being with the gardens of Bowood,

we must forego the pleasure of writing anything

descriptive of the magnificent house or its contents.

Many of the first Marquess's art and literary treasures

were sold and scattered by his son and successor, his

valuable papers being secured, however, for national

uses, and they now form the well-known Lansdowne
MSS. in the British Museum. The third Marquess,
however, hair-brother of the last-named, regenerated
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the attractions nt the place, being .1 liberal pat run of

art and literature, like his father, and he exercised .1

discretion in bringing together a large part of

the splendid collection nf pictures and statuary which

arc one of the great attractions of Bowood. To him

also the gardens owe very much, for he enlarged and

embellished them, and the noble Italian garden is

ly the work of his hand. As a young man he

made the grand tour, in company with M. Ktienne

Dumont, an intimate frien.l of Mirabeau, and though

upon his return he immediately plunged into politics,

and became Chancellor of the h'.xchequer at twenty
in the Ministry of " All the Talents," fie

for every manifestation of

his time, became again the

distinguished in literature

in

never lost his love

art, and Bowood,
resort of many men
and science.

The ornamental grounds cover some seventy

acres, while the park comprises about 1,000 acres of

wood and open land. Knthusiastic- and justly

enthusiastic- Britton notes three distinguishing
J.tsses into which the "agreeable objects of Nature

at Bowood may be divided the sublime, the

picturesque and the beautiful. Sublimity he found

in the extensive prosjxxts, the rich wixxi and the

massive rock worn into furrows by the rush of falling

waters, the details of landscape being "absorbed in

the striking grandeur of the surrounding scenery
"

;

picturesquencss he applauds in the broad lake and its

artless, wild and broken accompaniments ; and beauty

he rightly discerns in the glory of the lawns and the

pleasure-grounds.
The park through which we approach these latter

is a green and liowery wilderness, where great frees

of the patrician forest, tall and stately, cast their wide

expanse of shade, standing in groups like umbrageous
islands in the far-spread green of the grass, or

clothing in wixxlland extent the steep slopes. No
level expanse, indeed, is this, but one rich in hill ami

dale, intersected by green roads, and possessing those

magnificent woods and sheltered groves, streams and
the noble lake and cascade which add so much to the

grace and variety of the domain. The approach
from Chippcnham is superb, by the picturesque
hamlet ot Derry Mill, sweetlx embowered, and

through the arched gatew.u which gives admittance,
flanked by a tower of Barry's design. There is a

drive of some two miles to the mansion, and, as we
go, new beauties of the park are revealed as the hills

and hollows come into sight, luxuriant in their

verdure, and there are occasional glimpses of the tall

Linsdownc column, standing on the lofty height of
Cherhill Downs, and the white horse on the slope.
Not less attractive is the approach from C'alne, which

brings the privileged visitor by the famous gardens
of Bowood.

And now, as we near the house, we notice its

stately forms, and discern how well it harmonises
with its surroundings, and how happy is the effect of
colour in the garden glory and the beautiful tints ot

T//K A.\iy THE LEA\/\G
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the stone. The great Doric portico on the south,

the sculptured cornices and pediment*, the cresting

balustrades and the urns, the variety and dignity of

the structure, are very impressive.
The gardens are classic, as they rightly should

be when they grace such a mansion. They have their

kindred and originals in sunny Italy, where, in papal
or ducal gardens, we rise from terrace to terrace,

shadowed by ilexes and the tall spires of ancient

cypresses. They have their kindred also in the gay

gardens of old France. In a classic garden like that

at Bowood we are not called upon to make a choice

between the masterpiece of gardening and the work
of Nature. We have both the masterpiece in the

Italian pleasaunce and in the formal terraces, or by
the Neptune fountain, the work of Nature in the

park and the woods. As to the straight lines and

sentinel yews of the classic garden, we will not share

in the gentle raillery of Alfred de Musset, speaking of

a more famous example :

O clieu.x ! O bergers ! O rocailles

Yieux satyres, Tonnes grognons,
Vieux pctits ifs en rang d'oignons,

O bassins, quinconces, charmilles,

Boulingrins plcins de majeste,
Ou, les dimanches, tout 1'ete,

Baillent tant d'honnetes families !

"

We will say of the garden, illustrated so well, what

Theophile Gautier says of Versailles, that it is quite
the garden for the house, that there is marvellous

harmony in its regular forms, that the result is an

impression of grandeur, symmetry and beauty not to

be resisted "the supreme formula of a complete
art, and the highest expression of a civilisation

completely developed."
This is especially true of the Italian Garden on

the west side of the house, where the grand conser-

vatory and orangery wing extends along the upper
terrace, being full of the richest fruit and flowers.

Here on the terrace are two fountains with basins,

and the area is laid out with stone-edged flower-beds

geometrically arranged, all gay with beautiful things,
and tall, well clipped yews are there to give distinction

and relief. This upper terrace is margined by a

beautiful balustrade, adorned with radiant vases of

flowers, and there is a fine descent to the next level

by a stairway between two noble bronze stags, which

are well seen in one of the pictures. Along this

terrace wall, clematis and roses cluster, and, below it, is

a long walk, from which we descend by short flights of

steps to the principal level of the garden. From the

west windows of the house an enchanting prospect

opens lengthwise over this beautiful spot, which is

bright with flowers in well-arranged beds set in the

grass spaces between the broad walks, and again, there

are tall yews shaped as truncated cones to give point
and character to the prospect. Parallel with the

orangery, a long balustrade forms the outer margin
of the garden, with beautiful flower-vases at intervals

upon it, and fine descents to the green spaces of

the park. Then, facing the house, at the other end

of the garden, where the ground rises, is an ascent to

a low terrace, whence, by the double segmental

stairway where Neptune and the nymph are raised

high upon their pedestal, we ascend to a transverse

terrace, overshadowed by a magnificent bank of most

beautiful trees.

The garden architecture is superb, and nowhere
better than in the stairway of the Neptune fountain,

which is worthy of the Villa d'Este or of any garden
of Italy. The cool and beautiful stonework is

well fashioned, and the terrace wall is flushed

and adorned with the rich beauty of many fair garden
denizens, while the double stairway leads up to the

terraced height under the trees, from which we look

out over the whole garden, to the classic beauties of

the stately house and the landscape beauties of the

park. How great these beauties are we may see

again, as well as the admirable character of the

balustrading and the vases, in another lovely repre-
sentation of the park as viewed from the garden.

We might expatiate at length upon the charms

and special features of these splendid gardens of

Bowood. They are all-satisfying to the architectural

and garden sense. On the east side the same
character is preserved, and here we may enjoy
the secluded attractions of Lady Lansdowne's garden,
all enclosed, with a sundial in the midst of the

verdant lawn, which is interspersed with beautiful

flower-beds, and has gay flower-borders along its

margin. More we shall not say. The pictures
which accompany this article are admirably successful

in interpreting the garden character.



ARLEY HALL,
CHESHIRE.

AII.I'V

I I M.I. is a mansion which has many
claims to the delighted appreciation of

Knglishmcn. It is a great and dignified
house standing in superb and stately

gardens. Upon it have been lavished all the love

and care that those who have possessed it could

w. Their thought in the fashioning of it and
their judicious planning, like their sustained watchful-

ness in the maintenance of it, arc revealed in every

part and detail of the structure and its surrounding.

Upon these broad Cheshire acres have lived their

since first the hunter's horn resounded in the

r, and their latest descendants have retained

the tastes and pursued the avocations ()f those who
have gone In-fore. All these are things that appeal
to us with irresistible f'asiiiution, and, though it is

at once apparent that the house is not itself old,

we know that without its history and the environ-

ment of tradition it could never have been as we

sec it. The mansion is an example of modern
Elizabethan architecture of some merit ami

importance, and its gardens have a subtle beauty and

dignified
character that have often tempte.l the

painter's brush, though we question whether they
have ever been so

finely represented as in the pictures
we now publish.

Before we s|x.*ak
of Arley as it stands, let us

go back to its beginning, so that we may gain some
true of the character and memories of the pl.uc.

Remembering that it is located not far from the

marches of Wales, it is interesting to know that the

manor of Aston juxta Hud worth, within the bounds
of which the house stands, was anciently held ofJohn,
Constable <if Chester, by the service <>f rendennn a

Welsh lance on each St. Bartholomew's Day. Here
lived "temp. Will. Cone]." a certain Odard, from

whom desi ended Adam de Dutton, and this Adam

acquired in marriage with the daughter of Roger

AKLLY HM.L.
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Fitz Alured the manor of Wnrburton, from which
his descendants were to take their name. It was his

son, Sir Geoffrey or Galfrid de Dutton, who acquired
the manor ot Aston with Arley. Now this same

Geoffrey was a crusading knight, who did valiant

deeds against the Paynim, and in particular vanquished
a Saracen in battle, as is recorded by a chronicler in

the Harleian MSS. Lawrence Bostocke, 1572
wherein it is said that the victorious knight began
thereafter to seal with the Saracen's head, which is

still the crest of the Warburtons. Four other

Geoffreys followed, and then came in the name of Piers

or Peter, which has ever since remained with the

family. Of these, Wise Piers, as he was called, who
died in 1495, was tne builder, about 1469, of the first

Halton, and High Sheriff of Cheshire, and who
died in the fifteenth year of Henry VIII., and after

him several Peters (or Piers) and Geoffreys. Sir

George Warburton, created a baronet in 1660, suc-

ceeded his brother in the possession of Warburton
and Arley in 1641, and married a daughter of

Middleton of Chirk. The ancient house, though

retaining its mediaeval style in his days, probably
had later modifications to suit the changing taste, and
the time came when the moat was filled up and the

stout drawbridge no longer held aloof the stranger,
with whom the warder had parleyed from the tower.

It was described by one Webb, in 1621, with high
encomium, as

" that beautiful house of Arley that

doth, as it well may, show itself to beholders afarre

ILEX AND YEW.

Arley Hall of which there is definite record, though
a deer park and an earlier dwelling seem to have

existed as early as 1346. Wise Piers's house was

quadrangular, standing within a moat, doubtless

approached by a drawbridge, and was built upon a

base of stone, all of timber, after the common fashion

of building in those parts. Such houses as Speke,
which is included in this volume, suggest to

us its exact type, with its enriched timber-work,
carved and panelled, and filled in with plaster, and

its great bays, and arcaded cloister to grace the

courtyard. Here dwelt the builder's descendants,
all men of note and fame in the shire his son,

Sir John Warburton of .Warburton and Arley, who
was a knight of the body to Henry VII., Sheriff of

oft, as a place to be regarded the famous seat of

Warburtons, by succession of many renowned knights
of great worth and estimation." We may, moreover,
infer something as to its sturdy character from the

ancient remaining barn, built with massive oaken

beams, or rather trees, springing from the ground
and meeting above at the ridge of the roof, and thus

spanning the interior with a series of pointed arches,

the sides being filled in with slabs of split oak, seamed

and scarred with age. It is coeval with the ancient

house.

Here continued to reside successive baronets

Sir Peter Warburton, Sheriff of Cheshire in 1689;
Sir George, who represented his county in four

Parliaments, 1702-22 ;
and another Sir Peter, who,
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HERBACEOUS liOKDf-KS.

succeeding in i -4}, was Sheriff of Cheshire in 1-44,
and married a daughter of the Kar! of Derby. By
the middle of the eighteenth century the old house of

Arley h.ul ceased to satisfy the requirements atu!

tastes of the time. It was the (ieorgi.m .i_;i-, which

had little understanding of reverend antiquity, and,

THE \h\V
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FROM THE ALCOVE.

moreover, it may be surmised that Arley Hall, which

had breasted the blasts of 300 years, sweeping across

the open country that surrounds it, had fallen some-

what into decay. Sir Peter, the fourth baronet, was

loath to destroy it, so, in or about 1758, he encased

it with brick, and otherwise altered it to his mind,

and, proud of his long descent and glorying in

numbering the grandsires of his grandsires, placed

upon it the Virgilian line,
" Stat fortuna domus, et avi

numerantur avorum." The stone upon which he thus

alluded to the prosperity of his house was discovered

during the building of the present edifice. The

patient and ponderous Ormerod. diligent describer of

the shire, thus speaks of what he saw of Arley early

FROM 7UK HALL DOOR.
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in the last century :

" The present house forms a

quadrangle of ii4ft. in front by I3oft. in depth,

enclosing a court 68ft. by 4oft., laid out with parterres
of flowers, around which there was an open colonnade,
which is now formed into a close passage. The hall,

which is used as an eating-room, is 38ft. by 32ft.,

and about 31 ft. in height, finished in the Gothic style,

with a grand ceiling. The drawing-room is an addi-

tion by the late baronet's father, and is 36ft. by 24ft.

The house includes a domestic chapel, and was sur-

rounded by a moat now chiefly filled up." When
Ormerod wrote, the fifth and last baronet, Sir Peter,

had recently died (1813). He was a gentleman well

known far beyond the bounds of his shire, where he

was a familiar figure in the hunting-field and kept a

pack of hounds.

When the last baronet was dead, his estates

descended to his grand-nephew, Rowland Eyles

Egerton
- Warburton, a member of another great

and beguiled his leisure by writing sporting verses

for the delight of his friends of the Old Tarporley
Hunt Club. They possess uncommon spirit and

elegance, many of them are familiar to sporting men,
and it is pardonable to give one well-known verse,

often sung, taken from the delightful volume by th_-

builder ot the house we depict. His sporting verses

reached their eighth edition in 1887 :

Stags in the forest lie, hares in the valley-o !

Web-footed otters are spear'cl in the locks
;

Beasts of the chase that are not worth a Tally-ho 1

All are surpass'd by the gorse-cover fox !

Fishing, though pleasant,
I sing not at present,
Nor shooting the pheasant,
Nor lighting of cocks

;

Song shall declare a way,
How to drive care away,
I'ain and despair away,
Hunting the fox !

Such was the builder of Arley Hall. The house

was begun in 1833, and the work upon it was

TO THE KITCHEN GARDEN.

Cheshire family, whose father had added the name of

Warburton to his own patronymic. Mr. Egerton-
Warburton was a very prominent man in his shire,

and the builder of the new Arley Hall. To him it

owes its present aspect and much of the glory of its

gardens, though, since his deith in 1891, his son and

successor has very greatly beautified, arranged and

perfected the latter. The late Mr. Egerton-
Warburton was a gentleman of strong and genial

personality, who devoted himself to country pursuits,
the building of his house, and the improvement of his

estates. He was famous, too, in the hunting-field,

continued during many subsequent years. It is an

example of the revived taste for Jacobean archi-

tecture, as Anthony Salvin understood it. The

lozenged brick contrasts well with the mellow stone.

The porch, with its coupled columns, fluted and

enriched, rises to the oriel window, which is adorned

below with the shields of the Warburtons and

Egertons, and above with a perforated cresting.

Higher still, upon pedestals, heraldic animals are

seated, each with a banneret, while above rises the

rich octagonal turret with its fretted cupola. The

flanking wall on either side, with mullioned windows
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and bays, curvilinear gables above, and clal>oratc

chimneys, complete the architectural composition.
The day of the mo.it, drawbridge .uul portcullis

having long passed aw.i\, Mr. I ,-irton Warburton

placed above his do >rway a hospitable motto,
reminiscent of those at Montacutc and many other

placi
I h x-- ''I K'""' '"" "<! t'w :

Kli;li! m-l- nun- lllKI, if wiMlll) III |M^-> llll.nlj.-li

Aiul now it remains to speak of the extremely
tine gardens which frame this quiet alxxle with

surrouiulinjjs which few, if any, can excel. The

neighbouring district is generally flat, hut it slo[x-s
on the east side of the mansion towards a consider-

able sheet of water and handsome plantations, the

house standing comparatively high, looking over a

richly-wooded country, not without variety, and with

a prosjxrct in one direction of the Macclesticld and

Staffordshire hills. The pictures of the garden will

interest and astonish every lover of the gardener's

art, for they arc a triumph both in design and

ution. We do not know where better things
have been wrought. The elements of the style,

nevertheless, are simple, the happiest use being made
in bold forms and subtle contrasts of ilex and yew,
united with gorgeous colonies of herbaceous plants
which arc radiant all the summer long. The yew
and ilex walk leading out to the umbrageous spaces
of the park is of rare and singular character, affording
a delightful excursion into the quaint world of topiary
art. There is no evergreen that puts forth n fresher

or more distinctive green than the ilex in the spring,
and the conical forms into which it is deftly shaped at

Arley are in beautiful contrast with blocks of the

deqxrr-hucd yew. And yet the yew, too, is "kindled
at the tips," and we feel that in this singular avenue
we .trc in company with a host of quaint and attractive

garden inhabitants.

Note again the extraordinary beauty of the

ye Walk. From that over-arched shelter,

h is vested with climbing plant., whit .1

glorious picture is disjosed ! On one side is .1 t.ill

brick wall, whose line is broken oiue and mnspii uoiisly
1>\ .t tall

p.iir
of stone tapped |v>sts support.ng a p.nr

of gates of excellent ironwork, while clinging growths
of evergreen* and flowering plants Jot he the wall in

many puce*, which, moreover, is strengthened, as it

were, by magnificent
buttresses i>t \ew. These are

an original feature, though not wholly unlike those

at Hiddulph drangc, and afford an interesting variety

of the topiary style, being cut and
kept by MM

skilful hands. Facing t!ie wall of brick is a

magnificent
wall of yew, and again there are buttresse-

which play an important part in the design. For,

though they are buttresses in form, they are in effeit

intended to back up and give relief and contrast to

the flower-border, while also affording valued shelter

to its deni/.ens. We cannot
s|>e.ik

too highly of the

t.iste and skill with which this Arbor Walk is formed.

The contrast between the dark yew, the fresh green
of the grass, and the radiant colonies of hardy flowers is

most admirable. Larlupun and fox-loves, poppies
aiul phloxes, snapdragons and lupines these and a

i rowd of other glorious flowers are grouped in lo\elv

colonies, tall-growing, queenly spires and tutted

masses, keeping up the tale of garden glory from

early spring until the blasts of autumn have blown.

The yew garden, with its picturesque little tea house

of timber anil brick, all fenced in by its high walls of

sombre green, is a delight to linger in, and is a world

of quaintness of its own. There are more open

gardens on the east near the chapel, well kept ami

beautiful, with a background of cedar ami many
ornamental and forest trees. In short, look where

we will, we are charmed with the garden beauty of

Arley Hall a place dearly loved, richly prized, and

much beautified by its possessor, and one where we
find successful modern work united with the historic

memories of a long and distinguished line of good
Englishmen.





THE DEANERY GARDENS,
SONNING, BERKSHIRE.

SON

M\; i Mill a quiet village by the

Thames, ami has not, like some of its

neighbours, sacriAced its rural charm to its

popularity. The entire parish numl>ers but

450 souls, ami there are no building estates or

ed rows of villas. Any slight building develop-
ment that has taken place has Ixren reticent in

quantity ami quality, and here we And that admirable

example of the IX.-M type and quality ot" modern

house-building and garden-making which is our
theme.

At the point where the high road coming from
I w \ford prepares to dip towards the river and to the

unfortunate iron substitute for the charming oak

bridge of our younger days, there lay, on the left-hand

side, a garden and orchard encompassed by a

delightful old brick wall except where, sloping smith

westward, it nunhed with the churchyard. Here
the garden ground was jft. higher than the pathway
below, so that it needed no higher barrier than a

low wall, affording an open outlook on to the

interesting (iothic church and the finely-timbered
lands of Holme Park beyond. Here was a piece
of ground) somewhat neglected and decidedly circum-

scritxrd, but, by its slope, its situation and its

environment, full of latent potentiality to him who
had eyes to see and brain to plan. Such an eye
saw it and such a brain worked on it, and

the result is the "Deanery (iarden" of to-day.
This title is no modern misnomer, but springs

THE H}l'\TAI\ LOl'KT.
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THE GREAT SEGMENTAL STAIRWAY.

Will

CLOISTER TO GARDEN,
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LOOK1XG SOUTH DOll'.V THE PERGOLA.

straight out of Sonning's past history, which is

essentially ecclesiastical. When Alfred the Great

and his son Edward the Elder were consolidating
the Saxon realm, the great Winchester diocese was

divided, and the Wilsaetas obtained a bishop of

their own. Ramsbury,
which lies on the Kennel
well within modern Wilt-

shire, was occasionally
his seat, but so also was

Sonning, for not only did

the Wilsaetas then spread
out hither, but, in out-

own time, the wide-

stretching old parish of

Sonning, only recently

curtailed, included a con-

siderable area of one of

Wiltshire's several fra<>--O
ments scattered about

Berkshire's territory-
Norman rearrangements

ultimately fixed the

governance of the

bishopric at Salisbury, but

Sonning remained a

bishop's manor, so that

I .eland was able to say
that in his day there
" was a fair old howse

of stone at Sonninge by the Thamise ripe longging
to the bisshop of Saresbyri and thereby a

fair parlce." But in 1575 the bishop made an

exchange with Queen Elizabeth, and took some
Dorsetshire lands in place of Sonning, which soon

LOOKING XOR'IH UP THE PERGOLA.
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THE TERRACE WHICH DOMINATES 1HE GARDENS.

THE EXD OF THE \\ATEK GARDEN.
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cd from the Cmwn, became, dunn;; most of" the

seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, the property

<it" the family of" Rah, and was then sold by them
to Ruhard Palmer, who built the house at Holme

<, which his descendants hold now. But, k-sules

the main, or bishop's, manor, S.wning also had a

rectorial manor, which, from time immemorial, was
annexed to the Deanery of" >alislnirv. Its lands

prevented the full isolation which was desired for

Holme Park, and

Richard Palmer
obtained an Ait

of Parliament

ing them in

him on a yearly

payment to the

dean, who still

retained a peculiar

jurisdiction in this

parish and the
advowson of the

living. The
pleasant little .|M-,

whose modern
development XM

are about to
notice, lies, as we
have said, con-

tiguous to the

church ; its line

enclosing wall
marks it as a

place of old-time

occupation, and its

name helps the

folk of Sonning to

remember the

interesting and
unusual features

of its medieval

past, whose spirit

and habits are

largely exemplified

by the present
house with its

entry behind
screens, its ban-

queting-hall rising

up to the roof,

and the immense
oriel ofpegged oak.

No one who
looks at our illus-

trations and who
knows his manner
will fail to recog-
nise here the

finger-prints ot

Mr. Lutycns. He
has done much that

is larger and more ambitious, but nothing that is more

complete and satisfying. It shows much ingenuity
and a large measure of originality. But it also

shows full knowledge of old work, and a realisation,

amounting almost to second nature, of that delicate

and sensitive instinct of line and proportion, of form

aiul colour, whose presence in the general run ot old

work mad*- it good, and whose absence in the general
run of new work makes it bad. Mr. Lutycns is not

of those loiucitcd Phaetons uho rashly attempt to

drive the chariot of art along the pathuax

originality than which none is so thick set with

pitfalls without profiting by the experience and

being guided by the rules ot a long-previous In

siuicssful charioteers. ! till of thought and idea, he

^icpts, us-.s (even, at need, copies) old models,

and so prodiiics work whuh at once reminds us of

the best that was and delights us as the best that is.

A CURVED SWttP OF hASV STEPS.

Yet another point strikes us as we take a general and
bird's eye view ot this little creation ot his. \

only arc design of house and of garden good in them-

selves, as abstractions, they are the right and proper
designs for the particular and concrete purpose.
I Icre are not a set of plans drawn in an office, with no
vision beyond that office's walls, ready to IK- set down
on any or every plot. It is abundantly clear that every
feature and characteristic of the ground was intimately
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appreciated before pencil was put to paper. The

individuality of the site has not been crushed and

smothered by the clumsy and brutal superincumbency
of a tyrannous structure, foreign to its nature and

ignorant of its idiosyncrasy ; but it has been

heightened and vivified by an intelligent ordering in

sympathy with its undeveloped qualities and in

unison with its best possibilities. The whole thing
therefore holds together, there is neither dissonance

nor contrariety. In size and in character, in arrange-
ment and in method, the house and garden suit the

spot, and the spot is the due setting for the archi-

tectural features which occupy it. They are the

complement of each other. This particular bit of

Nature wanted precisely such a creation of Art to

enhance and complete it. and this creation of Art could

brick-banded chalk, and opening into a courtyard, in

'he middle of which the Pompeian boy pours water
rrom his wine-skin into a little pool at his feet. The
sun plays delightedly in this engaging trap for

varied light and shadow, and the plash of the

water, in its hot and brilliant centre, refreshes

the visitor entering from the dusty road. Across
the courtyard the house door stands invitingly

open. But we must harden our hearts and turn our
backs upon it, for the garden alone is our theme

to-day ; the interior may be seen and read about in the

first volume of" In English Homes." We, therefore,
turn to our left and out through a wide arch into the

main garden square. It is bounded on the west side

by the house and on the east and north by the old

enclosing wall, so that it occupies the full width of

CLUSTER ROSES.

not have found another bit of Nature so well qualified

and adapted to its perfect presentment. This

simply means that an artist and not a tradesman has

been at work here. The architectural profession
contains both, and we are glad that we are not called

upon to decide which of the two predominates.
Not only was the piece of ground, as a whole,

very limited in extent, but the higher and flatter

portion, lying along the road and behind the old wall,

was narrow. The lover of that respectable stupidity,

the "
carriage sweep," would have spent sleepless

nights over the problem of introducing his favourite

feature and would have produced a most common-

place failure. As it is, an archway made in the old

wall and fitted with a wrought-iron grille gives direct

entrance from the road into a cloister, vaulted in

the upper flat before it falls southward towards the

orchard. Even so, as the pictures of the pergola,
which is its chief feature, show, there is some diver-

sity of level which admits of the flights of steps

pleasantly breaking and relieving the long run of the

broad flagged way. This portion of the garden

swings round so as to occupy, on its main level, an

area of grass and flagstone in front of the eastern end

of the rmin or south elevation of the house, whence

there is access to it through another arch, closed, at

will, by a massive oak door. The platform we are now

on, its simplicity modified by the adequate base and

column of the sundial, dominates towards the south

and the west two lower-lying garden sections of wholly
different character. The great segmental stairway to

the south (followed by other circles, flagged and
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stepped, breaking the stretches of' sward) leads down
v-en alleys and to the orchard, sprinkled and starred

irV.iJils, tulips and anemones. Never did we
see plants of Anemone fulgcns more \ig.irous .in.l

t.ill stemmed, more proudly and prosperously

opening their yreat flowers to the radiant sun,

than rose out of" the luscious orchard
gl

on the gay morning of early May when we
\ed this scene of happy growth, these clusters

and colonies of" bulbs rioting in the strength which the

lent soil gave them with the added help ot" clever

setting and good nur urc. Mounting back on to the

pl.it, we can now contemplate the scene which is

below us to the west ; a narrower garden lying in

front of the hall and other rooms of the house and

extending beyond it to the western limit of the

varied, if small, domain. We are standing against
the balustrade and over a depressed arcn, under

which lurks one-half of a circular pool, the other half

; out in the sun, its surface rippled by the jet of

water which spouts from the mouth of the Mtyr that

forms the keystone of the arch. Opposite to this the

pool has a break in its circumferential edge, admitting
the water to one of those flagged and formal rills

occasionally met with in modern garden design,
and which Mr. I.utyens uses with freshness and

originality, and with varied adaptation to particular

site and circumstance. At Sonning, this charming
architectural ditch runs down the centre of a long

grass plat, and widens into a square basin in the

centre of its course and into a circular one at the

end. It is tenanted by the flowering rush and

many another vigorous water-plant, whose beauty is

revealed, but its rampancy checked, by the relentless

limits of its setting. The western or circular end
of this little water garden is perhaps its most

striking member. \\c give two pictures of the

curved sweep of easy steps that i loses it and leads to

the rose-clad hexagon and the end seat. These

pictures are of different dates ; the first, taken in the

early days of the garden and of its planting, gives a

complete idea of the plan of this feature The second,
taken when rose and iris and

lily
had been given their

chance and had sei/ed it, exhibits a wealth of foliage

aiul of flower. We are .it OIKC strut, k by the thoughtful
and clever planting of the garden. The due choice

and knowledgeable setting of the dcni/cns which so

joyously occupy the choice home provided for them
remind us that another name should be coupled
with that of Mr. I.utyens, and that this Sonning

garden is one of the cases, several already, and, we

trust, to be multiplied in the near future, where

complete success has been gained by the sympathetic

partnership of Miss (Jertrude Jekyll with Mr.

I.utyens, the latter as designer and the former as

planter; the one has created the idea with his master

mind and conjurer's hand, has moved the masses of

inanimate matter into their places and given them
form ; the other, with her wide knowledge of the

plant world of its |:kes and dislikes, of its gratitude
and go H! nature indeed, but also of its obstinacies

and vagaries- and with her perceptive taste in selec-

tion and arrangement, has started into organic-

luxuriance, has warmed into living beauty, this archi-

tectural (ialatea. The Deanery Garden is a simple

abode, a little place. But it is entirely and exactly
what it sets out to be. It is the complete realisation

of its concept. It is, therefore, a great work.





EASTON LODGE,
ESSEX.

our present
is with Kaston

Till-

t\v,. Kaston> arc Ksscx parishes King in 154} obtained a grant of his father- in law's
north-west of Dunmow, and because, of old, J sst-\ earldom, which in the- interval had IK-CH
(irc.it Kaston Church lacked a tower while held

liy Thomas Cromwell tor three months lx.-t',,re

Little Kaston
Church proudly reared

that feature, the latter

parish took it as its distin-

guishing attribute, and it

was as ll.ir.i'i M i\ nard of

I lines ad-Turriin that

the second of this family
to hold the manor was

called to the I'ppcr
I I >use in i'>:~. It is

not, indeed, till late in

the history of Little

1 iston, and far down on

the roll of its lords, that

the Mavnards apjx-ar.
But as

interest

Lo.lge, which was built

by the first, and with its

gardens laid out recently

by the last of that family,
we need not trace the

devolution of the estate

from l)omc->da\. We
must not, however, p.iss

over the Tudor Age,
when, during the short

space of half a century,
it was successively held

by members of five

different families, all of

whom were then busy
making history. I'ndcr

Henry VIII. we find it

still in the possession of

the Bourchiers, great men
in the Kastern Countu

who, in the fifteenth

century, produced a

cardinal archbishop who
was l.ord Chancellor, and
an Karl of K.ss t-\ who
was Lord Treasurer.
The last male descendant
of the latter, a noted

soldier and courtier to

King Hal, died of a fall

from his horse in 1 540,
and Kaston. with other

property went to William

Parr, who had married his

daughter Anne, and who I..\TKA.\Ct TO D.l/KY GAK/>K\.
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.

SUA'A' CROQUET LAWN AND EAST PERGOLA.

his beheading. Parr did not long remain satisfied of Northampton at the time when Henry's executors

with an earldom, and, as brother to Henry's latest were politely voting themselves steps in the

and dowager Queen, he received the Marquessate peerage before intriguing for the removal of each

3BiAvO*V?*? " "<3r
iu8*i&*:V= |P

THE WEST WING.
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other's heads. Implicated, at Edward's death, in

the Lady Jane Grey plot, he was condemned, but

pardoned, and so lived to be a Privy Councillor under

Elizabeth. He did not, however, keep Easton long,
for we find it next in the possession of the Wriothes-

leys, of whom the elder, Thomas, rose from small

beginnings at the Court of Henry VIII., got, as his

share of monastic plunder, the Hampshire abbeys of

Tichfield and Beaulieu, became Lord Chancellor and

Earl of Southampton, and, dying in 1550, left a

minor as his son and heir. This Henry, second

Earl of Southampton, sought to undo what his father

had done, to ruin rather than build up a family, to

be in opposition rather than in office. His name

crops up repeatedly in connection with every intrigue

against Elizabeth
; but, though more than once

imprisoned, he escaped the fate of his principals,
such as Mary of Scotland and Thomas of Norfolk.

ownership, for his descendants hold it now. More-

over, it became no longer an unconsidered fragment
of a great estate, but the chief seat of its lord. Sir

Henry built a house of which much of the substance,
if little of the appearance, yet remains, and which,
even in the latter respect, had been little altered

when Morant published his "
History of Essex

"
in

1768, and gave an illustration of its entrance front.

It shows a house typical of its age. At the bottom
of a forecourt, which is flanked by low gabled out-

buildings, rises the porch, and on each side of it two-

storeyed mullioned bays, surmounted by gables with

curved copings. Tall, narrow, cupola-rooted towers

occupy the corners. The whole is not unlike Blick-

ling on a smaller and simpler scale. We read that
" Easton Lodge is an ancient edifice, but more
convenient in several respects than many modern

buildings." This convenience, however, did not save

THE rn o PEKGULAS.

Meanwhile the name of Wriotheslcy disappears
from the records of Easton, and in its place appears
that of another family of conspirators the Throck-

mortons, of whom Kenelm exercises the right of

ownership in 1582. What his relationship was to

the Cheshire branch of the family, whence sprang
Francis Throckmorton, whose conspiracy and treason

brought him to the rack and to the gibbet in 1585,
we have not traced ;

nor whether it was from this

connection that Easton came into the hands of the

Crown, and thus enabled Elizabeth to grant it to Sir

Henry Maynard in 1589. He was of a Hertford-

shire family, his father having been Steward of

St. Albans, and he entered the service of William

Cecil, became his secretary, and therefore a meet

object for Royal favour. With him, Easton ceased to

change hands and entered on a period of settled

it from alteration, for Wright, in 1833, pictures the

garden side and r.hows a flat-roofed, sash-windowed

wing, anil we learn that though "the house was

erected in the latter part of the reign of Elizabeth,
and is distinguished by large projecting windows and

other peculiarities which characterise the architecture

of the period," yet "at more recent periods important

improvements have been made." The "improving"
spirit continued to reign after Wright's time, and the

house only appears in our illustrations as the back-

ground to its gardens, for after a disastrous fire in

1847 '* was practically rebuilt, and but little shows

of Sir Henry's original dwelling except a few chimney-
stacks. He left a son, William, who was educated at

St. John's College, Cambridge, where he " founded a

Logick Professor's place." He took a wife from the

house of Devonshire a grand-daughter of Bess of
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NORTH END OF THE POND TERRACE.

Hardwick obtained a barony in 1627, as we have

already noted, and escaped the difficult times that

were coming by dying in the year which saw the

assembling of the Long Parliament. His son, the

second Lord Maynard, was "one of those truly

worthy patriots who did not run headlong with the

TEAHOUSE ON THE LAKE.
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A GREEN WALK.

incendiaries." This he left to his uncle, Sir John,

who, however, shortly found the fire he had helped
to kindle uncomfortably hot

;
for though an active

Parliamentarian, he was of that civilian type which

could not brook the predominance of the army, his

opposition to which brought upon him, in 1648, the same

impeachment which had befallen his more loyal nephew
the year before. Nothing very serious seems to have

happened to either of them, and Lord Maynard lived

to see Charles II. restored, at whose coronation he

claimed, and was allowed, his doubtful right, as lord

of Easton, of acting as caterer and larderer. The

Maynards for some generations were prolific enough ;

but when the fifth Baron died in 1745, it was the

eighth and youngest son of the third Baron who
succeeded to the title and estates. He was made
a Viscount in 1766, but as he, also, was childless, he

succeeded in getting his patent made out with special

remainder to a third cousin, who followed him in

1775, and was husband to the notorious "Nancy
Parsons

"
very much a " woman with a past." She

was the daughter of a Bond Street tailor, but her

"rare powers of attraction," which Gainsborough's
brush enables us to revise in his portrait of her now
in the Lansdowne Collection, soon brought her into

sub-social prominence, and it was her connection with

the thir.l Duke of Grafton when he was Prime

Minister which made her a subject of interest to the

gossips of her day, such as Horace Walpole. Again
in this case, there was a lack of Maynard heirs, and the

title descended to a nephew, with whom it expired

1865. He left two grand-daughters, of whomii

the younger is Lady Algernon Gordon-Lennox.
But the elder was made sole heiress to the estates,

and having, in 1881, married Lord Brooke, she

became, in due course, Countess of Warwick. Her

interest in gardening showed itself in her founding
and maintaining a college for the training of women
in that art. But she also desired to set the impress
of her age and of her personality on the grounds of
her own and of her husband's inheritances, and both

at Easton and at Warwick Castle great garden works
have of recent years been carried out from the

designs and under the superintendence of Mr.
H. A. Peto.

When Morant assures us that " Easton Lodge
stands high, having a beautiful northern prospect, of
which the capital point of view is the noble church of

Thaxted," we must remember that this was an Essex
man's description of an Essex elevation. It is truer

to say that the house is set on gradually rising

ground, and is, therefore, rather exposed, as are all

the Essex table-lands. For both protection and

distinction, therefore, it largely depends on the fine

timbering of a park of 800 acres which surrounds it,

and whose groups and specimens of oak, of horn-

beam and of Scotch fir are brought into some scheme
and discipline by the great trio of avenues that con-

verge upon the house. Although Morant, describing
his own eighteenth century day, says that Easton
"does not lack the modern improvements of shrub-

beries and serpentines," yet Capability Brown was

evidently not given a free hand, or the avenues
would not have been allowed, and the serpentine
"
improvements

"
would have had full sway. As a

matter of fact, Easton was, five years ago, deplorably
deficient in pleasant garden surroundings, those in

existence consisting of the very moderate-sized square
of grass, cut up with the rather commonplace flower-

bed arrangement, which appears in one of our
illustrations. Beyond that lay an uncompromising
croquet-ground bounded by the iron rail of the park.
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As, ow ;

ng to .1 r right or'w.i\ t.i the s.>uth,

the . e north, it had the a.ldcd ill-

of I'cv t by the north-east blast, and

when, in 1 90;, the new garden work" were instituted,
w

.;htly deoded to prefer shelter to extended
outlook towards the north, while the south v:

which, despite Morant's opinion, we must consider

the best, remained unimpeded. A considerable slue

of park, which at this point was flat and featureless,

i-mlosed, and form and definifeness was given to

the
croquet-ground by stretching down each si.ic of

it the hnc pergolas of" late sixteenth century t\|K-,

with their pillared supports and round, arched roof's

centring in domes, already wreathed and Uiwcred
with

creepers ; while beyond this much-unproved old

section of the garden was constructed the ample and

dignified Mink garden of our pictures, that best of

materials, Ham I lill stone, being used for the

purpose. The central feature of this garden
balustered pool, akin to the original one at Montacute,
but on a larger s<..ile, as it t.ikes the form of a canal

over looft. in length, which in summer is
literally

abla/e with various coloured water-lilies. The
balustrade has K-en criticised as in some measure-

shutting off the onlooker from intimacy with the w.-.ter

and its brilliant denizens ; but as a mere matter of

ease, the support and lont.ut of the balustrade, as one

learvs over to enioy the lilies spangling the limpid
water, is a great gain, while the value of this architci

tural incident in the general composition was fully
realised by Mr. 1'eto, as it had been by his Elizabethan

predecessor. Many of the rarer and more delicate-

varieties of the hybrid water-lilie-. were intnxiuced

with some anxiety .is to how they would fare in the

1 ex climate. They have flourished beyond expec-

tation, the water seeming to gain a welcome tepidity

from the heat radiating from the stone flagging.
The liberality of this ri is compared to the

it of the flower U-ds is worth notuing. The

advantage "f a stone or briik over a grass sur

rounding to the IK\|S lies in the freedom thus gained
from knife and shears, from the murderous trimming
and harsh straight edging of the plants, whose- natural

growth and graceful outlines are preserved. But as

summer advaiues this means a vcr\ lonsiderahlc

trespass, tim often forgotten by the designer on paper,
whose- narrow \\a\s and vents and interspace* arc

apt to become disagreeably straitened, if not wholly
obliterated, at that engaging moment of riotous

exul>erance and tangled luerue to which plant-life
abandons itself, as if conscious of its insecurity, at the

approach of the first autumn frost which brings on the

stern reatness of winter tillage. At 1- .asfon, the ample
stretih of paving is reached by six flights of steps, while

around and above the great sunk square run broad

L;r.iss terr.u es, sentinelled with Irish yews, Uuindcd by
i y press hedges and terminated by semi-circular il.issu

1-rom both ends of the sunk garden open
shrubberies having wide grassy ways, and Ix-ing intel-

ligently set with groups .m,i masses of choiie and

varied flowering bushesth.it give :i long secession of

interest and variety of mlour in blossom, leaf and

twig, for the planting has been carried out with a

view to autumn tints, so that late in the year the

garden is almost as lovely anil interesting as in the

earlier seasons. But these shrubberies do not match,
for the western one merges into a different and

ungeometru.il feature. Aness was here desirable to

a long natural fold or iotu.i\ity in the otherwise plain
s|< pe of the park, and in order that this access might
l>e lx>th sheltered and picturesque a gradually

descending valley was excavated, the earth so obtained

OCTStDE Tllh XORTH /'EKGO1.A.
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being thrown up in haphazard hanks and mounds on

either side and a very considerable effect of depth
thus given to the artificial hollow. This hollow has

been made to resemble the natural valley which it

joins and forms part of, while occasional rocks

cropping up amid junipers and heaths complete a

very agreeable stretch of wild gardening. The
hollow eventually reaches some old fish-ponds, into

one of which has been built on piles the charming

Japanese tea-house of our picture, while on the pond
margins are grouped a wise selection of water-loving

plants. About seventy Salvation Army waifs were

employed, in addition to the available local labour, to

do the mechanical part of these immense movements
of earth, while the rapid and luxuriant growth
revealed by our excellent series of views shows with

what skill the more scientific and professional part of

the gardening work was carried out. Moreover,
Mr. Peto collected the many antique vases, urns,
columns and statues which lend such point and
distinction to this well-imagined and wholly-successful

example of modern garden-making.

THE DAIRY GARDEN.



GODDARDS,
SURREY.
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Wl
1 1 1 .!'. the spirit of kindness aiul sympathy
has ever Ixrcn the same among good
men and gxl women of every age,
the forms and the expression which it

takes differ somewhit as the world grows older and
life more complex. The quiet precinct of St. Cross

compels an instant and involuntary reverence for the

founder, no less wise than kind, of so complete and
so enduring a contribution to the

happiness
and solace

ot deserving age. The brethren of the Charterhouse
still recall the benefaction of Sir Thomas Sutton.

But in the beautiful house and true " home
"

illustrated in these pages, human kindness seems to

have advanced swiftly with the river of Time, and,

leaving behind it the form, while retaining all the spirit

of medurval sympathy and kindness, has created a

new and striking instaiue of conformity to the

precept,
" Do unto others as thou wouidst they

should do unto thec."

The beautiful house, beautiful both within and

without, built by one of the leaders in the domestii

architecture of the day, set round with the loveliest

garden an 1 flowers which modern taste in design and

planting could secure, is maintained by its owner and

builder as a Home of Rest for Ladies. It stands

i lose to his own house, is equipjx:d and furnished

with like comfort and care, and to it come, at his

invitation, those ladies to whom the strain of work or

want of private means renders suih a visit in such

surroundings a souue of rest and refreshment for

mind and body- nurses from the hospitals, ladies of

THE GARDEN (OCK7 f/tO.V THE WEST.
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FLAGSTONES.

small means who could not otherwise afford a holiday, lives, hut how few have seen a practical way to make

East End workers exhausted by care for others. any recognition or return ! These are the guests

Everyone knows their strenuous and self-sacrificing
invited to " Goddards." Their hostess is a lady who

THE SOUTH-WEST CORNER.
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lives permanently in the home, and undertakes the

complete management, so that the visitors need not
" take thought

"
either for the day, or for the morrow,

and may enjoy in uninterrupted leisure their brier"

but welcome interval of quiet, comfort and repose.
The inmates come as guests, and are treated as

guests
The " Home "

stands on Abinger Common,
a pine-clad stretch of wonderful beauty, which

runs for a couple of miles south of Leith Hill

in Surrey. The air sweeps up from the Weald to this

typical Surrey site over the gooft. of elevation of the

hili, while the house itself is nearly yooft. above the

sea. The land was part of the copyhold of the

almost like monastic cells. With the exception of

the dining-hall, there is no common meeting-place,
and there is none ot the charm of a good house,

though much to admire and commend. They
were built almost invariably on this principle,
because the guests are permanent inmates. At
" Goddards

"
the visitors, who only come and go

as guests for a short period, are provided during that

period with a beautiful home, where they have around

them everything that can stimulate pleasing fancies.

They have a bright social life there
; readings, games

and music in the evening, and, perhips best of all, a

lovely garden. Thus they are never at a loss for an

occupation, and the hours gliding by bring them not

THE WEST WING.

ancient manor of the Evelyns of Wotton, from whose
descendants it was purchased by its present owner.

The ancient name of the property was "
Goddards,"

and that name it still retains.

It may be asked what it is in this home which

marks it as an advance in thought and sympathy
beyond the ideas, however benevolent, of mediasvalism.

Some of the points may be set down, in case they are

not obvious from the illustrations of the house.

Ancient "homes," whether for men or women, plain
folk or gentle-folk, from "God's House" at Ewelme
to St. Cross, were obviously built for the particular

purpose of housing poorer brothers or sisters in a

building where, as a rule, the rooms are very small,

only renewed strength, but solace and comfort.

For ladies there is no such luxury as that of

beautiful flowers ;
and there the flowers are, in. all

their charm, for their enjoyment. In the mediaeval
" homes

"
which survive, to the eternal honour of

their founders, no great detail and interest could, as a

rule, be afforded in their decoration. Their beauty
lies generally in broad effects of general structure. At
" Goddards

"
the house is full of detail and of

matters which cannot fail to interest the guests. It

was built from designs by Mr. E. L. Lutyens, and is

a very favourable example of the architect's work,
both inside and out. What, for example, could be

more charming than the southern front, with its fine
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roof, chimneys, brick-bordered windows and doors,

and the court, with its curiously-laid pavements, its

pool and flowering plants like sea-anemones lying on

a rock ? The dining-hall, or "common room," with

its fine timber-work, put together and pegged in the

old way, is a most restful meeting-place within
;

vistas of terrace and paths and pine woods near at

hand. For wet days there is a skittle alley adjoining
the house itself, where in the winter the villagers are

allowed to come in the evening and play for "
horses,"

while a pipe and a glass of beer are not forbidden.

The fine carvings used as ornaments on the walls of

the alley are dated 1707. They came from the

pediments of the gables of the old Wandsworth
Manor House, now pulled down, and are supposed
to be the work or design of Gnnling Gibbons.

It will be seen that " Goddards
"

is a rambling
house. Adjoining the skittle alley on the left of

the entrance is an old-fashioned washhouse. Thence

a passage to an isolated little parlour giving on the

garden. Over these are bedrooms, which are joined
to the bedrooms of the upper floor in the other wing

by a long, low room called the "
loft," and used for

indoor games in wet weather. Beside the large

"common room" are a dining-room and parlour,
and all are furnished with interesting old pieces from

Surrey or Sussex, while some of the old-fashioned

ornaments were contributed by country people around
out of their own houses. Thus within and without
are interest and beauty ; within, the beauty of Art
and construction

; without, the mingling of Nature
with Art in the garden, and Nature alone in woods
and commons and hills for mental pleasure and the

soul's ease, to use the old phrase of ancient

benefactors.

There is one more thing which should not

be left unsaid. Ancient founders often dedicated

their work to a saint, and that saint was not

infrequently a child-saint. The founder of
"
Goddards," who bought the land and built this

home, gave it to his only daughter. It is hers,
and those who enjoy it are his little daughter's

guests. Over the porch is an interesting anagram,
carved in stone, combining in an ingenious
manner the initials of Daughter and Mother with

the year of construction, supported by characteristic

devices of the patron saints St. Cecilia and St.

Margaret of Scotland.

THE SKITTLE-ALLEY WALK.
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IN ENGLISH HOMES
THE INTERNAL CHARACTER, FURNITURE, & ADORNMENTS

OF SOME OF THE MOST NOTABLE HOUSES OF
ENGLAND ACCURATELY DEPICTED FROM

PHOTOGRAPHS SPECIALLY TAKEN BY

CHARLES LATHAM.
VOLS. I. and II. NOW READY.

PRICE 2 as. EACH NETT, BY POST 2 3 s.

Tbe following are the principal
Houses Illustrated in the
First Volume:

Agecroft Hall, Lancashire

Apethorpe, Northampton
Audley End, Essex
Beltoii House, Grantham
Birtsmorton Court, Gloucester-

shire

Bowood Park, Wiltshire

Boston House, Middlesex

Bradfield, Devon
Bramall Hall. Cheshire

Bramshill Park, Hampshire
Broughton Castle, Oxfordshire

Burton Agnes, Yorkshire

Cassiobury Park. Hertfordshire

Castle Ashby, Northamptonshire
Castle Howard, Yorkshire

Chastleton House, Oxfordshire

Chawton House, Hampshire
Cobham Hall, Kent
Combe Abbey, Warwickshire
Crewe Hall, Cheshire
Drakelowe Hall, Burton-on-Trent

Dunster Castle, Somerset
Eastnor Castle, Herefordshire

Gifford's Hall, Suffolk

Godinton, Kent
Goodwood House, Sussex

Grimsthorpe, Lincolnshire

Groombridge Place, Kent

Haddon Hall, Derbyshire

Hampton Court, Middlesex

Hardwick Hall. Derbyshire
Hatfield House, Hertfordshire

Hewell Grange, Worcestershire

Holme Lacy, Hereford
Kedleston Hall, Derbyshire

Kingston Lacy, Dorset

Knowsley Hall. Lancashire

Lanhydrock, Cornwall
Levens Hall. Westmorland
Littlecote, Wiltshire

Longleat, Wiltshire

Melbury House, Dorset
Old Place, Sussex

Oxburgh Hall, Norfolk
I 'ail lain Park, Sussex

Ragley Hall, Warwickshire
Red Lodge, Bristol

Rufford Abbey, Nottinghamshire
Rushbrooke Hall, Suffolk

Saltram, Devon
Sandringham. Norfolk
Smithills Hall. Lancashire

Speke Hall, I^ancashire

Stanway House, Gloucestershire

Stoke Park, Buckingham
Stourhead, Wiltshire
Sutton Place, Surrey
Sydenham House, Devon
The Deanery Gardens, Sonning
The Vyne, Basingstoke. Hamp-

shire

Tythrop House. Oxfordshire
Waddesdon Manor, Buckingham-

shire

Wakehurst Place, Sussex
Wentworth Castle, Yorkshire
West Dean Park, Sussex
Westwood Park. Worcestershire

Wilton House, Salisbury
Wolfeton House, Dorset
Wroxton Abbey, Oxfordshire

A FEW PRESS OPINIONS.

Pall Mall Gazette.
"

. . . In no previous publication has the domestic architecture of these islands
received such full and generous treatment, and the generous expanse of page shows off

the details of some of the finest half tone plates we have seen. The second volume is, if

anything, even finer than its predecessor. . . . These two handsome volumes make
one of the most desirable presents with which a country house library could be
adorned."

Westminster Gazette.
" No such record of the existing historic and picturesque houses of England has

appeared since the appearance of Joseph Nash's great work. The record in the present
publication is far more complete in most respects. . . . These handsome volumes
are of the highest value to all who are interested in the subject, and must increase in the
interest of their appeal as the years pass. . . . Altogether a delightful work the

legitimate successor to Xash.

Scotsman.
"All who take any interest in the subject, whether from the historical or the artistic

point of view, will be glad to possess the volumes."

Times.
" A very dignified volume with an immense number of fine photographs and historical

and descriptive letterpress depicting the internal character, furniture anil adornments of
some of the most notable houses of England."

Manchester Guardian.
" The look will IK- welcomed by all who take an interest in our country homes and

by those also who merely want something presentable to leave on a drawing room table.
It is well bound, well illustrated, well printed."

Birmingham Post.

"We have nothing but praise for Mr. Latham's work, which forms a worthy and
abiding memorial of many great English homes traditionally associated with state and
splendour."

Globe.

"As a pictorial record of interesting examples of domestic architecture it can lie

highly commended. The illustrations arc well selected and excellently reproduced
"

Guardian.
' This sumptuous volume will be a delight to every lover O( old houses, even although

he may never chance to have seen any of the stately homes which it describes and
illustrates. ' In English Homes' reaches the high water mark of the voluminous litera-

ture which, during the last few
years,

has sprung up around the wealth of ancient houses
which, in spite of fire, time, and the reckless destroyer, lend beauty and dignity to every
corner of England."

Morning Post.

"Such a work as 'In English Homes' corner .t^ lomelhing of a revelation. One
may have a general idea, or even some particular knowledge, of the splendours of

architecture, decoration, furniture, and works of art ap[>ertaining to our country
mansions, and yet be astonished at all Ihe taste and magnificence represented in the

profusion of excellent photographs. . . . The abundant illustrations are well

designed to exemplify the elaborate details of carving and plaster work, as well as the
liold architectural schemes that characterise the interiors and exteriors of the hou< ..

'

Western Morning News.
" What beauties lie hidden in the great houses all over the country, and the old

manors or castles that still preserve their character as a dwelling place can only Ite

'jitatcly gauged from a volume like this. ... In every way the volume will 1> an
unfailing source of pleasure and delight to all who care for ancient houses or ancient
furniture."

The following are the principal
Houses Illustrated in the
Second Volume:

Adlington Hall, Cheshire
Aston Hall, Birmingham
Athelhampton, South Dorset

Baddesley Clinton, North War-
wickshire

Beningbrough Hall, Yorkshire

Blickling Hall, Aylsham, Nor-
folk

Bolsover Castle, Chesterfield.

Derbyshire
Burton Constable, Hull, York-

shire

Canons Ashby, South Northants

Chicheley Hall, Newport Pagnell,
Bucks

Clouds, South-West Wiltshire

Cotehele, Cornwall
Dorton House, Thame, Oxford-

shire

Drakelowe, Burton, Derbyshire
East Sutton Park, Maidstone,

Kent

Glynde, Lewes, Sussex
Hanford House, Blandford, Dor-

setshire

Hever Castle, Kent
Hill Hall, Epping, Essex

Hoghton Tower, Blackburn, Lan-
cashire

Holland House, Kensington
Hornby Castle, Richmond, York-

shire

Hutton-in-the-Forest, Penrith,
Cumberland

Ightham Mote, Sevenoaks, Kent
Knebworth House, Hertfordshire

Langleys, Great Waltham, Essex

Lyme, Cheshire

Marshcourt, Stockbridge, Hamp-
shire

Maxstoke Castle, North Warwick-
shire

Methley Hall, Leeds

Newburgh Priory, Yorkshire
No. 12, Welshback, Bristol

Park Hall, Oswestry, Salop
Prinknash Park, Gloucestershire

yuenby Hall, Leicestershire

Kagdale Old Hall, Leicester-

shire

Ribston Hall, Knaresborough,
Yorkshire

Rothamsted, Harpenden, Hert-
fordshire

St. Donats Castle, Glamorgan-
shire

Samlesbury Hall, Lancashire

Sizergh Castle, Kendal, Westmor-
land

Stockton House, Wiltshire

Temple Newsam, Yorkshire
The Grange, Honiton, Devon-

shire

Treasurer's House, York
Welbeck AUbey, Worksop, Not-

tinghamshire
Westonbirt House, Tetbury,

Gloucestershire
Woodsome Hall, Huddersfield,

Yorkshire
Woollas Hall, Pershore, Worces-

tershire
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BEAUTIFUL AND USEFUL VOLUMES FOR
AMATEUR AND PROFESSIONAL GARDENERS
AND ALL LOVERS OF BEAUTIFUL BOOKS.

COUNTRY LIFE
LIBRARY.

2 1 s. fief. By post 2 1 s. I o//.

THE CENTURY BOOK OF GARDENING.
A comprehensive work for every lover of the garden. Edited

by E. T. COOK. With about 720 Illustrations. Specially-

designed Cover. Large 8vo, Gilt edges?
Art canvas.

THE TIMKS. " No department of gardening is neglected, and the illustrations of famous
and beautiful gardens and of the many winsome achievements of the gardener's art are so
numerous and so attractive as to make the veriest cockney yearn to turn gardener at once.
If the 'Century Hook of Gardening' does not make alt who see it covet their neighbours'
gardens through sheer despair of ever making for themselves such gardens as are there
illustrated, it should, at any rate, inspire every one who desires to have a garden with an
ambition to make it as beautiful as he can."

i 2s. 6(/. net each. By post \ 2s. i id.

GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS.
By E. T. COOK. A Handbook to the Garden. Superbly
Illustrated. Third and enlarged edition. Medium 8vo,
Buckram.

GI.OUK. "
It is quite a

cyclop.-rdia
in itself, and must surely contain everything that the

amateur gardener can need to know. A leading feature of the volume is the wealth of
illustration reproduced from photographs, and admirably printed."

THE FRUIT GARDEN.
A Manual embracing all the best varieties, forming a Complete
Guide for the Cultivation of British Emits, inside and out of

doors, by the most modern methods. By GEORGE BUNVARD
and OWEN THOMAS. 8vo, Buckram.

WKSTEKN MORNING NKWS. "The present volume gives a comprehensive view of the
character and nature of fruit trees, their proper treatment, andaffords what is greatly wanted
by gardeners a choice selection of trees with valuable directions as to planting and
treatment. Such a work as this would be excellent in the village library, and would form a
valuable aid to those who would desire to instruct and aid the growers of fruit, whether large
or small. It would also be an acquisition to the library of everyone interested in gardening."

TREES AND SHRUBS FOR ENGLISH
GARDENS. By E. T. COOK. 8vo.

GARDENERS' CHRONICLK. A good book on trees and shrubs is a real want. Few books
are more often enquired for, and until now we have had a difficulty in replying to our
correspondents who have asked for information on the point. Mr. Cook's book will do good
service by calling attention to a somewhat neglected phase of gardening, while it will also
be of service to the amateur by putting before him a mass of information that he would
otherwise have to seek in a variety of other books. In these days of trashy gardening books,
it is a pleasure to come across one which bears the stamp of original observation, judicious
inference, and industrious research."

ROSES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL and EDWARD MAWLEY. 8vo, Buckram.

DAILY CHRONICLE." No one can fail to be captured by Miss Jekyll's enthusiasm and fine
discrimination. One of the many signs found in this book of the right intelligence of the
rose is the feeling shown both in text and illustration for the ancestors of our garden species,
the beautiful single rose."

WALL AND WATER GARDENS.
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL. Illustrated. Demy 8vo, Buckram.

THK TIMES. " He who will consent to follow Miss Jekyll aright will find that under her
guidance the old walls, th stone steps, the rockeries, the ponds or streamlets of his garden
will presently blossom with all kinds of flowers undreamed of, and become marvels of varied
foliage. More than a hundred photographs help to enforce Miss Jekyll's admirable lessons."

MY GARDEN. By EDEN PHILLPOTTS.
THK WORLD." It is a thoroughly practical book, addressed especially to those who, like

himself, have about an acre of flower garden and are willing and competent to help a
gardener to make it as rich, as harmonious, and as enduring as possible. His chapters on
Irises are particularly good."

io/. 6d. net each. By post IDS. \od.

GOLF GREENS AND GREEN KEEPING.
Edited by H. G. HUTCHINSON.

PALL MALL GAZETTE. " Kach article is written by a man who knows his subject, and the
book is brightened by a number of most admirable and helpful photographs. It will be
useful to secretaries of links already established, and even more so to gentlemen who are
thinking of pegging out a new course; and we have no hesitation in saying that it should be
on the library shelves of every golf club pavilion in the kingdom as a valuable practical
treatise."

THE DISEASES OF TREES.
By PROFESSOR R. HARTIG. Royal 8v<>, Buckram.

A GARDEN IN VENICE.
By E. EDEN. With 21 Collotype and 50 other Illustrations.

New and Cheap Edition, Parchment limp.
Tin Qt KEN. "'A Garden in Venice' is a beautifully got-tip book, with its fifteenth

century end-papers of old gardens, its quaint Renaissance head and tail pieces engraved in

outline, and its collotypes of Venetian garden effects."

8.f. 6e/. net each. By post 8.r. io</.

LILIES FOR ENGLISH GARDENS.
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL. A Guide for Amateurs. Illustrated

8vo, Buckram.
WESTMINSTER GAZETTE." Miss Jekyll's aim has been to write and compile a book on

lilies which shall tell amateurs in the plainest and simplest possible way how most easily
and successfully to grow the lily which, considering its great beauty, is not grown nearly
so much as might be expected."

THE UNHEATED GREENHOUSE.
By Mrs. K. L. DAVIDSON.

js. 6d. net. 'By post js. i oc/.

ECONOMIES IN DAIRY FARMING.
By ERNEST MATHEWS.

6j". net each. By post 6s. ^d.

WHERE THE FOREST MURMURS.
By FIONA MACLEOD. A Series of Nature Sketches.

DAILY TKLEGRAPH. " There is everywhere a sense of the haunting mystery of the pro-
cesses of the world viewed through the eyes of a simple, unsophisticated nature, which,
from perpetual brooding upon the face of the deep, has caught something of the misty air
and broken music of the waves. Suggestion, rather than doctrine, is the atmosphere of the
work; and in a certain vague, but beautiful suggestiveness, the strange but eager-hearted
prose of this writer abounds to the very brim."

FLOWER DECORATION IN THE HOUSE.
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL.

5.1-.
net. By post ^s. \d.

SEASIDE PLANTING OF TREES AND
SHRUBS. By ALFRED GAUT, F.R.H.S.

o p. bd. net each. By post y. lot/.

SWEET VIOLETS AND PANSIES, AND
VIOLETS FROM MOUNTAIN AND PLAIN.

Edited by E. T. COOK.
SCOTSMAN. " Mr. Cook's editorship is a guarantee for the excellence of the book, and

for each branch of the subject he has secured a writer of the amplest knowledge and of

recognised authority. . . . Description is accompanied by skilled directions as to how
the plants should be grown and propagated."

CARNATIONS AND PINKS.
Edited by E. T. COOK.

GLOBE. " The book is not only sure to please and edify every enthusiastic carnation

grower, but it will quicken interest in its subject among horticulturists who have hitherto

neglected this hardy and handsome child of many soils."

THE BOOK OF BRITISH FERNS.

By CHAS. T. DRUERY, F.L.S., V.M.H., President of the

British Pteridological Society.
PILOT." Those interested in the culture of ferns should certainly get this book. Although

Mr. Dniery writes in a popular style, those who look for scientific accuracy will not be

disappointed. The culture and propagation of ferns is first given, while the chief.part of the

book consists of lists of ferns suitable for different localities, including rooms and frames,
and descriptions of the various families."

Price i 2s. 6</. By post i y.

COLOUR IN THE FLOWER GARDEN.
By GERTRUDE JEKYLL. The aim of the Book is to show

how plants may be used so as to form beautiful colour

pictures in the garden. Hvo, Buckram.

Published at the Offices o{ " COUNTRY LIFE," LIMITED, 20, Ta%'istock Street, Strand, W.C.,
and by GEOKGE NEWNEN, LTD., 3-12, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.
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